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“At the head of all the sciences and arts, at the head of civilization and progress, 

stands—not militarism, the science that kills, not commerce, the art that accumu- 

lates wealth—but agriculture, the mother of all industry, and the maintainer of 

human life.-—JAMES G. GARFIELD.
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Cc. P. NORGORD. 

Wisconsin’s First Commissioner of Agriculture; Superintendent of 
Farmers’ Institutes, 1914-1915.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

HON. A. P. NELSON, 

President of the Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: ‘ 
Sir:—I have the honor of herewith presenting to you Bulletin No. 29 of Wis- 

consin Farmers Institutes. 
: Most respectfully yours, 

; : E. L. LUTHER, 
Madison, Wis., December, 1915. Superintendent. 

‘
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Board of Regents 

Charles R. Van Hise, President of the University, ex-officio. 
Charles P. etl State Supt. of Public Instruction, ex-officio. 

State at Large, Gilbert E. Seaman. 6th District, Miss Frances G. Perkins 
State at Large, Mrs. Florence G. Buckstaff. 7th District, D. O. Mahoney. 
1st District, A. J. Horlick. 8th District, G. D. Jones. 
2nd District, F. W. A. Notz. 9th District, Orlando E. Clark. 
3rd District, E. M. McMahon. 10th District, Ben F. Faast. 
Ath District, Theodore M. Hammond. 11th District, A. P. Nelson, Pres. 
5th District, James F. Trottman. 

M. E. McCaffrey, Secretary. 

Organization. 

The University embraces— The College of Eieneens embraces— 
The College of Letters and Science. The Civil Engineering Course. 

The ae of Engineering. The Mechanical ening Cannes. 
The Law School. The Electrical Engineering Course. 
The College of Agriculture. The Chemical Engineering Course. 
The Medical School. The Mining Engineering Course. 
The Graduate School. 
The Extension Division. The College of Agriculture embraces— 
The Summer Session. The Experiment Station. 
The College of Letters and Science The rene pacar Course. 

embraces— The Middle Agricultural Course. 
General Courses in Liberal Arts. The Short Agricultural Course. 

Spec Courses which include: The Dairy Course. 
emistry. The Farmers’ Institutes. 

Commerce. Home Economics. 
Journalism. The Forest Rangers’ Course. 
Library Training Courses. 

Music. The Law School embraces— 
Pharmacy. A Three Years’ Course. 
Training of Teachers. 
The Medical School embraces— 
The First Two Years of a Medical Course. 
The Extension Division embraces— 

The Department of Instruction by Lectures. 
The Department of Correspondence-Study. 
The Department of General Information and Welfare. 
The Department of Debating and Public Discussion. 

The Summer Session embraces— 
Courses in the various Colleges and Schools of the University. 

Branches of Study 

The University presents a wide range of study cetots more than three 
hundred subjects. Something of the extent and variety of these may be indi- 
cated by the following synopsis: Twelve languages are taught, viz.: Greek, 
Latin, Sonmerit: Hebrew, German, Norse, French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, 
Anglo-Saxon and English. In Mathematics there are forty special courses. Under



the Sciences there are a jag number of courses in each of the following: Astronomy, 
physics, Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology, Botany, Anatomy. Bacter- 
iology, Pharmacy. In History there are fifty courses; in Political Economy, 
seventy-seven; in Political Science, forty-four; in Mental Sciences there are sixty- 
one embracing Philosophy, Eee Ethies, Aesthetics, Logic and Education. 
There are twenty-seven courses in Music, and forty-three courses in Physical 
Education. 

Physical Culture:—The Armory and Gymnasium is one of the largest build- 
ings for its parece connected with any institution of ae in the country. 
It is provided with rooms for lectures on Physiology and Hygiene, and for 
class and individual exercise in all the forms of gymnastic practice. There 
are also the most abundant and approved facilities for shower, sponge and 
swimming baths. ah 

| Adequate accommodations are provided for the women’s gymnastics in 
| Lathrop Hall, which is fully equipped. This furnishes ample facilities for 

systematic courses for young women, and is under the immediate direction 
of a trained instructor. This provides a gymnasium for the exclusive use of 
women. 

In Mechanics and Engineering:—Elementary Mechanics, Mechanics of Mate- 
rial, Dynamics, Mechanics of Pe umete oy of Construction, Ther- 
ee as Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic Surveying, 

Geodesy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, Steam Engineering, 
Hydraulic Motors, Hoisting Machinery, Theory and Construction of Loco- . 

motives, Baaay Locomotives, ee Location, Railway Equipment, 
Construction and Maintenance of Way, Railroad Field Work. 

In Electricity:—Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Construction, 
Be oe and various forms of eee eee given; also shop work 
in wood, iron, brass, both hand work and machine work, machine design- 
ing, construction and testing machines. 

In Agriculture:—Various courses are given in Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, 
Farm Management, Dairying, Agricultural Chemistry, Soils, Veterinary 
Science, Agricultural Physics, Agronomy, Horticulture and Economic Ento- | 
mology, Bacteriology, etc. A ' 

In Law:—Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence, Real Property, Constitutional Law, 
Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, Corpora- 
tions, Domestic Relations, Admiralty, Insurance, Estoppel, Partnership, 
Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Jurisprudence, Probate 
Law, Code Practice, Agency, etc. 

In Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 
Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany and Practical Laboratory Work. 

General Facilities:—The Ue embraces six hundred and eighty-five instruc- 
tors of whom 160 average half time. The laboratories are new, extensive 
and well equipped; embracing the Chemical, Physical, Bieraleecel, Min- 
eralogical, Geological, Zoological, Botanical, Bacteriological, Civil, Elec- 
trical and Mechanical ees Agricultural and Pharmaceutical Labora- 
tories. Seminaries are held for advanced study in History, Language, Litera- a 
ture, Mathematics, and other branches. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 218,595 
volumes; of the State Historical ey: 386,588 volumes; of the State Law Depart- 
ment, 55,000 volumes; of the city, 34,779 volumes; of the Legislative Reference 
Library, 35,000 volumes and pamphlets; besides special professional and tech- 
nical libraries, making in all more than 807,900 volumes, eee pamphlets, 
thus affording very exceptional opportunities for reading and special research. 

Any person who desires information in regard to any of the colleges or schools, 
should apply to W. D. HIESTAND, 

Registrar.



COURSES IN THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

Long Course. Covering four full college yea, offers scientific training in agri- culture, as well as training in the under lying sciences. Students may special- : ize in any line after the second year. In 1915, 595 First Sem. registered. 
Middle Course. Consists of two full college years, modified to include as much ss work as possible in connection with the regular scientific training. n 1915, First Sem. 116 registered. 
Home Economics. A four-year course, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, for those who wish to repare themselves as teachers in Home Econom- ies, as home makers or for ote related vocations. In 1915, First Sem. 261 registered. 
Summer Session. Last week in June to second week in August. This session in- cludes 39 courses in agriculture. In 1915, 371 students attended. 
Short Course. A term of 14 weeks in each of two years. Registration Friday, November 26. The course includes lectures, demonstrations, and practice work. In 1914-15, 465 attended. 
Young Peoples’ Course. This is a one week course of lectures and demonstra- tions in agriculture for boys and ons who have taken part in the Young People’s Grain Growing Contests. It generally begins early in February. 
Farmers’ Week. This is a course of popular lectures, demonstrations and ex- ercises in practical agricultural science, beginning easly in February. It is open to farmers over 25 years old. In 1913, 954 attended. 
Winter Dairy Course. A twelve weeks’ session, beginning early in November, including lectures, laboratory and practice work in the manufacture of dairy products. It is designed especially for buttermakers and cheesemakers. In 1914-15, 169 attended. 
Summer Dairy Course. This is a ten-weeks’ training in dairy factory operation for beginners. Students are admitted any time during the spring or summer after March 1. 
Special Dairy Course. This is for creamery and cheese factory operators and managers and covers ten days, including addresses and laboratory demonstra- tions. It is given at the time of the Farmers’ Course. 
Women’s Course. This is a one-week course of lectures and demonstrations on various phases of home economics, cooking, nursing, etc., and is given during the first week of the ten days’ Farmers’ Course. 
Women’s One Week School. This is a laboratory course in cooking, given dur- ing the second week of the Farmers’ Course. 
Forest Ranger’s Course. This course covers a period of two full years preparing students for such positions as forest ranger, guard, tree ane expert, or nursery foreman. For further information concerning any of these courses address the College of Agriculture, Madison, Wis. 

Farmers’ Institutes 
E. L. Luther, Superintendent Nellie E. Griffiths, Clerk 
THE FARMERS INSTITUTES DEPARTMENT conducts meetings in various sections of the state where practical lectures and conferences on subjects pertaining to farm life and farm operations are presented. Women’s Institutes are also con- ducted for the women. The Farmers’ Institute Bulletin is issued annually in an edition of 40,000 copies, and distributed at Institutes and by mail; also 12,000 copies of the Farmers’ Institute Women’s Bulletin. ae community can secure an Institute upon re pe to the See ent. For further infor- : mation address Supt. E. L. Luther, Madison, Wis.
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PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

’ 

CLOSING FARMERS’ INSTITUTE 

HELD AT 

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN, MARCH Il, 12, 13, 1915 

THURSDAY MORNING SESSION. 

The Institute opened March 11, 1915, at 9:30 A. M., Superintendent C. P. Nor- 
gord in the chair. Prayer was offered by Rev. Ingley, followed by music by the 
Orchestra. . 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME. ing years, I have noted great improve- 
. ments. During my period of farming. 

Alderman : —_— >in pos we followed the plow, walked in the fur- 
ree bi oh ae Se rows and bound up the grain by hand. 

— Among my recollections is binding grain 

It is indeed a pleasure, as well as a | by moonlight. 
great privilege, to be called upon as a You all know of the improvements 

i representative of the city of Kenosha to | that have come in farming; you know 
extend to you from the rural districts a | that the work of the farm has been 
welcome to our city for this, your An- | shortened in hours and it has been made 
nual Round-up Institute. I am pleased | easier by the introduction of inventions 
in a certain sense to call myself afarmer; | of all kinds of machinery. It 1s pos- 
twenty-five years of my life were spent | sible for the farmer today in eight and 
upon the farm, and the fifteen years | ten hours to do what it used to take fif- 
that have elapsed since then have not in | teen and sixteen hours to accomplish. 
any way tended to divorce me from It can be said with credit to the farmer 
those interests. that he is a man who thinks and pians. 

| I do not believe there is any greater | We have evidence of that when those 
calling than agriculture. In these pass- | from the rurai districts come to the city 
2-F. 1.
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ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 19 

and take employment in our. factories. ing that none of you will fail to avail 
In the first place, the boys and girls | yourselves of that great opportunity. 

fi — the — oe re work, ~ ‘ I cannot close my remarks without re- 
they are taug! o plan their work. | ferring to our Kenosha Retailers’ As- 

They do things according to system and | sociation. Being not personally con- 

ng ip Wien Succes Sa beens | teen Lots ae Clip af eee we ing ip in eren al lieve the City of Kenosha as a 

lines of work in the city has convinced | whole and Kenosha cmaies can take 
me that the best material we are able | their hats off to the Kenosha Retailers’ 
to get comes from the rural districts. : Association for the many good things it 
You are here to spend three days in | is doing. I know from investigation 

our city. Our only regret is that the | that the Kenosha Retailers’ Association 
time is not much longer. You will find | has done and is doing many things with 
the hand of mage on to | an unselfish spirit for the good of Ken- 
you on every side. classes unite in | osha. We want a better and greater 
welcoming this Farmers’ Institute. You | Kenosha, and we need your help noe it. 
are welcomed by the manufacturers. We are exceedingly proud to have you 
If you have any leisure time and are in- | spend a few days in our city and we 
terested in any of our industries, I | know that when you leave, the City of 
—_ wey — = ‘or wel- | Kenosha will be better for your having 
comed ai e gates. ere is any | been here. Knowing, as I do, the high 

special industry that you desire to visit, | standard of the sapilanailiens of the 
tet me know and I will see that you are | agriculture of Kenosha and other coun- 
— care : and — =~ well. oe ties, I am satisfied that the keys of the 

e consider agriculture one of the | city will be safe in your hands, and m 
noblest of callings. The time has gone cestek from His 4 wen the Mayor, is 
by when the idea prevailed that any one | this—that for the time you are here you 
was capable of taking up the occupa- | are given the freedom of the city. Be 
tion of farming. The farmer today must | not afraid of our police officers, they are 
be as well trained for his work as any | all tame, good-natured fellows, who will 
man who takes up any other industry, extend to you every courtesy in their 
and this Round-up Institute is for the | power. If any one seeks to molest you, | 
purpose of giving additional points, giv- | our officers will see that the offenders are 
a Bae facts — may be taken back landed behind the bars. 

niaraas =~ eg: mea — But it is not for me to take up valu- 
Seale Ye able time today. This splendid pro- 

ple here, the choice of the State, so that 
you will be given the best that the State gram proves that the real value of this 

of Wisconsin affords in addresses and pre- meeting will begin after I am through. 

sentations that will be delivered to you. | Again, on behalf of His Honor, the 
Besides this, I understand that at the | Mayor, and the City of Kenosha, I bid 

Coliseum there will be a display well | you, ladies and gentlemen, a most 

worth seeing, and it goes without say- | hearty we'come.
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RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

Supt. C. P. Norgord, Madison. 

We accept with pleasure the kind | farmers and men who had shown that 
words of welcome which your Mayor | they were able to combine science and 
has transmitted to us and the good | practical experience and to make it things which he has laid open to us. profitable. The men of the Farmers’ 
We assure him that we appreciate that | Institute force have presented the best we have the keys in our hands, and, practices, the most profitable practices knowing the members of the Institute | of the best farmers throughout the world 
force as being good, honest farmers, [ They have combined with this ex- 
assure the Mayor that we shall not perience the results of experiments of 
impose upon the fine privileges which | Experiment Stations all over the world i he has given us. and, consequently, this combination of 

It is a great pleasure indeed to have knowledge and_ practical experience i the Closing Farmers’ Institute at this presented by these men has been of 
Place. We looked forward to coming | great value to the state of Wisconsin, here even before the petition came in, | which has today a dairy business because we knew of the enterprise of the | amounting to one hundred millions of ; people of this city from experience in the | dollars for the past year. 
past, and we knew that the attendance The state of Wisconsin has more silos at this place and the interest shown | than any other state in the Union by a 
would be as great as at any city in the | great many times. The prosperity of 

State. the state of Wisconsin is greater than 
I was pleased to listen to the words of that of almost any other state in the 

the speaker when he said he began his | Union. 
farming in the early days when farming Agriculture has advanced in Wiscon- was not done by the self-binder and all | sin more than in any other state in the of the modern machinery, when farming | Union, and I think we are not boasting was not the business it is at the present very much when we say we are at the 
time. top in agriculture in this state, and that It has been the business of the | much of this has been due to the dis- Farmers’ Institutes to further the | semination of knowledge by the interests of farming and to build up an | Farmers’ Institutes. We have on this 
agriculture which is a science and a | force men who can present experience 
farming which is a business, and by the | direct from the farm. We have with combination of science and business we | us today the former Superintendent. have arrived at our present condition of | who was in charge of the Farmers’ farming. which is a more pleasant way | Institutes for twenty years and has 
of farming and a more profitable way of | been on the Institute force for twenty- 
farming. seven years. It is through the wise The Farmers’ Institutes began in guidance of this Superintendent and the 1885. They were conducted by men of | excellent work of these genuine farmer: experience on the farm, by up-to-date | on the Farmers’ Institute force that the
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work has been guided and presented as | been made up with Kenosha conditions 

it has been and with the good results | in view, the soil conditions, the dairy 

that have been accomplished. conditions, all the conditions which you 

We have met here today after a full | have in this community, and we shall 

year’s work, during which we have | speak to you asfarmers. Perhaps some 

presented the truths of agriculture in | of the practices that will be presented 
the hamlet, in the open country, in the | will not be practicable to you, but this 
town and in the wae and we meet today meeting is not only for Kenosha, we are 
to close the winter’s work. It has been speaking not only to Kenosha county 

re a Be ga agricultare = today, but we are speaking for the whole 
199 Institutes, 40 Women’s Institutes 

= State, because all of the work thus 
as separate Institutes, and throughout ‘ ‘ . 
the entire year and the entire State the presented here will go into the Farmers 

_ Farmers’ Institutes presented agricul- Institute Builetin, which will be dis- 

ture at 217 Institutes. tributed at the Farmers’ Institutes next 

We have come now, as I say, to this | year, so we hope you will take this into 

Closing Institute presented at Kenosha. | consideration in looking over the pro- 
The program which we have prepared has | gram which we present to you today. 

THE TESTING AND DISSEMINATION OF PURE BRED GRAINS. 

Noyes R. Raessler, Beloit, Wis. 

As seeding time approaches, we find 

everywhere the busy farmer asking him- 

self the question, “What can I do to in- 

crease my yield of corn and grain 

. crops?” The high price of land, of 
- labor and excellent prices which are now 

i realized for meat and dairy products, 
are strong inducements to every farmer 

Py in Wisconsin to increase his herds of 

> — cattle, hogs and sheep to the utmost. 

e. 3 F ae Since the amount of live stock kept on 
—_ a farm depends largely upon the amount ' 

a of cereals produced upon that farm, we 

os r' naturally look upon these crops as the 
foundation of our income. One im- 

etaees portant factor too often overlooked is in 

Fs selecting the right kind of seed to ob- 
tain the largest crops. It is a recog- 

A nized fact that only about 50 per cent 
of the farmers in Wisconsin are using the 

seeds best adapted to their soil and 

climatic conditions. 
We see everywhere in Wisconsin the 

Mr. Raessler. splendid herds of pure bred and grade
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live stock which have taken the place of | of corn, oats, barley, wheat and rye, 

scrub stock. Why? Because the bet- | which have become famous throughout 

ter bred stock produces greater profits | the world for their productiveness and 

for the amount of feed consumed. excellent market value. It hasbeen pre- 

That the same relation exists between | dicted that Wisconsin will soon become 
pure bred seed and scrub seed is not so | theseed market of theworld. Even now 
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Tag used on Inspected Grain Sold by Members of the Agricultural 
2 Experiment Association. 

well known at present, otherwise we | we are unable to supply the demand at 
would see different crops in driving out | home some years. It is only amatter of 

in the country during the summer | growing the right kind of seed and keep- 
months. Fifteen years ago we knew | ing the quality up to the required stand- 

practically nothing about pure bred | ard. The sale of seeds, however, is 
seeds. Today, thanks to our Experi- | only a small item compared to the in- 

ment Station, we have pedigreed strains | creased income derived from feeding
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these extra bushels of grain crops to | latitudes. In a field test covering five 

farm animals. In order to get a clear | years, in which six hundred Wisconsin 

idea of what pedigreed grains are, it is | farmers took part, it produced over ten 

necessary to go to the early stages of | bushels more per acre than the aver- 

breeding somewhat and make some com- | age of all other varieties grown under 

parisons. the same conditions. This variety is 

Base fred Cara also a great silage corn, producing from 
s .__:| Sixteen to twenty tons of rich, succulent 

Twelve years ago we were growing | forage per acre on good soil. The ears 
twenty or thirty varieties of corn. Some | are creamy white in color, about 9 

matured early, some late, and others | inches in length, of rather deep kernels, 
were either low in yield or badly mixed. | having a rough indentation; about 120 
True we were getting fair crops, but they | days are required to-mature the crop. 
were far from what they should be. * -Golden Glow, Wisconsin No. 12, is 

There is unfortunately a strong | the next highest yielder and is fast com- 
temptation on the part of many farm- | ing into popularity for several reasons. 
ers to grow varieties too late for their | It ripens about ten days earlier than 
particular soil and climatic conditions. | Wisconsin No. 7 and can be grown in 

The result is very often immature corn | central Wisconsin, Michigan, Min- 

of low and unwholesome feeding quali- | nesota.° Even in the corn belt states 
ties. there is a growing demand for early 

The first requisite, then, is to de- | corn that will produce a good yield. 
termine which of the many varieties is | Some farms are on low and wet land 
best adapted to any farm and to make | where it is often impossible to plant 
sure this will ripen in the growing sea- | corn until the latter part of May or the 
son between the last killing frost of | first of June, making it very important 
spring and the first killing frosts of | to plant a variety that matures quick- 
autumn. ly. On most every large farm some of 

The Agronomy Department of the | the planting is done late in the season 
Wisconsin Experiment Association has | and if the late varieties are used alto- 
done some wonderful work along the | gether there is apt to be considerable 
line of developing certain varieties of | immeature corn in the fall. Golden 
corn which ripen in different periods of | Glow has been known to yield 100 
time and have gained a nation-wide | bushels of shelled corn per acre in Wis- 
reputation for their productiveness, high | consin. The stalks are of medium 
feeding qualities and strong vitality. height, growing strong and erect—a de- 

As each of these Wisconsin standard | cided advantage during wind storms. 
varieties are adapted to large sections of | Ears about 8 1-2 inches in length, of 
the country corresponding to varying | rich golden color, kernels slightly dent- 
climate over different parts of the State, | ed, but rather deep for such an early 
a brief description will be of help in de- | corn. 
termining the proper selection to make Wisconsin No. 8, or early Yellow 
in starting out. Dent, ripens about one week earlier 

Silver King or Wisconsin No. 7 is | than Golden Glow and is now grown suc- 
the heaviest yielding variety of Wis- | cessfully in northern Wisconsin, Dakota 
consin pure bred corn. It may be grown | and in the New England states. In 
successfully in southern Wisconsin, all | fact, it is being planted in many regions 
of Illinois, northern Iowa and similar | where it was thought impossible to
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grow anything but flint corn hereto- duce varieties of oats which were not 

fore. Of course, being an extra early | so easily affected by these parasites and 

variety, the stalks are naturally short. | adverse conditions, but could be relied 

The ears are about 8 inches in length, | upon to produce a good crop year after 

kernels smooth and quite shallow; how- | year under average conditions. How 

ever, it is possible to obtain better | well they have succeeded is quite 

crops as a rule from this variety than | evident by the great demand for the 

from the flints. pedigreed varieties which were sent out 

The farmers living in the extreme by the Station within the last two or 

north end need not feel discouraged, three years. 
even if they cannot grow dent corn suc- The pedigree oats may be divided into 

cessfully. This applies also to some of | three classes, as follows: 

the farms not so far north, but located | The Wisconsin No. 1, or long type, 
on high altitudes where the nights are | Which are the most popular, as they 
cold and the “ideal corn weather” is | possess the highest yielding qualities. 
limited to only a few weeks. The not overly large straw is very 

- . The flint corn is still a profitable corn | Strong and rigid, standing up well under 

to grow, even though it may be small. | severe storms. The heads are uniform, 

The low yield is partly offset by its | of good size, well filled, and do not { 

higher protein content, making it really easily shatter. Another good feature 

more valuable feed (pound for pound) | is its ability to resist the damaging 
than dent corn. A pure bred strain effect of the hot, dry winds which are . 

known as “Smut Nosed Flint,” or | liable to occur during the season. Pp 

Wisconsin No. 15, has been developed, | Being naturally a hardy plant, the % 

it producing better yield of forage and | pedigreed varieties are not as susceptible 3 
grain than the common varieties of flint. | to injury by smut. In the latter case, J 

however, it is unnecessary to take any a 

Pedigreed Oats risks, but the seed should be treated to k 
prevent smut. Taking ordinary pre- * 

Next to “King Corn,” oats is probably | cautions and making use of the knowl- 

the most common grain crop grown by | edge and information sent out by the 

the farmers of Wisconsin. Because of | Experiment Station, using good seed 

its splendid feeding qualities, it has | and proper preparation of the seed bed, 

grown very popular with the live stock | the farmer can feel secure of a bountiful 

farmer, containing a high percentage of | harvest. 
the food elements in which corn is low. The difference in yield between Wis- 
Its merits are especially apparent where | consin No. 1 and common oats was 
it is fed in combination with the latter | seven bushels per acre in the field test 

feed. Unfortunately, however, the oat | carried on by Wisconsin farmers. 

plant has some bad qualities which have The Wisconsin No. 5, or barley type 

been a source of annoyance and a detri- | oats, were developed from the Swedish 

ment to- its profitable cultivation. | select. These are adapted to the lighter 

Smut, lodging and inability to withstand | soils, having a rather deep root system, 

the hot, dry winds are chief among these. | and therefore have a tendency to grow 

Realizing these deficiencies, Prof. | rank, causing lodging where food plant 

Moore and his assistants at the Wiscon- | is abundant. 
sin College of Agriculture have been The Wisconsin No. 6, or sixty-day 

working for a number of years to pro- | oats, are adapted to the rich bottom
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lands where it is practically impossible | age yield of the State for five years is 

to grow other varieties. The short, | 27.7 and the average yield of the United 
stiff, hard straw prevents lodging and | States for five years is 24.5 
rust. These oats are not intended for Wisconsin has produced an average 
upland, although many dairy farmers | of 844,400 acres of barley annually for 
prefer them to the late oats. the past five years, or a total of 4,222,000 

acres. Had this entire acreage been 

Pedigreed Barley sowed to pedigree barley, there would 
have been produced 20,000,000 bushels 

Where a superior barley has been | of barley more than if the common 
developed from a single seed and carried | barley had been used. At the average 
through a course of several years | price of fifty cents per bushel, this 
breeding by selection or hybridization | would amount to $10,000,000 added to 
and selection and a record kept of the | the wealth of the farmers of the State 
same, it is known as a pedigree barley. | during that period of time. 

Six-rowed barley. Through several 
years’ experimentation, it has been “ 
found that the common six-rowed Hewarcs Eye: 
barley is preferable to other varieties In developing pedigree rye at the 

and more profitable for the average | University of Wisconsin, three import- 
farmer to grow. The yield far sur- | ant things were accomplished; an in- q 

passes that of the other varieties and | creased length of head, averaging one- | 
the market demands for the six-rowed | third longer than common rye; a larger 

class far surpass that of all other | and plumper berry, and a much stiffer ] 
varieties combined. At a conservative | straw, causing it to stand up well even ‘ 

estimate, 98 per cent of all the barley | on very rich soil. ‘ 

now grown in the State is six-rowed The millers and distillers were the ; 
barley and about 50 per cent pedigreed | first to recognize its superiority over i 

barley. common rye and in many cases offer j 

Farmers throughout the State have | to pay prices above the market for all 

quickly availed themselves of the | they secure. 
opportunity of securing pedigree seed The value of winter rye is becoming 

barley from the growers or seedsmen. | more apparent every year. It is much 

Through this rapid, method of dis- | hardier than wheat and can be grown 

semination, the Wisconsin pedigree | on a greater variety of soils that would 
barley has displaced the common | not produce a fair crop of wheat. It 

varieties until whole communities are | will thrive, even in sandy seasons and 

now growing this one breed of barley | on sandy loam. It is sown not only 

to the exclusion of nearly all other | for grain, but for hay and soiling 

varieties. purposes also. On sandy soils, where 

According to the reports from 1,500 | humus is badly needed, there is nothing 

members of the Experiment Associa- | better (except clover or soy beans) 

tion who were carrying on tests with | to plow under in spring. 

pedigree barley in different parts of When sown for pasture it makes the 

the State, they show an average yield | earliest feed and starts up quickly after 

for six years of 34.0 bushels per acre; | it has been eaten down by stock. 

4.7 bushels above that of the best | When allowed to mature, rye does not 
varieties compared with it. The aver- | exhaust the soil as badly as do other
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grains, hence it can be grown on the | is a higher percentage of protein in the 
same soil longer than any other crop. flint varieties, but no difference in the 

In an extensive field test, pedigree | different varieties of dent as compared 
rye outyielded common rye by eight | with each other. 

bushels per acre, while some growers Dr. Porter—Is it not possible to 

reported yields ranging from forty to | breed a greater percentage of protein 

fifty bushels per acre. into corn of different varieties? 
: Mr. Raessler—It certainly is. By 

Dissemination and Inspection of | breeding in that direction, it is possible 
Pure Bred Seed Grains to breed for higher protein content, 

rs ee P for higher oil or for more starch, but, 
The disseminating centers consist of generally speaking, comparing one va- 

farms operated by men who have riety of dent with another, there is no 
finished the Agricultural Course at the LO 
College of Agriculture in good standing. |* Mr. McKerrow—While in North 

These men are organized in what is | nokotaa couple of weeks ago, the state- 
known as the “Wisconsin Experimental | ent was made that in their analyses 
Association” and each member receives | o¢ corn an increase in protein was shown 
enough pure bred seed to plant one acre. up as high as three per cent between 

The product of this acre is resown the the true dent type, which is very 

following year and by this time there is starchy, and the small flints that they 
enough harvested to supply others. By | ar. growing. 

this system it is possible to change A Member—They have found the 

the entire seed of the State in the course | same thing in Illinois between the flints 
of three years’ time. and the dents. 

The disseminating centers now num- Prof. Moore—I think it is barely 

ber nearly 2,000, some of which are lo- | possible to find that on some individual 
cated in practically every county in varieties, but if ten thousand or one 

the State. eS ‘ thousand samples were taken they 
In order te maintain the high stand- would not get any such variation, unless 

ard of Wisconsin seeds, the growers are special breeding had been carried on. 

requested to have their fields examined it tae ‘Wiknols Station: whee | they 
during the growing season. In this way took up the varieties and specially 

a es oe be detected and | bred some for high and others for low 
eliminated. The threshed grains are | protein, they got a difference practi- 
again examined before being placed on cally of seven per cent, but we do not 

the market, to make sure that they know that it would be profitable to 
may be in first-class seed condition, and do a thing of that kind, because they 

a copy-righted tag is furmshed to all | vere not able to maintain the yield 
those whose seed is found to be up to | with the high protein corn. At the 
standard. Wisconsin Station, we have paid more 

DISCUSSION attention to the general yield of corn 
A Member—Is there any difference | than we have to the amount of protein. 

in the feeding value of the different | We feel that we can get protein in 
corns, that is, in the amount of protein? | other directions at a less cost than by 

Mr. Raessler—There is some differ- | attempting to breed corn regardless of 

ence in the amount of protein content | yield into certain varieties, so, conse- 
between flint corn and dent. There | quently, while we have naturally select-
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ed in a way, and I think have improved | cally in the southern part of the State. 

our corn to a certain extent.from our | We are recommending the “Golden 

general protein standpoint, yet we have | Glow” for the lake shore counties, 

not put forth special efforts in breeding | from the Illinois line north. We be- 
corn in that direction but have paid | lieve the “Golden Glow” will mature 
more attention to the yield of corn. more bushels, a nearly perfect yield, 

A Member—What is the total amount | through this section than would the 

of nutrition per acre that would obtain | “Silver King”, but farther west, where 

as compared between “Golden Glow” | you get out of the influence of the lake, 
and No. 1? the “Silver King” is a heavier yielder 

Mr. Raessler—That could be figured | than the “Golden Glow.” 

by figuring the difference in yield. In Mr. John Imrie—When you get a 
some localities there is practically no | little farther north, I believe in a good 
difference in the yield of corn and we | many tests the “Golden Glow” has 

do not believe there is much difference | made a larger yield than the No. 7. 
in the chemical analysis or the feeding | What is the reason for this? 

value of those two varieties, so it would Mr. Raessler—The No. 7 would not 
depend upon the increase in the bushel | fully mature, owing to the short season, 3 

of corn. I am afraid that is not ans- | except the very earliest types, proving 

wering your question, but the difference | that it is wrong to attempt to change 

is very siight in the yield. I have not | a late corn into a very early strain. : 

the figures of the average difference in | While we can do this to a certain extent, ‘ 
yield. Have you, Prof. Moore? there is a limit to how far we can go. ‘ 

Prof. Moore—The data so far that | It is much better to select the variety ‘ 
we have in regard to the difference in | best adapted to any particular section ‘ 
yield where special tests have been | of the State, and then breed for high 
carried on between “Golden Glow” or | yield, always keeping in mind that we ‘ 

No. 7 or No. 8, where one thousand tests | must maintain “‘safety first” in maturity 
were made, resulted in about eight | and yield next in order. Immatured ! 

bushels in favor of the “Silver King.” | corn means low feeding value, poor : 

A Member—Along the lake shore | keeping qualities and low yield. If 

counties? selected for seed, it always means poor 
Prof. Moore—No, that was practi- | vitality. 

ALFALFA. 

Prof. R. A. Moore, Madison. 

For thirty years the Wisconsin farm- From Wheat Raising to Clover, 

ers grew wheat without rotation until Alfalfa and Dairying 
the fertility of the land became ex- : 
hausted. Nearly every farm in the The line of effort proposed to them 

State had a mortgage upon it before the | ¥4S that of dairying and proper rota- 

tve condition of atlas was Tully re | ®t cops in which lover gre 
alized. The farmers ee then sy des- It is surprising the rapid strides that 

Perate condition and were willing to | were made in the establishment of cheese 
listen to what they considered previ- | factories and creameries. At the pres- 
ously theoretical farming. ent time Wisconsin has 2,985 cheese fac-
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tories and creameries and the dairy out- | so much of his hard earned money for 
put of the State is over ninety million | high protein feed that can be success- 
dollars annually. One-half of all the | fully grown at home in the shape of 
cheese factories in the United States are | ‘alfalfa. Therefore, I wish to highly 
located in Wisconsin and one-fifth of all,| commend to you this plant and hope 
the creameries. that the few words.I may say concern- 

This great feat was accomplished after ing this forage plant will be sufficiently 
thirty or forty years of ruinous wheat interesting so that you will try at least 
raising. While so great an amount of | a small acreage the coming year. The 

ced es aks : " =y 
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Alfalfa Ready for Cutting, June 13, 1912. 

money is taken in annually by the Wis- | readiness with which alfalfa adapts it- 
consin farmer, we find many hundred | self to the older sections of the State 
thousand dollars are spent away from | where dairying is most prominent, and 
our State for high protein feed. Our | the opportunity we have for paving the 
dairymen fully realize if they are going way for alfalfa in the newer sections, 
to excel in their chosen vocation it is certainly commands our attention to q 
necessary to feed their animals a bal- | this great forage plant at the present time. 

—— ante Pear aOR ecieiG athe Nitrogen from Air 
Alfalfa belongs to the legume family, 

Alfalfa a Great Source of Home- | ,, leguminosae, to which a sata 
Grown Protein red clover belongs. Like other mem- 

In order to do this, it has become | bers of the family, it is able to use the 
necessary to send to the south and else- | free nitrogen of the air to build up plant 
where for their high protein feed. While | tissue through the activities of certain 
this practice has been commendable in | bacteria which inhabit nodules upon the 
the way of aiding the soil, yet at the | roots. However, it is able to use the 
same time it does not seem to me the | nitrogen of the air thus only when these 
average farmer is justified in spending | bacteria are present.
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The readiness with which alfalfa is | in later years when plowed and fitted. 
able to take up this atmospheric ni- | for other crops, the physical condition 

trogen accounts for its high protein con- | of the soil will be found very much bene- 

tent. Well cured alfalfa hay has a | fitted. The great mass of root growth 
total protein content of approximately | which decays when the plant is killed 
eighteen per cent, or a digestible protein | adds materially to the humus and fer- 

content of eleven per cent. This large | tility of the soil and thus enables the 
amount of digestible protein makes it | farmer to have a field high in fertility 

rank closely with our grain feeds. where he can grow fine crops of corn 

or special seed grains. 
Root Growth When it is desired to plow an alfalfa 

Alfalfa through its large rooth growth | field, the strong root growth of the al- 

exerts a beneficial effect upon the soil | falfa will severely interfere with the 
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Stacking Outfit on Cornfalfa Farms that can handle from 50 to 75 tons 
a day. Each sweep rake load of Alfalfa is dumped anywhere on 

the stack by a sling. Each weighs from 800 to 1500 lbs. 

upon which it grows and through its | plowing unless the plowshare is kept 

power to feed on the soil elements and | sharp. The frequent use of a coarse 

secure moisture at great depth below | file upon the plowshare will make the 

the surface is able to stand severe | plowing much easier for man and team 

drouths and maintain itself upon the | and enable the plowman to do a better 
soil for many years without the neces- | job. It is almost an impossibility to 

sity of reseeding. break up thickly seeded fields of alfalfa 
Through the nature of the plant to | properly with a dull plow. Some farm- 

send into the soil such a vast number of | ers are supplied with special grinders for 

roots, the soil even though previously | sharpening plow points and other edged 

compact becomes porous and friable, so | tools*and with these conveniences plow-
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shares can be sharpened mornings and | nine times as much protein as timothy 
evenings so as not to retard the work. and twelve times as much protein as 

brome grass. At twenty dollars a ton 
Alfalfa in the Rotation for hay, good alfalfa will yield forage 

Except where alfalfa has become | Valued at $100.00 per acre. Land that 
thoroughly established upon the farm, | Will grow alfalfa is readily worth $200.00 

no attempt has been made to encourage | 40 acre. As alfalfa is a perennial plant 
a regular rotation with other crops. On | if established under proper <aynon- 
account of the special care given to the | ments, it will continue to grow and give 
selection and proper fittings of the field | three or four cuttings a year for many 
for alfalfa, it has seemed advisable to | years. 
leave the alfalfa on the same fields as Selection of the Field 
long as it is produced well. As soon as Caution should be exercised as to the 
conditions are unfavorable and the field ' location of the field. Alfalfa can be 

Close view of the Three-side Delivery Rakes at Cornfalfa Farms and how 
thick Alfalfa Hay looks when one cutting goes two tons to the acre. 

becomes patchy and crowded with June | grown on a wide variation of soils, yet 
grass and white clover, it is best to cut | on its first trial on a farm it is best to 
the alfalfa late in the season and then | sow on high, well drained land. A rich 
plow. The field the following season | clay loam on top of gravel or lime stone 
should be put into corn or some other | is the ideal location, but it will grow on 
cultivated crop and intensive cultiva- | all types of soil, varying from a heavy 
tion practiced to subdue weeds. The | clay to a medium sandy loam, if other 
year following the intensive cultivation, | conditions are favorable. A gentle slope 
the field can be sown to alfalfa to ad- | should be selected. On level land water 
vantage. will gather on the surface from rains or 

Alfalfa is capable of yielding three | melting snow, and if freezing weather 
times as much protein per acre as clover, | follows, ice will form and smother the
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plants. The fields will then become | with blue litmus paper, which can be ob- 

patchy and should be plowed and re- | tained from the druggist. Take some 
seeded. For the same reason a creek | moist earth from a few inches beneath 

or river bottom that is subject to over- | the surface of the ground and press it 

flow should not be selected, as the al- | firmly over a strip of litmus paper, Do 

falfa plants if submerged for a few | not handle the litmus paper when the 

hours will die from suffocation. Land | the hands are moist, as the perspiration 

that has the water line only two or three | from them may cause the paper to show 

feet below the surface should be avoided, | an acid reaction when no acid is present 

as the plant needs well drained soils. in the soil. After the paper has re- 

mained in the soil for ten or fifteen 

Correcting Acid Soils for Alfalfa minutes, if it has changed in color from 
a blue to a pink or red, the soil is acid 

The natural home for alfalfa is on | and this acidity should be corrected to 

lime stone soils, or soils that have a | a certain degree before alfalfa can be 

goodly supply of carbonate of lime in | grown to advantage. 
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The Safest Way to Cure 

them. No matter how favorable other Acidity can be corrected either 

conditions may be, if the soil is sour and | through the application of pulverized 

gives a strong acid reaction, it will be | lime rock (lime stone) or dry marl, o1 

necessary to neutralize the acidity to | by the use of slacked lime. The besi 
some extent before it will be possible to | results seem to be obtained by the use 

get the best results. of lime stone or marl. No evil results 

Acid land can occasionally be de- | follow their use, as is occasionally the 
termined by plants, such as sheep sorrel | case with caustic lime. Pulverized raw 

and mares-tail, that thrive thereon. It | lime stone or dry marl should be scat- 

can always be determined by testing | tered over the field at the rate of one to
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four tons per acre. .Heavy applica- Sowing Without a Nurse Crop 
tions of barnyard manure seem to bene- 
fit most soils sufficiently to get a catch In the early spring, run the disc over 
of alfalfa. After alfalfa has become well | the land and then follow with a fine- 
established on land high in fertility, it | tooth harrow at weekly intervals until 
seems to thrive even on acid soils. about June Ist, so the weeds will sprout 

and be killed. This treatment will con- 
Preparation of the Seed Bed serve moisture and heat the soil. The 

alfalfa seed is then sown without any 
No plant responds more readily to | nurse crop, using 20 pounds of seed per 

good treatment than alfalfa. If prop- | acre. 
erly seeded, it will grow and give good If the land is known to be very weedy, 
crops through a long series of years | it is best to continue the cultivation 
without reseeding, and pays well for through June and a portion of July, and 
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Load of Alfalfa Soil and 24-Foot Drag Covering it. 

careful treatment. The beginner should | then sow the seed. . If conditions are 
sow only a small acreage until he has | favorable and seed is sown June Ist, one 
studied the conditions of the farm in re- | cutting of alfalfa hay may be secured the lation to this crop. One or two acres is | S@me season. Alfalfa can be cut in Wis- 
sufficient to start with. Land that has - Se a ce : - eptember 5th, provided it has reache 
been in young sod the previous ‘aes the cutting stage. Sufficient growth will and then run to potatoes, corn, peas or = “ e secured before freezing weather to some root crop where clean culture was protect the plant through winter. 
practiced, is most Suitable. This should The practice of sowing alfalfa with a 
be fall plowed seven or eight inches deep, | nurse crop is being displaced by the 
so as to have a deep, mellow seed bed. method of sowing the seed alone, and
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with much better results, provided the | seeding. Always finish by using a fine- 

land is not weedy. The tiny alfalfa | tooth harrow, so as to leave the surface 

plants should have a — > = loose enough to prevent rapid evapora- 
possession of the groun one they tion. The alfalfa crop is benefited by 
cannot do to advantage if crowded by ss 

i . a light coating of well rotted manure, 
a nurse crop. While experiments show Sein f : 
that good catches of alfalfa are occa- | °F Manure that is free from coarse 
sionally secured by the use of a nurse | litter. It should be put on during a 
crop, yet much better catches and a dry spell, or after the ground is frozen 

more lasting seeding can be secured by | in the fall, so as not to injure the plants 

sowing the alfalfa seed alone. The al- | by driving over them. 
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Showing Length of Alfalfa left for a Winter’s protection. TakenJin‘Jan- 
uary, 1913, at Cornfalfa Farms. Fully 1 ton to the acre was 

left on the field and none winter-killed; it was also 
the best and heaviest yielding alfalfa 

field in 1913. 

falfa seed can be sown with a hand Sowing With a Nurse Crop 
seeder, or when broadcasted with a 

seeder attachment, a slant-tooth harrow If you wish to grow a grain crop the 

should be run over the land once after | the season the alfalfa is seeded, much 

seeding to cover lightly. It should be | care should be taken in preparation of 

sown less than an inch deep on clay | the seed bed. If the land has previously 

soils, or the tiny plantlets will not be | grown alfalfa, it will be much easier to 

able to push their way to the surface. | get a good stand than if it is the first 

Land plowed in spring for alfalfa should | seeding. . 
be dragged as soon as plowed to prevent Experiments show that on rich soil 
drying out, and planker or roller should | barley is one of the best nurse crops, 

be run over the land before and after | although oats or spring wheat may be
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used. The nurse crop should be sown | alfalfa seed and then sown, a small 
thin, using only about half as much seed | amount of soil will inoculate a con- 
as where the cereal crop is sown alone. | siderable area. 
When alfalfa is sown with a nurse crop, An excellent plan to supply the soil 
the time of seeding should be governed | with the proper bacteria is to use the 
by the best timefor thecereal. Ifthesea- | mixture of one-fourth alfalfa and three- 
son is extremely dry, it is best to cut the | fourths clover or grass seed to seed down 
nurse crop early for hay and thereby | a portion of the farm. The clover or 
give the alfalfa a better opportunity to | mixed hay will be of a better grade with 
grow, otherwise the cereal crop can be | alfalfa grown in connection. The al- 
left to ripen and can be harvested in | falfa plants that survive become bac- 
the usual manner. Many good stands | teria producers and distributers for 
of alfalfa have been secured in this | future crops of alfalfa. 
way. Commercial cultures of organisms are 

advertised for inoculating alfalfa seed 
Soil Inoculation previous to seeding. The experiments 

carried on at the Wisconsin Station dur- 
Alfalfa requires certain bacteria to act | ing the past eight years with these inocu- 

in conjunction with the plant for the | lating cultures show so much uncer- 
successful growing of good crops. tainty that alfalfa growers would not 
Where the soil contains these organisms | seem Justified in expending money for 
in limited numbers, the plants not acted | such cultures. Experiments indicate 
upon by the bacteria soon wither and | that much more certain results can be 
die. In some sections of the State, the | obtained by the use of infected soil. 
ground is sufficiently supplied with the | After alfalfa has been grown and fed 
alfalfa bacteria, but there are localities | upon the farm and the manure made 
where they are present in so limited a | from the alfalfa scattered over the farm, 
number that it seems impossible to get | all the soil on the farm soon seems to be 
a good catch of alfalfa that will survive | filled with the proper germs. Where ex- 
the first winter. ceedingly heavy applications of barn- 

Sweet clover, an ordinary roadside yard manure are placed upon small 
weed, which naturally grows five or six | areas, the alfalfa does well and in the 
feet tall throughout southern Wiscon- | second year of its growth has the proper 
sin, is one of the alfalfa bacteria dis- nodules, even in the absence of inocula- 
tributers. When a farmer is in doubt as | tion. 
to whether his land contains the proper 
bacteria, he can successfully inoculate Cutting Alfalfa 
his fields by scattering on them soil 
from an old alfalfa field, or soil on which Where alfalfa is sown as described, no 
sweet clover has grown. hay crop can be expected the first 

For the best results, one ton of earth season, except under the most favorable 
per acre should be scattered immediately | conditions. In no event should the al- 
preceding the sowing of the alfalfa seed. | falfa be cut or clipped after September 
Alfalfa responds readily to these meth- | 5th. The year following seeding, three 
ods of inoculation, and nearly all plants good crops may be expected. The first 
will be found to have the proper nodules crop will be ready for cutting early in 
on the roots the first season of growth. | June, a trying time for curing alfalfa. 
If the infected soil is mixed with the | Cut when the alfalfa is in advanced bud
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and a few plants in blossom;-on a day Much of the feeding value is lost 

that promises fair weather. Occasion- | through stacking, as the hay is porous . 

ally the alfalfa will come into bud and | and rain penetrates the stacks two or 
hestitate to blossom; sprouts will then | three feet; however, little of the alfalfa 
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A Sturdy Alfalfa Plant 

immediately start at the base. It | is lost when stored under cover. An 
should be cut when those conditions pre- | outside mow with roof does fairly well, 
vail, even though no blossoms appear. or a covering of marsh hay or a tar-
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paulin will prevent damage to the stack. | word of caution to farmers who have 
It is well to let the alfalfa sweat in the | never grown alfalfa is necessary. Try 
cock, otherwise it will heat and get | only a limited acreage on the start, not 
musty in the barn or stack. more than one or two acres, for the 

purpose of studying the plant and the 
Alfalfa as a Soiling and Pasture Crop | Soil conditions on the farm. The longer 

alfalfa is grown and fed upon the farm, 
No forage plant will so conveniently | the more ideal the conditions for suc- give such -good returns throughout the | cessful growth become, and we feel the 

summer as alfalfa. The crop is ready | day is not far distant when alfalfa will 
to cut for soiling about June 1st and | be grown quite as generally as common 
can be cut continuously until Septem- | red clover. 
ber 5th. By beginning to cut early and : 
arranging so that daily cuttings can be. DISCUSSION 
taken through the advanced cutting 
stage, it is possible to have good suc- Mr. Griswold—In sowing alfalfa seed 
culent alfalfa throughout the summer. alone, what is the best machine to use 
In good growing weather, a crop will | to get it evenly on the ground? 
mature sufficiently for soiling purposes Prof. Moore—We just use the or- 
in twenty or thirty days. dinary drill with the grass seeder at- 

Alfalfa has not yet come into general | tachment. We have used a wheel- 
use in Wisconsin as a pasture crop. The | barrow seeder and different whirling 
attempts so far made have proven dis- | seeders quite successfully, but I think 
astrous to the alfalfa. There is no | the best for large fields is the grass doubt that it will make an excellent | seeder attachment. , 
pasture, but stock relish the plant to Mr. McKerrow—Have you tested out such an extent that they pasture it too | the different varieties as to hardiness closely. Only a limited number of ani- | in standing our winters? 
mals should be turned in, so that the 7,Prof. Moore—We have. I suppose we 
fields may be pastured and cut for hay | have on the Experiment Station Farm 
also. As a hog pasture, no plant can | two hundred strains of alfalfa at the 
excel alfalfa. Ten to twelve medium present time. We have several acres 
sized hogs can be pastured on an acre. | devoted to just that particular thing 
The surplus alfalfa in the hog pasture | you are speaking of, and we are receiv- 
when mature should be cut and made ing a great many surprises. In the past into hay. we have been very careful to advise 

Ruminants, such as cattle and sheep, | people to get only the northwestern often bloat when allowed to pasture on | seed. We were very careful not to have 
luxuriant growths of moist alfalfa, but | them get any seed raised south of a 
there is not much danger after the al- | certain degree of latitude. We have 
falfa is in blossom during dry weather. | been very much surprised to find that 
Green alfalfa serves well as a soiling | some of the seed we got from Arizona 
crop. and New Mexico is doing just about the The great amount of valuable forage | same as that grown up near the Ca- 
taken from a limited acreage has led | nadianline. We have not yet made any many to think that a large portion of | statement in bulletins—probably will the farm should be sown to this import- | not for two or three years—because we ant crop regardless of conditions. A | want to test this out thoroughly, but
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we do not think there is so much differ- | who is visiting seedsmen throughout 
ence as we formerly believed as to | the State of Wisconsin for that purpose. 
whether the alfalfa seed was grown Of course we can exercise no juris- 

north or south, providing we hold to a | diction upon the seedsmen outside of 
certain strain. the State, but many of those are ob- 

We have quite a number of alfalfas | serving the Wisconsin law very rigidly, 

that belong to what we call variegated | and when they send seed into this State 

strains, and those seem to stand our | they usually send samples to the inspec- 
winters very well, even though the seed | tion department for testing. I suppose 

was produced in the southwestern pro- | they know we will find the seed upon 

tion of the United States. the market and if it does not come up 
There are people who are advertising | to our standard we will advise the pur- 

particular seed at four or five times as | chasers to ship it back. This law has 
much as it is really worth, and some of | been the means of keeping hundreds 

those parties have been giving out the | of carloads of weed infested seed out 

advice only to put in three or four | of our State. 

pounds to the acre, claiming it is better I think Wisconsin was the second or 

to buy from them at one dollar a | third State to get a seed inspection 
pound and use four pounds per acre | law and the law is doing a great deal 
than to buy other seed of which we ad- | in the way of keeping foul seeds out of 
vocate the use of twenty pounds of seed. | our State. 

Avoid securing alfalfa that is advertised Dr. Porter—How about alfalfa as ‘ 
to be so much better that the people | asoiling crop? Two years ago I bought { 

have to charge you fifty, seventy-five | a ticket to ride up and down the valleys ; 
cents, or a dollar a pound for the seed. | of Switzerland and everywhere I went 

We know that gaod seed can be secured | the farmers were working in rain and © ‘ 

for eighteen, nineteen or twenty cents | sun—it was May—cutting little piles ' 

a pound, seed that is just as good as a | of what I thought was clover and haul- { 

great deal of this seed that is put out at | ing it to their cows in the barns. I ‘ 

a dollar a pound, so do not be misled by | learned that what they were cutting 
this highly advertised seed. We have | was lucerne. Now, can we make that 

been experimenting for the past four- | use of alfalfa in Wisconsin? Does it 
teen years with different strains of al- | grow high enough so it can be cut dur- 
falfa seed. Grimm’s alfalfa is good seed, | ing May as a soiling crop for cows? 
but it is not any better than a great Prof. Moore—It is one of the greatest 

many other kinds that sell for a quarter | soiling crops we have, because it can 

of what Grimm’s is selling for. Again, | be grown through the entire growing 
we cannot tell when we get Grimm’s | season and it grows very rapidly. Any 
seed—whether it is the pure Grimm | plant that will grow at the rate of one 

seed or not. and a half inches a day, you may know 

We find that a great deal depends | that it will grow of sufficient height 
upon the vitality and energy of the | so that it can be cut for soiling in a 
seed that is purchased. We like to | remarkably short time, and by starting 
have seed that will give a germinating | in at one end and cutting down a cer- 

test of 95 and having a purity test of | tain distance, so as to cover the field 

99 or above. We are interested in hav- | in eighteen or twenty days, you are 

ing the seed inspection law enforced | able'to start right at the beginning 
and we have put a party upon the road | point again and you will find it just
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tight for soiling. Cattle take to it Prof. Moore—Yes, at least a quart ire ac consider . one of = to — a wark iia 
very best soiling crops. We are able r. McKerrow— i fe then 
to cut alfalfa several times a season | for stock to pasture on that? 
for soiling purposes. Prof. Moore—I was thinking particu- 

Mr. Raessler—In case alfalfa refuses | larly of sowing for a hay crop, but I 
to grow, will sweet clover grow there | will say that I think it would be per- 
successfully and what is the difference | fectly safe if it is put in for inoculating 
in yield and quality of hay as between purposes, because there won’t more 
sweet clover and alfalfa? than one plant out of a hundred remain 

Prof. Moore—It might be barely | there. All plants will come on the 
possible for sweet clover to grow in a | first year, but those plants will die of 
place where alfalfa would not grow, | their own accord that are not fortunate 
but many of the good things that have enough to be acted on by the proper 
been said about sweet clover do not | bacteria. : 

yah oe Soe Ta ee | Wes ary eT people in our State. am ready to eed 
say that sweet clover is undoubtedly | to br o. = - year 
a great boon to the semi-arid west, but | one hundred of our s eep and some 
oe country where we can grow alfalfa | cattle were either killed or infected by 
and our wonderful red clovers the way bloat and we have gone back to the we do in Wisconsin, I do not think _ —— seit ; 
that sweet clover has a very great ‘of. Moore— e land was inocu- future. lated, you would not need to mix it 

. It is possible that in time we may be | for inoculating purposes. 
able to.get sweet clover to thrive on _ Mr. McKerrow—It was seventeen or 
some of the soils that will not produce eighteen years ago that we had the 
red clover and alfalfa crops to advan- pa og one Whines shae 

e. If the price of seed maintains of. oore— ou; ut a 
= high chanlawa: I think we will be | quart, or not to exceed that, per acre, able to grow sweet clover for seed | would be about right for the mixture. ee ee oe ae wing sweet clover as a great forage . : 
. te Wisconsin. We on force our | For hay purposes it is safe to use half 

cattle to eat it, but as a rule stock will | and half. Some people are doing that 
let it alone in a pasture if you have | and getting their lands prepared for good blue grass and clover and some | Clear alfalfa a little later. 
of the better forage crops near at hand. Mr. Cheeseman—You know Prof. We are experimenting with sweet clover oe an out sl ed from - rag ep ged ag onbukeg f capegen gentoo 
eg se get eae setae roma sown as grew in all of the State of Mon- 
ing this crop in the near —. d tana. People who bought this seed at Mr. McKerrow—I un Suen YOU! | Sereniend “Ge eighteen cents a pound to say that in mixing alfalfa with clover may be pretty sure that it was grown 
seed you would recommend sowing in Nebraska or Kansas. 
a quart of alfalfa seed mixed with the Another thing: We should not in 
clover seed per acre. Racine or Kenosha counties attempt P'
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the cutting of alfalfa after the 5th or | came from lays himself liable, so we 

10th of September. 3 have many restrictions upon parties sell- 
Prof. Moore—I feel that in the past | ing seed that we did not have a few 

there has been a great deal of advertis- | years ago, and we sincerely hope that 

ing done in regard to alfalfa that was | we will be able to make people who are 

not legitimate advertising. I know a | selling seeds live up to their advertising. 
few years ago, when the Turkestan seed Chairman Imrie—Wouldn’t it be pos- : 

was shipped here to this country by the | sible for a man in Montana to buy in 

United States Department of Agricul- | Oklahoma, then ship it to Montana and 

ture, I think they brought in six bushels | sell it as Montana seed? 

and they had not much more than got Prof. Moore—Yes, it is possible. 

the alfalfa seed here before you could A Member—A wise man wouldn’t do 

purchase Turkestan seed most anywhere | that; he would have too much at stake. 
in the United States. We feel that a Mr. McKerrow—When I was near 
great deal has been done in the past few | the Montana line that question was 
years to do away with that sort of | raised, and they said some of their 

advertising. seed came from California, but it came 

Under the present arrangement, the | through Montana and consequently it 

seed inspector has a right to go into | was Montana seed. 

each seed store to find out where a ship- Prof. Moore—The seedsmen are now 

ment came from—the seedsman must | co-operating with the seed inspecting ' 

open his books and show just where the | department of the College and seem to 

seed came from. Any seedsman that | be working faithfully for honest and 
| will send out alfalfa without putting on | better seeds. f 

it the name of the State where that seed { 

{ 
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Supt. C. P. Norgord, Madison, Wis. 

Wisconsin is a great dairy State. | Humus Important Factor in Soil 

Wisconsin has more silos than any other Fertility 
State in the Union; its dairy cows are A 

unsurpassed; we shall produce this One of the most important factors in 
year one hundred million dollars worth | soil fertility is that of humus. Humus is 

of dairy products. These product’ bring | a product of organic matter produced by 
profits to the farmers of Wisconsin, but | the roots, stems and leaves of plants. 

in order that the dairy cattle can be | Humus opens up the soil, makes it 
kept at a profit, good crops must be | friable, puts it in a workable condition, 

produced, and to produce good crops | gives it good tilth. It binds together a 
the soils must be fertile and well fed, | sandy soil and helps to prevent leaching; 

therefore, the care of the soil and soil | it opens up a clay soil, gives it a darker 

fertility is fundamental. color, and admits the air so that bacteria
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can work and put the plant food in | peas, beans and other leguminou 
condition for crops to feed upon it and | crops. Nitrogen is the element which 
grow. goes to make protein. Protein is high in 

Well decayed organic matter forms | price, so also is nitrogen. When bought 
humus, which is a sticky substance sur- | on the market in the form of commercial 
rounding each soil particle. This | fertilizer, nitrogen costs 15 cents a 
material holds the water in the soil and | pound, while phosphate and potash can 
a soil well supplied with humus will | be purchased at from five to six cents a 
produce a crop in a dry year, while a | pound. 
soil lacking in humus will dry out. Potash, another important plant food, 

forms a part of every cell in the plant 

Some of the Elemental Plant Foods | 2nd is of great importance in the diges- 
tion and chemical actions within the 

Another factor in soil fertility is the | cells of the plant whereby the plant 
actual elements’ of plant food present. | foods from the soil and the air are di- 
The most important of these are nitro- | gested and assimilated by the plant. 
gen, the organic plant food, and phos- | While potash is important, yet the 
phorous and potash, the mineral plant | supply in Wisconsin soils is sufficient so 
foods. There are a number of other ele- | that we need not worry about this ele- 
mental plant foods needed by crops, | ment. However, in many instances the 
but these are usually present in so large | potash is bound up with other sub- 
quantities that no special mention need | stances in the soil so that it is not readily 
be given to them. available to plants, hence the applica- 

The decay of organic matter and | tion of potash in commercial fertilizers 
humus forms nitrogen, coming particu- | in a readily available form often in- 
larly from the decomposition of the | creases the crop materially. 
protein of this matter. Nitrogen is the The third element, phosporous, is by 
plant food whose particular function it is | far the most important element to look 
to build up the roots, stems and leaves; | after in building up our soils. There is 
the vegetative growth. Its presence in | but a limited amount of phosporous in 
large supply is indicated by a dark green | our soils. Moreover, we cannot get 
color of the leaves. A small supply is in- | phosporous from the air as we can get 
dicated by a light color. Alfalfa fields | nitrogen and every crop permanently 
not inoculated frequently turn yellow. | removes a definite part of the limited 
This is due to the fact that our soils | supply of this valuable element. There 
are not sufficiently supplied with nitro- | are but two ways in which our soils can 
gen to give alfalfa a full feed of nitro- | be built up in phosphorous. First, by 
gen for a very long time unless bacteria | the use of rock or acid phosphates. In 
are present on the roots so that the | certain parts of the United States, as 
plants can take a part of the nitrogen | Tennessee and South Carolina, are great 
from the air. . deposits of phosphate bearing rocks. 

This suggests the air as a great source | These can be ground up and the powder 
of nitrogen. The air above every acre | thus produced applied as a phosphate 
of land contains 125 tons of nitrogen in | fertilizer. The application of rock phos- 
the form of a gas, which can be con- | phate is advocated by Dr. Hopkins, of 
densed and deposited in the roots and in | Illinois, and has been successfully used 
the soil by means of bacteria living on | by him on many of the Illinois soils. 
the roots of alfalfa, clover, sweet clover, | This is also recommended by Prof.
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Whitson, of the Soils Department of | effect of the phosphorous. By remem- 

Wisconsin, and has been applied in | bering that the phosphorous affects the 
many places with success. kernels, it is readily seen that the dif- 

While many of our soils are fairly well | ference in favor of the phosphorous is 
supplied with phosphorous, in many in- | seen in the total weight of grain pro- 

stances this element is bound up with | duced per acre rather than in the 
rock so that it is not available to plants. | visible increase in height of plant or 

This is true on many of what appear to | leaf development. 
be our good soils throughout the State. 

On such soils the application of rock | Rotation and Manure the Great 
phosphate may be profitable. Farmers Soil Builders 

should, however, test out rock phosphate 

by its use on small areas, to see whether The soils of Wisconsin need particular " 

it can be used with a net profit, before | care, especially in building up their 

entering into its use on a large scale. organic matter. They are timberland 

Certain of our soils are unbalanced, | soils not well filled with organic matter 
such as sandy soils and marsh soils, | and humus in such proportion and to 
the latter particularly lacking in phos- | such depths as are the great prairie 

phorous and potash. On the most of | soils in the west. The prairie soils have 

these soils, it is profitable to apply | grown grasses which have decayed in 

phosphorous and potash to build up the | large quantities each year and have gone f 
soils and thus be able to save the manure | into the soil, while Wisconsin soils have 
for the more properly balanced uplands. | produced trees, growing for years be- ‘ 

Rock phosphate should not be applied | fore they drop down to decay and form ‘ 

alone. It must be applied in connection | humus. The most important and prac- i 

with organic matter, the decay of which | tical method of building up our soils { 
forms acids which loosen the rock with | in Wisconsin is by adopting a proper ‘ 

which the phosphorous is bound and | system of rotation and the careful appli- 7 
makes the latter available to plants. | cation of our manures. Few farmers 7 

It can be applied with manure, placing | realize the true value of manures. 
it on top of the loads or put in the stalls | Their value cannot be determined accu- 

under the cows with the bedding, where | rately by their appearance, neither 

it holds the liquid manure. It can also | can it be practically and satisfactorily 
be profitably applied to fields of clover | determined by the chemical analyses. 
and alfalfa to be plowed under. The most effective and practical method 
Phosphorous is the element which | of determining their value is by finding 

particularly affects the growth and | out through long continued application 

ripening of seeds. Corn treated with | the increase in crops produced by such 
Phosphorous usually ripens up in a | applications. 

more plump condition and sometimes Such a determination was made by 
earlier than untreated corn on the same | Director Thorne, of the Ohio Experi- 

soil. In wheat and other grains the | ment Station, who for seventeen years 

kernels are usually plumper and heavier | handled two sets of fields, each con- 
in weight per bushel than if not treated. | sisting of three fields, on which was 
Farmers applying phosphorous to a | run a three-year rotation of corn, wheat 
part of a field are often disappointed | and hay. To one set of fields was applied 

because they cannot see by the height | manure hauled and spread directly from 
or more vigorous vegetative growth the | the barn day by day and thus applied
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to the fields to grow corn every third | the actual increase per acre in corn, 
year at the rate of eight tons to the | wheat and hay produced by the eight 
acre. To the other set of fields no manure | tons of manure applied once in three 
was applied. The following table gives | years: 

DON’T WASTE MANURE! 

Seventeen-Year Test With Manure and Three-Year Rotation Shows Striking Increases Due to 
Fresh Manure. 

memes memes see 

| Net Value of 
Average Increase per Acre (Increase) 

| Cost 
‘TREATMENT Per acr per 

Corn Wheat Hay for3 | Perton| acre 
Ist year |2nd year|3rd year, years of | manure 

bu. bu. tons rotation 

Yerd Manere.o0 Sn) 8.9) 4 : es Fresh Manure........ssccsscseccsesecreennd] 23.9) 10.2) -7, 26.48) ROR 2... ‘ Fresh Manure, Rock Phosphate... 31.3 14.3) 1.10 35.75 4.47 $1.60 Fresh Manure, Acid Phosphate...) 35.5} 15.6] 1 ‘ 39.12 4.89 2.24 Commercial Fertilizerst.................... 10.7 4.2 4 BA 7.54 
Se ah a 

Application per Acre—tAcid phosphate, 80 lbs.; Muriate potash, 80 Ibs.; Nitrate of soda, 160 Ibs. 

Taking the actual market value of | a large part of its value through leach- 
these crops year by year, the total ing and fermentation. The proper 
increase made by these eight tons of | method of applying manure is as it is 
manure in three years amounts to | made, directly from the barn to the 
$26.56. Since the eight tons produced a | field. 
value of $26.56, one ton would pro- The value of the manure is of course 
duce one-eighth of this, or $3.32. The | also determined by the materials fed 
actual value of a ton of manure for in- | to animals. We should pay special at- 
creasing crops therefore is $3.32. tention to the phosphate content of 

On a similar set of fields, manure was | feeds fed. Feeds high in this element are 
applied at the same rate as when taken | of special value for increasing the value 
from the barns after having lain in the | of manure. In order to keep up the 
yard as made through the winter up to supply of phosphorous in the soil, it is 
April Ist. The value of this manure | necessary that either rock phosphates or 
determined by the increases in crops | feeds high in phosphoréts should be 
was shown to be 70 cents less per ton | purchased, in addition to feeding the 
than the fresh manure lying in the yard | crops grown on the farm. The one feed 
during the winter, which therefore loses | which is best adapted to building up the
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soils in phosphorous is bran. One ton | gives the best results in building up the 
of wheat bran will add to the phosphor- | soil in phosphates. When we remember 

ous in the manures 58 pounds of phos- | that 80 per cent of all the valuable soil 

phorie acid. It is of special interest to | elements, the nitrogen, phosphate and 

note that bran, which is one of the best | potash, that built up the plants fed 
feeds for furnishing protein to dairy | are returned to the manures, we ought 

cows to increase their production of | to value the manures and handle them 

milk and butter fat, is also the feed which | with as little loss as possible. 

MANURIAL VALUE OF FEED STUFFS 

Cost Per Pound 

Nitrogen Phosphoric Acid Potash ; : 

17 cents 6 cents 6 cents 

; POUNDS OF FERTILIZING INGREDIENTS PER TON 

Manurial | j 
Fertility |value after] Nitrogen Phos- Potash j 
value feeding phoric acid j 

ee ee ae lip eo eS eeseer te 3 
a 

Corn Statkteneneccserescrserenceeideened] $405 $3.04 21 6 28 7 
Kimmie Bites nonssntotivrccorentctd 4.31 3.23 25 11 18 
Cpe eee 7.26 5.45 41 8 44 
Wheat Betare foo. 1.98 1.49 12 2 10 

fo EE oka Sass lbaad eee: 5.31 3.98 36 14 8 
BG sasha tiered 4.77 3.58 30 16 10 
Co eee ie ier aes 6.18 4.63 41 16 12 
Weis eis 6.63 4.97 47 14 8 2 
Wihkeed Bee iscsi al EOE 7.83 53 58 32 
PN accesses 9.06 6.80 62 16 20 
Linseed Meal—O. P.....ccsecccc] 15.78 11.84 109 33 27 
RR haat ead REE 9.13 91 23 5 
BW a eee 42 -32 2 2 2 
Bei ao ae 9.4914 7.12 72 10 9 

Crop Rotation returns to the soil as much fertility and 
organic matter as is taken out. It is 

Another important method of keeping | impossible for any farmer to know abso- 

up the organic matter and the plant | lutely from a few years’ experience 

food element in the soil is that of crop | whether or not his system is thus keeping 
rotation. Every man should have acrop | up his fertility. In order to measure the 
rotation and system of farming which | value of his system for keeping up the
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fertility, it must be continued for many | tions have all conducted such experi- 
years and carefully checked up in regard | ments. The following table gives in 
to drafts from the soil and deposits of | brief statement a part of the results at 
fertility in the soil. Experiments where- | the Illinois Experiment Station and 
in different systems and rotations have | shows the relative merits of several 
been carefully tested for many years | systems of farming measured by the 
have been carried out by various Ex- yields of corn at the beginning of the 
periment Stations throughout the world. | experiment and after 13 and 29 years’ 
The Rothamstadt Experiment Station, | use of the land respectively under the 
England, the Pennsylvania, the Ohio, | several systems. 
the Minnesota and the Illinois Sta- 

ROTATE YOUR CROPS. THESE RESULTS COUNT 

f Original Yield per Acre 70 Bushels Corn 
636—ceSSSS 

Crop System Yield Yield 
after 13 years | after 29 years 

eee 

een OR TMS sae oe 35 bushels 27 bushels ORIN acacia eg ices SS eer ee asl 62 bushels 46 bushels Gorm, nth, Claw csiccsisissttspeniesccsteeremseeend OB baakeh 58 bushel Corn, Oats, Clover and Manure...............0c0:ccccescssseeseseseessssss. 69 bushels Pe cihee af 
——— 

At the Illinois Experiment Station, a | manure every third year. This field 
field which formerly produced 70 bushels | js still producing 81 bushels to the acre, 
of corn to the acre was 29 years ago | showing that clover alone in a three- - divided into various parts to form the year rotation will not keep up the fer- 
experimental farm of that Station. One tility, but when reinforced with 12 tons 
part was set aside to produce corn every | of manure every third year it will keep 
year and after 29 years of corn growing | yp the fertility and crop producing ~ tare — reduced _ power of the soil. 
ushels to uaatess per acre. Another In any given soil the amount of plant 

produced —_ and oats and after 29 food is a limited quantity and only a years the yield was reduced from 70 rtain definite can a be bushels to 46." Another plot produced | Ttain definite number o oe a : 
corn, oats and clover and has been re- produced by this amount of p! ant ia 
duced from 70 to 58 bushels per acre. | Present in a given soil. Below is a 
Another plot has been rotated to corn, | a table showing the relative amount of 
oats and clover and has within recent | fertility of various kinds in differen 
years been manured with 12 tons of } kinds of soil.
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THREE CLASSES OF SOIL 

_ Di ie 

Pounds per Acre, Surface 

Percentage 8 Inches 

Sor 

en : Nitro- | Phos- | Potas- | Nitro- Phos- Potas- 
gen phorus sium gen phorus | sium 

Clay and silt loam...........cccsceeseseee 0.15) 0.08) 2.5 3, 1, 50.0 
‘SRF Be canccincstescaesseevacscorsstenssieeesh 0.1 0. a2 = 1, 20.0 

PRM eect <2 0.15] 0.20] 10, 52 7 4 
Must see i 0.1 0.75] 10, i 25 

0.05} 1.00 1, * 20.0 
Marsh border soils................-:-+0:00+-04 0.5 to to 10, to to 

0.1 as 2,000) 40.0 

It will be noticed that potash is | farm is $5.00. Where two or more 
present in sufficient amounts in all soils | farmers club together, the cost is only 
except muck soils. Sandy soils are-| $3.00 for each. The laboratory sends a si | 

, lacking in nitrogen particularly, also in | man to the farm to take samples and 
phosphorous. Muck soils are very rich | make observations. When the analysis § 
in nitrogen but low in potash and often | is made, he brings it to the farmer and i 
low in phosphorous. interprets it to him and recommends 3 

Since the number of crops that ‘can be |} practices on the farm in accordance ; 
produced is limited by the supply of | with the results of the analyses and a 
plant food- and since.the kind of plant | stuiy of the farm conditions. ‘ 
food of which there is the smallest |_ ‘ 
amount is the limiting factor in crop 
producing, it is important that farmers DISCUSSION 
know something of the total amount of 
the three most important elements of Supt. Norgord—The test shown on 
plant food in the soil. This can be de- | this chart has been repeated at many 
termined accurately by a chemical | places, for instance, at Pennsylvania 
analysis. Of course the analysis does not | and at Illinois. In England, at the 
indicate what part of the plant food can | Rothamstadt Station, an experiment 
be taken up by plants or is available, | was started in 1837. They have ex- 
nevertheless the total supply and the | periments there which have been running 
kind of food contained in the largest or | for half a century, which give results 
smallest amounts is information of much | showing the value of the manure to be 
value. almost as high as these at the Ohio 

The Soils Laboratory of the College | Station. I present this experiment at 
of Agriculture is equipped to make | Ohio as one most nearly fitting our soils 
determinations of this kind for any | and farm practices. 
farmer in the State who makes applica- A Member—There the manure was 
tion. The cost of a determination on one ! hauled every day? = ; 

3-F.L 2 as
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Supt. Norgord—Yes. . The application of manure on a new 
The Member—And spread fresh upon | seeding in a three-year rotation is good 

the land? practice. Manure applied to new seeding 

Supt. Norgord—Yes. of course, on | in the fall protects it during the winter 
land that is exceedingly steep, there | and its fertility insures a heavy crop of 
might be considerable losses from wash- | hay the following year. The clover roots 

ing and it might not be advantageous to | catching the fertility of the manure 
put the oe gy on a steep a os — = the corn sles —— 
times, and yet many people are doing | year. In a four-year rotation, the appli- 
that and finding that the loss is fre- | cation of manure to the hay land in the 
quently not so great as expected. You | second year of the rotation means that 
will notice when the spring comes and | the second year’s hay, which is apt to be 
the thawing takes place, the snow thaws | the lighter of the two years’ hay, will 
all around the manure before it thaws | be materially — oe ; the 
under it, and you will find the manure | manure is applied during the fall or 
frozen on top and holding the snow, | winter and in the spring it is evened out 
while the land around it is bare, and | with the harrow. The manure spreader 
when the manure does thaw and begins | is particularly adapted to spreading on 
to leach away the land has also thawed | hay land. . se 
and is in condition to catch the fertility Mr. McKerrow—Didn’t Prof. Thorne 
from the manure as fast as it runs away. | put this manure on the clover stubble? 

Mr. McKerrow—The fields in Ohio Supt. Norgord—Yes, on clover stubble 
where these experiments were carried | and on new seeding of clover. , 

out were what we would call rolling, Dr. Porter—Wouldé you recommend 
not hilly. Conditions prevail in Ohio | applying rock phosphate to that ma- 
very much as they do in Wisconsin. nure? 

A Member—I think a man would have Supt. Norgord—That depends on the 
to use his judgment as to where he | soil; most of our soils will need the 
spread the manure. application of some form of phosphate at 

Supt. Norgord—There is no doubt} some time. There are certain soils, 
about that, and yet on this rolling land | particularly some types of marsh soils 
we can answer that question with this | and sandy soils, that are low in phos- 
seventeen-year test at the Ohio Station | phates while still in their virgin form. 
——s 7 Racers yields agg On ge Aes : is = necessary : 
me of handling manure. ese | apply phosphates. ey are poorly 

actual yields and carefully planned ex- psec and need P ssreg — 
i i evel Fe 

re oe — — But on poping Parge edged cS uc! , > 
= raat ee oe me Bee only had better try a little rock phosphate a 

8 Ps E - few years before you expend a large real means of solving soil problems. t of Y hen dad 
Chai Easie— We will have tode- amount of money. You can then ju ge 

a for yourself whether or not your soil pend a good deal too on the character of will yield you larger returns from the the soil on the hillside, whether it iS | application of rock phosphate. You 
old pasture or clover sod, or what itis. | must bear in mind in measuring the 

Supt. Norgord—Yes, that is true, | results of such an application that phos- 
particularly if some of the material is | phates increase the plumpness and 
applied while the land is not frozen. weight of the kernels and not the growth 

-. 7
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of leaves and stalks, hence you must | there, that may also be a case where the 
weigh the grain to get the increase. It | application of phosphate may be nec- 
is absolutely necessary to apply rock | essary. ® 
phosphate with manure or plow it under A Member—Wouldn’t the acid phos- 
with a good covering of grass. It re- | phate be better? 
quires the acids formed in the soil by Supt. Norgord—I think it probably 
the decaying organic matter to loosen | would. Dr. Thorne found that acid 
the phosphorous from the rock with | phosphate put in with the manure made 
which it is bound in order to make it | a net profit of $4.89 per ton, whereas 
free and available and in shape for | the rock phosphate with manure paid 
plants to use. A good many of our soils | him a profit of $4.47 per ton. 
in Wisconsin have large amounts of Supt. Norgord named the following 
phosphates that are not available but | committee on resolutions: Mr. W. S. 
bound up with rock, and while the total | Dexter and Mr. L. E. Scott. t 
amount of necessary phosphate may be Recess to 1:30 P. M. 

AFTERNOON SESSION, THURSDAY, MARCH ll. 

Mr. Geo. McKerrow in the chair. ] 

j ee . j 

CO-OPERATIVE DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE LAWS. 

E. R. Jones, College of Agriculture, Madison. ' 

Too often as trivial a thing as a line | a long handled post auger, hoping that 
fence has interfered with both natural | the water would run through this open- 
and artificial land drainage. For years | ing into the subsoil. The hole is kept 
farmers have contented themselves with | open by six-inch tile placed end to end. 
a little ditch a foot deep down to the | If the subsoil is coarse and the water it 
neighbor’s land, when if the two would | contains is not under pressure, some 
co-operate they might have a ditch four | water will escape in this way. The suc- 
feet deep across the land of each and | cess of a vertical drain depends more 
benefiting each. A large line of tile | upon the condition in the subsoil than 
would be better still. it does on the fancy drain-head at the 

top of the vertical column of tile that is 
Vertical Drains advertised so widely by the manufac- 

turing company as a cure-all for drain- 
Sometimes farmers have got tired of | age evils. Sometimes the water moves 

waiting for the neighbor below ‘to help | upward instead of downward in these 
them with an outlet and have dug a | vertical drains. If a horizontal outlet 
vertical hole, perhaps 30 feet deep, with | can be secured without a deep cutting,
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the vertical drain is not worthy of serious | resulted, it is usually due to the poor out- 
consideration, unless the neighbor be- | let below. I have seen a lower land 
low is stubborn. owner allow his outlet to fill up so that 

he would have a damage claim against 
A Large Outlet Benefits All the neighbor above him. He succeeded 

Concerned in drowning himself, but failed to get 
It is seldom that the drain damages | his neighbor into trouble. I have yet 

the lower land owner. Frequently he | to find a case where it has been proven 
objects because he thinks it will damage | to a jury that a drain, unaided by other 
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A Farm Profitably Tiled 

On this 80-acre field three systems of tile drainage were necessary. This shows the advantage with which two neighbors can co-operate in puttingin a line of tile. An obstacle so trivial as a line fence should not be permitted to prevent econom- ical drainage. The owner of this land says that tile pays for itself every year and that $200 expended on tile has raised the value of the 80 acres $1,000. 

him. He may be honest but not cor- | damaging factors, has caused damage 
rectly informed. So long as the drain | below its outlet. Commonly by drying 
carries none but the water of the drain- | the upper land it causes the absorbtion 
age basin, the deepened drain will not | of more of the rain water by the upper 
carry any more water in a year than did | land, and the run-off is made actually 
the old shallow one. It may carry it | less because of the drain. 
faster at times, but if so it does not ir 
have to work so long a time to do the | C®-operate with Your Neighbor for 
same amount of work. Generally it is Mutual Benefit 
better to have a big discharge for a If you cannot agree with your neigh- 
short time and have it over with, than | bor with whom can you agree? Mr. 
to have a small amount of water bother- | Brown and Mr. Smith are adjoining 

ing all of the time. Where damage has | land owners. Smith has 10 acres of
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marsh that he can drain only. by laying | Surface Runs Usually Cheaper and 
a six-inch tile down through 40 rods of Very Often Better than Capstan 
Brown’s land. But Brown also has a Ditches. 
strip of marsh that this tile will benefit. 
Brown would have to have a line of . Three or more land owners can co- 

four-inch tile there anyway and a six- | operate with fairness to all by extending 

inch tile is all that is needed to carry | this method somewhat. If there is a 
Smith’s water also. A great many of | case where a man is justified in standing 

our,Smiths and Browns are putting in | out against the construction of a joint 
such drains jointly. Brown pays what | drain, it is when his neighbors want to 
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Figure 9. An Open Ditch with Dredge. 

The dredge is of the drag-line type. The ditch is seven feet deep and about 20 ‘feet 
wide at the top. Such slopes as these made smooth with a garden rake and seeded with grass seed, may be made permanent and attractive. The dredge is moved on rollers worked on a track. Many marshes can be drained only by the co-operation of several land owners in digging such a ditch to carry the water to a sluggish, winding creek. 

a four-inch tile would cost and Smith | put in a capstan ditch. These ditches 
pays for the extra cost of the six-inch | are seldom made more than three feet 
tile. If Brown wants to use this line-as | deep, the claims of the contractors 
a main, he, too, would probably need a | notwithstanding. They are dug with a 
six-inch tile. In that case an eight-inch | big plow that does not dig deep enough 
tile would be required to serve as an out- | in the high places to drain the low 
let for both. Brown pays for what a | places at all, and it is the low places 
six-inch tile would cost and Smith pays | we want to drain. Near Baraboo, 
for the extra cost of the eight-inch tile. | George Carpenter’s neighbors let the
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capstan ditch men put in a ditch | they put it in a piece at a time, the 
for them, but he stopped them when | work will have to be done by hand at 
they came to his land. In place of the | a higher cost. In Iowa and Illinois 
ditch, he laid an eight-inch tile up | they are co-operating in putting in 
through his marsh four feet deep. Near | thirty-inch tile in lines several miles 
it he has made a little depression about | in length. In Wisconsin it is safe to 
a foot deep and 10 feet wide with a | say that in any place where a ditch 
road grader. He cultivates this surface | three feet wide at the bottom, six feet 
run just as he does the rest of his field, deep and fifteen feet wide at the top 
but it is there to carry off flood water | is large enough, a big tile is cheaper 
when necessary. Not an inch of his | and better. A twelve-inch tile five 
land will be wasted after the system | feet deep, with a sodded surface run 
is completed. He wrote me that he | over it, will take the place of such an 
was so well pleased with his tile that | open ditch. 
he would not take a capstan ditch for There are several ways of securing 
a gift. On low marshes, about level | the co-operation of a neighbor in the 
along sluggish streams, there may not | construction of any of these outlet 

be fall enough for tile. Onsuch marshes | drains. Dy vos fellow who was 
I have recommended capstan ditches | bottled ‘ y a stubborn neighbor 
as a makeshift until the creek is dredged, | found a happy solution to the problem. 
so that the tile can be laid. Even here Evening after evening the young man 
a capstan ditch is sometimes a mistake. | pleaded with the more elderly man for 

z ; the right to dig a ditch across the old 
The Lamertine Capstan Ditches man’s land. Then he got interested 

Failures. in the old man’s daughter, and I sup- 
On the Lamertine Marsh in Fond | pose he began to plead for something 

du Lac county, against my advice, they | else. At any rate, he married the old 
put in a network of these shallow ditches | man’s daughter and they made a family 
about five years ago, instead of drag- | affair of the ditch. The son-in-law 
ging the creek and getting a good out- | not only got permission to dig the ditch, 
let for tile. They thought they were | but the father-in-law helped him dig it, 
draining the marsh. Three-quarters of | and I am told that the bride stood on 
these ditches have stood full of water | the bank and cheered them on. 
ever since they were dug. The farmers s 
blame the marsh, when they should The Town Ditch Law 
blame themselves for putting in such But all drainage controversies have 
shallow ditches. The sad attempt at | not been brightened by romance. It 
drainage that they have made has left | has been necessary to enact State 
a bad taste in their mouths and will | drainage laws to prevent one land owner 
delay thorough drainage perhaps twenty | from playing dog-in-the-manger to the 

years. extent of preventing the neighbor above 
cea . him from draining his land. We have 

Co-operation in Dredging both a town ditch law and a drainage 
By co-operation in dredging a creek | district law. Suppose that A can drain 

two or three miles long, twenty or | his land only by going through B’s 
thirty land owners can get a dredge | land, but B is unwilling to yield. Mr. 
on the ground that will dig an open | A can call out the town board. All 
ditch for ten cents a cubic yard. If | he has to do is to prepare a petition
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addressed to the town board asking | value of the wet land to be twenty dol- 
for the outlet. Five other land owners | lars an acre, and its value aftef drainage 

anywhere in the town, and not neces- | to be fifty dollars an acre. The benefit 
sarily marsh land owners either, have | is thirty dollars an acre, and if A has 
to sign this petition and it is handed | fifteen acres of such wet land on a forty 

to the town board. They advertise | the benefits to that forty are four hun- 
the date of hearing and if it appears | dred and fifty dollars. Supposing that 
that the benefits of the outlet will | all of the benefits in a district amount to 
exceed the damages and cost, the board | $30,000.00 and the cost to the work is 

orders the drain laid out. The lower | $10,000.00. This means that the cost is 
land owner must not only allow the | one-third of the benefit and A’s tax 
drain to go through, but if the board | will be one-third of $450.00 or $150.00. 

decides that it benefits him also, he Good soil adjacent to a deep ditch 

must pay toward it whatever sum the | that was too shallow before the improve- ' 

town board thinks is just. ment to be tiled, receives a maximum 
3 - benefit. If the soil is poorer, as if a 

Forming a Drainage District parcel is farther away from the ditch, or 
Unfortunately the action of the town | if the ditch adjacent to it is shallow, 

board is frequently governed by petty | or if the land is high enough that the 
politics. In such cases, and in all cases | dredging of the creek is not necessary 

where large areas affecting two or more | for the drainage of that particular tract, 

land owners are concerned, the drain- | the benefit is less. On these bases, | 
age district law is a better law to follow. | drainage taxes in the same district may 

Here three commissioners appointed by | vary from two to twenty dollars an : 

the Circuit judge take the place of the | acre. } 

town board. A petition for a drainage. It has been argued that all of the 3 
district must be signed by the majority | land in a drainage basin, even the hilly ' 
of the interested land owners. The | land, should be taxed for the construc- ‘ 
form for the petition for drainage dis- | tion of a ditch in the marsh on the valley ‘ 

tricts and also town ditches will be sent | bottom. This is wrong, because when 
upon application to the College of Agri- | the upper land owners bought their 

culture. land they paid perhaps one hundred 
More than a hundred drainage dis- | dollars an acre for it because of its good 

tricts have been organized in Wisconsin | drainage. The owner of the marsh land 
and several hundred town ditches have | got his land for twenty dollars an acre 
been put in. Over half a million acres | because it had poor drainage. When 
have been given an outlet in this way. | you make the upper land owner help 
Most of the drains that have been put | pay for draining the lower owner’s land, 
in by such co-operation have been open | you are making the upper owner pay 
ditches. Recently they are putting in | twice for his drainage. It is good 
big tile as, well as open ditches. enough an investment for the lower 

EE ues - owner to pay twenty-five dollars an 

Distributing the Drainage Tax acre to make his twenty dollar land 
The drainage tax for town ditchesand | worth a hundred dollars an acre. Drain- 

drainage districts is —- the bene- | age districts permit the sale of bonds to 
fits. The benefits are estimated by the | pay for the drainage. If the land owner 
town board or drainage commissioners. | so desires, he can have fifteen years in 
Suppose that they estimate the present | which to pay his drainage tax. This
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enables the land to pay for its own Prof. Jones—You can recover damage 
drainage. from him if he stops a running stream 

. iE so that it backs on you. He has not the 
Drainage Convention and Drainage right to dam such a stream higher than 

Bulletins the surface of the ground or higher than 
In December, 1914, over a hundred | the bottom of a ditch that has been there 

drainage commissioners, engineers and | for 20 years or more. But since your 
owners of marsh land had a convention | ditch has been gradually filling up, it 
at Madison and organized the Wiscon- | is hard to say what its natural depth is. 
sin State Drainage Association. They Furthermore, I believe he has the right 
discussed many subjects related to the | to dam surface water to keep it from 
drainage of large marshes. These dis- | entering his land. It is hard to say 
cussions are published in pamphlet form | what is surface water and what is seep- 
and will be sent to any one upon request. | age water, so it is best not to quibble 
Bulletin 229 of the Wisconsin Experi- | over these fine points of law. What you 
ment Station will also be sent upon re- | need is a big tile or a ditch for an out- 
quest. Drainage laws and other details | let and the best way to get it is to get 
are discussed more fully in that bulletin | the town board to lay it out, so that it 
than this paper permits. will be protected in the future. 

A Member—What form of dredge is 
DISCUSSION giving the best satisfaction? 

A Member—I have tile emptying into Prof. Jones—The floating dredge will 
a ditch that was dug over 20 years ago, | do cheaper work than any other kind, 
but the neighbor below me has allowed | and for that reason they are useful on 
the ditch to fill up and he has helped | big jobs. Your floating dredge will 
to fill it up with stones. How can I | start at the upper end and the ditch is 
improve my outlet? full of water and they cannot see where 

Prof. Jones—Get five other land they are digging. Unfortunately the 
owners besides yourself in the town to | sides are pretty nearly straight and big 
petition the town board for a town ditch | chunks are apt to fallin. The prettiest 
as far below you as you need it. If you | ditches I have seen were made with the 
are the only one benefited, you will | Austin ditcher, which gives you a slop- 
have to pay for it, but if others are | ing out, and that can be seeded to grass, 
benefited they also must help pay for it. | but these dredges are expensive to 

The Member—They say that the old operate. I would rather have June 
ditch is a town ditch. It is the only | grass grow on the slopes than to have a 
outlet for the flood water from one thou- | lot of weeds. It is better for the ditch 
sand acres. and looks better. 

Prof. Jones—Even though it is an old A Member—I think the sooner we 
town ditch, the old depths would have | can drain those pot holes the better 
to be established, and it is better to | it will be for the public health. In the 
start with a clean slate and organize a neighborhood where I come from we 
new town ditch, and see that a record is | have those pot holes. In just such 
made of it in the town clerk’s office and | places our veterinarians have found 
in 20 years you will not have to depend | the germ—thg living worm that does 
on hearsay. as much damage as the lung worm— 

The Member—Can I not stop this | both in sheep and cattle—they origi- 
man from filling my ditch on his land? | nated right in those pot holes.
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Prof. Jones—There is no question The Member—It was. 

but what drainage improves the health Prof. Jones—And what was the result; 

conditions, and in fact one of the things | has damage been done down below the 

they have to prove in every district | outlet? 

before the court has jurisdiction is The Member—The man below me 

that the public health is going to be | filled it up before it had time to damage 

improved. Mosquitoes cannot find a | him or benefit me. 

better breeding place than these pot Prof. Jones—He was acting beyond 

holes that we have. Down there in | his rights. If your town ditch was 

Panama, the one thing that made it | legally laid out he could be prosecuted 

possible for Americans to build that | and held liable for the damage he did 

canal was the draining of the pot holes. | to your crops by obstructing your legal 

A Member—We have had a drainage | outlet. 

case and we have had a decision from The Member—The obstruction he j 

two different attorneys. One said as | put in the ditch damages his land also. 

long as we had an outlet to go ahead Prof. Jones—Then he is cutting off ; 

and drain it. The other man’s attorney | his nose to spite his face. It is often 

claimed that we were taking unnatural | necessary to organize a town ditch 

water in there. or a drainage district to prevent a 

Prof. Jones—You had plenty of ad- | stubborn man from drowning his own 

vice, but I am more interested in know- | crops—to help him against his will, in 

ing whether or net the ditch was dug. other words. 

; 
\ 
j 
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SILAGE AND SILOS. 

L. E, Scott, Stanley. 

« 

The Silage Crop 

= Corn is pre-eminently the outstanding 
5 silage crop. It may be reinforced with 

J some protein crop, like soy beans, 
es e second crop clover or the last cutting 

a o . of alfalfa. I have mixed in second crop 

» ae clover with corn, about half and half, 
ae when I have been short on corn and 

2 too lazy to cure the clover into hay in 

freaky September weather. Results 

ee were fairly satisfactory, but, generally 

speaking, I believe it better to raise 

sufficient corn to fill our silos and feed 

the clover and alfalfa in the form of 

° well-cured hay. 

Silage made wholly of any nitrogenous 

crop, including pea vines, will have a 

strong flavor that will be imparted to 

the milk unless fed carefully. Good, 

sound corn silage will improve the flavor 

L. E. Scott. of the milk. 

With more than fifty thousand silos Value of Corn Silage 
in the State of Wisconsin, embracing 

nearly every type that the ingenuity Of the value of silage it is hardly 

and caprice of man has ever devised, | necessary to speak. Our Experiment 

and well distributed in every county | Stations have produced from five to 

and practically every neighborhood; | fifteen per cent more milk by its use 

with all the bulletins and articles that | than from the same amount of corn 

have been published by experienced | cured and fed in a dry form, together 

men upon every phase of the subject, | with an identical amount of hay and 

it would seem like “carrying coals to | grain fed in each case, but to my mind 

Newcastle” to present the “A, B, C” | they have not yet carried the experi- 

to a Wisconsin audience. I shall there- | ments far enough. Every dairyman 

fore only attempt to hit a few of the | knows that the profit lies in the amount 

high and somewhat bumpy places. of feed an animal can well use in excess
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of the food of support. With silage | a daily increase of fifteen pounds of 

a cow will convert more hay and | live weight and a decrease of five per 

grain into milk than with the same | cent in cost of feed by introducing si- 
amount of matter the silage contains, | lage into the ration. 

cured and fed in a dry form, but you : 

will observe that in these experiments Losses in Curing Corn 
only the same amount of material has 

been fed and yet they record the gain Losses in nutrients have been found 
stated above. to be from 31 to 43 per cent in curing 

While the amount of milk produced | in the shock in the field when the fodder 

is the basis in Wisconsin upon which | looked bright and inviting to the eye, 
the value of food stuffs is reckoned, | while, according to Prof. King, the loss 
silage plays an important part in the | ina well constructed silo need not exceed ' 

economic feeding of all stock, with | five per cent. 

the exception possibly of hogs, but with. 

an increased milk flow it indirectly Best Time to Cut Corn for Silage 
assists that industry also. A little 

bright silage is good for the horse. Corn increases in every element ex- 

From two to four pounds daily may be | cept water till it is fully ripe. The 

fed at a profit to a sheep, especially | water decreases after the milk stage is 

to a breeding ewe, if not too sour, while | reached. This has induced some to \ 

an experiment with thirty steers shows | defer silo filling till the corn is fully ! 

: | 
} 

Increase in Nutrients During the Stages of Maturity ’ 
‘ 

a t 

Total Yield and Amount of Water and Nutrients in an Acre of Corn 

July 30 Aug. 9 Aug. 21 Sept. 7 Sept. 23 

in Tassel in Silk Milk Stage Kernels Fully Ripe 

Glazed 

Dry Matter...............] 1,619.0 3,078.0 4,643.0 7,202.0 7,918.0 

Protea 2 C8 239.8 436.8 478.7 643.9 677.8 

Carbohydrates.......... 653.9 1,399.3 2,441.3 4,239.8 4,827.6 

TO fy scante rad 72.2 167.8 228.9 260.0 314.3 

Bile Taos ees 138.9 201.3 232.2 302.5 364.2 

Wate erecccecccccscssn| 16,426.0 | 22,666.0 27,957.0 | 25,093.0 20 542.0
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ripe and to use water in place of the A commodious cutting outfit, low 
natural juice. This, I believe, is a down, with belts out of the way of 
mistake. While the chemist may find | the operators, a low down, wide wagon 
larger amounts of nutrients, there can | with rear wheels far apart, are time 
be no doubt that such silage is less | and labor savers. 
palatable and less digestible than that If a machine is to be moved frequent- 
put in while the stock cells are still ly, a blower is more convenient, but 
well supplied with the natural juices, as | it takes more power. If your power 
they are at the glazed stage. Putting | is limited, you will do better to stick 
it in too green means low nutrition | to the chain carrier. 
and high acid, so avoid either extreme. 
A slight degree of acidity is desirable The Best Kind of Silo 
in allaying excessive bacterial action, 
which will cause mold or decay. There is no best kind of silo. Any 

We have heard more complaints this | silo is good if properly constructed, of 
winter of moldly silage than ever before | a good quality of durable material. 
and we believe that much of it comes | I believe, however, that the most 
from having passed the limit of matur- | economical silo one can construct, under 
ity in harvesting. I am equally fearful average conditions, even if he has to 
of the other extreme and if corn is very | ship in his material, is a solid wall, or 
immature I would prefer to have the monolithic, concrete silo. This is ever- 
leaves killed with frost rather than put | lasting, will preserve silage as well as 
it in too green. any and will cost less to construct. 

: I am greatly in favor of farmers con- 
Filling the Silo structing their own, but most of them 

lack self-confidence and shrink from 
. There can be no iron-clad rules as to stepping outside of the furrow they are 
methods of filling. The fact that a treading. They say they have not 
man has no cutting outfit need not | time and find it easier to look over a deter him from building a silo. With | highly colored picture of a silo, the the present day spirit of co-operation | center of a beautiful landscape, and 
in the air, he can combine with his sign a contract to the sweet and sooth- 
neighbors in the purchase of an outfit | ing music, running like rippling rills, and in changing work. If he, himself, | of a flute-like voiced agent, for a silo 
is a good neighbor, he will have good | that will keep your silage perfectly, that 
neighbors, but with the best of neigh- | will never freeze (or if it does, it will 
bors I would greatly prefer to have | thaw out by sunrise) and that will be 
my own cutter and power and fill with | Put up on your farm without even a 
my own crew. This enables one to | J@f upon your nerves and all the trouble commence when he wishes and to fil] | YoU Will ever have with it will be the 
slower, which insures a better quality slight aesovente of stepping = = the ‘ . bank and paying your note when it is due. of silage and a greater amount in the 0 will t 
silo. Whichever method is employed. Se Ste ears eo — employed, | ‘construct a concrete silo for you ata I would insist upon having things price ranging from $3.50 to $5.00 per 
handy, to enable one to accomplish | foot in height, you to furnish the ma- 
the maximum amount with a mini- } terials on the ground and the contractor mum of energy expended. to furnish the forms and do the work.
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If you choose the latter -plan, it is | dry and then the lime water worked in. 

well to be personally informed on the | This should be finished with a steel 

essentials of construction and to faith- | trowel and you will have a surface as 
fully superintend the work. hard and smooth as a glazed tile and 

nearly as impervious. Wet the wall 

Details of Construction well before applying. 
f If you wish an artistic outside finish, 

For details of construction, including | wet the wall and throw on the same 

forms, I would refer you to “Farmers’ | mixture with a whisp broom. This will 

Institute Bulletins” Nos. 24, 1910 and | cover up the marks and make a very 

25, 1911. If you have not these books | pretty stucco finish. 

in your book-case, you should be able There can be no better silo than this, 

to find them in your school libraries. but the first question you will ask will d 
There have been many of these silos | be about some silo made in pieces, 

built since the publication of these | “cement stave,” ‘wood stave,” “cement 

Bulletins and the greater number of | block,” “glazed tile,” “soft tile,” or 

them are giving good satisfaction; in | some other. It seems the more pieces 

fact, most of the complaints that we | you can put together, the better you 
have heard have not come from the | are pleased. Never mind the cost if 
owners themselves but from those inter- | you can only get something just a little 
ested: in the sale of other kinds of silos. | different from your neighbors. 

Why! If you were going to cast a ' 
Concrete Mixtures for Silos kettle, you wouldn’t cast it in pieces” } 

- and hoop them together, would you? If { 
I would advise against a too cheap | you were going to make a fruit jar, you j 

construction. I would use a mixture | wouldn’t make it in sections and cement 

as rich as 1 to 5 of unscreened gravel. | them together. No; you would cast or , 

If screened, then the standard 1:2:4 | mold these articles in one piece. Why ‘ 
proportion is all right. not cast a silo in one piece? Modern ‘ 

I would see that ingredients are thor- | inventions enable you to do this with 
oughly mixed to a slush mixture and | concrete. 
thoroughly spaded in the forms.- Use : 
plenty of water. Some contractors are Freezing in the Silo 
in such a hurry to remove the forms 

that they make the mixture too dry As to the freezing problem, which is 

and the wall is not nearly as impervious. | always the solicitor’s talking point, they 
This is one fault with concrete blocks. have been making some observations at 

I would use a little stronger reinforce- | the University, the full results of which 
ment than is usually advised and I think | ij) not be published until they have 
re get a little better inside surface by been carried on another year, but I am 

soplying a coat of plaster composed of permitted to say that upon December 
wo parts of finely screened sand to one 31st, | aft ld f 

part of cement and sufficient lime to st, last, =e “ee ss = 

make the plaster pliable and to stick | Weather, the stave silo was frozen in 
well. The lime had better be slacked a | ore than 10 inches and the actual 
few days in advance and reduced with | temperature ten inches from the wall 

water to a thick cream. The cement | was 27°, while in a brick silo the same 
and sand should be thoroughly mixed | date the temperature three inches from 

;
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the wall was 34°. At no time was the | of moldy silage that you have found? concrete silo frozen in over six inches. | Than again, isn’t it a fact that many An Iowa bulletin says, “It may be im- | times silage is moldy from the top when partially said that, so far as the pre- people really think it is caused by some- vention of freezing is concerned, the thing else? 
stave, stone, single wall brick and con- Mr. Scott—I presume that may have crete silos are of about equal merit.” | had something to do with it, but I know The same bulletin says that they have | that my corn was put in exceptionally found concrete silos in actual use which Tipe. I was waiting for machinery that have been filled eleven times without | failed to come when I needed it, and any noticeable action of the acidity of | we have had a good deal of trouble this the silage in softening the walls. winter from overheating. The silage iP Keeping the silo well closed up, so | is very sweet, but very poor. A slight that there is no radiation of heat from degree of acid will allay that bacterial the surface, is more effective in resist- | action and you will get less mold, I ing frost than the hollow wall. believe if the corn is a little more im- 

mature and slightly acid. A Covering of Hay Prevents Freezing Mr. David Imrie—Give us some idea 
of the different cost of the different silos. I would not put a cupola or ventilator Mr. Scott—Why, prices vary so in the roof. I have known frozen | much. With the concrete silo, of course, silage to thaw out in a short time under | some have gravel within a shovel’s a ten-inch covering of hay. It costs but | throw, and others have to haul it a little energy to apply this and the value_| number of miles, so that the cost will of the hay is not impaired for feeding. vary greatly. I have a few figures here. In closing I will state that Mr. Frank | A gentleman up in Richland county is D. Otis addressed letters of inquiry to | building concrete silos 36 feet high by seven hundred of the eight hundred | 14 feet inside diameter for $200.00, owners of silos in Barron county. He | with a board roof, and he furnishes the received 175 replies and all but four material, all but the gravel. With a expressed themselves as being highly | concrete roof, the cost is $250.00 Several pleased with the results of their experi- | other styles of silos without roof or ence in feeding silage. From these re- | without foundation, of the same size, in plies Mr. Otis figures an average profit | the same neighborhood, cost $225.00 A of $2.00 per year from increased produc- | wood panel silo the same size costs tion and decreased cost of feed, from | $350.00. Vitrified tile—‘indestructible these herds averaging 14 cows each. | tile silo,” as it is called, the same size, From this data, one could almost say | $540.00. 

that with 14 cows a silo would nearly A Member—Don’t you find that a pay for itself in one year. good many men build a silo too large, 
that is, of a larger diameter than the 
size of their herd will justify, and too 

DISCUSSION high for the diameter? 
Mr. Scott—Not so much now as in Mr. Jacobs—Don’t you think that | former years. I want to say I would the fact that a great deal of corn was | much prefer to put in my corn at the blown down this year may have had proper stage, when it contains the right something to do with the extra amount | amount of moisture in its natural juices,
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than to let it get too dry and then put Dr. Porter—You are right in saying 

in water. J would rather have green | that the natural moisture in the corn 
apple pie than pie made of dried apples | stalk is best, but in our country the 
soaked up with water. tobacco season and the County Fair 

A Member—Don’t you put in salt to | knock us out. We cannot get help 
stop fermentation? at the right time. 

Mr. Scott—I have done so; the slight Mr. Scott—Then do not talk against 
amount you would put in would not | putting corn in at the right stage. 

allay the fermentation. A Member—If you have a four-hun- 
A Member—We have used salt for | dred acre farm, sometimes you cannot 

several years and I think that since | put your corn in when you want to— 

using the salt we have had less moldy | the frost may catch you. I submit 
silage than before. it is all right to get itin in the best con-__. 

Dr. Porter—I do not like to hear you | dition you can. : 
discourage the practice of putting water Chairman McKerrow—Mr. Scott ad- 
into the silo. I have put a great deal | vises putting it in in the best condition 

of water in for the last twenty-seven | with its own juices. If you cannot 

years and I have always felt I did not | do that, you may put in some water. 
put in enough. A year ago last fall A Member—Did you ever hear any 

an early frost came and caught our | complaint against the concrete silo be- 

corn and we could not get it all into the | cause of molding near the wall? i 

silo as quickly as we wanted. I kept Mr. Scott—Yes, in case of a poor 
some of my corn cut almost two and | concrete silo wall. There has been a 1 

a half weeks; the stalks were green | great deal of poor work done in the { 

and the tassels were dry. We had a | building of concrete silos. We have ] 

gas pipe and a pump and we ranin about | been trying to make them too cheaply, ' 

forty barrels of water. It took us | not putting in enough cement. But if i 

somewhere in the neighborhood of two | you have a good wall, well glazed inside { 
weeks with only our own help to fill | with a rich mortar, or even a wash, 

a silo forty feet high and eighteen feet | I cannot see why it should absorb 
wide, and it got pretty dry. I put in | any more moisture than a tile or stave 
lots of water and had very good re- | silo. 

sults. When I got through I covered Dr. Porter—Do you consider that 
it with about two feet of grass and | the lime in that cement lining aids it 
sowed a bushel of oats on top, the oats | in becoming water proof? It is essen- 
sprouted and in a few days there was | tial to put in a. good deal of.lime in 

a mass of thick oats there, four to six | order to make the thing impervious 
inches tall, and it just sealed that si- | to water. 

lage right up and we had none of it Mr. Scott—I am not expert enough 

spoiled. When we took the old hay | as a chemist or a mason to answer that 
off the top of the silage, it was perfectly | question, but I do know that lime will 

fresh. make it stick better and be more plastic 
Mr. Scott—Wisconsin is something | in the application, and possibly it may 

like three hundred miles long from.| make it more impervious. 
north to south and conditions vary. Mr. John Imrie—Our method is to 

I presume in the northern part, where | take a wide whitewash brush and put it 
I live, that the corn holds rather more | on about the thickness of cream. We 

moisture than in the southern counties. | generally put it on in two coats, 

|
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Mr. Scott—I think you would be a | those walls I believe the plaster woul: 
little safer in plastering. be the safer. 

Mr. David Imrie—We have a cement Mr. Cheesman—Ninety per cent of 
water tank in our house; it is about Chicago’s milk is produced within 
two inches thick and it never absorbs | seventy-five miles of Chicago. By water. That was simply washed with | building silos with more height, I be- a cement wash. If you make your | lieve you will get more pressure and 
concrete rich enough and give it a greater storage capacity within con- 
wash inside of clear cement and water, ae eed may doin fiesouth 

ae — then 2 few years sewer I think in the north forty feet would be give it another wash, your silage will the limit, as the corn there carries more be good right up against the wall. moisture and in the bottom of silos Mr. Scott—I agree with you if the | of great depth there is so much juice wall is sufficiently dense and you are | expressed by the greater pressure that using a 1:2:5 mixture, but in a great | we find the silage more acid than in many cases a 1:2:7 or 8 is used. On| the more shallow silos. 

HOG HOUSE CONSTRUCTION. 

[John D. Imrie, Roberts. 

| In’ taking up this topic as given in 
the program “Hog House Construc- 
tion”, I will do so more from the practi- 

; eal hog farmer’s or raiser’s standpoint 
en than that of the fancy breeder, and 

‘ig in doing this I wish to state in the 9 * beginning that in thirty years of hog 
e raising and feeding I have found that ~ f| * for best results as to health and growth Ky * the pig or hog should not spend most e fj; of his lifetime in any kind of a hog 4 house or pe, as the young of all farm 

aaa animals, especially the pig, needs plenty 
of good, healthy exercise to keep in the 
best condition and make the most rapid 
growth. Therefore I will speak more iS . especially of the house for farrowing f and feeding purposes than as a living ‘4 place. 

There is one kind of a hog house that 
I like better than any other. Figure 1 
shows a plan of a very good hog house Mr. John D. Imrie. of thirteen farrowing and feeding pens,
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is 50’x20’ and 8’ posts. The feed room | main objection to this kind of house is 
is 8’x12’, with water in same. This is | that where from 12 to 20 brood sows 

called the double house and is very | are kept too much time is taken up in 
handy, but has some serious objections | feeding and caring for the pigs. When 
in that the yards on the north side are | help is scarce and high-priced, this is a 

in the shade most of the day, is rather | serious fault and in a muddy time it is 

expensive and has no room for corn or | not a pleasant job to wade to each pen 
other feeds. Figure 2 shows the eleva- | to feed twice a day; however, this is a 

tion of this kind of house. good house where only a few sows are 

As I have used both the double and | kept. 

single style of hog house, I must say Figure 6 shows fenders for farrowing 

I like the single style as shown in figure | pen. They are made of 2’x6”, 3 feet 

3 far better. This one is 16’x80’, 8’ | long and fastened as shown in cut eight 
posts, containing ten farrowing- pens, | inches from the floor. They are to pre- 

with a feed room 8’x12’, with water sup- | vent the mother from overlaying the pigs 
ply and place for swill barrels. The | when returning to the nest. This‘is an 

No. 1. 
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feed alley is four feet wide and the corn | important part of the farrowing pen. 
crib which extends the entire length of | The little pigs learn to get under the 

the house is four feet wide at the bot- | fender two or three days after birth. 

tom and five at the top of posts. This | This arrangement has saved the life of 
is the best, handiest and cheapest house | many a pig, so do not forget to put in 

for its size I have seen. The advantage | fenders. 
as regards farrowing pens is that all pens I like the concrete floor best, as it can 

have a southern exposure and have little | be kept clean and sanitary. The floor 

yards 7’x16’ in which the pigs can take | in each pen should slope about an inch 
needed exercise when the mud is too | toward the trough, where there should 
deep to turn them in the yard or field. | be a shallow gutter to carry off the 
Figure 4 shows the elevation of this | liquid. This gutter should run’ along 

kind of house. the entire row of pens and follow the 
Figure 5 shows an A-shaped hog | wall of the last pen to the outside of the 

house, which has a good many things to | house. This keeps all liquid from 

recommend it as a farrowing pen. The | spreading over the floor and making the
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bedding damp. In case of a shortage Mr. Imrie—No, I have not. The of good bedding, it is a good plan to | platform is simply to keep the little make a platform of 4’x4’ of inch boards, | ones off the cold cement. with a 2x4” nailed flat-wise on two The Member—If you insulated in that edges. Lay this in the corner of the way, you would have a warm floor. Do pen as shown in figure 3. This helps | you let the little Pigs run around on the to hold the litter and keeps the pigs | cement floor? J 
from contact with the cement. Mr. Imrie—Yes, but I always keep As the comfort and health of the pig | it well bedded. or hog is the first item to be considered Mr. David Imrie—If you have these and the saving of time in feeding and | little platforms in each one, they will caring for them must also be taken into stand on those a good deal of the time. account, I think the plan as shown in Mr. John Imrie—In cur actual prac- figure 3 will come the nearest to the tice of raising hogs on the farm, they needs of the practical hog raiser. are in these pens only a few days, that 
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DISCUSSION is, all day long. A few days after birth 
* | they are let out into the field, or yard, Mr. Imrie (Continuing)—I like the | unless too muddy. As soon as they open pens facing south, where the little begin following the mother, they are all ones can get sunshine all day. There is | right. 

one improvement I would make another A Member—That platform is bottom- time: I would have these gates so I | side up? 
could swing them alongside of the hog Mr. Imrie—No, the 2x4’s are on the house, so I could drive right in and upper side. 
clean out those pens. A Member—How are the partitions Mr. Jacobs—What is the floor of | built? 
those pens? Mr. Imrie—They are made of inch Mr. Imrie—Cement, by all means. boards, with a door passing through A Member—Did you ever try to | each one to let the little Pigs pass into insulate those walls by having some dead | the next pen to eat. 
air chambers underneath, so you would A Member—In some places they are not want a platform? * building these houses of heavy. steel.
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Mr. Imrie—Of course that would be | out on the ground. In that big hog 

more expensive. This kind of a hog | house he has no place to go out of ; 
house, the material for it, costs about | doors, except in the mud, there are 

$250.00. never satisfactory surroundings. You 

A Member—Are the partitions mov- | want to have it so you can easily move 
able? that hog pen and change the ground. 

Mr. Imrie—No, they are not. I have Mr. Imrie—When you have fifteen 

seen some where about half the parti- | brood sows, it is an hour’s job to feed 

tions were movable, and it is a very | those sows if they are in small houses, 

nice arrangement, but in our practice | and in muddy times you will have to 

our hogs are fed mostly outside; mostly | wade in a lot of mud to give them their 

spring pigs,- growing over the first | swill. It works all right up to about 
season and then fattened for market. | six, but if I have more than six brood 

A Member—You don’t have the | sows, I want a clean place where I 

cholera? can feed rapidly, and keep them clean; 
Mr. Imrie—Not for thirty years. time is money. 
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Mr. David Imrie—We had it in our A Member—You better not have 

neighborhood a year ago last fall but | more than six sows if you do not keep 
we were out of the district. If there | them clean. 

are hog cholera germs about you are Mr. Imrie—We keep our pigs clean. 
sure to get it. A Member—If you can keep your 

Mr. John Imrie—I think if a hog is | hogs clean and give them good, clean 

perfectly healthy, there is more resist- | feed, are you likely to have hog cholera? 

ance to hog cholera germs; however; Mr. Imrie—It is a great help in 
if the hog comes in contact with the | avoiding it. 
germs, in all likelihood the cholera will Mr. Rasmussen—When I was in 
develop in the herd. The only im- | Denmark last year, I went to a great 
munity is the power of resistance. many big farms. I was interested in 

Mr. Jacobs—I would like to say a | hogs and cattle. I went to one large 
word in favor of our friend’s small | place where they had a double hog 
pens. I feel that that is the most ser- | house with a cement floor and a feed- 
ious problem with the little pig—when | ing alley up the center. I think they 
he is a few days old he wants to get | had about fourteen pens. They always
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had one pen empty and one was cleaned | considerable mud and I made up my and whitewashed every day. Then the | mind to have a different kind of a pen. next day another one was cleaned and | We keep our conditions as clean as whitewashed, so they were all cleaned possible as a preventive of hog cholera, that way regularly, and they never | but even that will not prevent it coming had the cholera. In order to keep them | in your neighborhood. I have lost clean, they had a platform elevated | some forty-odd head before we got 
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one foot, and the little pigs always | through, and they couldn’t be in better went up there themselves. condition than they were when it caught Chairman McKerrow—A pretty good | them. 
plan. You won’t have cholera if you A Member—Do you think you know have everything all right. Just the any more about it than you did twenty same, there have been cases where years ago? 
everything seemed to be clean and yet Mr. Campbell—I cannot say that they had the cholera. I know anything about it. We vaccin- A Member—What do you disinfect | ate our hogs now and we do not have it. 
your hog house with? 

Mr. Imrie—I never use anything but S. 
fresh lime. > 

Mr. David Imrie—We had an old 
Scotchman from Canada once who had 
his hogs sleep upstairs, so they would 
keep clean. He had stairs for them 
to go up and he said he had no trouble } 
teaching them to go to bed. 

Mr. Campbell—Some _ twenty-five 
years ago I met Mr. McKerrow and 
he recommended the A-shaped pens. 
“Well, I had a set of them made. I have Mr. Imrie—About thirty years ago I twenty-five little yards about twenty | rented father’s farm and we had about feet deep and four feet wide. I agree | one hundred and fifty hogs running with what Mr. Imrie says about the | free. We lost all but one with cholera. mud. When you are feeding twenty- | When we had about forty-five left, I five brood sows, you go wading through | bought a young sire, a splendid young
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animal, he was right with those hogs | asked this gentleman, “What kind of a 
every day and he never contracted the | place have you got for those hogs? Are 

cholera, so I think there is something | they running out in a clean place, that 
in the resistance idea. He had been | is, did you disinfect?” He replied: “We 

fed and treated right. have a kind of pot hole that our supply 
Mr. Cheesman—Most everybody | tank runs into and my hogs get in there 

leans heavily on the serum treatment. | and wallow in this pot hole and some- 
I am not going to discuss that, but I | times drink this water. They have 

want to tell you something that was | tumors underneath their throats and 

done in Massachusetts a few years ago. | they decline and die.” I said: “Did 
A certain man had an awful dose of | you ever disinfect?” “No,” he said, “we 
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hog cholera. We called in the faculty | killed one of those hogs and opened his \ 
of the medical college. We had about | throat, and he had this tumor under his ’ 
fourteen left, we turned them out in | neck containing a nasty liquid. We cut 7 
the month of February on the snow | that open and I took a microscope and t 
and ice and they all got well. examined it, and we could see germs and 

A Member—Over in our country, a | those wire worms, even with the bare 
neighbor had sixty hogs. They began to | eyes. Then we cut farther down and all 
die last September, he called the veter- | along we found those little wire worms, 
inarians in and one prescribed for swine | even in the lungs and the intestines. 
flake, and another for hog cholera, but | We killed another and it was the same 
they did not succeed in stopping it. I | way.’ The man lost all his hogs. 

.
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GRAVEL ROADS IN WISCONSIN. 

J. T. Donaghey, Chief Inspector, Wisconsin Highway Commission. 

Sas thereby causing the traffic to take to 
a pce the ditches until the elements had as- aan Ys sisted in leveling the surface to a point 
ata tas where it was safe to attempt traveling it. 

: 3 This manner of construction had 
Be prejudiced people against gravel roads 

Se aa, and it has taken some time to convince 
ie : them that it is possible to build a good 
FAs “a road with almost any kind of gravel if ses = a ae properly handled. 

' | ee We firmly believe in using gravel for 
ee oe ™ surfacing at least ninety per cent of the 

s i roads in the counties of Wisconsin hav- 
g : ing gravel available, and there are 

several good reasons why we advocate 
its use whenever possible. 

\ Why We Recommend Gravel 
Surfacing 

(1) The construction cost is less; 
therefore, more miles can be obtained 
for the money expended. 

J. T. Donaghey. (2) Repair and maintenance cost is 
less. 

The subject of gravel roads has be- (3) No other type of road will re- 
come very important for many of the | turn as great a percentage of its cost 
towns in Wisconsin. There has been | to the local unit that pay the tax. 
built under the provisions of the State (4) More satisfactory results are ob- 
Aid Highway Law during 1912, 1913 | tained for the traveling public. 
and 1914, 440 miles of such roads. Pre- (5) When the increased traffic. de- 
vious to that time, hundreds of miles | mands a higher type of road, the gravel 
had been built throughout the State may be used for shoulder material. 
with varying results. Some were built 
fairly well, but the majority were built Construction Cost Less 
by simply hauling the gravel from the 
pit as it came and dumping it on the The principal reason for the cost of 
surface of the road, without any prepa- | construction being less than for other 
ration of the subgrade, no attention be- types of roads is due to the fact that 
ing paid to alignment, and in many in- | where gravel is available it can be de- 
stances not taking time to spread it, | livered to the road at a much less cost
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than can any other material, on account | where they demand better roads and 
of shorter haul and ease of ‘handling. | are willing to produce the money neces- 
The cost of grading, culverts and prepa- | sary to build them. The first road built 
ration of the subgrade should be just | in any community along modern ideas 
the same for a gravel road as for any | is severely criticized, and mostly on ac- 
other type if you expect to have a high- | count of its high cost. If gravel is 
class road when completed. Our nine- | used, more miles will be improved, 
foot gravel roads are costing on an | therefore giving better satisfaction to 
average about $2,200.00 per mile, and | the tax payer and creating a sentiment 
the cost per cubic yard of material in | for better roads in the community. 
place is $1.15. The average cost 6f | After the people have seen the bene- 
our nine-foot macadam is $3,200.00 per | fits of the improvement, a higher type 
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Nine-foot Gravel Road, town of Summit, Waukesha County, built in 
1914 at a cost of $2,200 per mile, including grading and culverts. 

mile, or $1.75 per cubic yard of material | of road may be built in the same locality 
in place. and receive less criticism than the 

The cost per mile in both cases in- cheaper road did to begin with. This 
cludes grading, culverts and guard rail. | matter is worthy of consideration, for 
This shows a difference of $1,000.00 per | if at first the tax levy is very materially 
mile in favor of the gravel road, which | increased due to the improvement, there 
is nearly all chargeable to the difference | is apt to be some change in sentiment. 
in first cost of material, and getting it 
to the job. However, a small portion Repair and Maintenance Cost Less 
is chargeable to the extra rolling that 
stone requires over gravel. It is a fact beyond dispute that the 

In the early stages of road improve- | repair and maintenance cost is less on 
ment in any locality, the greatest prob- | a gravel road than on any other, type 
lem is to educate the people to a point | of road. Where the building of gravel
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roads js recommended, the material Money Returns to Tax-Payers 
must be available at a reasonable cost; Pockets. 
therefore, it will be available for repair 
and maintenance at nearly the same Where local gravel is used, which is 
cost. If a hole or rut appears in a | the case on practically all of Wiscon- 
gravel road,-or if the surface becomes | sin’s gravel roads, at least eighty-five 
worn flat, it can be repaired very satis- | per cent of the cost of the work is for 
factorily without the use of expensive | labor. This money is usually spent 
machinery, necessary for the repair of a | in the locality where the road is built, 
stone macadam or other type of road. | and eventually gets back through the 
When you consider the interest on the | different trade channels, to the pockets 
difference in the investment between a | of the tax-payers. This argument may 
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Nine-foot Gravel Road, town of Delafield, Waukesha County, built in 
1913, at a cost of $1,809 per mile, including grading and cul- 

verts, and surface treated in 1915. 

fifteen-foot gravel road at $3,700.00 per | sometimes apply to a stone macadum 
mile and a fifteen-foot concrete road at | road, but never to a concrete, brick 
$12,000.00 per mile, which interest is | or asphalt road. When you demon- 
about $450.00, you will readily see that strate to the tax-payer that he is get- 
you can maintain the gravel road from ting the road he travels improved, 
year to year for that amount and have 

= and that the money spent for the at the end of almost any period of years | ‘ 5 = ‘ 
improvement is returning to his pocket, a road as good or better than when 1 h ind 

built, providing that amount is ex- he naturally wants ere of that kin pended each year in the addition of of road, and less of the kind that sends 
necessary material and a surface treat- | his hard-earned cash out of the county, 
ment of some good asphaltic oil or tar | and, in many instances, out of the 
product. | State.
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More Satisfactory to the Traveling | the loss of a great portion of the cost 

Public. of the gravel road. When that time 

comes, and it will come sooner or later, 

There is no question but that a well- | for our main roads at least, the gravel 

built gravel road with a proper surface | can be rooted up and pushed to the 

treatment is easier on both horses’ | outer edge of the grade and used for 

feet and automobile tires than any other | shoulders to the concrete, brick or other 

type of medium-priced surfaced road. | type of road that may be best suited 

This is a very important feature, and | to meet the traffic conditions. 

one that does not receive enough con- This “used gravel” will make ex- 

sideration. In localities where both | cellent shoulders and in many instances 

gravel and stone macadam roads have | by using it the width of the higher type 
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Nine-foot Grayel Road, town of Delafield, Waukesha County, 
before surface treatment. 

been properly built in the past and | of surface may be reduced, thereby 

not surface treated, the gravel surfaces | reducing the cost of the new road an 

stand out plainly as being far superior | amount nearly if not fully equal to 

for both horse and automobile travel. the first cost of the gravel road. 

May Use for Years and Still Have | Characteristics of Good Road Gensel 

Nearly Original Value. 
Very few of our gravel pits contain 

The last reason to be considered is a | material that conforms to our ideas 

business one entirely. The argument | of a good road gravel. In some cases, 

is often advanced that in building gravel | it does not contain binder enough and 

Toads, we are wasting money for the | clay must be added. Again, it may 

reason that very soon traffic will demand | contain too much of either clay or 
a higher.type of road, therefore causing | sand or both and some must be removed
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by screening. Where the pit contains Construction. 
many stones larger than two and one- 
half inches in their longest dimensions, The surveys, plans and cross sections 
we believe in crushing the gravel, as | for gravel roads should be the same as 
it is just as cheap in the end and gives | for other types of surfacing and stand- 
us a much more uniform and valuable | ard concrete culverts should be built. 
product. Where necessary, provide under-drain- 

If we could have gravel pits made to age and insist upon just as good a 
order, our specifications would provide foundation for a gravel road as for 
for stone from one-quarter of an inch any other type; it is impossible to get 
to an inch and a half in size, with just | a good surface on a poor foundation. 
enough clay and good sharp sand evenly | The subgrade is prepared in the usual 
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Nine-foot Creek Gravel Road in the town of Jamestown, Grant County, built in 1915. This is one of the largest jobs completed under the State Aid Law in 1915. It consisted of 25,000 cubic yards of dirt; 10,000 feet of guard fence and 155 cubic yards of concrete culverts, in a distance of 9,800 feet. This work was done by one of County Commissioner Henry Mink’s crew under the direct supervision of foreman Fred Skem, a local man. 

mixed to fill the voids. This would manner, by cutting out a trench the 
mean about eighty-five per cent stone | full depth and width that the finished 
from one-quarter of an inch to an inch | surface is to be, having the same crown 
and a half and fifteen per cent binder | the completed surface should have. 
material. However, we have come to a 
the conclusion that a good road can Pit-run Gravel. 
be built of any kind of gravel, if prop- | In building a pit-run gravel road, erly handled. | remove the large stones, if any, at the
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pit, preferably by the use of an elevator | rolling of the first course, start the 

and screen, delivering the gravel to the | second course at the opposite end and 

elevator by the use of wheel or slip work towards the pit, spreading to a 

scrapers. If extreme care is used, they | loose depth of about five inches. Har- 

may be removed at the time of load- | row thoroughly with a heavy peg- 

ing by the use of five-or six-tine forks. | tooth harrow before rolling. Most pits 
On small jobs, this method is very | run uneven; the harrow will tend to 

satisfactory. mix the material and will also bring 

Haul loads of exactly the same size | the coarse stone, if any, to the surface, 

in length, width and depth, and be | where they can be raked off. Some- 

sure they are dumped so as to cover | times it is necessary in clay to help in 
the same length, insuring an even depth | bonding, which can be done at the 
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Fifteen-foot Limestone Macadam Road in the town of Metomen, Fond 

du Lac County built in 1914 and Surface-treated in 1915. 

of material. Uneven loads as a rule | same operation. Use the light grader * 

mean an uneven surface. again a sufficient number of times to 

Practicaly all gravel roads should be | insure the removal of all wavy appear- 
built in two courses, plus the binder | ance, and to give the surface the proper 

necessary. Spread the first course even- | crown. 
ly to a loose depth of not to exceed six It is often necessary to use the grader 
inches. It is generally best to begin | a second time after the rolling has been 

at the end nearest the pit and haul over | started to remove all of the wavy 

the material-as the work progresses. | appearance. Fill the voids in the sur- 

This method saves some rolling. | face if there are any with fine gravel; 

Go over the first course several times | then roll thoroughly and flush. Occa- 
with a small road grader, with blade | sionally better results may be obtained 

set nearly at right angles, to even up by thoroughly wetting the material 

the surface before rolling. After proper and allowing it to dry to such an
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extent that the binder will not pick Crushed and Screened Gravel. up on the roller, before attempting to 
roll. This method insures the proper In many of the eastern and southern bond from the bottom up. It is diffi- | counties we have numerous gravel pits cult to advise the proper amount of | of excellent quality, but usually con- water for a gravel road, as no two sec- taining a rather high percentage of large tions can be treated alike. If possible, | stone, and many of them contain an throw the road open to travel while | excess of binder. To handle this par- the roller is yet on the job and if ruts ticular kind of gravel economically and appear fill them at once by use of the | to get the very best results it becomes light grader or road drag and roll again. necessary to crush and screen the ma- 
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A First-class Earth Road, town of Shullsburg, Lafayette = County, built in 1915. 

Make provision for following up with | terial. Use the ordinary portable rock maintenance immediately if necessary, | crusher, screen and bins, with a capac- as well as surface treatment when the ity of from 80 to 120 cubic yards per surface becomes well cured. It re- day. 
quires no more material to build a Deliver the material to the crusher high-class gravel. road than one you | by teams with slip scrapers and block must apologize for every time you have | and tackle, or one of the various gravel occasion to travel it, the difference in conveyors that are on sale. The pas! cost being mostly chargeable to extra season, one of our progressive counties care in the methods of construction, | purchased three improved gravel out- which adds but little to the total cost fits, consisting of crusher, screen, bins of the work. and a conveyor that permits of deliver-
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ing the material to the conveyor with | 1 material spread to an even loose 

wheel scrapers from where it is elevated | depth of about five inches, and well 

to the crusher, with no additional | rolled, the voids having been filled with 

labor cost. the necessary amount of No. 3 material. 

Each outfit costs complete about | This course should be laid for a distance 

$1,800.00 and will easily save to the | of 400 feet before starting with the 
county its entire cost in one season’s | second course. 
work. The crushers should be equip- The same care should be taken in 

ped with two section screens, each | having uniform loads evenly spread. 
section thirty inches in diameter and | The second course should consist of 

four feet long, the first, or lead section, | from four to five inches of No. 2 mate- 
having one-half inch perforations and | rial evenly spread and rolled, the voids 

of ; 
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Nine-foot Limestone Macadam Road, town of Jamestown, Grant County. 
Note Standard Guard Fence. 

the second two-inch perforations, which | well filled with No. 3 material, the sur- 

separate the material into three sizes. | face brought to the proper crown with 

The No. 1 size consists of material | the small grader, then thoroughly rolled 

refusing the two-inch ring; the No. 2 | and flushed in the same manner as 
size the material refusing the one-half | a stone macadam road. Some pits con- 

inch ring and passing through the two- | tain quite a percentage of clay and in 
inch ring; the No. 3 size, the material | this case a harrow should be used to 
passing through the one-half inch ring. | work in the No. 3 material, thereby 

Prepare the subgrade the same as } greatly benefiting the job. In some 
described for pit-run gravel, but start | cases there is a surplus of No. 3 mate- 
construction at the end of the road | rial, which should be distributed at 
»pposite the gravel supply, in the same | convenient points along the road for 
nanner as for a stone macadam road. | maintenance purposes, or used for sur- 
The first course should consist of No. | facing private entrances or road inter-
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sections. In many pits. better results Use just as much care in finishing a 
may be obtained by crushing fine | gravel road as one costing three times as 
— oe = roams much. Trim up the shoulders properly 

ee ee ee ming, and | and clean out the ditches so the water carry over into the No. 2 material just = damage tenn thy di diatel enough of the No. 3 for binding mate- | “on Set away f reo ts rial to fill the voids. The latter isdone | “ter each rain.” The last fifty dollars by placing a sheet iron jacket around | Spent in an intelligent manner shaping 
the inner portion of the first section of | and trimming up any mile of road screen, which does not permit the | stands out more plainly than does any 
finer material to pass through the one- | other one hundred dollars spent on the 
half inch perforations, but carries it | same road. i 
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Typical Northern Wisconsin State Aid Work, town of Pike 
Lake, Oneida County. 

over with the No. 2 material. This In any locality where there is gravel 
must be regulated so as to just fill the | within a reasonable distance, by all 
voids in the No. 2 material and no more. means use it, unless traffic conditions 

The balance of the No. 3 material | demand a higher type of surface. If it will ‘naturally drop into the No. 3 bin | is not of the right proportions, by 
and may be used in finishing the sur- proper methods of handling it can be 
face where additional binder is required, | made so. Should it run too fine and 
or for future maintenance and other | contain too much sand, do not give up 
purposes. If this method is pursued, | Apply the Proper amount of clay for a pete first and — a = built (binder and mix it at by = of 
of the same material and results in a | a disc or peg-tooth harrow. It will no 
better type of road, which is easier | doubt rut some after opened up for 
to build, cheaper to maintain and one | travel. If it does, use a road drag after 
which gives better satisfaction than | each rain and you may rest assured thal 
any other type of gravel road. it will be a first-class road ina short time.
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This is the method followed by the | highways, and in these counties it is 
Highway Commission in the construc- | advisable, but in any county where 

tion of the many miles of high-class | gravel can be found at a haul of not to 
gravel road built during the past three /*exceed four miles we can usually build 

years under the State Aid Law, and we | cheaper roads than by crushing field 

believe the results obtained for the | stone. 
money expended on these 440 miles of A Member—Does the concrete road 
gravel road has gone a long way towards | meet the needs of both automobile and 
creating the present great demand for | heavy team traffic? 

road improvement in Wisconsin. Mr. Donaghey—I believe it does. 

Concrete is the very type of road to 

build where there is extremely heavy 
ee auto travel combined with heavy team 

A Member—Will a gravel road be as | traffic. 
satisfactory on a heavy clay soil as a A Member—The concrete road built 
road built of crushed stone? here last season is cracking to quite an 

Mr. Donaghey—Yes, I believe the | extent. How can it be repaired? 
gravel will be more satisfactory, pro- Mr. Donaghey—During the past three 
viding the road bed is properly drained, | years we have built 84 miles of con- 

the gravel crushed and screened and the | crete roads in the different counties of 
same care taken in the construction of | Wisconsin and cracks have appeared to 

both roads. some extent on all of this work. How- 
A Member—Do you advise the-use of | ever, they are not serious and do not 

pit-run gravel without crushing? injure the surface materially. They can 

Mr. Donaghey—In some cases, yes, | be repaired very cheaply by cleaning out | 
where gravel runs very fine, or when it is | the cracks and filling them with asphalt 
impossible to get a crusher on the job. | covered with good sharp sand. I know , 

If gravel in the pit contains quite a | of other roads where cracks have ap- | 
percentage of stone larger than two | peared fully as frequently as in your ’ 
inches, it is very necessary to crush it. | road that have been treated in this , 

A Member—How great a distance | manner, leaving the surface in prac- 

would you advise hauling gravel? tically as good condition as though no 

Mr. Donaghey—That would depend | cracks had developed. 
upon local conditions entirely. In A Member—We had a few holes ap- 
Marinette county, gravel is frequently | pear in our road. We cleaned them out 
hauled a distance of six or seven miles | and filled them with cement, leaving 
during the winter months, and a road is | them as good as ever. 

secured at reasonable cost. In most A Member—Would it not be better 
cases, a haul of three or four miles, if | to reinforce concrete roads with wire? 
hauled during the road building season. Mr. Donaghey—We do not deem it 

A Member—is it advisable to break | necessary to reinforce a concrete pave- 

up field stone for building roads in Wis- | ment, except when built wider than the 
consin? eighteen feet possible to build under our 

Mr. Donaghey—This is also a ques- | State Aid Law. Where village or city 

tion which local conditions must govern | streets are paved with concrete, it is 
to a great extent. In many counties of | advisable to reinforce at least the center . 
Wisconsin, field stone is the only ma- | twenty feet of the pavement. 
terial to be secured for surfacing our | . Adjourned to 7:30 P. M.
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EVENING SESSION. 7:30 P. M. 

Supt. C. P. Norgord, presiding. 

POULTRY MARKETS AND PROFITS IN POULTRY. 

Geo. W. Hackett, North Freedom. 

For several years we have been ac- publishing of which has been author- 
tive in preaching the doctrine of “more | ized, and it should appear upon the 
and better poultry” on the farm and | market in the near future. The work 
statistics show that the past ten years | has been approved by the leading mar- 
have brought an increase in poultry | ketmen and commission men of the 
products in Wisconsin amounting to country and its general use is sure to re- 
more than 85 per cent gain. This has | sult in great good. 
been going very well when the extent of | 
the product is taken into consideration. we” - _ | 
Better methods of housing and care are Wisconsin Conditions Favorable. 
being employed each year and the in- 
dustry is gaining in prominence and im- | From the standpoint of market 
portance. It is now time that more at- | poultry, Wisconsin is admirably _ sit- 
tention should be given to the market- | uated. We have an abundance of the 
ing of our poultry and eggs if we are to | two most important foods to successful 
receive the greatest benefits in cash re- | feeding of poultry for market, corn and 
turns. It is easier to cater to a present | buttermilk. I have taken pains to in- 
demand than to create a demand for | quire of the commission men of both 
special products and in most cases the | Milwaukee and Chicago as to what are 
common demand will bring the great- | the greatest faults with our Wisconsin 
est profits, all things considered. All | poultry when placed upon the market. 
food products should be standardized for | The answer was practically the same in 
classification on the markets, but so far | each instance; thinness of condition 
as poultry and eggs are concerned, but | and lack of uniformity. It would be 
little progress has been made in that | hard to estimate the loss sustained an- 
work. It was not until within the past nually by our Wisconsin farmers alon¢ 
two years that even the leading poultry | from these causes and they could both 
organization of the country, the Ameri- | be easily remedied. Our poorest farm- 
tan Poultry Association, took any ac- | ers do not think of putting their hogs 
tive steps to create a standard where- | or cattle upon the market without firs 
by to classify and judge market poultry | having given them special feeding to fi! 
and eggs. A committee especially | them for market. There is just as gooc 
qualified to do the work has carefully | reason for fitting the poultry for marke! 
prepared a text for such a book, the | as there is for fitting the hogs or cattle
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Fitting for Market. | terially to the possibilities of poultry 
| keeping. 

For improving the quality of dressed 
poultry, there is no other method of | Wisconsin Conditions Unusual. 
fitting equal to crate feeding, but the | 
farmer is not ready to adopt that | Not alone in the possession of corr 
method, nor is it to his interest to do so, | and buttermilk for poultry feeding do 
for the reason that crate fed chickens, | Wisconsin conditions excell for market 
when shipped upon the market in small poultry work. Our numerous beautiful 
lots, do not command any better price | lakes afford extensive summer resorts 

. than the thin stock if they are equal in | where thousands of tourists spend their 
market type and uniformity. Most of | vacations, and thus supplies a market 
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Peter West Taming Geese, preparing for the stuffing. 

the grading is done after the stock is | at our very doors that is well worth 
dressed, except when bought up for considering. The tender broiler is « 
feeding purposes by the packers for | toothsome morsel much appreciated by 
their large feeding plants. It will, | the tourist, who is willing to pay a good 
therefore, be seen that the farmer’s price for such things. 
principal interest in feeding lies in the Even the “egg farmer” cannot dis 
additional weight thus secured and no | regard the market poultry end of the 
other feeding he ean do will bring bet- | proposition, for in raising his require 
ter returns on his investment. Any im- | number of pullets he must, of neces- 
provement in condition adds improve- | sity, produce a large number of cock- 
ment to quality as well and will work to ere!s that should return a good profi 
the desired end and to closer grading | These should be ready for the mark« 
and better market conditions. The | during the season when tourists are 
constantly increasing shortage of the | numerous at these resorts, and at from 
production of meat animals adds ma- | one and one-half to two and one-ha
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pounds will bring about as much as the | ration of corn meal, low grade flour 

same chicks will bring if allowed to run | and buttermilk mixed to a batter. This 

on the farm until late in the fall, and | method of feeding not only puts on the 

their room is much preferred to their | flesh rapidly, but also whitens and 

company while the pullets are being | makes it very tender. Crate fed chick- 

developed into layers. ens command a fancy price from special 

cjty trade. 
Feeding Stations. At the present time some of the large 

packing plants of the country are look- 

With the rapid increase in the poultry | ing for locations in Wisconsin where the 

business in Wisconsin, the time is now | farmers will supply the required stock 

ripe for the establishment of large feed- | to insure success in such a project. It 
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A Flock of Toulouse Geese Ready for the Stuffing Process. 

ing plants, such as are in operation in | would be better if farmers would organ- 

several of the States farther south, | ize and co-operate to develop this en- 

where more attention has been paid to | terprise, but if they will not, the feeding 

this line of work. Up to the present | and cold storage plants of the great 

time, we have but few feeding stations | packing concerns should be encouraged. 

in Wisconsin and they are but small We are pleased to note the following 

ones. statement from a circular letter issued 

By feeding stations we mean the es- | by the Mazo Poultry and Egg Com- 

tablishment of plants where chickens | pany, of Mazomanie, Wis.: “It is grati- 

purchased from the farmer, considered | fying to us to note the improvement in 

by him to be ready for the market, are | poultry in the last two years, and from 

put in fattening crates and there fed | the enthusiasm displayed, there will be 

for from fourteen to twenty days on a | much bigger efforts made this coming
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season to improve the quality as well as ing that will be dependable. Clover chaff enlarge the flocks in this community. | and other suitable litter should be pro- 
Let quality and uniformity be your | vided to induce vigorous exercise, and slogan.” They state further that in | care should be taken not to over-feed May, June and July of last year that | during their early stages of develop- they paid as high as 30 cents per pound | ment. Milk, either sweet or lobbered, for broilers and could not get near | is good for chicks at all ages and beef enough to supply the demand. They | scrap is necessary to most rapid devel- 
also recommend that the later cockerels opment. 
be caponized and agree to contract for It is doubtful if any better method of all capons offered at prices far in excess developing broilers can be found for the of that paid for ordinary chickens. This | general farmer than that of allowing 
comparatively small enterprise only in- | them to have the regular runs, with all dicates the great possibilities of market | the good, wholesome feeds they will poultry in Wisconsin. consume. 

The stock for these crate feeding es- Too much cannot be said of the im- 
tablishments, like that which would be portance of providing additional room 
considered in good market cegndition, | adequate to the rapidly growing young- should be specially fed by the farmer sters, that their quarters may not be- before being offered for sale, as the crate come crowded, and these quarters feeding is simply a finishing ‘Process. | should be kept scrupulously clean. 
The farmer will therefore find it profit- Growing chicks require a lot of green 
able to yard his fattening stock in small | feed, either growing in the runs or sup- runs and feed a good: fattening ‘ration’ | plied in various forms. Sprouted oats for from two to three weeks before sell- [’are very good if the sprouts and roots ing. At least one feed daily of mash | are not allowed to grow too long and mixed soft with buttermilk. would be | fibrous. 

; advan Uniformity of Stock. 

Raising the Chicks. Uniformity of stock can only be se- 
cured by raising pure bred stock that There is no one phase of the poultry has been bred for a definite purpose for business upon which so much depends many generations. Not only that, but as the raising of the chicks. Artificial it would be of still greater advantage 

means must be employed to produce | to breeders if they would do a little numbers in paying quantities. This in- community work and as far as possible volves considerable careful attention raise the same kind of chickens in one during the earlier stages of the chick’s locality. It would work to the same ad- life and, in fact, it can never be neg- | vantage that it does in other lines of lected. Rapid growth from the start is live stock breeding, and the satisfaction as essential in the chick as in the pig or alone would well repay the required ef- 
calf if best results are to be obtained. fort to change from the common mon- Back of the chicks should be good, | grel to the pure bred fowl. 
vigorous, well developed breeding stock, 
supplied with the nutriments in their Goose Feeding. 
food that give life and vigor. The brood- 
ing method, if artificial, should provide There is one line of poultry feeding in ample ventilation and a system of heat- | which Wisconsin excels, and that is the
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fattening of geese by a special process cooperative egg marketing and the 
which produces a carcass of the most ex- | strict code of rules by which they must 
cellent quality that demands an extra- | abide has made for them a reputation 
ordinary price, which is fixed at two | in the best markets of Europe that has 
cents per pound above the average num- | made poultry keeping one of the most 
ber of pounds weighed by the geese of- | important industries with that people. - 
fered by a feeder; that is, if the average | Our American farmers should not be 
weight of the geese offered was 24 | satisfied until they have reached that 
pounds, the price would be 26 cents. | goal. 
This special feeding is carried on in only 
a limited territory in the state, namely, DISCUSSION 
around Watertown and Fond du Lac. 
The extraordinary weight of 351 pounds A Member—How are those chicks fed 
has been attained by this method of | to make them weigh two pounds at the 
feeding. Corn meal, low grade flour and | age of ten weeks? 
milk constitute the feed in the main. Mr. Hackett—This weight is obtained 

The producing of winter ducklings is | by feeding soft mash exclusively after’ 
also a profitable department of poultry | they are four or five weeks old. For best 
keeping in our State, where the work is | results the mash should be mixed with 
reduced to a science and all the condi- | buttermilk or sour skim milk and for the 
tions are right, but it is not to be rec- | last days of the feeding period the mash 
ommended to the general farmer. should contain a large percentage of 

corn meal and low grade flour. 
Marketing Eggs ‘ Supt. Norgord—How is the stuffing of 

geese you referred to carried on at 
Much has been said and written about | Watertown? Is it a profitable business? 

the co-operation of egg marketing in Mr. Hackett—It is claimed to be a very 
this country, but only in a few instances | profitable business, but it is not followed 
has any progress been made, although | by a great many people. As stated ‘ 
wherever tried out the profits have been | before, the food is prepared in the form 
greatly increased. The average farmer | of noodles and forced down their throat. 
will not take the care necessary to | I understand there is a law against it, 
gather his eggs strictly fresh and pro- | but it is not enforced. The law was 
vide the means t6 keep them clean and | enacted to prevent the use of cramming 
to grade them as the best trade demands. | machines for forcing fattening poultry. 
The fact that about 17 per cent of the | These geese are fed by hand. 
total egg product is lost on account of A Member—Are those geese good 
the condition in which it is offered for eating? 
market should be an incentive to arouse Mr. Hackett—They are indeed, most 
farmers to more business-like methods | excellent eating. The material they are 
in this important branch of industry. | fed, especially the large amount of 
This will probably not be accomplished | buttermilk, makes the meat white and 
until stringent laws make it a necessity. | of the finest flavor. 
At the present time, No. 3 eggs, or Dr. Porter—This process of stuffing 
“blood-rings,” cannot lawfully be ship- | geese is shown on the monuments of the 

| ped in interstate commerce. The Egyptians as being carried on there 
Danish people have set an example for | 3,500 years before Christ. They stuffed 
the world as to what can be done by | geese with wads of dough.
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Mr. Hackett—I do not believe this A Member—Could sufficient weight 
method of feeding is inhuman. The use | be added to make crate feeding profit- 
of the stuffing machine is a different | able after chicks are already in that 
proposition. In this day of research and | condition? 
invention, we find we can learn many Mr. Hackett—If the profits in crate 
things from the methods of the Egyp- | feeding depended entirely upon the 
tians of long ago. additional weight obtained, the profits 

A Member—At what age would a | would be fair, but the greater profits 
chick be at its best for crate fattening? come from the improving of the flesh, 

Mr. Hackett—Probably at about | for which a fancy price can easily be 
four months as a rule, but at any age a | obtained when a trade is once secured 
chick should be in good condition before | for the same. It is not unusual to obtain 
going into the crate. By good condition | from three to five cents more per pound 
I mean in a condition that is generally | for these fancy chickens. We would 
considered ready for the market. A | advise the farmer to try crate feeding a 
chick in that condition can be finished | few chicks for his own table. 

“in about ten days. Music by Orchestra. 

!
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KINDNESS TO OUR FiiIENDS, 1HE DUMB ANIMALS. 

Dr. A. S. Alexander, Madison, Wis. 

“The greatest need of America is | man; do you know that I haven’t had 

more education of the heart.”—Hiram | my supper and that it’s awfully cold 

Powers. standing out here?” Of course it meant 
“The lack of humane education is the | that, but perhaps the driver paid no 

principal cause of crime.” heed to the poor dumb (?) beast. 

“Show me the laws of a State for | “That was the speech of interrogation,” 

the prevention of cruelty to animals and | said the speaker, ‘“‘and we have all heard 

I will in turn give you a correct esti- | the loud neigh of recognition, the 

mate of the refinement, enlightenment, | shriek of anger, the groan of pain and 
integrity and equity of that common- | have read in the Bible of the ‘Ha, Ha!’ : 

wealth.”—Hon. L. T. Dashiell, Speaker | of the war horse among the trumpets 

of Texas House of Representatives. scenting the battle from afar. It is , 

An interesting and instructive lec- ed ee =~ ae - 

aa ee Aerie cumstances that would cause the dog to~ 

Alesina oe the aoe . o ‘Magical whine or yelp, and it is largely for this 

ee of the panera ee tt | 72808 that men take so little notice of 
: : the suffering entailed by numerous 

itenkesdelllie omer tae Kine = — cases of lameness and other sources of 

opticon slides. oe. truly th: ‘ 
Dr. Alexander in his introductory re- ee ae ome ae | munke asked. “Ave animals dumb?” ant, the dog is dumb. What a flexible / 

: ae ie language is his of tongue and tail! I i 

7 ¥ — = he ae seni need but mention his growl of anger, his 
aoe nes Area th peaesage sa snarl of battle, his howl of dejection, 

cording to er Kind if we can but un- ie seal care ta the toon, be lersatic s . fi bark at play, his woeful yelps of agony, 
ane Bsa paenaes St his expectant music of the chase, his 

Nature and her ie and become ee ey ate a ae 
kena qpnrediative steerer. Thee thrown a ball for him to fetch and had 

no one : deaf as the peace who will ea ee ee ‘Sav! Mj 
not hear and to such an one animals are —— Piper end ane eee 
dumb. But they do talk! Not as did | ““O¢ course you have and you could give 
Balaam’s beast of burden, yet in simple sh he an 
comprehensive language.” me hundreds of illustrations to show that 

To idiestrate <x the speaker said | UF so-called dumb servants do talk, and 

that when a horse that has stood for a | that plainly, to those who have ears to 

| long time waiting for its driver on a hear. And are they not more than serv- 

‘old winter’s night whinnies to him as he | ants? Assuredly they are. Were it not 
‘ppears at last, that call is speech, for | for the loving companionship of his dog, 

foes it not plainly mean, “Say! Old | many a lone shepherd out on the vast,
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still plains of the frontier would go mad | and long distance running in “herding” 
from isolation. Lost in the wilds of our | the Cheviot and Black Faced sheep of 
own forest lands of the northern coun- | the green hills and heather-clad moun 
ties, hunters become insane, seeking | tains. “One of these dogs will do a 
the way home. Under such circum- | much work as could forty men on th: 
stances, a dog would be much more | mountains,” said the speaker, “and 
than a servant to the lost one. He they are trained by kindliness, but 
would serve by finding a way out of the | firmly, and are properly fed, managed 
difficulty, but do more in the kindly | and housed.” 
companionship that would cheer the He then spoke of the hundreds of 
heart of his master and prevent his nondescript, “yellow cur dogs,” so 
mind from becoming unbalanced. Away | common in the country. The poor 
on the snow-clad peaks of the Bernese | man’s pet, “for did you ever notice,” 
Alps, those heroic dogs are not servants | said he, “that the poorer a man seems 
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Upper Jaw of Horse, Normal Condition. 

alone, bringing succor and hope of life | to be, the more useless cur dogs he will 
to storm-bewildered travelers. Their | keep—and fail to feed? Such dogs, 
companionship saves as truly as the | when not howling to the moon and dis- 
stimulants they carry. “What is | turbing the peace of the neighborhood, 
home—without a dog?’ asked Bob | often are out slitting the throats and 
Burdette, and he meant, in this in- supping the blood of somebody’s good 
quiry, the companionship rather than Shropshire sheep—living, in fact, at the 
the service of the beast. But whether expense of the neighbors and causing 
we regard animals as dumb servants or | serious damage that is seldom fully paic 
intelligible companions, they deserve | for in Wisconsin, owing to the in 
merciful treatment from their masters.” adequacy of the present law relating t: 
Many beautiful pictures of dogs of all | the subject.” 

kinds were used. Some of them showed The lecturer showed a good picture o 
the intelligent, perfectly trained collies kindly, intelligent Frank Kleinheinz 
of Scotland, the strong-set collie for slow shepherd at the Wisconsin Agricultura 
work on the fertile farms of the low- Experiment Station, who has won inter. 
land; the slim, fleet collie for fast work | national fame by the fitting and showing
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of fat sheep, which have carried almost | among stock and game, in the 
ill before them at the Chicago Inter- | veterinary hospital and in the lonely, 
ational Live Stock Exposition, since | dismal city “pound,”—“‘the place where 

the inception of those shows, and who is | a feller needs a friend,” as the speaker 

a strong advocate of better legislation | said, in bespeaking kindness for ani- 

relative to the sheep-killing dog. The | mals, great and small. 

need of good shepherds, properly Other slides showed that animals can 

trained collie dogs and the control of | be kind to one another, that kindness 

worthless curs was strongly brought | pays in keeping work horses in good 

| home to the hearers by a slide showing | condition for effective service and cows 
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Have the Teeth Attended Annually, Elge this Abnormal Con- 
dition May Result. 

192 sheep, out of a flock of 200, killed | for a maximum production of whole- 

by two stray dogs one night on a farm | some milk. 

~ in Michigan. Slides were also shown of Accompanying pictures showed galled, 

St. Bernard dogs rescuing travelers on | injured, paralyzed and suffering horses 

the Alps, and of the monument in Paris | and the speaker told how kindly care 

to the noted dog, “Barry,” of this.} may prevent such sores, many of the 
breed, who saved the lives of 41 trav- | injuries, much of the suffering and 
elers. azoturia, which is the commonest cause 

Many interesting anecdotes were told | of paralysis. That disease is caused by 

f the sagacity of dogs accompanied by | feeding the customary ration of oats, 

sictures of dogs with children, working | or other rich feed, while a work horse is 

;
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standing idle for one or more days in the | for the prevention of cruelty to children, 
stable. “Never let a horse stand for a | and who established the first ambulance 
single day idle in the stable,” advised | for sick and injured animals and in- 
the speaker, “and,” he added, “greatly | vented the artificial or clay pigeon in 
reduce rich feed and enforce exercise, | seeking to abolish trap shooting of the 
when there is no work for the horse to | live birds. Another slide illustrated the 
do, and azoturia and lymphangitis | fine Henry Berg memorial fountain in 
(“Monday morning disease’) will become | Milwaukee, which. has quenched the 
practically unknown.” thirst of thousands of work horses and 

Pictures of the champion cow of each day by day silently preached the doc- 
dairy breed were shown and the record | trine of kindness to man and beast. 
of each cow stated, then dirty cows in Then came a portrait of Hon. George 
filthy stables followed and the speaker | Thorndike Angell, who died in 1909 
made the point that kindliness helps | after a long life devoted to the furthering 
materially in the making of great dairy | of kindness, justice and mercy to living 
records, that all cows deserve clean, | creatures, and a picture of the $200,000 
light, well ventilated stables, that it is Angell Memorial Hospital for Animals 
cruel to keep them in filthy, hot, dark | in Boston, Mass., which was built by 
badly ventilated hovels and that the public subscription. The lecturer told 
milk of the cow kept in a dirty stable is | how Mr. Angell founded the Massachu- 
dangerous and unfit for human use. | setts Society for the Prevention of 

. The speaker clinched his argument by | Cruelty to Animals some twenty-five 
showing a picture of clean absorbent years ago, and also the American Hu- 
cotton through which had been strained | mane Educational Society for Preven- 
clean and fairly clean milk and black- | tion of Cruelty to Animals, which has 
ened cotton soiled by the dirty and | disseminated free literature on the sub- 
filthy milk it had cleansed. “The wire ject throughout the country and led to 
sieve and the cotton readily remove solid | the orgrnization of Humane Societies all 
objects, large and small,” said the | over the world. 
speaker, and then he added, “But let To illustrate the good work done by 
me ask you a solemn, serious question— | the humane societies, Dr. Alexander 
and please consider the matter carefully | showed a picture of the horse watering 
before you answer—what becomes of | cart and its magnificent team of horses, 
the soup?” owned by the Boston Society for the 

The lecturer sketched the history of | Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and 
Humane Society organization in Ameri- by which means 243,673 horses were 
ca and incidentally showed a good por- | watered on the streets of the city in 74 
trait of Governor Emmanuel L. Philipp, | working days from the middle of June 
who for years has been the active and | into September, when the law abolished 
honored president of the Wisconsin public watering troughs for fear of 
Humane Society and “who is trying,” | spreading glanders. The subject of 
said the speaker, “to make Wisconsin watering horses and preventing sun- 
an Emmanuel’s Land for animals.” | stroke and heat exhaustion was at the 
A portrait was also shown of Hon. | same time discussed by the speaker, who 
Henry Berg (1820-1888) founder in | said that when the man at work on the 
1866 of the American Society for Pre- | farm in the hot days of summer every 
vention of Cruelty to Animals, through | now and then tips up the “little brown 
whom was established the first society jug” and remarks, “I do love thee,”
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after each cooling draft of water, the | will be better and more easily done by 
harder working, more profusely sweating | all concerned.” 

and suffering horse should be similarly Speaking further on the organization 

remembered and its thirst frequently | of Humane Societies and urging their 
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Frank Kleinheinz, University of Wisconsin, Shepherd. 

“A Man who loves Sheep and so Succeeds with Them.” 

quenched. “Love the horse better than | establishment everywhere, the lecturer 

the jug—especially the beer and whisky | said: “During the past 100 years, hu- 

jug”—said the speaker, ‘‘and the work | mane sentiment has waged an unceasing
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warfare against cruelty—not to man- | into the world to till and dress the gar- 
kind alone, but to animals as well. | dens. I give you all authority over the 

The challenge note of the crusade was | brute world. You shall be to them in- 
boldly sounded when in 1811 Lord | stead of God’ (Exodus IV. 16). Let us 

Erskine arose in the British House of | treat them humanely. Let us anticipate 

Peers and pleaded eloquently for justice | their prayers, and above all, let us love 

to the lower animals. Then came | one another.” 
“Humanity Martin,” the Irish landlord, “The farm boy and girl are by far 

who on his vast estate in County Gal- | the finest and most important crop in 
way, organized a personal humane so- | Wisconsin,” said Dr. Alexander, throw- 
ciety and as judge, counsel and jury | ing the picture of a big family of boys 
either committed offenders to jail on | upon the screen, and then he made an 

the spot, or “took it out of them” in | eloquent plea for the orphans and the 

person there and then. foundlings in the cities and wished that 
In 1822 the “ill treatment of cattle | they might be brought up in the country 

bill,” commonly known as “Martin’s | and given animals for their companions, 

Act,” was made law by the British Par- | to love and be kind to and feed and 
liament and on June 24, 1824, Col. | manage properly. “Get an unruly boy 

Martin and a few benevolent friends | to love a pup, or pig or calf or lamb or 
met in London and organized the first | colt and you instantly regenerate his 
regularly authorized society for the | soul and change his heart so that he 

prevention of cruelty to animals. From | becomes easy to mold and lead in the 

this starting point similar societies have | way he should go,” said the speaker, and 

been organized throughout the’country. | in concluding the lecture he showed a 
About 100,000 Bands of Mercy also | beautiful picture of a child among ani- j 

have been formed since the first one was | mals—the celebrated millenium scene— | 
organized in 1882, and Audubon Socie- | quoted from Isaiah XI, 6, “The wolf . 
ties and Bird Clubs are being established | also shall dwell with the lamb and the 
everywhere.” leopard shall lie down with the kid, and ‘ 

Dr. Alexander spoke feelingly on | the calf and the young lion and the 
kindness to children as well as beasts | fattling together and a little child shall 
and birds. As to animals, he pleaded | lead then.,” and after speaking of peace 
that every driver of a horse should say, | and good-will among men which, in His 
“TI will treat this animal that is in my | own good time and way, Jesus, the 
care just as well as I should like to be | Prince of Peace, will surely bring upon 
treated if I were this animal myself,” | earth and end war and suffering and 
and then he quoted Edward Everett | sin and sorrow, he recited the familiar 
Hale, who said, “We are all in the same | lines: 

boat—animals and men—you cannot 

promote kindness to one without bene- “He prayeth well, who loveth well 
fiting the other.” He threw on the Both man and bird and beast 
screen a slide of the “Horse’s Prayer” He prayeth best, who loveth best 

and speaking of it said that if a horse All things, both great and small; 
prays the prayer goes no higher than For the dear God, who loveth us, 
man, because God has said, “I put you He made and loveth all.”
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THE HORSE’S POINT OF VIEW 

IN SUMMER 

If a horse could talk he would have many things to say 
when summer comes. 

He would tell his driver that he feels the heat on a very 
warm day quite as much as if he could read a thermometer. 

He would say,—‘‘Give me a little water many times a day, 
when the heat is intense, but not much at a time if I am 
warm; if you want me to keep well don’t water me too soon 
after I have eaten.” 

He would say,—‘When the sun is hot and I am working 
let me breathe once in a while in the shade of some house or 
tree; if you have to leave me on the street leave me in the 
shade if possible. Anything upon my head between my 
ears, to keep off the sun is bad for me if the air cannot 
circulate freely underneath it.” 

He would talk of slippery streets, and the sensations of 
falling on cruel city cobblestones—the pressure of the load 
pushing him to the fall, the bruised knees and wrenched 
joints, and the feel of the driver’s lash. 

He would tell of the luxury of a fly net when at work and 
of a fly blanket when standing still in fly season, and of the 
boon to him of screens in the stable to keep out the insects 
that bite and sting. 

He would plead for as cool and comfortable a stable as 
possible in which to rest at night after a day’s work under the 
hot sun. 

He would suggest that living through a warm night in a 
narrow stall neither properly cleaned nor bedded is suffering 
for him and poor economy for the owner. 

He would say that turning the hose on him is altogether 
too risky a thing to do unless you are looking for a sick horse. 
Spraying the legs and feet when he is not too warm on a hot 
day he would find agreeable. 

He would say,—‘‘Please sponge out my eyes and nose and 
dock when I come in tired and dusty at night, and also sponge 
me with clean cool water under the collar and saddle of the 
harness.”
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THE HORSE’S POINT OF VIEW 

IN WINTER 

If a horse could talk, he would have many things to say 
especially when winter comes. : 

He would tell his driver how a frosty bit stings and sears 
his lips and tongue when it is‘ thrust into his mouth without 
being warmed first. 

He would tell how it feels to have nothing but ice cold 
water to drink, when he is already shivering from the cold. 

He would tell of the bitter wind that frosts his sides 
when he halts, steaming from exertion, and is tied for hours 
in an exposed place without a blanket. 

He would talk of slippery streets, and the sensations of 
falling on cruel city cobblestones—the pressure of the load 
pushing him to the fall, the bruised knees and wrenched 
joints; the tightened straps and the feel of the driver's lash, 
the panting nostrils and heaving flanks, and the horrible 
fright of it all. 

Yes, the horse would talk eloquently, if he had the power 
of speech. And having horse-sense, he would urge his driver, \ 
not merely for the sake of kindness, but for the sake of main- j 
taining a faithful servant at the highest point of efhciency, ‘ 
to do these things: 
Warm the bit before putting it in his mouth. 
Warm his water up to a drinking temperature, if it is 

very cold. 
Give him enough to eat, and spread plenty of clean 

bedding in his stall. 
Put a blanket on him in the stable, on cold nights. 
Do not leave him standing in a cold wind without a blanket. 
Keep him sharp-shod during the winter. 
Drive him carefully over icy pavements. 
When he falls, quickly loosen his harness and help him to 

rise, without blows. 
Watch for the appearance of gall-spots, and try to heal 

them before they grow worse. 
Be humane with your horse. Treat him as well as he 

treats you. :
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MORNING SESSION, MARCH 12, 1915. 

Mr. L. E. Scott in the chair. Prayer by Rev. I. W. Corey. 

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF CO-OPERATION. 

Prof. B. H. Hibbard, Madison. : 

Coming to my subject at once, I am days of the Grange, that a vast asked to go over the fundamental | number of co-operative companies have principles of co-operation. I take it | been started and soon failed. A good that that means the conditions under prophet, and by that I mean one who which co-operation is likely to succeed, | understands the prospects of the future 
or the conditions under which co- judging by the past, rather than by any operation is perhaps likely to fall. occult vision, a good prophet would have 

" predicted the failure of most of these Some Causes of Failures companies. They were destined to fail 
because the conditions of success were 

We have in this country an unknown | not present and because the roots and 
number of co-operative farmers’ com- | the symptoms of failure were present. 
panies. It has been estimated at 85,000 | The Grangers started a large number 
—I do not know whether that number | of co-operative companies where there 
is forty per cent too high or too low. I | was inadequate business, and especially 
do know this, that there are by no means | with poor and inadequate management. 
85,000 of any very great consequences | The reason for that was that the farmers, from the standpoint of the finances of | asa class, did not understand the value 
the farmer, because in that 85,000 are | of business ability. They were jealous counted 15,000 or 20,000- telephone | of the man who wore a white collar and companies, good enough, it is true, but | what they considered good clothes— with, after all, a very small investment | believed that he was getting his living and with very little direct bearing on the | easier than they were, and believed he 
income and outgo of the farmer. was getting too good a living in pro- 

Again, there are a few thousand | portion to his efforts. Consequently, insurance companies included in that | when they started up co-operative list. They are splendid organizations, companies of their own and put a man 
very much worth while, nevertheless it | in charge they did not load him down 
has to be admitted that as good as they | very heavily with salary. They 
are they are of very minor consequence | believed that if they paid him twice as in the management of the farm. So the | much as farm help received they paid 
number is very, very much reduced by | him well; they paid thirty-five, forty 
taking off some of these big numbers. | and sometimes fifty dollars a month for It is true that looking back over the | the manager of a co-operative business. last forty years or so, back to the They put him up against the managers
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of private enterprises who were getting | as the first point—that if a co-operative 
from one hundred to one hundred and | company is to succeed it must have an 
fifty dollars a month. The result was | amount of business which justified the 
inevitable failure, because they had | creation of such .an organization. In 

incompetent men competing with com- | other words, if you are going to start 
petent men. in business, there ought to be a reason- 

In southern Wisconsin such things as | able amount of business in sight. It 

this happened: A man ran a store fora | isn’t very often you find a business man 

lot of farmers. At the end of the year, | starting up a store or a bank, or any- 

in the face of a pending audit, the | thing else, unless there is some prospect 

manager left. He didn’t take anything | of doing something after he starts 
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The Horse-shed Club at Clover Leaf Hall. 

with him—he didn’t have much to | which, in the ordinary run of events, is 
take either in the way of money or | going to give him a moderate income at 
reputation—and they did not send for | least. 
him because there was nothing for him But, you ask, does a farmers’ company 
to return, but they looked over the | go into business without the prospect 
books and found they were all muddled | of enough business to adequately run 
up and the sureties got very little out | itself? They have done it a vast 
of it. Most of those stores ran from | number of times. It is one of, the 
six months to a year. They failed | weaknesses of co-operation, but it is 
because they did not understand the | one that can be easily eliminated. 
real cost of running a business. Farmers will start up when there is not 

Then they did not always have money | business enough to warrant the in- 
enough, and we will take that, perhaps, | vestment and the effort, and the reason
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for it is probably because there is no | scattered all over this country, especially one man who gives it his devoted and through the upper Mississippi Valley 
careful attention to the extent of finding | and again over the southern Mississippi out what the real prospects are. If one Valley, where some shrewd men have of those men was asked to put his own | been in the business of establishing co- money into the establishment—to spend | operative creameries. This has been 
all he had, let us say—and to depend on | running now for the last thirty years. it for his income, he would look the | A man goes out from a company having ground over with great care before | its headquarters in some big city, he 
making the venture. But some one | takes along some literature, “some un- 
suggests the organization of a farmers’ doubted facts,” as he says, and he tells 
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Home of the Clover Leaf Club at Fairfield, Sauk Co., and part 
of Farmer’s Institute Audience. 

company, the word “co-operation” is | them if they will go into this they are supposed to have some magic in it—a going to succeed, their business is the good deal is told about farmers’ com- best in the world and the most successful panies that have succeeded, and you | of all creameries are the co-operative say: “Well, I will take a share.” It | creameries and what they need to stimu- doesn’t cost very much, it is not the | late the dairy business is a co-operative 
major part of a man’s investment, he creamery, 
does not give it very great attention, A large part of what he says is true, 
and there is always some shrewd pro- | but he goes on and shows letters and moter in a community to induce men to | testimonials and pictures and tells 
enter projects that are doomed to failure. | them that he will put up a building 
Examples of such organizations are “exactly. like this one,” and he will
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equip it all ready for them-to take | times it takes a good deal of business; 
charge, and he will charge them only | in other cases it doesn’t take so much, 

two hundred per cent of what it is | but where there isn’t much to be done 

worth, though he doesn’t put it in those | we don’t want to have great facilities 

terms. for doing it. You don’t want to use a 
Down in North Carolina a year or so | $125.00 self-binder in cutting a half an 

ago, two of these co-operative creameries | acre of oats—it hardly pays. Either you 

were started near a certain town and | would cut them by hand or let them go. 

according to good authority there was 

not enough butter being made around | 4 (Co-Operative Company Should 

that vicinity to supply the wants of Cover Relatively Small Area 
two small hotels—they were shipping 

in butter from the outside—and yet an Another thing: A co-operative com- 

oily-tongued gentleman was able to | pany should ordinarily be confined to a 

show them what they needed was a | relatively small area of country. There 
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co-operative creamery. A gentleman | are some exceptions, but we can take 
working for the Southern Railroad, | the main proposition—that it should be 
whose business it was to promote the | confined to a relatively small area— 
dairy business, told me, ““My main busi- | and for this reason: If men are going to 
hess seems to be to prevent the organiza- | co-operate, it is almost absolutely 
tion of co-operative creameries, yet I | necessary that they get acquainted. 
urge co-operation wherever the condi- | That is why the creamery, the cheese 
tions seem favorable.” factory, the potato warehouse—things 

There ought to be business enough in | of that sort—furnish our best instances 
sight to warrant the undertaking. Some- | of successful co-operation. They are or-
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dinarily confined to a small group of | there would be a raise in the market in farmers. Over in Europe most of the Chicago, but they do not always find ii 
co-operation is centered around a little | so. 5 
village, a village of ten, twenty or sixty Thus when the Iowa farmers under- 
homes. Everybody is acquainted, and if | take to ship co-operatively, all they can they have difficulties they can get to- | hope to make is the margin going to the gether at a moment’s notice and dis- | stock buyers. 
cuss any question that comes up. That is hardly enough to cover the 

In this country, where we have a co- | cost of the work, and they keep saying 
operative company reaching over many | to one another: We would have made miles of territory, with many getting | just as much if we had sold our stock in their mail in different post-offices and | this country, and that is generally true. with meetings poorly attended, we have | Around in this country they get more by 
had failures. shipping stock themselves. As a result 

we have thirty or forty live stock com- 
There Should be a Definite Object to | Panies in this State doing a pretty good be Gained business. Minnesota has probably a hun- 

dred and thirty such companies, and 
There should be, in the next place, | with few exceptions they make flatter- something to be gained—there should be | ing reports. 

a prize at the end of the course. Per- 
haps a little illustration of that will do Co-operative Companies Should Be 
as well as an argument. Composed of Farmers. 

Out in the stock-feeding districts of 
the corn belt, to the south and west of Now, another point which is an im- 
here, co-operative live stock shipping | portant one in co-operation: The com- 
companies have not succeeded well, as a pany should be composed of farmers— 
rule. To the north and west of here the producers, and it may be also as con- live stock shipping companies have | sumers. It should not be a motley com- 
succeeded admirably well. What is the pany, made up of some who have a di- 
difference? In sections where there is a | rect interest in the company and others 
vast amount of live stock feeding for | who have an indirect interest in it. For 
market uniformity, grade, etc., they do instance, up in the northern part of the 
not succeed very well, but here, where | State there is a cheese factory doing a 
they have a lot of mixed live stock they | good business. About sixty per cent of 
do succeed very well. There is a prize | the stock belongs to farmers and about 
to be gained in the one case and not in forty per cent belongs to some other 
the other. c people who are not farmers. 

Out in Iowa there are so many live The company is not organized under 
stock buyers that they will pay all that | the co-operation law, but under the 
the stock is worth and enough more so general corporation law. Forty per cent 
that comparatively many fail. They | of the stock—that of the non-producers 
are always bidding up and bidding up. | —is always fully represented at the 
They frequently pay within thirty-five | meetings, and the owners insist on get- 
or forty cents of the Chicago market in ting good dividends. They have been 
northwestern Iowa on hogs. You can | able to vote down the rest who are not 
hardly ship them from here on that | always there and who are trying to get 
margin. They are always hoping that | high prices. So you have this pulling
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and hauling between two classes of peo- | get out. They are not loyal enough to 
ple, one of whom wants to make ten or | be members of such a company, and if twelve per cent on. their little invest- | the store is not worth running, they 
ment, and the rest of them who want to | would better wind up the business and get fourteen or fifteen cents for the | quit, and if it is worth running, they 
cheese, instead of a cent less. ought to be patronizing it. 

It is a bad situation and they are try- There has been trouble in the business ing to reorganize. So, no matter under | of shipping grain with respect to the what law they are incorporated, no | same point. One of the biggest enter- 
matter how you figure up your divi- prises of the farmers of the northwest 
dends, it ought to be done by a class of | is. that of the grain elevator business. 
one character. Of course, it is true that | The farmer, for some reason, has hard 
under some circumstances you can let | work to refuse to sell to a competitor 
some others in, especially if you have | who offers him a half cent a bushel more 
the proper limitations, but, as a Tule, it | than his own company feels the grain is 
is best to have farmers run the farmers’ | worth. It does not amount to very 
business, if they are going to under- | much, perhaps twenty-five or fifty cents 
take it, and not have a considerable | on a load, but he has hard work to re- 
minority of the stock owned by some- | fuse it, because he thinks it doesn’t cost 
body else. anything and he might as well have the 

added amount. By doing so he is dis- 
The Company Should Have Author- | Couraging his own company to such an ity Over Members. extent that they have provided rules to 

the effect that a man selling to a com- 
The farmers’ company should have petitor shall pay in half a cent or a cent 

some authority over its members. They | to his own company, but it is a question 
should put into their constitution or by- | whether the plan is legal or not. De- 
laws a clause providing that business of | cisions have’ been made against the 
a given character is to be done for a cer- practice, but nevertheless the fact ‘re- 
tain period of time through this com- | mains that if the farmers are going to 
pany and not somewhere else. For in- | runa company they have got to patron- 
stance, we have a store up here a hun- | ize it. If the patronage is not assured, 
dred and fifty miles to the northwest, a | the chances of success are small. They 
farmers’ store, with sixty members be- | should either be loyal to their own com- 
longing to it. That is enough to make a pany or get out. 
pretty good little store business, but the The Danish companies are the finest 
manager of that store admitted afewdays | in the world. They say: If you don’t 
ago that thirty of these farmers have bring your eggs—your products—to us, never traded with him at all. What are you can take them somewhere else and 
they in the company for? They don’t | you can take your membership along. know. They are not getting any divi- They put them out, in other words. 
dends because they are not doing much 
business, and the reason they are not | There Should Be Sufficient Funds doing a good business is because their Available. 
people do not trade with them. They 
did put some money into it on the start, Another thing: The farmers should 
but nevertheless they are a drag on the | have sufficient paid-in subscriptions. It 
progress of the store. They might better | is not always necessary that they should
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subscribe every bit of the capital needed, | show very much interest and they won’t but they should have the money avail- | give sums of any size, and if he can’t able and have it when it is needed, oth- | find anybody else who takes very much erwise they are going to be embarrassed | interest in the matter, he will, if he has and discouraged. 2 any business ability along with his The farmers may be rich enough as a | religion, decide that they are to be let whole group to finance the company, | alone, or to be dealt with by missionaries * but they are very unwise indeed if they | for some time tocome. In other words, attempt to start the manager off with | he will say: “I don’t find any spirit only half the money he needs for pay- | here which is likely to support this sort ing the ordinary bills that arise. of a thing, and if we do start it, it will 
probably be a failure.” You have all The Spirit of Loyalty Most Essen- | seen that kind of a thing. tial Requisite to Co-operation It is exactly the same with any co- 
operative business. If you find people Another, and one of the most essential | who are vitally concerned and who are of all the requisites necessary to the | willing to give it some of their time and success of a farmers’ company is the | attention and energy, who are deter- spirit of. co-operation, the spirit of | mined to see it grow, who are willing loyalty. to put in some of their time for which 

These other things we could measure they will receive no pay, who will go at pretty well. Whether you can find | it with some of the spirit of the crusader and identify this and measure, it, or | or the missionary, you are likely to have whether you cannot depends on whether | a success. If you don’t have somebody or not you are keen and shrewd in the | to take hold of it like that, success is, discernment of things of a spiritual | to say the least, very, very doubtful. : nature. 5 So it requires a spirit of co-operation, a Suppose we put it in this way: A | spirit of loyalty, a genuine wish on the man representing some church society | part of the prospective members that goes into a neighborhood for the purpose | the company succeed. 
of organizing a church of his denomina- Now, that is not to be found tion. He does not go there determined altogether in the same way that these in advance to make the organization | other things may be determined. It is anyway, but to see “whether or not it | not a question primarily of dollars ought to be done.” What will he look | and cents. 
for? What will he inquire about if he 
should come into your community? | 4 Competent Manager An Absolute Well, he will begin by asking whether Necessity 
there are any members of this particular 
denomination in the vicinity, won’t he? And now we come to the last point, He will ask whether there is a church | and possibly the most important of all. near enough so they can attend con- | If you are going to succeed you will have veniently, and if they say no, he will | to have a competent manager. It has ask them what they think about estab- very truly been said that the different lishing a new church, and he will ask: | members. of a co-operative company How much will you contribute to a co-operate a great deal more with the church building and to the support of it | manager than they co-operate with after it is done? And if they don’t | themselves. Substantially every trans-
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action that is made is made between the | were reasonable in the first place, they 

member and the manager. You will | can be enforced. There are those two 

have to give this manager a fair amount | questions: Did the man subscribe to 

of latitude, a fair amount of discretion | them and are they reasonable? If he did 

on which to act. You will have to give | subscribe to them, it is in the nature of a 

him the privilege of making a bargain, | contract and he has to live up to it. 
of determining within general limits laid Mr. McKerrow—Is that true in this 
down by the Board of Directors the | matter of a cent a bushel? 
policies to be pursued and the methods Prof. Hibbard—The courts have de- 
of carrying these policies into effect; | cided that it is not lawful in the State of 

and if you get the kind of a man you | Iowa. The court will pass on the by- 

can trust that far, you will probably | laws, as to its reasonableness. In that 

have to pay him fairly well. The | particular case they ruled it out. : 

successful companies that we have in A Member—You say not to be too 
this State are paying their managers | ambitious. What do you call too ambi- 
from seventy-five to one hundred and | tious? 

fifty dollars a month. They are paying Prof. Hibbard—What I meant was 

what the trade, as you may call it, | this: Ordinarily a farmers’ company 
demands that a manager get—and if | should undertake relatively simple 
they don’t do that they fail. things, I mean such things as marketing 

It is well that co-operative companies | fruit, the marketing of butter or cheese, 
be not too ambitious. It is well for | and so on. In various cases they have 

them to undertake things which require | gone into the manufacturing business, 
a relatively small amount of the farmers’ | where it was an intricate one. Of course, 
time. Farmers have good business | farmers can do these things, but the 
ability, but it is difficult to serve two | question is: Should they do those things 
masters, and the farm, as you know, is a | that require so much detailed attention 
very exacting master, and if the other | and a good deal of investment—as farm- f 

one is likewise very exacting, the | ers. And the facts up to date would 7 
chances are that one or the other will | answer that question, No. 

not be served. well. Dr. Porter—It is not always necessary 
for the farmer to put money into such a 
co-operative concern. In Viroqua in 

DISCUSSION one company they simply signed a con- 
A Member—Can the by-laws that tract to stand good for shortage, if there 

co-operative companies make them- | WS any. Of course that was a failure 
selves be enforced in this State? and it cost each of them a hundred 

Prof. Hibbard—Yes, if the members | dollars. 
subscribe to them, and if the court in Prof. Hibbard—‘Where your treasure 

which the case is tried decide that they | is, there will your heart be also.”
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CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERIES: PLANS OF ORGANIZATION, 
BUSINESS PRACTICES. 

- David Imrie, Roberts, Wis. 

Not much was done in Wisconsin shipment the first year was 41 tubs. 
with co-operative creameries until about | In 1905 they shipped 125 tubs in a week; 
the year 1895, when a few were operated | 1907,°331 tubs; 1914, 528 tubs. They 
quite successfully. About this time | have over 700 patrons. In the year 
creamery supply houses started the | 1914, they received for butter and but- 
organizing of co-operative creamery | termilk, $319,500.05. 
companies and building and equipping | ~ The Baldwin Co-operative Creamery 
the plants. This did the business harm, Association, Baldwin, Wis., 1907, net 
as these companies often organized a | receipts, $157,046.90; 1910, $206,481.52; creamery where there were not enough | 1913, $288,820.68; 1914, $278,073.90. 
cows to operate one successfully and asa | In the year 1914 they made 25,000 
tule they charged too much for the pounds more butter than in 1913, but 
plant. After trying to run the creamery | owing to the lower price did not receive a year or a part of a year, the farmers | as much money. This also applies to the 
found they had made a mistake and a | other creameries. ° 
good many were abandoned or turned The Farmers’ Co-operative Butter 
to other uses, but those that were Association, Tomah, Wis., was organ- 
organized in the right way and operated | ized December, 1912, and the first year in a business-like manner, succeeded | did about $50,000.00 of business; 1907, 
beyond the expectations of the organ- | $133,516.62; 1910, $173,503.54; 1913, izers. Since that time the co-operative $232,676.04; 1914, $214,814.83. 
creamery business has grown by leaps The Clear Lake Co-operative Cream- 
and bounds. Out of the 860 creameries ery Company was organized 1907, pay- 
in Wisconsin, 320 or 340 are co-opera- | ing their patrons that year $61,177.85; 
tive. In Minnesota, out of 800 cream- 1910, $130,615.91; 1913, $188,460.04: 
eries about 600 are co-operative. 1914, $184,686.05. 

Since the year 1900 creameries have The Burnside Co-operative Creamery increased in size. By the use of the Co., was organized in 1895. The first farm separator and the gathering of | year they received $8,250.18 for butter; 
cream, they have been able to handle 1905, $20,135.72; 1910, $33,269.07; 
the product from a great many more | 1914, $42,624.41. This creamery was 
cows. By the kindness of the secre- | one of the first co-operative creameries taries of some of our large’ co-operative organized in northwestern Wisconsin 
creameries, I am able to give you some | and in a territory where cream cannot 

m facts and figures showing their rapid | be hauled far on account of the hills, 
increase in growth. being near the Chippewa and Missis- 

The Barron Co-operative Creamery | sippi rivers. 
Co., Barron, Wis., was organized in In all co-operative creameries there 
1902. Their first week’s shipment of | are two companies, one the stock- butter was 11 tubs, the highest week’s holders, the other the patrons, which is
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the real co-operative company. The | pound for butter fat. "Remember that 
amount of stock a person can hold | the man who furnishes the cream is of as 
should be limited. The shares of stock | much importance (if not more) to the 

should be small, say $10.00 each, and | success of the creamery as the stock- 
sold to cream producers only. It is | holder. 
always best to sell the stock and start Don’t expect your manager to work 

out of debt. In this way you can com- | for nothing, but pay him enough so 

pete with neighboring creameries. that he can afford to attend to the 

A certain amount should be set aside | business. 
as a sinking fund from each pound of Don’t hire the cheapest buttermaker 

butter fet delivered. From this sinking | you can find, but get a good one and 
fund is paid taxes, insurance, permanent | pay him a fair wage. 
improvements and repairs on plant, and Don’t take stock in a creamery and 

a reasonable dividend to the stock- | when some one else offers you a cent a 

holders, say seven or eight per cent. | pound more for your butter fat let him 

Never pay the patrons for their | have it, but stick to your creamery 

butter fat until you have sold the butter | through thick and thin if you want it to 

and received the money for same. | succeed. 
Deduct the sinking fund and running Don’t patronize a centralizer if you 

expenses for the month and divide the | have a co-operative creamery in your 

remainder among the patrons according | locality, even if they will pay you more 

to the number of pounds of fat each has | than the market price. This is done 
delivered. In this way you will never | only to break up the creamery, then they 

have to make an assessment. Assess- | can pay as they please. 

ments always go against the grain of a Don’t find fault about your test, but 

farmer and are apt to hurt your | go and see your cream tested and be 

creamery. fair with the creamery and they will be 

Make arrangements with your neigh- | fair with you. 

boring creameries as to territory, so that Don’t be a kicker. If anything goes 

there will be no over-lapping of cream | wrong, go to the management and talk 

routes. (We have had no trouble in | the matter over in a frieridly and fair 

St. Croix and Pierce counties in arrang- | way and in nine cases out of ten it can 

ing this if done in a fair and friendly | be righted in a satisfactory way to both 
way). parties. 

By adhering to business principles in 

A Few “Dont’s.” organizing and in operating co-operative 
creameries in the future, they will as in 

Don’t start a creamery where there | the past grow in numbers and in size in 
are not enough cows. to support one. | Wisconsin. : 

Remember it takes cows to run a 
creamery. DISCUSSION 

Don’t take spoiled cream and mix it 
with good cream and expect to keep up A Member—What success have you 

the quality of your butter. It takes | had in operating machinery with 
good cream to make good butter and | gasoline engines? 
receive higher prices. Mr. Imrie—In our creameries, we use 

Don’t pay too big a dividend to the | an electric motor. We have a small 
stockholders and be obliged to pay less a | heater, because we must have some
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steam in a creamery, but it is cheaper | to sell his stock some other farmer where you have electric power to use an | took it. 
electric motor for power and havea Mr. Gannon—We had a creamery small heater for your hot water and started in our village; we had to sel] steam. some shares to business men in order t» I could not tell you as to the cost of a | raise funds and it has been a great suc- gasoline engine; it would depend on how cess. The business men helped us all cheap you could get coal, how con- they could, they have worked hand in venient you are to the railroad station hand with us, but no business man ever to get this coal. I think it is prac- holds an office and there has never been ticable. " a business man at one of our meetings. Mr. Jacobs—I have tried that. Of When they took the stock they said course, as Mr. Imrie says, we have to they wanted to take the stock or give have steam and we find it more economi- us the money, as we wanted. It cer- cal to use steam all through. Another tainly helped to start us in good shape thing we found, the gasoline engine was | and I cannot see any reason why there not so positive and sure. But you said, | should be any objection to letting them don’t sell co-operative stock to people | have it. 
who do not produce. Now, isn’t it a A Member—We are in a milk ship- fact that a good many times in starting | ping community right here. We ship the co-operative creameries that it is cream to Chicago, but we farmers have difficult to get a sufficient amount of slipped our heads through a slip-noose stock, and business men in the city often | and are getting it pretty tolerably tight take stock in order to promote the sale, | around the neck. Chicago is using sev- just simply to help the thing along? | eral hundred thousand more cans of What are you going to do in that case? | milk now than formerly. We have been Mr. Imrie—The first creamery com- selling our milk this winter at an aver- pany we organized we had trouble in age price of $1.28 net for 68 pounds of : getting stock subscribed. It was a new milk, and a great deal of the milk is sold plan in that part of the State and people | at $1.28 less 17 cents freight, making thought they would be assessed and it | our summer average run $1.08 net. We would be a failure. Some of the mer- furnish the cans, and it costs the man chants in the village took stock with that ships from five to seven cans of this condition, that if any of the farmers milk about $50.00 a year for cans. He wanted the stock after the creamery was | has to have all the way from five to six started they would sell, and they did | sets of cans in order to ship his milk. sell their stock. That is all right, but it | We furnish the money for the dealer in doesn’t work well unless the sale of Chicago to do his business upon. He stock is limited so that one man cannot Pays once a month, or every two months, get too much. I know of a case where a | when he gets ready, sometimes not at business man actually owned the cream- | all. 

ery. We had these provisions put into Now, there is a surplus of milk in the by-laws: That no stock could be Chicago at the present time. We have transferred without the consent of a| had creameries and we have had them majority of the board of directors. Per- | die for want of support from the farm- haps that is not legal, but with us it has | ers, Some of the organizers were the always stood that way, and we have al- first men to pull out and go to shipping. ways seen to it that if a farmer wanted Now, where we are getting $1.28 a can
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for our whole product, shipping the fer- | sell, and that always hurts the cream- 

tility off our farms in the form of skim | ery. It is certainly a problem. You will 

milk, and our cows are selling for from | have to figure that out yourselves. I 
eighty to one hundred and twenty-five | couldn’t tell whether you could organ- 
dollars apiece, which is eight, ten and | ize in a certain place and make any 
twelve cents a pound, where our pork | money by doing so. 
is selling for six to eight cents a pound, Mr. Parrish—Up in Sheboygan coun- 

and our local stock buyers don’t find | ty, when the pressure comes from the 

enough stock to do business with, the | city some of our cheese factories cease 

question is: Will it pay us here in this | making cheese and ship their milk di- 
community to put up creameries, and | rect to the city until the stress is over, 
can we find support for them? then they return to cheese making, and 

In our own local town we had a meet- | it is quite satisfactory. They will fre- 
ing last week. One of the best of our | quently receive as high as $1.80 for 
local men said: ‘“‘Gentlemen, if you will | their milk. 
go to work and put up a creamery and Mr. Aderhold—You understand it is 
will run it on business principles, I will | all delivered to the cheese factory just 
take stock to the amount of $500.00 to | the same and then shipped out. 
help out the enterprise.” In a few min- Mr. Imrie—There’s a little difference : 
utes we had $1,000.00 promised to or- | between a cheese factory and a butter 
ganize a creamery, but one thing that | factory. The man who is feeding his 
was brought up was to make sure of the | calves on skim milk doesn’t like to have 
support of that creamery. If they had | it cut off. 
a chance to sell their milk at an ad- A Member—How about the over-run? 
vanced price, could we be sure our peo- | Do you pay for that every six months? . 
ple would bring their cream to these Mr. Imrie—No, sir. It is operated in 
central points when milk is scarce in | this way: From every pound of cream 
Chicago and high in price? Will we be | that is delivered a certain amount is set 
able to count on the product when there | aside for a sinking fund, and out of that 
is so much temptation to ship when a | fund are paid the taxes, insurance and 
better price is offered in Chicago? permanent improvements, then when 

Mr. Imrie—That is a pretty hard | the returns are all in, the expense is 
question to answer; too much for me. | taken out, including this sinking fund, 
Local conditions have a great deal to | and the balance divided among the 
do with that, also the character of the | patrons, according to the amount of 
people. know how it is. We are thirty | butter fat they have delivered. No ac- 
miles from St. Paul. Just as soon as | count is made of the over-run, except 
milk gets scarce in St. Paul, men are | as it is reported each time on your state- 
sent out through the country to hunt | ment. 
up milk and cream, and they will pay Dr. Porter—The great creamery I 
more than the creamery—for a little | spoke of, which is just completed for 
while. The creamery still keeps running, | $18,000 or $20,000, has been erected out 
but we cannot compete with anything | of the over-run. They have heretofore 
above the market price for milk. The | paid the over-run or the dividend, 
creamery puts its butter on the market | which ever you call it, every six months. 
at the market price, and if these men, | They have come down onto us for 
for their own purposes, will offer more | $290.00 income tax, and hereafter we 
than the market price, the farmers will | have to have two and a half cents a
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pound added to the price of the butter | I think the reason they have had so 
so we won’t have to pay that income | much that they could build a creamery 

tax. out of it is that they have had too large 
Mr. Imrie—Oh, you are talking about | a sinking fund. It means that they 

dividends. I am talking about the | must pay less per pound for butter fai. 
over-run in the number of pounds of Mr. Parrish—I think in many places 
butter over the number of pounds of | the tax men have had a misconception of 
butter fat. You are talking about the | the facts in calling the over-run profit 
sinking fund that they have taken out. | instead of a legitimate gain. 

x 

CO-OPERATIVE MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF CHEESE. 

J. O. Parrish, Plymouth. 

In the strife for better things, two | of 1911 by this process buyers outside 
elements, wrong conditions and the | the county were kept off the Board and 
patriot, are always to be found, and | the price of cheese dropped from three 
naturally, always opposing each other. | to five cents per pound, which meant ap- 
Wrong conditions invariably inspire proximately twenty-five to forty-five 
or produce the patriot. When wrong | cents per hundred of milk, which 
conditions invade a State or its leading | brought the price of milk to about 
industry, the patriot is, in this day, eighty-five cents per hundred. This 
soon in evidence. As our county of | market condition prevailed until the 
Sheboygan is known to be the banner storage houses in our town were full, 
dairy county of Wisconsin, you will | when ‘the price slowly, very slowly, 
easily understand that when wrong and | came back to normal until January Ist, 
unjust conditions invaded the cheese in- | when by the same abuse of power the 
dustry of our county that the patriot | price was arbitrarily raised, when the 
was soon in evidence in great numbers farmers had practically no milk to sell, 
and the strife for better things soon | and this storage cheese, the choicest of 
began. the year’s make, was shipped out by the 

In the year 1911 the cheese of the | car and trainload at prices ranging from 
county was sold, or supposed to be sold | 16 to 22 cents per pound, the original 
on a call Board, which is a very fair | cost, including storage, being about 
way to sell cheese if honest methods | 11} cents, a very pretty margin. The 
prevail, but we were aware that all was | patriot began to think! The plan had 
not right and the patriot began to de- | worked so well in 1911 that it was again 
velop. By evident agreement between attempted in 1912, though less cau- 
the buyers, the price to be paid on the tiously, the price was arbitrarily dropped 
Board was agreed upon before the Board | about May 15th three cents per pound, 
met, with the result that competition | at a time when the supply was far below 
was shut out and a price below the | the demand for our cheese. 
actual market price was paid. In May The patriot arose!
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How These Methods Were that unconsciously, or otherwise, the 

Combated : cheese makers, who were also the 

salesmen and factory owners, were with 

At this juncture, Ex-Senator Henry | the buyers, and this plan seemed at that 

Krumrey, himself the owner and op- | time impractical. Finally, with the 

erator of a two hundred-acre farm, who | help of the men from the Legislative 

had been investigating the Board |. Reference Library and State University, 

methods, canie forward and exposed the | a plan of organization was devised that 

methods employed to rob the farmer of | seems effective. ; 

his hard-earned profits, and called on Each local factory on joining is 

the farmers to put down this monopoly. | organized into an association, known as, 
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First Prize Three-year old Holstein Cow, Wisconsin State Fair, 
1915, owned by Chas. Van der Schaaf, Sparta. 

The response was immediate and under | for instance, our own factory is known as 

his courageous leading a movement for | the Dye Road Cheese Producers’ 

the good of every dairy farmer began, | Association, each having a Board of five 

for you can readily guess how wide- | directors, who elect from among them- 

spread the effect would be when you | selves a president, vice-president, secre- 
know that the Plymouth Dairy Board | tary and treasurer, who hold their office 
price sets the price of cheese practically | for one year. Stock, one dollar per 
everywhere, more cheese being handled | share. Capital stock to suit number of 
here than at any other point. patrons. These local associations are 

Our first attempt was to get the Board | joined in the Sheboygan Co. Cheese 
out of buyers’ hands, when we found | Producers’ Federation, each local having
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one vote in the parent organization, to complish. We did not have to pay a 
“be voted by such person as they may | stock promotion company 25 per cent 
designate, usually their president, which | and one-half the premium; we did the 
costs them $10.00 per share. In this | work ourselves. 
way we have an organized interested It seemed a kind providence was with 
membership, a thing of great value in us, for when we were truly ready for a 
co-operation. forward move the way was provided. 

One thing the officers of the Federa- | We met the enemy again in securing 
tion have tried for harder than any other | a building site, but the same kind 
is to keep the membership interested, to providence provided again and work on 
which end we have occasional meetings | the new Federation Warehouse and 
with good speakers in attendance, and | Cold Storage began about November 
try always to impress the fact that it is 1, 1913, and again the kind providence, 
their organization, and we have a loyal | the weather was fine until February Ist, 
lot, I tell you. We were opposed by the | and the building was turned over to us 
enemy at every turn, but still kept on. | before March Ist, and no man can 

We were organized and ready for | explain to you, ladies and gentlemen, 
business Sept. 1, 1913, but found that just all that went into that building 
there was not a foot of available ware- | besides the material of which it is con- 
house room in town. The enemy had | structed. What earnest effort, what 
beaten us to it, and gave us the laugh. persistent boosting, what careful 

The thing that made the work of the thought, the fruit of sleepless nights, 
opposition hardest to meet was that | and soul-wearing days on the part of 
they fought us secretly. They would | Mr. Krumrey and the men who stood 
not come out in the open, chiefly, I | with him and are still standing at his 
think, because representative buyers right and left and behind him in this 
and makers had been taken before the great battle for better conditions. 

. State Board of Public Affairs and had But we were only ready to begin! 
there admitted practically all the | At a meeting of representatives of 44 
charges made against them, and we had | factories, a unanimous vote was taken the goods on them. They, however, did | to begin shipping cheese to the ware- 
us a great kindness—mean it as they | house April ist. They began shipping, 
might—for it put us on our mettle. | and in spite of all opposition we began 
We couldn’t quit there, so we formed selling. We found difficulties on every 
what is known as the Federated | hand, but these were in time all over- 
Farmers’ Warehouse Co., capital stock, | come by favoring conditions, and the 
$25,000.00, shares $10.00 per share, | work of our efficient and honest 
making it possible for every man to manager. We make a charge of one- 
own at least one share, and no man | fourth of a cent per pound for handling 
could own more than ten shares. We | and paraffining. This pays all charges 

7 sent the stock lists to the presidents of against the cheese, including freight on 
the locals for circulation, and by this | cheese, which cannot be hauled to the 
means sold over half the stock in two warehouse, and by careful management 
weeks to interested farmers in and out | we find that cheese can be handled co- 
of the Federation. Capital stock raised operatively for less than one-half what it 
to $35,000.00 at annual meeting, one | costs the regular dealer, and by our 
man may own 25 shares. A concrete | methods of operation have saved money example of what organization can ac- | for not only our Federation farmers,
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but have put money in the pockets of | showed very satisfactory results. Boxes 
those who do not yet belong, for we | cheese sold, 156,631; weight, 6,125,480 

have put the fellows outside the Federa- | pounds; receiving, $887,501.69; our 
tion on their mettle to beat us and they | earning at one-fourth cents, $15,290.71; 

have gone some. paid to patrons, $850,534.58; also a 

fund of $4,653.25 had accumulated trom 

Some of the Results Accomplished | small odd sales that brought slightly 
higher prices and by action of the Board 

But what has this accomplished for | of direction, the over-run has been set 
betterment? aside. This was by unanimous consent 

1. The work of standardizing our | left as an emergency fund at the annual 
product is under way. meeting. 

2. Cheese makers are finding that Our plan contemplates the return of 

we are giving a square deal in return for | all moneys to the local treasurer as 
a square deal. soon as money for sales is received and 

3. We have established a trade, and | their bill is made out. In spite of this, 
are recognized as being on the map in | we found that our weekly cash balance 
the cheese business. for May was $25,000.00, and we began 

4. By fair methods we have made ar- | to realize to what extent we were in 
bitrary manipulation of the market | business. On this cash balance we re- 
much harder to accomplish, for, owing | ceived $316.38 in six months as interest 
to the presence of the Federation in the | from the bank. 

market, there was not the usual drop in Now, I have not recited these facts 
price in May and June of last year. to show iniquity on the part of the 

| During the flurry on account of the | dealers, or to show any special sagacity 
European war, the price though low did | on the part of our Sheboygan county 
not approach what I feel sure it would | farmers, but had I time I could give you 
have done had the old conditions ob- | a pretty good word picture of the results 
tained on the Board, so all farmers | that obtain when men are trusted over- 
hauling milk to the cheese factories | much, and I have tried to tell you what 
were benefited by our work. has been done under good leadership 

Not much of our cheese is manufac- | by an average lot of farmers in our 
tured co-operatively, as yet. I think only | county. 

six of our factories are co-operative, but We do not feel that we have as yet 
they are likely to have company, as the | attained, but we have accomplished 
results obtained by them are very satis- | this much, and one thing more that I 
factory. have left unmentioned, we have led 

Cheese is shipped to the warehouse, | our farmers to have more confidence in 
which has a cold storage capacity of 40 | themselves and shown them that they 
cars of cheese and warehouse room for | can attend to their own marketing, or to 
35 cars, once or twice a week, as to the | some extent control it, so that the profit 
weather, is weighed, paraffined and | shall not all rest with the man who has 
placed in cooler until sold, or, as is | least to do with its production or final 
frequently the case, immediately re- | disposal, and we are still on the way. 
shipped, for we cater to the whole | This is not perhaps ideal co-operation 
market. from all view points, but simply a means 

The first nine months, easily the | used co-operatively to correct an evil 
hardest time of our probable existence, | which was very plainly the outgrowth of 

4F.1L
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an overtrustful attitude on the part of Mr. Parrish—Yes, you may call it the farmers themselves. Theirs was the | hostile. 
fault and it was theirs to apply the Mr. Hanchett—They are atraid if remedy. When ideal co-operation at- | the farmer gets into business on business tains, I believe it will be when the farmer | lines they are going to lcse something. has risen as an average to a higher level | I know it was that way in our move- as a business man, but they are coming, | ment in ‘Sparta in forming the Fruit my friends, the voice ot Wisdom is being | Growers’ Association. The business lifted announcing the benefits that at- | men got into the habit of whispering tend eating at her board. The benefits aspersions against the Association. We are seen on every hand and her ban- | had to go to them and give them to quets are attended as never before, and | understand that we were committed to we feel in Sheboygan county that we | it and when they thoroughly uriderstood have made a contribution toward that that, there Was a right-about-face of desirable end. But something must come | every groceryman in town the next from the business man also, he must morning. 
come to know more reasonably that his Mr. Parrish—We haven’t threatened prosperity hinges upon the prosperity | our business men. We have shown of the farmer and, ceasing attemps to | them. One cheese maker made false farm him, join with him that ideal statements, got abusive and had to be conditions may prevail. sued. He came in and paid his fine. 

Mr. Hanchett—Every business man 
ought to realize that his business de- DISCUSSION pends upon the Prosperity of the farm- 
ing community. In going up and down 
the State in this Institute work, we have Mr. Hanchett—What is the attitude | found a marked difference in this of your local business men toward the | matter of co-operation between the working out of this proposition? local business man and the farmers in Mr. Parrish—They were not helpful; | different places and where we have that is about as much as I care to say | found the business man and the farmer about it. working hand in hand, we have always Mr. Hanchett—Very often that is the | found a prosperous community. attitude of the local business man Mr. Parrish—That is what I consider toward any move on the part of the | ideal co-operation; trade and spade can- farmers not quarrel profitably. 

CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING OF LIVE STOCK. 

E. W. Campbell, Ellsworth. 

For the last twenty-five years or | much to increase the production of hay, more, the State of Wisconsin, through | grains, milk and its by-products, beef, its College of Agriculture, Farmers’ In- pork, mutton, etc., and has met with stitutes and other agencies, has done remarkable success along these lines;
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in fact, can be congratulated upon the | the shipping clerk, receiving and adjust- 

results obtained, but until recently very | ing all claims of dissatisfied shippers 
little has been done under the supervi- | and looking after the business in gen- 
sion of the State with the market end | eral. 
for these products whereby the producer The duties of the secretary are to keep 
would be in a position to receive the | the records of the association and collect 

best possible returns for his products. the dues from the members, which are Z 
Co-operation seems to be the only | four-dollars for the first year and two 

available remedy at this time and where | dollars per year afterwards. The sales 

it is being tried out along sane lines has | sheets of shippers are also filed with the 
been a great factor in obtaining en- | secretary for future reference, where 
couraging results. The spirit of co- | anyone interested may see them at any 

operation is abroad in the land and agi- | time. 
tation along this line not only tends to The shipping clerk receives as his 
discover new possibilities and develop | compensation ten dollars for the first 

resources, but brings to the front men | car and five dollars for each additional 

capable of leadership, who, without the | car up to five cars. If there are more 

co-operation of their fellowmen, have | than five carloads in any one shipment, 

been compelled to submit to the ancient | he receives five dollars straight per car- 
order of things by letting the other fel- | load. The shipping clerk pays his help- 

low share in the profits of their labor | ers in receiving and loading the stock 

justly due them. out of his own salary. He does not go 
Tt is only with one class of these farm | out to solicit shipments, as those wish- 

products that my discussion deals to- | ing to ship either telephone their order 

day, namely, the marketing of live | in or see the clerk personally when in 
stock, and there is perhaps no better | town. When all the cars are filled that 
way to bring the subject before you than | had been ordered for a day’s shipment, 

to tell you how we, as the largest ship- | the remaining orders are booked for the 

pers of live stock from any station in | next shipping day. We aften ship eight 

the State of Wiscensin conduct our | to ten, and in the rush of the season as 

business. many as eighteen carloads in one week. 

3 The cattle are marked by clipping on 

How One Community Organized the hip in Roman numerals with shears 
made for this purpose. The animal then 

In the first instance, allthose whowere | sells on its own merits. Where one ship- 

interested enough to try the marketing | per brings in many head for one ship- 
of our own stock met in mass meeting | ment, we mark each with a daub of paint 

and elected a president, secretary and | of bright color—different colors may be 
shipping clerk. The management of the | used for different shippers. Sheep are 

association is vested in the president and | always marked with paint. We do not 
a board of directors whom the president | mark hogs unless there are some that 
appoints. choosing them from the differ- | will not top the market, which are 

ent localities, so as to have a director | marked so as to sell on their merits. 

in each section covered by the associa- All stock that goes over the scale is 
tion. paid for in full. Stock that is injured 

Among the duties of the board of di- | while being brought in to be shipped is 
rectors are the auditing of all accounts | either taken back home or shipped at 

every three months, fixing the salary of | owner’s risk. All loss on stock that is
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damaged in the stock yards or on the | within six months we had our money train at the fault of the Shipping Asso- | back from the railroad company. ciation, so that it does not bring the Our shipping clerk goes along with the price it would have brought in an unin- | stock to market. The commission com- jured condition, is made good to the | panies with whom we deal furnish us shipper out of a sinking fund created for | with an account of sales, showing home this purpose, made up of a charge of | weight, shrinkage or gain, net weight, one-fourth of one per cent on each ship- | price, total expenses and net proceeds. ment and credited to the association in | We have our stock pro-rated at a cost | f the local bank subject to check by the | of one dollar for the whole shipment, shipping clerk. where it used to cost us from three and 
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First Prize Shorthorn Calf Herd, Wisconsin State Fair, 1915, owned by Anoka Farms, Waukesha, Wis. 

In the matter of shrinkage, the cattle | a half to four dollars per carload. The stand their own shrinkage, but on hogs | account sales sheet, together with a shrinkage is figured by the hundred | check for the entire shipment, is sent to weight and not per head. Never over- | our bank. The commission company 
feed stock when shipping, for if you do | also furnished blank forms for state- they will not take a good fill in the yards | ments for the individual shipper. These and you will have a heavy shrinkage. | statements are made out by the banker, We have never had many heavy which, with a check, are handed to the losses. Had one loss of $125.00, due to shippers. This individual statement a wreck on the train, which was prompt- | shows the whole transaction, the same ly paid out of the sinking fund and as a sales sheet from the commission
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house and in addition contains the We are shipping about two hundred 

names and addresses of the directors of | carloads a year and have shipped over 

the association with a request to have | one thousand carloads since we started, 

any error or dissatisfaction reported at | which will average about twelve hundred 

once to one of the directors. dollars per car, at the saving of about 

The first car of stock shipped by the | twenty per cent over the old way of 

association was sold at South St. Paul | shipping. 

by a commission firm with the instruc- Before we formed our shipping asso- 

tion not to tell anybody who sold their | ciation we had six regular buyers 

stock for fear the buyers would boycott | driving through the country with their 
them. six teams and three other buyers were on 
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First Prize Oxford Flock, Wisconsin State Fair, 1915, owned 
by Geo. McKerrow & Sons’ Co., Pewaukee, Wis. 

Some of the Benefits of Co-operation | the road part of the time. We have cut 
: out all of this expense and the buyer’s 

ue has ee a change = ; profit. As a whole, our business has 
i yeas which shows the ee of | been prosperous and naturally en- 
wor = ; sit courages those engaged in it, and this is 
a a : img ee aa rms | the main reason for this write-up. 

Wi ae a eee a anc’e our | What I have attempted to say is no 
aia re ves 1 a pecan Fecelves | guess-work, but I have been dealing 

a Donet aR letters @ week irom com- | With actual facts. What we have done, 
mission firms desiring our business. athens ean do 
Chey are also advertising in farm papers 

‘or the co-operative business. It - Benefits of Co-operation Far- 
asy to start a shipping association Reaching 
ow. We have five hundred members 

‘n our local association. This shipping The beneficial results of co-operation 

ssociation was started by the American | amongst the farmers, like all other 
ociety of Equity. movements for the betterment of
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financial and social conditions, are not | If we didn’t, we would be cutting our 
confined to its members alone, but have | wheat today with the old sickle instead 
a wholesome influence and effect upon | of the reaper. If any of our towns- 
the local cities and villages, and es- people have a cow or a pig to sell once a 

. pecially shipping points, for the reason year, we don’t ask them to join our 
that where the farming community is | society and pay $2.00 a year. We ship 

- Prosperous the village is also prosperous, | for all those people at one per cent, and while if the country surrounding the that is very reasonable. 
village is a failure, the village soon A Member—What means have you 
fails with it. In all organizations | of identifying your stock that is shipped 
affecting commercial life, it is well to collectively like that? 
keep in mind that the interests and Mr. Campbell—We have a stock 
business relations of the city, village | shipper’s book. His name is: taken 
and the farmer are so closely knitted | down on the marketing place, and when 
together that the one cannot get along | we go to the commission firm the list without the other, but the two go hand | is copied and given to the sorters down 
in hand. If you knock your local | at the scales. Of course, hogs are 
village, you knock your farming com- | generally sold in carload lots, unless 
munity, and vice versa. there is something that won’t top the 

In our little village of Ellsworth the market, and they are marked the same 
farmers own a co-operative creamery | as cattle. 
and a co-operative elevator and there is A Member—Many buyers are now 
hardly a business or professional man | furnished a book in which will be in town but has one or more shares of | entered his stock and something to stock in each of these organizations and identify his stock, and a carbon copy of 
everybody is boosting for Ellsworth and | that is given to the man who ships the 
co-operation. stock and the returns are made to him . on a corresponding sheet. 

| Mr. Campbell—Yes; he gets the 
DISCUSSION weight off the scales, he has that on 

his books. Lots of times a man won't 
Mr. Imrie—Suppose that an animal get his home weight, but if he has that that was thus marketed dies on the | he knows just what he is doing. 

train; does the man that owned the The Member—We are using that sys- 
animal lose the whole value of it? tem now. Before that the record was 

Mr. Campbell—No, sir; everything | made in a little book. A man shipped 
that goes over our scales is paid for in | so many hogs or animals. If that book 
full out of the sinking fund. happened to be lost, the whole record of 

A Member—What became of your | the sale was lost. 
old buyers that bought around here? Mr. Campbell—The professor was 

Mr. Campbell—Some of them have speaking about their buying stock in 
gone to the four winds; some of them | Iowa within thirty-five cents of the 
are farming yet. market. We have known our buyers 

A Member—It was pretty tough on | to pay up to within fifteen cents of the 
them. market, but they must do the weighing. 

Mr. Campbell—Oh, no. We must A Member—Have you any figures 
learn in this world to adjust ourselves | to show the price as compared with the to the growing demands of business. | old system?
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Grand Champion Duroc Jersey Boar, Wisconsin State Fair, 
1915, owned. by L. L. Atwater, Bangor, Wis. 
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Champion Poland China Gilt, Wisconsin State Fair, 1915.
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Mr. Campbell—Yes, twenty per cent | course of a year. I believe we have more—that is, twenty per cent of the | honest stock buyers, lets of them, but value of the stock shipped. It looks they are taking eight or ten men to do like a good profit, but we are getting | what one man ought to do, and that is that. out of place in this stage of the world. A Member—No wonder you buyers However, we have some stock buyers are chasing the country so hard. that I think would be more honest. Mr. Campbell—Well, the buyer does | They used to tell us we had a great not get all of that. You understand | shrinkage. The hogs we have shipped where one man is doing the shipping, | in the last year have averaged about two that cuts out a lot of expense in the pounds and a half per head shrinkage. 

POTATOES: COMMUNITY GROWING AND MARKETING. 

J. W. Hicks, Prentice. 

That growing potatoes for market is having little or no real market value. 
one of the big branches of agriculture in | To put the potato industry on a profit- 
Wisconsin needs no other proof than paying, business basis, the grower must 
the mere statement that the crop last | learn and apply the fundamental prin- 
year was about thirty-eight million ciples of the business. 
bushels. This immense crop of one of 
our most stable food products having | Standard Varieties for Wisconsin developed along improper lines for so 
many years, every grower following his In growing, manufacturing or pre- 
own haphazard ideas as to varieties and paring any commercial article or com- 
cultural methods, in time brought about | modity for market, the successful man 
a condition that will require years of | must first ascertain the requirements 
earnest, intelligent effort along right | of his prospective market, second, he 
lines to overcome and to place the | must grow, prepare and furnish to that 
potato crop of Wisconsin once more in | market a commodity in every way 
the front rank as to quality. measuring up to the required standards, 

The ignorance and indifference of the third, he must so pack, label and ad- 
grower as to variety,. characteristics, | vertise his product that his prospective 
selection and care of seed and of the | customer may be advised of facts. 
best cultural methods, coupled with his It has been demonstrated over and 
desire for a more productive potato | over again, by variety tests extending 
without regard to quality, on the one | over several years, conducted by agri- 
hand and with the unscrupulous avarice | cultural colleges in this and other states 
of a number of persons or companies | and further verified by field results, that 
selling seed potatoes, ultimately resulted | there are but very few varieties of 
in a hopeless mixture of the good market potatoes that are really worth while for 
varieties and in the introduction, in | market Purposes under Wisconsin con- 
many parts of the State, of varieties | ditions. Just about as many as there
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ure separate breeds of cattle and about | in Minnesota and Michigan, although 

as easily recognized by any one who | grown everywhere under many different 

cares to learn the business. The farmer | names. 

must be able to tell a Rural New Yorker The first step in the potato problem 

or a Green Mountain as readily as a | in Wisconsin, then, is to select and grow 

Holstein or a Guernsey, no matter what | the varieties approved by the masses of 

other name may have been applied to | the consumers in this great middle west, 
either of them. and the Wisconsin grower will not go 

In Wisconsin, the only varieties of | amiss if he selects for his main crop the 

potatoes in which the grower should be | Rural New Yorker or the Green Moun- 
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View on Farm of J. W. Hicks, Prentice, Showing Part of Build- 
ings and Clearings. 

interested are the Rural New Yorker, | tain—the one best adapted to his 

the Green Mountain, the Peerless and | locality. 

the Burbank for the late ones, and the 
Early Ohio, the Early Rose, the Irish Community Producing and 
Cobbler, and the Bliss’ Triumph for the Handling 
early varieties. ; 

For the general market crop, the And here we come up to the same 

Rural New Yorker and the Green | problem that the fruit growers, the 

Mountain will probably include ninety | stock breeders, the cranberry producers 

per cent or more of ihe Wisconsin crop | have all met and finally solved or at- 

and a very large proportion of the crop | tempted to solve by organization, co-
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operation and the community plan of | last few years developed into one of the 
production and handling. greatest seed states and will, in the 

Growing and furnishing for the mar- | near future, if the community plan is 
ket a standard, uniform supply of po- intelligently taken up and followed out, 
tatoes, is, in principle, no different | become the greatest seed potato state in 
than are-the problems involved in the | the union. Our soil and climate are 
fruit, butter or cheese business. In all | unsurpassed for the production of good 
of these and in many other lines of ag- | potatoes, our growers are, with few 
ricultural activity organized co-opera- | exceptions, men growing a limited num- 
tive effort, having for its basic idea the | ber of acres of potatoes in rotation with 
community plan of production, has | other crops and fed to some sort of live 
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Green Mt. Potatoes that went 400 bushels per acre last season. 

proven the solution of the problem of | stock; we have no powdery scab and 
production and preparing the commodi- | are relatively free from other potato 
ty for market. In every case it has also | diseases; in fact, having less potato 
greatly simplified the marketing prob- | disease, I believe, than any of the other 
lem and often added much to the profits | great potato growing states. 
of the producer. Well directed community effort, by 

All of the reasons for community | reducing the varieties to two or three of 
breeding of cattle, horses, hogs and | those above mentioned; keeping them 
sheep, or in the production of butter, | free from mixture and preventing the 
cheese or eggs, apply with double force | introduction and spread of disease will 
to the potato crop. Wisconsin has in the enable us to maintain the high standard
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demanded for good seed. It then fol- | country to correlate and harmonize the 

lows without argument that the stock | community efforts, it but remains for 

so grown and not required for seed will | the individual to do his part in the 

become the best possible market stock | great plan. 
for table consumption. The higher 

price paid for the seed stock and the | The Wisconsin System of Inspection 
better table stock so produced will 

annually add hundreds of thousands of The State Association has during the 
dollars to the profits of the Wisconsin | last year, in conjunction with the 

growers. College of Agriculture, worked out and 
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The Field in Blossom. 

The foundation of this plan of potato | put into operation in Wisconsin a sys- 
production has been well laid in Wis- | tem of inspection and certification of 
consin and today there are more than | seed stock that is open to all growers 
one hundred communities started upon | whose field and stock measure up to the 
this great progressive plan, and those | high standards demanded. 
communities first organized are already The inspection is made under the di- 
producing potatoes of a quality seldom | rection of the College of Agriculture and 
found and never excelled and bringing | involves both field and bin inspection by 
corresponding higher prices for seed | experts, and the certificate, being issued 
and table stock. by the College of Agriculture, carries 

With the most efficient State potato | with it a guarantee entirely removed 
growers’ association in this or any other | from all commercial influences, which
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makes it of special value to the pur- The officers of the Wisconsin Potat< 
chaser of seed stock. Growers’ Association are now at work 

upon the problem of establishing a Standardization the Next Step practical system of market sorting and 
grading to definite market standards 

The basis of all continuous, legiti- | and, while the requirements of the 
mate, successful marketing or dealing, is | grade have not all been worked out, it is 
founded on quality, quantity, uniformity | safe to say that at least one of the re- 
and honesty, and while Wisconsin today | quirements will be that each variety 
has the quantity of potatoes, she has | must be marketed free from mixture 
not the quality and uniformity, ex- | with other varieties and under its 
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One of the Piles of Green Mt. Potatoes. 

cepting in the organized communities, | true name. It therefore becomes im- and possibly, in some instances the ele- portant that the growers of potatoes in ment of honesty is lacking. Wisconsin should at once organize their Community production and standard- business along community lines and ir ization, I believe, must precede any | harmony with the other communities considerable amount of successful com- already organized. They should weed munity marketing of potatoes. A suf- out, and standardize their seed as tc ficient quantity to supply the market | variety this spring and then study the and having the standard of quality must | chosen variety or varieties through th be available in order that any large de- | entire season, so they may know the vine gree of success may he attained. and tuber characteristics under al
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conditions. If in doubt about the seed, | a scabby crop just the same. The only 
purchase at least enough certified seed | way to clean up your soil is to keep 

to plant a seed plot and, by intelligent | potatoes off of it for seven years. If 

hill selection and seed plot methods, | you do that and then go back upon the 
instead of letting the seed “run out,” | soil following clover, the chances are, 
build up an ever better strain, produc- | if your seed is clean, that you will have 

ing better quality and a larger quantity. | no scab on your crop. The formalin 
Every grower should study and learn | treatment is the simplest, probably not 

to recognize what, if any, disease is | as effective as the corrosive sublimate. F 

upon his field and the most effective | For this treatment, put a pound of 
methods of control and eradication. | formalin in thirty gallons of water and 

He should make continual use of the | soak your seed in that solution for two 

local association, the State Association | hours. For the other treatment, you 

and the University to the end that he | had better get a bulletin from Madison, _ 

may better understand soil conditions | for it must be very accurately done. 

and the cultural methods and all other A Member—What is the average yield 
problems involved necessary to produce | of potatoes per acre? 

the largest and best crops. Mr. Hicks—One hundred and fifteen 
He must plant in season, so that | bushels. 

the crop may fully mature and in the A Member—To what might it be 
fall his splendid crop of the one standard | increased? 
variety, well grown and matured, free Mr. Hicks—To from 250 to 400 
from mixture, free from disease and | bushels. 

properly graded to the market standard A Member—What would we get — 

at the community warehouse, will | then for our potatoes if we all did that? 
amply repay him in the satisfaction of a Mr. Hicks—It depends entirely on 

thing well done, the larger yield of good | how many acres are planted. One of 
potatoes and the increased size of the | the greatest troubles in Wisconsin is 
bank account. that there are thousands and thousands j 

One of the greatest assets of any | of acres planted to potatoes that ought ! 
agricultural community is the reputation | to be in corn and clover. Many a farm 
of habitually producing a more than | that has only one or two old scrub cows 
ordinary quality of some one particular | ought to have from twenty-five to 
product and this reputation can be built | forty head of cattle. That is what is 
up only by well organized, intelligent, | making the trouble with our Wisconsin 

honest community effort. potatoes today. If you go into Chicago 

and study the market conditions, you 
7 will be almost ashamed that you live in 

DISCUSSION Wisconsin. i : 
A Member—What causes the black 

A Member—What do you find to be | core in the potatoes lately? I have had 
the best preventive of scab? a great deal of it this year. 

Mr. Hicks—There are two treatments Mr. Hicks—I do not know, without 
for it, one is the formalin treatment, the | seeing the potato, just what you have 
other is the corrosive sublimate. Either | in mind. It is quite likely that the 
will destroy the disease upon your | dark hollow centers come from weather 
potatoes, but if you plant again in soil | conditions. You remember last fall 

that is infected with scab, you will have | we had very warm, wet weather, and
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the potatoes grew very rapidly and got | get some of those Rural New Yorkers 
very large. Hollow heart is liable to | we saw at the Cornell exhibit?” Prof. 
follow that kind of weather, especially | Milward informed the parties and the 
in some of the larger, late varieties. | man who furnished the sample sold all 
There is a dark center that is entirely | he had at a dollar a bushel and might 
different which comes from storage con- | have sold many more. A man at 
ditions. It was found a few years ago | Tomahawk, who furnished the Green 
that in shipping when the cars are very | Mountains, sold his two cars at the same 
much heated, there would be a lot when price to parties in Michigan. Remem- 
they got to Chicago that would have ber, Wisconsin has the best seed potatoes black centers. That same condition | in the world and you are in position to was reproduced in the laboratory by | get them with the certification of the 
subjecting sound potatoes to a given Agricultural College that they are free 
temperature a little above blood heat | from disease. 
for a day or more. A Member—Will soil conditions in 

A Member—Is it not true that in a | southern Wisconsin make any difference 
good many potato centers all the large | in the variety of Green Mountain 
tubers are shipped out and those left potatoes from northern grown seed? 
for seed are rather small? Mr. Hicks—The Green Mountain, we 

Mr. Hicks—I think so. I will warrant | find, as a whole, do not prove as satis- 
that some years there will be plenty of factory on the heavier types of soil. 
small potatoes planted. When potatoes | Take it down here where your soils are 
are high, there are lots of small ones | well handled and liable to be on the 
planted. I want to tell you of an inter- heavy side, the Green Mountains are esting incident in connection with our | liable to grow very large and get out of 
Wisconsin seed potatoes. A year ago | shape. 
in January, Prof. Stuart, of Washington, A Member—What time should we 
was to have a little potato exhibit at plant late potatoes? 
Cornell University during their Farm- Mr. Hicks—I think late potatoes 
ers’ Course. He wrote to Prof. Milward | should be planted about the first of 
and asked us to send some show samples | June. The bulk of the late crop is 
from Wisconsin. We sent down some planted from the 10th to the 25th of Rural New Yorkers and a few Green | June, goes on the market in an unripe Mountains. We didn’t hear much from | condition and is discriminated against the exhibit until in the spring, when we | for that reason. 
got inquiries asking, “where can we Adjourned to 1:30 P. M.
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AFTERNOON SESSION, 1:30 O'CLOCK. 

Mr. H. D. Griswold in the chair. 

STANDARDIZING FARM PRODUCTS. 

W. H. Hanchett, Sparta. 

paratively low equality equal to those 
received for a higher grade product of 

communities not so favorably located 
- as to markets. This has allowed the 

ae Wisconsin farmer to be somewhat care- 

Re ges. less as to the quality of his product 

bas a and has resulted in the case of many 
aa commodities of having the brand 
a x “WISCONSIN’S” become synonomous 

@ ae gi to low quality, and it is frequently the 
Se ae 7 J case that the higher grade products of 
ea Wisconsin are placed on the market as 

Beant a coming from other sources by way of 

Fee avoiding this stigma. 

™ é To substantiate this statement, I : 
\ refer to Prof. Lee, of the Wisconsin 

yr) cae University, as authority for the state- 

, = ment that Wisconsin butter is looked 
upon as a low grade product in our east- 

» ern markets, and also to the results of 

an investigation of one of our leading 

: western Wisconsin creameries, that had 

terete succeeded in gaining a reputation of 2 

‘ producing a high grade product. This 
The location of Wisconsin in relation investigation showed that the product 

to good markets has been such that the of this creamery was being placed before 
matter of standardizing her farm prod- the consumer as & special “HOLLAND” 

ps a. air i ahecamae oP toe brand. Can any doubt the effect of this 

sister states, the matter of freight rates | tfansaction in creating a demand for 
on many products being such that the “Holland” butter to the detriment of 

Wisconsin farmer has been enabled to | Wisconsin, who should have had the 
realize a net return on products of com- | credit?
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Financial Returns Not Only already stand at the head in many lines 
Side of Problem of agricultural production so far as 

quantity is concerned and we have also 
This appeals to me as a serious situa- | been making material gains, thanks to 

tion and one that should command our | the educational forces of our State, as 
immediate attention. As farmers we | to quality as well. Our community 
are inclined toward measuring benefits | breeders’ associations have been doing 
by the immediate cash returns and lose | much to standardize the live stock 
sight of future results. The most ser- | interests of our State; our experimental 
ious part of this situation, as it appears associations have been doing a great 
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Grand Champion Brown Swiss Cow, Wisconsin State Fair, 
1915, owned by H. W. Ayers, Honey Creek, Wis. 

to me, is not that we may not be getting | work in standardizing our grains; the 
within a cent or two of what we should | work of our Agricultural College, in 
for a high grade product, but that the | organizing potato growers’ associations 
better grades of our product are being | and preaching the doctrine of seed se- 
used to advertise foreign goods to the | lection, is beginning to bear fruit in the 
detriment of our home product. way of standardizing our potato crop; 

We certainly owe it to our dear old | the work of our fruit growers’ associa- 
Badger State to make the name WIS- | tions has done much to add to the 
CONSIN stand for the best there is in | reputation of our fruits, and the efficient 
every line and to guard that name with | work of our Dairy and Food Com- 
jealous care against the unjust imposi- | mission, co-operating with other educa- 
tions of unscrupulous dealers. We | tional forces of the State, has done much
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to raise the standard of our dairy prod- | These trademarks or brands are pro- 

ucts. We have, in fact, arrived at a | tected by law and are so designed as to 
point whether further progress will be | point out to the ultimate consumer the 

slow without the hearty co-operation of | source of supply and their use is so regu- 

farmers generally, so let us “give a long | lated as to be a guarantee of the quality 
pull and a strong pull and a pull alto- | of the product on which they are placed. 

gether” to the end that our products 
may take front rank for quality in all 

markets of the world. DISCUSSION. 

Advertising the Superior Product. A Member—What authorily in Min- 
nesota is handling the State brand? J 

Having once attained the desired goal, Mr. Hanchett—They have passed a 

the matter of advertising the source of | law, I think, permitting the use of a 

supply of high class products and pro- | brand on butter which is produced at 
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First Prize Aged Ayrshire Herd, Wisconsin State Fair, 1915, 
owned by Adam Seitz, Waukesha, Wis. 

tecting the reputation of the producer, | creameries which have been able to raise 

be it individual or a community, against | the standard of their goods to a certain 

the impositions of the unscrupulous be- | standard, and which have been inspected 

comes a public duty of great importance. | as to the sanitary conditions surrounding 

Just how this is to be done I do not feel | that creamery. I do not know just what 

qualified to say, but believe that we | has been accomplished in that line. 

may get some valuable suggestions from Dr. Porter—I think it is through the 

the use of registered trademarks or | Pure Food Department of the State that 
brands, which have become quite com- | they have granted that privilege to all 

mon in the marketing of agricultural | creameries making an article scoring 

products in many European countries. | about 92 points. There are five cream-
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eries running under that brand at the | how it was I found such lovely butter present time. everywhere, and he said, “I suppose the Mr. Hanchett—Assemblyman Mc- | reason is we constabulary police inspect Gowan is drafting at the present time every dairy which sends cream to the a bill authorizing the use of brands un- | four hundred creameries in Ireland.” It der certain control. I think it would be | seems to me if you have the government 
a good thing for the farmers generally | back of you, and all of those govern- in this State to inquire into this sub- | ments over there exert an important in- ject and if they are convinced that that | fluence over their people, it is as im- is a proper step to take they ought to portant and helpful as to have co- throw all the support they can toward operation. 

E the passing of Assemblyman McGow- Mr. Hanchett—I will agree with you; an’s bill. I have a rough draft of the | in fact, I do not believe we would get bill here with me, but Mr. McGowan as- very far in raising the standard of our sured me that the bill would be changed dairy products without some label and materially in some respects. I know it is government supervision and control. an open question in the minds of some | Farmers are liable to be too careless. farmers as to whether there would be | We have a lot of farmers who won’t do any benefit derived from the use of the anything unless they are compelled to. brand, and it is probably true that the | We know we need policemen to compel immediate results in the use of the | some people to keep their product as brand to guarantee a product would they ought to. Of course that has been hardly reach our expectations, and there | met in our dairy products during the is where we often fall down as farmers past few years and it has been brought because we do not get immediate cash | about through the work of our State returns we do not follow a matter up Dairy and Food Commission prosecuting sufficiently long and with sufficient abil- | those who insisted upon running dairies ity to get the results which we would | under very unsanitary conditions. One ultimately by sticking to it more per- | criticism of their work is I hardly think sistently. they have been strict enough. A farmer Mr. Parrish—Do you think these re- | who is called up often thinks he has been sults could be obtained by individual imposed upon. 
action as readily as by co-operative ac- A Member—Your idea would be that tion, say, in our cheese business? a label would be of value only when Mr. Hanchett—In the matter of our | the quality of the goods was equal to the dairy products, it would be almost im- standard? 
possible to get results immediately. We Mr. Hanchett—Yes, it would be of 
could get them only through co-opera- | no value whatever unless the quality of tive movement. We all understand that the goods was maintained. 
Se ae mn ie erg a under factory conditions, we need the put on inferior goods, it would be a case very best efforts under supervision. aa ti oa 

Dr. Porter—Two years ago I went up ‘age to somebody. 
through the west coast of Ireland and Mr. - Hanchett—It would not be long stayed eight days, and everywhere I | until the people stopped buying stuff 
went I got the loveliest June butter. | that had that brand on. 
Then I went up to North Ireland and A Member—Could brands be used on 
there I asked a constabulary officer eggs?
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Mr. Hanchett—I believe the Danish { losses in his shipment. By that time 

Association demands that every egg be | there was no excuse for the farmer to 
stamped with the date upon which the | send eggs to the store that were not all 
egg was laid and the name of the man | right. They had deteriorated in the 
who owns the hen that laid the egg, | hands of the dealer. 

and then the State watches out to see Mr. Hanchett—In that one item of 
that he is not careless, not to say dis- | marketing eggs, we can hardly conceive 
honest. The first time he fibs about an | of the effect that the breaking of one 

egg he is fined and the fine increases, | bad egg may have upon the general con- 

and if he persists on doing it he is black- | sumption of eggs. When the good house- 

balled, or black-listed and he cannot get | keeper breaks one and finds it bad she 

into one of the egg circles in Denmark. | doesn’t want any more. 
About the only thing for him to do is A Member—It is now unlawful to 

to come over here to Wisconsin where he | ship No. 3 eggs in interstate commerce. 

can market bad eggs with good ones and | That is one step in advance anyway. 

get the same price. Perhaps that is one Mr. Hanchett—But that means out 
reason why in our egg business sixty per | of the State. We can ship our bad eggs 
cent poor ones are mixed with the good | to Milwaukee. 

ones. Mr. David Imrie—Then you would 

A Member—Ought not milk to be | have this guarantee by the State, that 

branded as to the amount of solids it | simply means supervision by the State? 

contains? Mr. Hanchett—Yes, more commis- 

Mr. Hanchett—I do not know. sions. I am afraid that Assemblyman 

Mr. Aderhold—No. McGowan’s bill is going to have a 

Mr. Hanchett—Put those questions | rough time just on that account. I 

up to Mr. Aderhold when he gets up | believe the expense of inspection in the 

here. old country is quite largely borne by the 

Dr. Porter—What effect has that | co-operative organizations. 

branding had in Denmark and Ireland? Mr. Aderhold—It is probably much | 

Mr. Hanchett—There is no question | cheaper there than it is here. Labor is 
but what it has been of very material | cheaper. 

help in building up the demand for Mr. Imrie—Perhaps labor is not so 

their product, and when you do that you | much cheaper, but they look upon a 

are doing something that will aid you | government position in a different way. 

in getting better prices for it. A representative of the Swedish Com- 

Mr. Jacobs—I would like to say a | mission walked out to my farm when he 
word for the farmer who furnishes | was in this country. He was sent over 

those eggs. I noticed in our local store | to study farm machinery. I said I was 

about a year ago this time a large | sorry our horses were all out in the field, 
amount of eegs in different receptacles. | busy. He said, “I have got a good pair 

They were around the stove to keep | of legs and I can walk.” If a representa- 

them from freezing and they were kept | tive of our government had been there 

there a long time before the accumula- | he would not have walked, he would 

tion was large enough to ship away. I | have wanted the best automobile that 
asked the storekeeper if he wasn’t com- | could be hired. 
mencing to accumulate his eggs pretty Dr. Porter—It seems to me that in 
early in the season, and afterwards I | those northern European countries the 

found he had met with several large | inspection is very cheaply done. It is
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done largely by local officials, by the couraged point in the matter of improv- 
police and men who have other occu- | ing the eggs of Wisconsin. He has been 
pations. The inspection in Norway is | working on that proposition. He excused 
very rigid and I found it so in Sweden. | the farmer on his part by saying that 
Everything is clean and up-to-date. | the gathering of the eggs was largely 
And that is true in Holland, as we all | left to the children and that no doubt 
know. resulted in a good many old eggs being 

Mr. Parrish—It seems to me that we | found and a good many bad eggs being 
are not taking this egg situation seri- | delivered. Now, the children of this, 
ously enough. It means thousands and | State have taken hold of the corn con- 
thousands of dollars in this State. It | tests with such interest that it seems to 
seems to me that we should take some | me that this is a matter that might be 
action, pass some resolution affecting | taken up by the children, and thus we 
this matter. might increase their interest in agri- 

Mr. Hanchett—Prof. Halpin, with | cultural work. They could quickly 
whom I conversed on this subject, | learn the importance of gathering the 
seemed to have arrived at rather a dis- | eggs before they are spoiled. 

FARM CREDITS 

Prof. B. H. Hibbard, Madison. 

The question is often asked why farm- | to buy shares in a farm without taking 
ers are more in need of credit than are | over the whole unit at once. The case 
other businessmen. Nodoubtmerchants | of the young man working with his 
need credit; in fact, a large part of the | father is a fairly frequent one, but it is 
mercantile business is done on credit as | not so usual as to be taken as a solution 
the basis. The fact is credit is more | of the question of farm credit. The 
readily available to the merchant than majority of young men who undertake 
to the farmer, and for causes beyond the | to acquire farms have the task of earning 
control of either. To begin with, a | the money with which to make the pay- 
farmer gets into the business early in | ments. In an old settled section of the 
life. That is to say he takes charge of country this is no small undertaking. 
the farm earlier than a man going into | For example, in southern Wisconsin the 
banking takes charge of a bank. A vast | average size of farms is about 120 acres. 
amount of business is so organized that | The farms are worth say $120.00 per 
young men enter as junior partners or | acre, or $14,400.00. To this sum should 
as subordinates and work up to more | be added another amount not less than 
responsible positions during a period of | 25 per cent as great with which to pro- 
years. On a farm there is ordinarily | vide equipment. Thus it takes around 
but one man in charge; there are no | $18,000.00 to buy and equip a typical 
Junior partners except where a boy | farm in southern Wisconsin. There are 
works at home with his father and in a | many small farms which cost less and 
very few cases is there any opportunity | the beginner makes his start in owner-
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ship as a rule on one of these. The | facts. The bankers of the State report 
mortgaged farms of Dane county are | very uniformly that farmers are given 
smaller by 14 acres than are the farms | the same treatment as other customers 
free from mortgage. Of course the | of equal standing with respect to 
young farmer in most instances makes | security. 
his start as a tenant. The farmer is, of course, not depend- 

Another reason why the present sys- | ent upon the banker as his sole creditor. 

tem of credit does not fit well the farm- | In fact, the greater share of money 

ers’ needs is the slow turnover in farm- | borrowed is obtained elsewhere. The 
ing operations. Without a doubt our | real credit, that is the credit on real 
present system of banking is adapted | estate as security, is obtained in most 

to the needs of the manufacturing and | instances from loan ‘and trust companies, 

merchant class much more exactly than | from insurance companies or from pri- 

to the wants of farmers. Banking is | vate individuals. The last named class 

done with the idea always in mind that | of lenders do not so frequently advance 

the lender may want his money returned | the actual money to a borrower as to 

at no distant date. Thirty, sixty, or | leave it with him on the occasion of the 

one hundred and twenty days is the | sale of land. The loans growing out of 

regular and usual length of time for | a sale of land are among the most 

which notes to the banks are drawn. | favorable of all, since the attractive con- 

These periods of credit correspond very | ditions of the loan are made for the sake 
nicely with the length of time elapsing | of promoting the sale. In Dane 
between the purchase and payment | county three-fifths of the farm loans are 

. for store goods, between sale and col- | at 5 per cent interest, yet it is all but 
lection of manufactured goods, even | impossible to find any five per cent 
between the purchase of raw material | money seeking investment in farm 
and the sale of the finished product in | mortgages. The inference is that the 
connection with many factories. majority of the five per cent mort- 

Compare the above with the needs of | gages were the result of sales of ' 
the farmer. Should he buy grain seed it | farms, and the lower rate was a con- 
is for use in April with the propsect of | dition offered to promote the transfer. 
return six to ten months later. Should Real estate loans are called long time 
he buy cows it is with the hope of return | loans, but just as it was found that the 
through a few years. The same is true | short time loans are so short as to fail to 
where money is wanted for any kind of | conform to the needs of the farmer, like- 
permanent improvement, as in building | wise, the so-called long time loan is too 
barns, milk houses or fences. But with | short. It is too short because it runs on 
rare exception the banker will lend for | an average less than five years, whereas 
but a small part of a year. no farmer can hope to make money 

As to the rate of interest paid, the | rapidly enough to pay off a mortgage 
Wisconsin farmer is somewhat favored | covering a third or half of his invest- 
as compared with surrounding states, | ment in land and buildings. In many 
paying less than is paid in Iowa, | parts of the world there are special 
Minnesota or Michigan, and about the | banks, co-operative or private, organ- 
same as in Illinois. The prevailing | ized for the purpose of loaning money on 
notion that farmers pay a higher rate of | land security for long periods of time. 
interest than is paid by other classes of | Such loans run for twenty years, fifty 
borrowers is hardly borne out by the years, and some even for seventy years.
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These loans are paid off not on the usual | any other state; moreover, the ratio of 
lump sum or partial payment plan, but | the mortgage to the value of the land is 
by amortization. This means by small | high: It must not however be inferred 
regularly recurring payments so com- | that this condition denotes poverty or 
puted that the total amount, some of it | lack of prosperity. There are other 
interest and some of it principal, paid | facts characteristic of Wisconsin farms 
on each pay day is the same throughout | which are of equal or more significance. 
the entire period from the first payment | The percentage of tenancy is lower in 
until the loan is satisfied. this State than in any other north central 

According to the last census reports, | state, from which it may be inferred 
there was in 1910 about $147,000,000.00 | that the Wisconsin farmer is making 
outstanding in mortgages against Wis- | use of the farm loan and owning his 
consin farms, but the reports cover only | land rather than renting of some one 
farms operated by their owners, hence by | else able to own it without so much 
adding a proportional amount for rented | use of borrowed money. 
farms the total would not be far from A recent law passed by the Wisconsin 
$167,000,000.00. This sum is borrowed legislature provides for long time mort- 
at about 6 per cent interest, hence the | gage loans to be repaid on the amortiza- 
amount paid annually ininterest bythe | tion plan. A group of men, not less 
farmers is around $9,000,000.00. Since | than fifteen in number, may incorporate 
about 50 per cent of the farms are | aland mortgage association. The capital 
mortgaged, and the number of farms is | stock must be at least $10,000.00. Loans 
about 177,000, it follows that the aver- | are made on farms up to 65 per cent of 
age size of mortgage is around $1,670.00, | the value of land improved, or not over 
and the average annual interest pay- | 40 per cent on land unimproved. The 
ment $100.00. These amounts seem | mortgages thus secured may be used as 
smiall, but it must be remembered that in | collateral against which bonds are 
the total number of mortgages for the | issued and thus the money recovered by 
State are included a very great many of | the association. It is a method by which 
but a few hundred dotlars each and | the surplus funds of one community may 
that these give the low average. In | be carried to sections where money is 
Dane county the average size of the | scarce. The bonds thus far have sold at 
farm mortgage is almost $46,000.00, par on a 5 per cent basis. The money is 
the rate is 5.13 per cent, hence the inter- | furnished to farmers at one per cent, 
est paid annually is about $236.00. or possibly more, above this rate, and 

At the bank the Dane county farmer, | they have twenty years in which to re- 
who owes anything at the bank, owes | pay the loan. 
about $500.00, on which he pays 6 per What is needed in Wisconsin, as in 
cent, or $30.00. He owes $200.00 to | other states, is a credit system by which 
merchants and pays indirectly about | the farmers may be enabled to use the 
$30.00 in interest on this. All told, | money which now is available among 
then, the Dane county farmers, ex- | their own members without the loss 
cluding a possible quarter of the total | which now obtains in getting it from 
number as not in debt, owe about $5,- | lender to borrower. 
300.00, and pay in interest approxi- The farmers of Dane county deposit 
mately $300.00. more money in the banks than they 

The percentage of mortgaged farms | borrow from them on short time notes, 
is higher in Wisconsin than in almost | yet they receive hardly over 3 per cent
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on the deposits and pay 6 per cent on | proposition that would be well worth our 
the sums borrowed. Some means | time? 
should be devised whereby the farmer Prof. Hibbard—Absolutely so. 
lender could meet the farmer borrower Mr. Houser—In other words, the 
and do business with him without such | banks are simply clearing-houses be- 
a wide margin being necessary. tween the man who wants to lend and 

the man who wants to borrow, and the 
economic problem for both parties is 

to reduce the expense between these 
DISCUSSION two forces. So that, as a business 

proposition on the part of the farmers 
Mr. Houser—What is the total in- | and there being fifty-one per cent in 

terest paid on farm mortgages in Wis- | this State who are in the position of 
 consin and the rate? those who are interested in this propo- 

. Prof. Hibbard—Over $10,000,000.00. | sition, it seems to me that they should 
The rate is about 6 per cent. bring to bear the best of their judgment 

Mr. Houser—If a system could be | to create this agency that would min- 
devised that would reduce the interest | imize the cost of bringing the borrower 
rate to 4 per cent, would it not be an | and the lender together. 
economical gain to the farmer and at the Prof. Hibbard—Over in Germany 
same time would it not permit the use of | when there is money to loan it is turned 
the unused capital; that is, the capital | into a central bank and distributed 
that is represented largely by the certi- through other banks, thus reaching per- . 
ficates of deposits in the banks of the | sons who are short at the time. 

State. Mr. Imrie—A banker told me he had 
Prof. Hibbard—It would undoubtedly | loaned millions of dollars of the farmers 

be an immediate economic gain to those | of southern Wisconsin to the farmers of 
who could take advantage of it. It | the north. He said the bankers would 
would not bring into use a great deal | not let him have the money to loan in 
of unused capital from the amounts of | the north, but he was raised in southern 
money deposited in banks, since such Wisconsin, he came down and talked to 
money is used for making loans any- | the farmers, he got them started and 
how. The lower rate of interest on they drew their money and loaned it out 
farm loans would result in a rise in the | and he just charged a commission. 
price of land. Should, however, the Prof. Hibbard—That man pays six 
lower rates be made available to farmers per cent net to the farmer and takes one 
actually on the land and to no other per cent for doing the business, so that 
land owners, the rise in the price of | he charges the man who gets the money 
land would be less apparent. seven per cent. 

Mr. Houser—The point I wish to Mr. Scott—It seems to me that this 
make as clearly as my muddled brain | isa live question. Mr. Geo. B. Bartlett, 
can present it is that if by exercise of | who is secretary of the Wisconsin Bank- 
our intelligence we could devise a clear- | ers’ Association, knows a good deal of 
ing-house that would bring together the | the conditions and the needs of the 
man who had the money to loan and the | northern Wisconsin farmer. He was 
man who wished to borrow at the least | cashier of a bank in the north and last 
possible cost, to bring about this desired | summer he got the banks and the rail- 
condition, would it not be an economic | roads to co-operate and a company of
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bankers made a trip throughout the | terest. I do not wish to pass judgment 
State. The primary purpose of that | on that, but they are not even com- 
trip was that the bankers might learn | parable. The Government can with- 
a of = new settlers = the | draw this money at any time, whereas 
north as Mr. Bartlett had known them. | if they loaned on land they must loan 
What will result from that Ido not know. | on long time. 
But I have in mind a young man work- A Member—This action of the 
ing for wages, thirty or thirty-five dol- | Government was made by an emerg- 
lars a month, and he looks upon the | ency law to meet certain conditions. 
proposition of buying a farm in southern | Perhaps land contracts could not be 
Wisconsin at $150.00 an acre and stock- | made by the Government under exist- 
ing it and paying for it as a pretty big | ing laws. 
proposition, and it is. It is a life-long Supt. Norgord—If these banks were 
proposition and it is a risky proposition. | established locally, to look up the valua- 
ic se millions of ~. - —— tion : . _—— on oe 

of lan at are just as rich as the lands | are placed an mds issued on those 
of Kenosha county, which are producing | mortgages, would it not be safe for the 
nothing today, absolutely nothing, noth- | Government then to loan such money as 
ing ape They can be cleared at a | they have to these local banks when the 
nominal cost and this young man can | mortgages are inspected by the State 
buy them for from ten to thirty dollars | Government, or where the banks are 
per — = means work, it means we looking after “= application of the 

F pense for dynamite, it means certainly | mortage money? 
to make improvements, to build build- Prof. Hibbard—It would undoubtedly 
ings and to start that land, but if he | be safe. We have a law in this State 
could get the money at a nominal rate, | which permits certain farm loans to be 
I won’t say as low as four per cent, but | made, but the State doesn’t have 

. at five per cent, or even six per cent, it | enough money to make it worth while. 
wouldn’t be as large a proposition to | It would be a very great change in 
him as paying for a farm in southern | Government affairs for us to go into 
Wisconsin at $150.00 an acre, and every | the farm loan business, notwithstanding 
acre of that land that is cleared and | the fact that the Government has mil- 
brought under the plow is an asset to | lions of dollars on hand that can some- 
the State of Wisconsin. times be deposited in Chicago and some- 

A Member—Would it not have been | iimes in New York, because it is likely 
better for the Government to have | to happen that the Government will 
loaned com : _— . want all that money in the next six 

out to the Reserve Ban ould it | months and will withdraw it. If we 
not have been better to have loaned that are going to loan money on farms, the 

money to the farmers at a good per | Government must create a great debi 
cent of interest than to loan it to the | . : 

: in order to get funds to loan out in 
bankers at no interest? that dee dhoaki tbe * 

Prof. Hibbard—That is a hard ques- | ©'4' WAY, anc way should’ if be nece: 
tion to answer. We must remember that | S47Y, When as a matter of fact the fom 
the Government was not getting itself | rs in Wisconsin have money themselves 
into the land business merely by deposit- | to loan at three per cent while their 

ing the money which it already had at | neighbors are paying six for the same 
no interest into another bank at no in- | money?
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A Member—Wouldn’t this be a prac- | order that farm loans may be made out 
tical proposition right along that line? | of the fund, and no money has been 

If the farmers in Wisconsin had money | forthcoming. In other words, the State 
which is drawing three per cent on | is pretty large and the relationship of 
certificates of deposit to be loaned in | the citizens to the State is not very close, 
a very large proportion by the bankers | and it would take a good deal of ma- 
at six, whereby they get a three per | chinery and a good deal of expense to 
cent profit, wouldn’t it be a practical | work out a system of loaning such as 
proposition for the Government to con- | that. I do not know how much we may 
stitute itself as agent to receive from | hope for. State loans are not neces- 
the farmers or other men who have | sarily objectionable, but if the same re- 
money which they wish to loan upon | sult can be obtained through private 
certificates of deposit, or something | means and through co-operative com- 
similar, and then through the Govern- | panies, there is reason to believe these 
ment agency re-loan this money to the | means more desirable than through the 
farmers at four per cent and be safe? State. 

Prof. Hibbard—We have a law in The Member—I think it is entirely 
Wisconsin providing for the receipt of | practicable and I think it ought to be 
money in a way quite similar to that, in | done. 

| FARM ACCOUNTS. 

H. D. Griswold, West Salem. 

3 Farming today is being recognized as 
a a business, and justly so, as there is no 

Es - business that requires more general 
a Bee knowledge, more skill and more study 

es os than farming. In all other business 

“s F a which is carried on with any degree of 

“aa . oi’ success, a system of bookkeeping and ac- 
sa ee counting is carefully kept from which 

a, r the business is studied. The things 

, , which bring the most profit are given 
jes first place, while those which bring little 
ad SB 4 ' | or no profit are dropped out and the 
& aoe general expenses are cut down wherever ate : 

we rf possible. 

an ; Competition today is very keen, which 

‘ . makes business men take account of 

” these things as they never have before. 

The farmer has not been brought up 
” \ to keep books, he does not do it natur- 

\ ally and his education has not taught 
him to do it. He works hard and when 

his day’s work is done he has no appetite 

H, D. Griswold, for accounts, but once he gets started
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2 ere.) 5. 

CASH ACCOUNT FOR JUNE, 1909. 
SS S.9.—_0_0OO0SS“(4“«“$“@SOoooooo 8 

Received Paid = Sess a eee 
June 1 Cash on NOI aan caste race thins Seaton oe cad $41 82 “1 Interest on MR so acces ce 37 50 Sf) a eenen tei a Grams Co ed 78 61 « 1 B.R. Fare, 44c.; Dry Goods, $3.75............................. b:sdssaicniciveweerennsers il $4 19 cet ee ee ee te ee Farreteperieteteersiaie 24 00 Poe He Wages for MR sta iinet einen Aes a athena 26 50 “2 100 Lbs. Bran, $1.30; Beef bill to date, $6.05. 7 35 2 Postum, 25c: Salmon, 15¢; Spices, 50¢....0c eeetaenedacal 90 i 3) Beef, 18c; Medicine, 40c; Fruit, 406¢....00000 00 eraoth oe seiieasstsndeivasn 98 eee NOME AOR reenter ens Re ep Te ete Baers 23 00 i 4 Dry Goods, $2.70; Postage, 130.0000 aimarseceashances, 2 83 ce nee Ree seveestere 8 33 i 4 Cereal, 25c; Cheese, 47c; Beef, 456.0000. eee 117 « 5 Dry Goods. $1.50; Stamps, 50c............. Seeneote Sracenceseceiel 2 00 7 Dry Goods, $1.37; Shoes for C., ee Heian Ce i a §2 “7 Yeast, 5¢; Soap, Jpe: Crackers, 25¢; Hominy, 14e. 0 54 “7 3 Registrys and 2 PMID croc Secs Sistactrernes sce een 8 00 i 8 Kerosene, 50c; Fruit, 20c; oe Die en ee EEE, EERE RENTS SH, 80 « 8 Cement, $2.90; Pail, 25c; Pitcher, 45c..... rk sentinel tai 3 60 i Reem ho Ea Crosse Cen ed 60 42 ae Registry III 55 onto ene snqeeneeend cnriopsenesnntdeacsoseotusies, 2 00 

ee Hieney wie; Chocne, Ghe; Fruit, Moe sss deseccocctecsecc, sss 83 ie ge SMe Pay en Coe peer ee | oe “10 Premium on rea oo asses lecsie cc 10 00 10 2 Cows, Oakaton and NON careless 195 00 “10 Deposited in I rae iiesctssises ee ARR eh Oe apececgasl 150 00 ce Sk | SR cn te 10 15 oe Sen iee ss sacs emrssannsesesonssiss 25 00 ; “11 Dry Goods, $1.00; Shoes, I A anche ar neneBaace eae 275 i 12. Fruit, 50c; Salmon, 25c; Cream of Wheat, 400" iene tonic 115 414 Salt, $1.15; Bran, $1.35; Beef, 75.00.00... J scbeceseceowenprenewenveres 3 25 i 14, BR. R. Fare, 60c; Fruit, 50c; Salmon, 50c. epsesismerewseotneennsesncil 1 60 28 Gta fon SNORE oer a Gg “15 Cream to La Ee ee, aE REI OL TR 54 80 : “16 Stamps, 75c; fa POND, BE. otisssrtnct tee ssteeE ciaitce ioe miieaiicte 115 «. 16 Beef, 90c; 1 Transfer, $1.03..................00 00 iebdonsnas acrnea teh ascenian 1 93 “17 5 Pigs at $3.00 I a So ranks ep scwecay 15 00 {17 James Ashburn for bull, part pay 070000 25 00 a ae Coe toe Bi ta awa peiiaatesadbansit cneceavoeecengeen cereal 25 00 ain ee es EME BOE EIU ee seer rrecreszstrearersss eece 7 56 “18 Anton in full for I non rwperen to shosatieorss ness 86 00 19 Lock, 25¢; Beef, 78c; Fruit, 90c: Sugar, SOG. .5 os. Baie aed 2 43 co at Cream to La Salle Co.cc aesescabeed 51 70 “21 Bran, $1.30; Express, $1.50; Printing, 'G275....-.-.-ceccb icc 5 55 “ 23 3 Hops. NOD EGO BNO 67 45 23) Dry Goods, $3.15; Stamps, 50c.. vonnennanon tecmebeesesainsccatyatoucacecers 3 65 S24 Beef, 25c; Herring, 26c; Corn Starch, scenester es rissa sean 71 ae ee ORS ee savcenenenssenenegntneesosasasivasedpnsetsniessecccshersnetesn 7 00 “26 Beef, 35c; Postage, 13c: Coffee, sect sie eae onesie 68 S26 Bak. Powder, 35c; Cr. of Wheat, 30c: Crackers, 400.00 fo ooo occcccoscccsenen, 105 “27 Church and Sunday NONE ccna eke ae ee ne 45 wc (aR Creamery Better accion pesesrednstaasies ata 9 62 28 Lard, $1.35; Oil, 45c; Fork, 406.0000 eR ae 2 20 Rg i eo aysnesereneennvthvonsensass|ensesearetsnenssosnenesiies 58 62 i. 28 Screen, 45c; Box Rent, 20¢.00000000000 pe ecaereeanetaenerceed 65 ‘S| 28 Keeping Brown’s Calves...... san sesenrorinagnnon sheen ee tee i OTL 19 40 | 29 Stamps, 55¢: Dry Goods, 50c: Vinegar. 25¢. pisedsnsasceshaniosis sheer 1 30 So [a Ee LOE NOE 5 cernyecevenennrseorennrerves aks ee 13 05 “29 Jo Supon, for Work... sstnenteenssonabepennsnsneatan Minsonesguoneeencetenemsucnes 15 00 

$759 74 $551 60 
Cash on Rand, July 1 scccceceerect $208 14 

eS Ie
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. FIG. 2. 

RECEIPTS—SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTS FOR YEAR 1909. 

oe 
Received Paid 

arrest ee eae a 
CUI NI ct crc sr. acer spies esas ey aoe nr nd aeSbntuaedetanee a ee AE 

ro aipea ere hierar tai cee 
TE cs sos case espe oe rnccreta cathe rastind aelesndbanetomeebecedoisccd 127 96 
CR ee EES SR Se iors sc neseseeokraeeer-seecte 112 85 
Seamless AI Deco. aS Atak 62 58 

$5,098 87 

FARM PRODUCTS CONSUMED IN FAMILY OF 8 
PERSONS 

Ir a sare Gent Sern seneope ps enedorsotor sadn pon nee $70 00 
Eggs and chickens...................... Be ee rt coh ee aac 50 00 

RR a i sin scl goes ecsstgs veshocdos sod retteeemeretenn nolo 60 00 
Vegetables, $25.00; fruit, $15.00. oc cspssscstehasesdesscsitood 40 00 

220 00 

SOOM cecaphs sccorsstars seas eomnaistosatcnina isioctbisutpeeosnaieome toe OT 

EXPENSES 

Hired help on the farm.......0...000.00.00000. retain certo ext neat ae a coorcorisng-ca $618 20 
Hitoanel Ditties Baa Ulin Mea epics cco scot este eo Fenensse LL eee | 193 80 y 
We 6 aah escola reefs cs Soap nisin Ee Da emesis errata 350 00 
BO arate ara aghast ch Res eens tcc ca case tener 217 44 
Si TT SE SONNE cee nares ce Ns ce ccc asa 723 50 
Whe pWite why COMMIT e Aine Cebit gh hoa vasnscn sen casseevosesvsnnens Pivccssssedensizenncocec 145 71 
Bice GE Gaiam ss obi 08. Aes bb pestigdtasarecssctnechonenere ed eet 130 00 
RRR nace sos aps recone RD TN 200 00 
FRCUNRRN: MND SRROENVORIOMR ech cionsrcertasa bts ose ack ane 397 94 
Wipry Ge ne SE woo ian lat Sect dein cg ortas nce ctor accserscrncces 270 82 
NN ca rrr te a rte a oe cv catigsd wes csp ia ae 100 00 
Ppa BO, COUR EN BEB IO 5s er ogee hci eshohersesrtess dele ascites Peck esa, 111 00 
Gifts and traveling expenses...................0-.:-scsccsssesssessessecsvesseeneene SR Ae 158 62 
Tibermmmen tinct INAS Shas SU ie teabvcncccetbte-atacheuntl se SOOM 
SSR ee nese crs cdc teeters stccesrcscid Mas clases css acsnce 63 85 . 
EE acti NG A citer cle) NR ee 
MO eis s ANI eg ockn hep tcc tgicec TE 220 00 
Webespe GAG. GOs singpinr S590 2 nee ctc nel Sbeedbabicchenfhapehanncbonslb See 75 20 
Merah ieee RO OO csp chs ddne meer PbvmmscverrsSersntccerne 113 29 
Fruit, $27.66; tea and coffee, $5.90..........-..ccccs-ssccesssssseesseeccsssseeseesfovssees Sie 33 56 
Swenieew We fie Pate eo. Me ee, IN 95 94 

PON chee tite cs saeicteaMereninnexine ab hstat AG Ring a aches ea cae sand 
Samer a nn es ee Ng 

and becomes interested he sees the value In everything that is well done, there 
of it in so many ways that instead of its | must be a time and place, system and 
being a burden to him, it becomes a | regularity. The time naturally comes 
source of interest and even of pleasure. | at the close of the day’s work. The
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materials for keeping his accounts must | and its sum computed, as put down in 
be convenient. A desk of some sort Figure 2. 
should be located where it will be handy, If you pay some or all of your bills 
have good light and be used exclusively | with checks, that is just the same as 
for the farm business. Here the farmer money and it is put down in the same 
keeps his books, letters, stationery, way in your book. 
pens, pencils, ink and stamps where he You can see on your book just what 
can put his hand on them. The chil- | lines of income are paying you best and 
dren must be taught to keep out. by comparing one year with another can 
Many systems and books for farm ac- | see what income has been most uniform 

counts have been advocated by men not | and is most dependable. You can also 
on the farm, but the farmer that works | discover the chief lines of expense and 
hard will not accept any hut the most | whether or not they can be lessened. 
simple and concise that is possible. You will also find that small items which 

I believe there is a growing tendency occur frequently foot up more in a year 
among farmers to ran accounts, to put than you expect. For instance: if you off the payment of bills, in short never bansiisias t at the shop ia small 
to pay today what can be put off till a ee ee ee ai 
tomorrow. This is wrong. Every ee ie Peed toa pes farmer should pay his bills promptly; | 8 Sum at the end of the year, and i it will win bim & rani ‘and a name | You have it charged for any length of that is worth much in his business and | time, the bill will invariably be more 
will greatly simplify his bookkeeping. than you expected. 

A second book should also be kept, in 
A Simple Accounting System which are all running accounts with 

others, especially farmers, bills receiv- 
In our own system, covering a period able, bills payable, and all other ac- 

of forty years, I have found a double- | counts should be carefully kept, with 
lined ledger, as shown in Figure 1, to the dates of each transaction. 
be the most convenient book. - The These accounts if regularly put down amount of cash on hand at the beginning 2 3 
of the month is put down at the top of and dates are just as good in law as the page. The dates are put down on | 29Y other accaunts. Do not depend on 

the left-hand side, then a brief note of | Your memory; it is a treacherous thing, 
the article in question. If it is a receipt, | never to be trusted. Your neighbor 
it is put down in the first, if an article | does not keep the account and if you 
of expense, in the second column. At | do not some day there will be trouble 
the end of the month, the sum of each | and perhaps hard feeling that a brief ac- 
column is computed and the difference | count properly dated and itemized 
between should be the cash on hand | would have made clear and satisfactory, 
which begins the next month. Habits are easily formed and the 

If different members of the family are | habit once formed of sitting down at 
using money, the bills should all be | the desk after the day’s work is done 
carefully kept and handed in at the desk. | and writing down the day’s accounts 

At the end of the year any items of | soon becomes a part of the regular 
income or expense can be singled out | routine and is done as a matter of 
by going over the books for the year, | course.
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DISCUSSION . intend to. It is a foolish custom and 
often the cause of serious loss. Never 

A Member—What benefits have you sign your name for a stranger, no matter 
derived from your bookkeeping? what his pretext may be. 

Mr. Griswold—First, a knowledge of A Member—Should the man handle 
the business, what pays best on my | all the money? 
farm, and a working toward the best Mr. Griswold—There must be a head, 
things. Second, a lessening of expenses | a manager, one person who does the 
wherever possible. Many times it has | business. That person should be the 
saved me from paying bills twice. It | one best able to do it. It is not always 
has given me a chance to compare one | the man, sometimes the wife is the 
year with another, so that I am able manager. Whoever the manager is, he 
by the items recorded and their dates | must handle the money and keep the 
to trace out many items of useful in- | accounts. Children that are old enough 
formation. to know how to use and take care of 

A Member—If you could live your money, I believe are best placed on an 
life over again, would you follow the allowance, it makes them learn to know 
same plan? = the value of money and what can be 
eno renim pide ed foe 8 ee ee 

fan i bookkeeping is concerned (not have an allowance for her needs. None in all things). I have found no other ilk k fi z ad 
method so simple and at the same time of them like to ask for money an so satisfactory. regular allowance that they can. call 

A Member—Do you ever sign your their own gives them more independence 

neighbor’s notes? and satisfaction, besides the wife, as a 
e¥Mr. Griswold—No, sir. I have never | rule, is more economical than her hus- 
signed another man’s note, and I never | band. 

BOOK-KEEPING ON THE FARM 

W. J. Dougan, Beloit 

It has come to be recognized by all Requirements of a Satisfactory 
that records of the varied operations Farm Account System 
on the farm are essential. Compre- : 
hensive records of the income and ex- These are the requirements of a satis- 
penditures and the herd are of especial | factory farm account system: First, 
importance. it must be simple; the average farmer 

Most farmers try to keep some sort | has not the training or the time to 
of accounts. The methods vary from | keep, post and balance a full set of 
a complete set of books to a diary or | books. Second, it must analyze the 
a line in a note book. Whatever the | varied operations so that the farmer 
method, the majority of farmers are | may know from whence his profits 
failing to keep a comprehensive account, | come. Third, it must give a compre- 
one that will sum up at the end of the | hensive summary at the end of the 
year and tell just where the farm stands. | year showing the financial standing of
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the farm. A daily or monthly balance For two years I have been using the 
is not desirable and is almost impossible. | index system, which seems to meet 
The farming business is in harmony | the above requirements in a large de- 
with the cycle of the seasons and not | gree. It is a system by which all of 
until we have finished can we get a | the items of the month are placed on 
balance that means much. two opposing pages of the book, the 

SUMMARY OF INVENTORY a a es ae een 

Line Amount Amount In- De- 
No, Description Reference Jan. 1,19 | Jan.1,19 crease crease 

1 | Real estate...................] Page 4, total Al $153.00] $153.00) 0... | oe 
2 | Livestock... Se Be 42.12) 50.32 96 cOP ee = 
3 | Equipment............. “8 “ C} 1,993.00] 1,915.75)..............c:} $77.25. 
4 | Purchased feed, sup- sos vies at Eagatin Raced asain De siisicim. 

plies, and mise........) “ 5, “ D] 1,144.80} 1,349.00 204 . 20)............ 
5 | Farm crops................ Cee is te 

6 Total investment... tae 22,649.80} 23,596.75] 1,024.20) 77.25 
7 Add accounts and 

notes receivable... “32 Balance| .... ne acne 

8 aR RM a oe esccteencton 22,649.80] 23,596.75] 1,024.20] 77.25 
9 Deduct accounts and 

notes payable......... “ 33, Balancel............ = ren saree: 

10 Total Net Assets|.......cc.scs-.-.-.----.]$22, 649. 80/$23,596.75| $946.95 |.............. 
Se Sere a ie 

FARM SUMMARY 
oa 

Description : Reference Value Total 
value 

INCOME: 
Receipts, grant total for years] Page 6, Col. H..| $4,584.46) oo. 
Increased inventory of total investment. ae “ 34, Line 10 946.95) $5,531.41 

EXPENDITURES: 
Disbursements, grand total for year............ a 7, Col. Q] 2,614.46)................. 
Decreased Inventory of total investment......... Pe, A IE DINE sre shcarceerrente Baeneses a 
Unpaid family labor except manager (hired man 
Eden eee EP CUR Ate nad MARR cl hia 990.00) 252355. 

Board (Hired man and portion of family work-| 
ROM I oer cscsinne ie Aiea 135.00] 2,869.46 

Net income with deducting interest...) 00000 00occcccccseesseaee ieveceeees] 2661295 
Interest on total investment at % $..cccocc0c.cc000.| occ ccoceceeveeveveoveee iauatitelselias 1,132.49 
Less interest paid on mortgage debt at % $0) o2. oc cccccccseesesssesfsecsssvevssveeses| ccsetececsarsvnseees 

Managerial income or net profits (labor income)}...0000000..000-...ccccseccefoseessssesseceeeeee| $1,529.46 
a a ee
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income on one side and the expenditures | time. To most farmers this is one 
on the other. In this way all the items | of the difficult parts of book-keeping. 
of the month are before the eye at | The check system of paying helps 
once. These items are classified under | much in this. At the end of each 
appropriate headings. Each item thus | month I run over my check-book stubs 
has its index number. Instead of writ- | and put into the account book the 
ing the item, its index number is put | items in their proper places. All 
into the book in its proper place. The | small items not paid by check I try 
loose indicator or index corresponds in | to place at once. I find the income 
its headings and divisions with those | records easy to keep accurately. This 
of the book. This indicator assists | is true on all the farms I have observed. 
in lining the date across the page and | In this index system it is easy to trace 
by its index system classifies the item | the income from the various operations 
we wish to enter. of the farm and thus to determine the 

Pages 146 and 147 are samples from | profitable lines. 
the book showing the entries of a month 

and pages 148 and 149 are the indicator 
showing its classification of the items. The Herd Record 
Each column is footed for the monthly 
summary. The monthly summaries are | _ The herd record is another important 
so arranged that there is no posting | line of farm book-keeping. When the to get the annual summary of income | few cows in the herd could be desig- 
and expenditures. nated by Spot, Roan, Reddie and 

The index method of recording the | Brindle it was easy to find a distin- 
items is unique in that it saves space, guishing name for each cow. Usually saves time and helps to classify items the calf bore some resemblance to its 
and get them in their proper column. dam and the pedigree was easily traced. 
It fixes them where they are easily With the grading up of our herds ~ 
accessible for the summary; however, that the animals all look alike, and 
the comprehensive summary is the hea the increase may numbers, the 
most valuable feature of the system. dairyman often finds himself = a loss A summary of an actual farm is shown to get suitable names for his cows, 
herewith. and these names usually mean little. 

Thi Spee iace N It is still more difficult to keep in 
nS page 3 sel explanatory. Note | rind the record of a cow during her that each item to be placed in the life on the farm. 

summary is traced back to its place 
in the back by the directions in the : I have worked out a system of nam- 
reference column. If one gets the items | "8 and recording by which T can down at -the proper time during the trace each cow in all the essentials of 
year, it is only a few hours’ work to | CoWhood for her entire life on the 
carry the accounts through to com- | farm. 
pletion and make them “talk”. With The system is this: Each year all 
this system and its complete summary, | the cows coming into the producing 
ene cannot fail to come to a true | herd receive the serial letter for that 
understanding of his finances. Note, year and a numeral. I began my rec- 
however, that everything depends upon | ord in 1914. All the cows in the 
Setting the items down at the right | milking barn at that time received
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the letter A. All cows that were | own for all time. These are what 
brought in during that year, either | I call the stable name or given name. 
by purchase or from my own breeding The family or pedigree name is 

herd, were also given the serial letter | fixed in this way: The heifer that 
A. and the numeral according to their | came into the dairy herd as A53 was 

time of entry into the producing herd. | a daughter of Al and my herd sire 

Thus, the original forty cows in the | Roger of Fern Ravine. I have given 

barn were recorded as Al, A2, A3 up | this bull the index name (,1), therefore 
- to A40. The next one to come into | the pedigree name of A53 is (.A1,1). 

the dairy herd was a cow I purchased. | Thus by these six letters and figures 
She took the name A4l. The next | I have a name that means all this: 
was a heifer of my own raising to | That this heifer came into the produc- 
freshen. She took the name A42. | ing herd as No. 53 late in the year 
These significant name numbers Te- | 1914; that her dam was Al whose 

main with the cow during her life, | record of production and regularity 
on her stall, the milk sheet and in the z t 

of service I have recorded in permanent 
record book. The next year I use the fi Th saat thei tha 
letter B to designate the year in which a ae ee ee 

the cow comes into the producing herd heifer =s daughter of (1), that is, 
and the numerals 1, 2, 3, etc., to place | according to my index, my former 
her in her order of entrance and fix | herd bull Roger. Is not this a long 
her name. This name is her very | story to be told in six letters? - 

SAMPLE PAGE FROM RECORD A2 

1914 1915 | 1916 | 1917 | 1918 | 1919 | 1920 | 1921 

Inventory 
Villeetceene cara 68 Es beast case esr erent 

Calf Record 
DOR es Ree he Sense ae a Ba ees 

Pedigree Name......,.......:..--| A2,1 MaDe ee eee ad eo f 
Disposed of................:.0-..... Kept MIN Bestia cas ssesasece scl ccacaapcos occ casnconedlccvcksasasPcsnscasiase 

Service Record 
- oti EER cceece attired vb og 1 Bee RR ae enc ba Ee eect weecess 
pg RE eects cpebt tes eGo 721 See ste 
seer ae ee OR ee es pe 

Whe sess trctessacs ROWE SRT EF neko Pek ode 

Produce Record 
Wipe a este cera weenie Ee cree ans Ee eecciss 
ik) Senleiepemenees eee Ong Meg Rare cere emer eae 

Remarks 

FL
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RECEIPTS ee 

ot 

wyig. | erate Other | Dairy | Poultry | Miscel- 
Month crops and veg-| Cattle live- produc and aneass 

etables stock eges 

Jan., 1915 

Ciera Athol aeteiotbin Era ich soe cc em BLS Ms co ee 

POR creel 37 secligepncse oe MAUD MEMS Ccsavensaere $58 ORE Sc.:.8 258 as 

WR i niece tat a ae ee ee 91 24 $4 32) 154 Ss eeetieseren 

- » Mayen. Nits ins invicta eee 15 51 1 eerie 

TARY. acc a aesniaer en taa pean PO OE re cernaian® 1 Pearman 
DIC. csce | SO Eo 4 50} 219 50 85 01 34 9} 22 Aataereneee 

Year totals} $359 cccceee| $180 00] $665 76/$1,178 32] $72 $344 Besareasthee> 

Grp COCR Be PONE cio diopesss ee  e e S 

a Ne ne ee
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DISBURSEMENTS * a ee 

I J K L M N ° P Q ‘ 

Perm. =. Assess- 
z > Live- Feed, Seeds = 
imprv'ts| stock | Labor | bedding| and | Re- | ™ent® | Miscel- Month 
mach., te eal pales and laneous 
equip. = sa EP P office ex.| 

Jan. 1915 

snseensescosseetee ieharessnceseoreinsethtaarertnn A, MORE AMM tec scpne nee ictend ade OT WOME akncase 19 

56 00} 50 00) 21 00 95 70) 1 25)............ 200 29} 37 13) Jan. 
sina 76 F206 h a hey OES esac Feb. 

113 75} 3 84) 64 20 21 sinacleomial Ae a : i LoRene eae Lice) SESS 
scbdetetviners Mterecngetoiaae 58 00) 52 32 8 69) 6 5Q)............... 1 30)... April 
oatcwastuarectdiasteuseasecies 56 100} 150 00} 1 10).............. 2 87)... May 

cpoemeacasgatase 2 10) 53 aescbeseps 49 13 35} 4 75)...........| June 

eneenesberaliie Ma esatdwcnanten BF OD). ..0...560 FARE Oe WB ci acicce $0)...0..5) Rag: 

Me OE gcse icing 56 70) I reese ca Beticenetrecnersfersocanscoa ONES 
NOSE cnc OO BN oe cae at Re Bi ace Niadiehaenndey eet 

$732 81) $231 94] $698 45] $226 72] $219 22/$85 10] $209 49] $46 45)... 

a a ed Year 
shdescesetsonsinflssnesnasscssabeopptcentorsirraficteontevs scensereeneesonsenesaprseavensneed tyeectnessosssedfonessies QRI450 SS) “totale
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INDICATOR 
2 | 

z Quan. a Quan. z Quan. z Quan. z Quan. z Quan. z Z 

| Value | | Value | | Value | | Value |g] Value |Z] Value | | Value |Z Value 

A B c D: E F G H 

Fraits Other Dairy Poultry Mis- 

Field and Cattle live- prod- and cellane- 

crops vege- stock ucts eggs ous 

tables 

1| Barley | 1| Apples | 1 | Bulls 1 | Horses | 1 | Milk 1] Chi'k'ns} 1 | Lumber] 1} ........... 

2 | Black- 
2 | Corn ber'ies} 2] Cows | 2] .........) 2] Cream | 2] Ducks | 2] Poste | 2 | ncwsnn 

3 | Cab- 3 | Skim- Z 

3 | Cotton bage | 3 | Heifers} 3 | Sheep milk | 3] Geese | 3] Wood | 8 | nnn 

4 | Butter-] 4 | Turk- | 4 | Rent of 
4 | Oats 4] Onions | 4 | Calves | 4 | Hogs milk eys land WB cere 

5 | Pota- 5 | Dressed| 
5 | Rye toes | 5| Steers | 5] ........| 5 | Butter poult'y] 5 | Labor | 5| ........... 

6 | Rasp- 
6 | Wheat ber'es | 6] Vel | 6| Bees | 6|.......1 6] Eggs | 6] Hides | 6]... 

7| Gras | 7 | Straw- | 7 | Dressed Fp 
seed berries| Ret 8 Pd Pend A ed ee 

8 | Breed- | 8 | Breed- 
Site. 1 8} 4 ing fees| ing fees| 8 | nnn 8 | nn] 8] Homey | 8 | nnn 

9 | Tobac- 
co 64) 8 Oh ed Ol cee 

“yo | Prem- | 10 | Prem- a RY PP) a my FS a es 
iums iums iums iums iums ey ee es 

ee ee eee 

This heifer, A53, dropped a heifer | another sire on the farm. 

calf. She will probably come into the Through this pedigree system I can 

dairy herd in about two years. Her | trace an animal back through any 

pedigree name will be (.53,2). The ,2 | number of generations. 

signifies that she was sired by Adam, Below is a sample page giving the
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; : INDICATOR a 
eee : 

° Ss J s S| s S| c s 2 Z} Quan. |Z Z| Quan, |2| Quan. |Z 1 z iz 
E} Value |S} Value |} Value |S] Value |e! Value fe] Value” |] Value fe] Value |g] Value 

I J K L M N ° P Q 

Perma- Assess- 
nent im-| | Live- ments 
prove- stock | Feed, Seeds and Mis- 
ments, pur- Labor | |tedding, and Repairs office cellan- 
machin- | | chased ete. | | supplies expenses eous 

ery equip- 
ment 

1Carpen- | 1}Rent, 1\Travel- 
1\Land 1/Horses | 1|Regular | 1|/Bran 1)Field try taxes ing a 

2|Harvest- 2|Black- 2} Insur- . 
2lHouse | 2|Cattle ing 2|Corn 2|Grass smith ance | 2|Fairs a 

3)Midd- 3}Machin- | 3{Telephone] 3]Veteri- 
3/Barns | 3|Sheep _| {Silo lings | 3|Garden ery telgraph | | nary =| 3}... 

4|New 4}Thresh- | 4|0i1 4|Pertil- 4|Regis- | 4|Freht & 
\ fences | 4/Hogs ing meal izer 4)Harness tration express | 4)... 

5!Orchard, 5|Shred- 5}Fuel, oil, | 5|Lighting | 5|Cow- 
ete. 5|Poultry ding | 5|Salt ete. system testing | 5|Legal | 5}... 

6|Machin- 6|Drugs, | 6)Painting | 6|Stationery| 
ery 6] Exes 6)Baling | 6)... | ete. postage | 6|Iuterest | 6)....... 

7|Wagons, 7/Farm 
ete Tcencnen| {Sawing | 7/AMalfa | 7]Dairy | 7) cen] | papers | Pcl Tommone 

8|Breeding 8] Adver- 
8] Harness service | 8|Grinding | 8|Clover | 8\Twine | s}......| | tising | 8) 0} Bho i 

9|Hard- 
Dairy | Wenn] Yenncrnnned Derren] | Ware | 9)..........) 9[Dues 7a. 

10|Miscellan- 10| Miscellan- 
10} cnn f LO} noonenn]10/Board — |10/Bedding | | eous {10} Auto eous {10 cae” ee 

ea er ee I AE A 

actual record of one cow since I started | been worked out for a grade herd, it : 
this system. could be easily adapted to a pure bred 

This page provides further record | herd and save some of the nervous 
of this cow for eight years. strain of the long fictitious names and 

While this herd record system has | complicated records. ‘
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THE WISCONSIN FARM CONTEST 

D. H. Otis, Madison. 

The farmer is or should be a business average of their county and with the man. As such he must study the | best in the state. 
factors that make for success in his During the first year (1913) there business. were 150 farmers connected with the Fortunately farmers are not serious | work. The following year this was competitors. The more good farmers | increased to 440 farmers and for the in a community, the better it is for ensuing year (1915) there are over 650 every farmer in the community. The | farmers who have signed statements larger the number and the better the | that they will keep records of their quality of the cattle in the community, | business transactions and hand them the more prosperity it brings to every | in to study for demonstration purposes. breeder in the community. If the During the past year the work has cattle are all of the same breed, so | been conducted in 21 counties dis- much the better. tributed over the entire State. Local This makes it possible for one farmer meetings were held in these counties to help another farmer without giving | and at these meetings each farmer was away any business secrets or in any way | given a factor sheet showing the results injuring his own business. As would obtained on his farm and alongside of naturally be expected, there are large | these were placed the results of the differences in the net results obtained average of the county, the average of on different farms. Studying the | the State and the average of the best reasons for this difference makes it | ten. The factors that make for success possible to point out to one farmer how | in farming were discussed at these he may improve his conditions by study- | meetings. 
ing the methods of another. As no 
farmer is perfect in all his methods, so The Farm Contest an Incentive to every farmer may learn from other Keep Farm Accounts 
farmers. : 

The Wisconsin Farm Contest has The Growth of the Wisconsin Farm emphasized the necessity of some 
Contest simple yet accurate method of keeping 

e z accounts. Farmer after farmer has 
The Wisconsin Farm Contest was asked for assistance along this line. 

started to encourage farmers to study The work of keeping financial records the business management of their hae th duced: by “utiiei farms. It is to the credit of the | Das been greatly reduced by utilizing farmers enlisting in the movement that | the machinery offered by the banks. they come in, not because they expected The Bank Book. All receipts can to win a prize, but because they want to | be recorded in the bank book by the 
learn all they can about their business | banker, if the farmer will make out a 
and compare their results with the | suitable deposit slip indicating the
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source of income. Cash as well as | farmers in the keeping of records. 
checks can be handled in this way. For the year 1915 these various parties 

have paid the cost price for a simplified 
Deposit Slip account book which has been given free 

Depot be AB Herne to the farmers who have entered this 

ais movement and have promised in writing 

Baabeh os fos aoe that they would keep their accounts. 
Post Office....................August 17, 1915. | At the end of the year, these books are 

Cash A. J. Anderson—calf.............. $ 10.00 to be turned over to the College of 
Cash Enterprise Grocery—eggs...... 1.18 Assist 1 ea ere 
Check B. S. Royce—hay................__ 45.82 | Agriculture long enough for the latter 
Check Model Cr’y Co.—cream........ 115.83 | to obtain the necessary figures for 

z ——— | conducting the Farm Management 
OGRE cee EE SS Demonstration and Contest work in 

the State. The books will then. be 
By depositing all income in this manner, | returned to the farmers with a factor 
the farmer will have a record of all | sheet showing the rank of the farm 
his receipts in his bank book. relative to the factors making for 
The Check Book. As far as possible, | success in farming. Over 650 farmers 

expenses should be paid with check. | in the State have promised to keep 
The check will serve as a receipt and | their records for this purpose. To 
the stub as a record of the transaction. encourage the keeping of records, the 
When it is desired to have a little | wisconsin Condensed Milk Company of 
change for incidental expenses, a check | Racine County has offered the ensuing 
can be drawn for $5.00 and charged to year $75.00 cash prizes to be distributed 
miscellaneous, incidental or personal | in the sums of $25.00, $20.00, $15.00, 
expenses. If desired, a separate check $10.00 and $5.00 amounts to the farmers 
book can be kept for family expenses. | of the county who will present the best 

The Farm Account Book. This | kept set of books for the year. This is 
should contain the farm inventory, | a feature of the county work that needs 
the credit accounts and space for | encouragement. The business men of 
distributing the receipts and expenses. | Janesville have offered prizes for the 
This book should be as simple as possible | farmers of Rock County who are 
and so arranged as to require the engaged in this work. 
minimum of labor in adding, posting 

and summarizing. We are pleased to Prizes for the State Contest 
state that such books are in existence, 
and farmers are using them. ‘The Hoard’s “Dairyman” prizes have 

been increased from $300 to $500, with 
The Farm Contest Enlisting Local | the understanding that considerable 

Co-operation emphasis will be placed upon the home 
life of the farm, or the part played by 

Local co-operation is playing a large | the farmer’s wife. It was deemed 
factor in thé farm management demon- | unwise to separate the farm home from 

stration work. Business men, bankers, | the farm and offer separate prizes. 

county representatives, county agri- | The prizes are awarded therefore to the 

cultural schools and high schools are | farmer and his wife. 

lending material assistance in the The Wisconsin “Agriculturist” has 

collection of the data and assisting | materially encouraged the movement by
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offering prizes for the best work in | make everything work out satisfactorily 
each county. The farmer and his wife | In like manner we believe that th: 
whose farm ranks first in the county are | contest has been beneficial to th« given a cash prize of $10.00, to be | farmers in opening their eyes to some of 
awarded at the State meeting. Twenty- | the problems they have upon their ow: 
one prizes for 21 counties were awarded | farms. They have been led to see the 
at this State meeting. need of applying business principles 

The Wisconsin Farm Contest has management of their farms and many of been made possible through the hearty | them have requested advice upon the co-operation and good will of the farmers problems that this work has emphasized. entering it. The work has given us a| It is the spirit of co-operation that 
clearer conception of the farmers’ | makes us feel encouraged ip taking 
needs and the difficulties that he has in | hold of this work and pushing it. We 
organizing his farm activities so as to | believe it has a great future. 

PROFITABLE PRACTICES IN FEEDING DAIRY CATTLE. 

E. C. Jacobs, Elk Mound. 

dairy breeding, or cows which when 
| properly fed and cared for will return a 

a profit in milk production. As intelli- 
— gent feeding can result only when we 

know the individual butter production 
of each cow, it follows that the individual 
record of the production of the herd must 

. be kept. As our efficiency is affected by 
y the conditions under which we live, so 

the efficiency of the cow is influenced by 
comfortable and sanitary surroundings, 
and especially by being able to “live 

= in peace with all men.” Be, 4 

/ | Factors that Contribute to Good 
Feeding 

Let us consider the subject of feed- 
. ing under two heads: 

1. What are the needs of the in- 
dividual animal? 
2. What amount and what variety of 

| food must we supply in order to meet 
E. C. Jacobs. | the requirements of the animal most 

| effectively and economically? 
Profit can result from feeding dairy Self preservation is a law of life which 

cattle only when we have dairy cattle | applies to cows as well as men. The 
to feed, namely, young stock of good ' first demand upon the ration given any
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1imal will be that of furnishing the | concentrated feed per day -for every 

materials to repair the wastes caused by | pound of butter fat produced in a week. | 

the normal functions of the body. This | This rule, like other rules of feeding, is 

part of the ration is known as “the | of value only when subject to the good 

food of support.” The requirements of | judgment of the feeder; however, one 

the cow, as well as those of other ani- | rule that may be invariably followed is 

mals for the food of support, will vary | to provide the cow with an abundance 

with the live weight of the animal. | of food at all times. We sometimes fail 

As the food requirements for produc- to appreciate the loss occasioned by a 
tion are based upon the individual re- | restricted or improper ration, even for 

be new \ Seeker? 

4 S 
laa 

- cee oh a g 

Le ta) ve ¥ oe 3 

| i = | 
By ates y {os 

"i J Pa “ a oa 7 

| f { f ; 

Jersey Cow, Michie S., 183,794, Register of Merit Record 508.34 
pounds of Butter Fat, owned by E. C. Jacobs, 

Elk Mound, Wis. 

turns of each cow, we must possess this { a short time, for when the-milk flow is 

record in order to feed intelligently and | once reduced, it is difficult or impossible 
profitably. | to regain it during that milking period. 

In winter, when all the ration of the 

A Practical Rule for Feeding cow is furnished by the feeder, it is 
| easier to supply the proper amount and 

A rule which we have found helpful | variety of feed than when she gets a 

and of quite general application is: In | part of her ration from the pasture. For 

addition to what corn silage and clover this reason it is especially necessary to 

hay a cow will eat, feed one pound of | watch the milk sheet and note the con-
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‘dition of the cow when depending upon | part of her lactation period and also 

the pasture for all or part of her ration. | during the time she is dry. In fact, » 

By so doing, any deficiency in her ration | year is none too short a time to prepare 

may be supplied before a permanent re- | for her best work, and usually it will 

duction in her milk flow takes place. be found that her capacity will be in- 
creased by generous feeding for a longer 

Fitting the Cow for the Freshening | time. , 
Period While I would not advise heavy feed- 

ing unless the production of milk justi- 

The value of a cow as a milk producer | fies it, yet I think we often fail to ap- 

depends largely upon her condition at | preciate the added demands made on 

the freshening period, and it is of the | the system of the cow by the growing 

greatest importance that she approach | foetus. As the foetus is nearly all pro- 

this period properly fitted for it. She | tein, additional care must be used to 

should also receive special considera- | supply this deficiency and to build up 
tion for the first thirty days after | and strengthen the animal and fit her 

freshening. for the approaching freshening period. 

To bring the cow to the period of Her ration should be the same in 

freshening in the best condition, she | quality as a balanced ration for milk 
should be well fed during the latter | production and the amount must be de- 

Composition of Feeds 

This chart is useful as a guide to the feeder and the purchase of feed. Where be protein 
feeds are needed the purchaser should bear in mind the percentage of protein and the cost of 
protein in various feeds as affected by the market price. The same fact should also be borne 
in mind in purchasing carbohydrate Tects. 

: Digestible Matter 
ler eS ak a eo Dry 

Carbo- Ratio Matter 
Total Protein hydrate 

and Fat 

Concentrates— 
Chen. a 84.3 7.9 76.4 1:9.7 89.4 
aE none 77.9 8:7 69.2 1:8.0 89.2 
SI sees sisting 66.0 9.2 56.8 1:6.2 89.6 
Wes cae 80.0 9.9 70.1 1:7.1 91.3 
Soy Beans... -| 84.3 29.6 54.7 1:1.9 88.3 
Malt Sprouts... 61,3 21.2 40.1 1:1.9 90.5 
Wheat Bran... ‘ 5914 11.7 47.7 1:4.1 88.1 
Cottonseed Meal. 78.2 35.6 42.6 1:1.2 93.0 
SON ON gos renee Sone 78.7 29.6 45.5 1:1.7 91.0 
Dry Brewers’ Grains... 65°3 21:5 43.8 1:2.0 91.3 
Wet Brewers’ Grains...... 16.4 3.9 12.5 13.2 23-0 

Cured Feeds— 
sepsis 53.3 11.0 42.3 1:3.9 91.9 

ipa Mane 46.4 6.8 39.6 1:5.8 78.8 
)_ be i 8.4 48.9 1:5.8 90-3 
SHORE eset n--is 48.1 2:8 45.3 1:16 .2 86.8 
Cole SEO WETS senngestoe 34.2 1.4 32.8 1:23.4 59.5 
Oat Straw... ; 41.6 1.2 40.4 1:33.7 90.8 

Silage— 
Mame ects ca Bee ee 19.3 1.2 18.1 1:15.0 26.4 
CAIN ci Sa esas act Ne ee 2.0 15.8 1:17.9 28.0 
Pea Refuse.............. at ee 21 14:9 1:8.1 23.2 
ee) A ae eB BAP i 0 Bb ease ee eee
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termined by the judgment of the feeder, Mr. Jacobs—It takes 2.11 pounds of 

having clearly in mind the present need | protein for a thousand-pound cow ‘and 
of the cow. it takes 2.46 pounds of protein for a 

For a day or two before calving, and | fifteen-hundred-pound cow to produce 

for two or three days after, the cow | the same’amount of butter fat. 

should receive only a light and laxative A Member—But.if you will subtract 
diet, after which the feed should gradu- | your .71 and your 1.5, you will find that 

ally be increased for thirty days, when | the butter fat costs just the same 
we should have her on full feed and | amount of protein as the small cow. 
giving a full flow of milk. During this Mr..Jacobs—That seems to be the as- 

time, if she is a true dairy cow and has | sumption from the figures, that the 

been fed before calving as suggested, she | difference in cost is in the cost of the 

will be giving more milk than the ration | food of support. 
which she is able to eat: and digest Mr. Scott—Should not that cost of 

justifies. We could not at this time | the food of support be added into the 

give her one pound of concentrated food | cost of the production df the butter fat? 

per day for every pound of butter fat Mr. Jacobs—It is added in. 

given in a week, as stated in a previous Mr. Scott—That makes the cost of 

rule. It is at this time that the wisdom | butter fat then greater with the fifteen 

of generous feeding before calving will | hundred-pound cow than with the thou- 

be shown, for the cow will now draw on | sand-pound cow. 

the reserve which we allowed her to ac- Mr. Jacobs—Producing the same 

cumulate when dry. amount, I think that holds true. 

The foregojng data, which has been Mr. David Imrie—I wonder why it is 

gathered from a large number of ex- | that those having all of these small 

periments and from the experience of | breeds are trying to get larger cows? 

many successful dairymen, the feeder Mr. Jacobs—Perhaps we are making 

will find helpful as a guide, but no rule | a mistake. I know in my herd at the 

can be laid down that can be followed | present time the smallest cow I ever had 

| in all cases with success. is making the most butter. 

Mr. Scott—I think the idea is to get 

a cow that will beat some of the larger 

DISCUSSION breeds, and we have done it. 
A Member—It looks as if the propo- 

Mr. McKerrow—I notice that where | sition was to feed your machinery up to 

you have a thousand-pound cow, it | capacity and run all you can through 
takes seven-tenths protein for the food | her. ; 

of support. Then you go along the Mr. Jacobs—Oh, yes, the best dairy- 

column and that shows the cost of butter | men are doing that. 

fat 2.11. There is no increase in the Mr. Cheesman—lIn the so-called but- 

cost of the butter fat in that case. ter breeds, we have cows varying from 

Mr. Jacobs—We have no cost of but- | 700 to 1,100 pounds or more, that is a 

ter fat here. There is the cost of the | relatively moderate-sized cow. The big 

protein. cows that have been referred to, the 

Mr. McKerrow—Do you think that | fifteen hundred-pound cows, belong to 

is true, that when an animal increases | another breed entirely. I want to know 

fifty per cent in weight that it makes | whether it is true that relatively the 

butter fat at just the same price? smaller cows have decreased in number.
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Here, for instance, the cows furnishing | bovine, that the ration shall contain a the ee plants, I think ae larger | large proportion of phosphates. ones have decreased in number. Mr. Jacobs—Yes, we make bran a Supt. Norgord—It seems to me that a | portion of our grain ration at all times, careful census is of much more value on | and a large portion a few days before such a proposition than an opinion here | calving, and then we take away nearly and ae . ste ne oe _ the oe aera else and continue on that periments made by Prof. Woll are muc! ight diet for two or three days after more reliable than most of these opinions calving, being very careful not to in- we hear, and those figures are in favor | crease to a heavy feed for quite a little of the larger cow. I have met breeders | time. We do not care to have any in- around the State, many of them, and crease in the milk flow for a few days. it seems to me that I have found a good | We want to treat her as a sick cow and many of the Jersey.men, who used to keep her on a light diet. be in favor of the little cow, desiring a A Member—How long a period do — — — ie ats ~| you think a cow should be dry before Tr. “acobs—I would advise, whether | she freshens? she be large or small, that she be fed Mr. Jacobs—Oh, six to eight weeks. } to her capacity and according to her A Member—Well, you know there are needs. 
cows that are milked right up to the Mr. Scott—Were those figures of | time of calving and if they are given a Prof. Woll on gross production or on | milk ration won’t that stimulate the net cost? keeping up of their milk flow? Supt. Norgord—I think it was the Mr. Jacobs—With a cow of that kind, gee anogge sas ci it may be necessary to deprive her of ember—What sort of a ration do some of her ration at the time. It may you advocate feeding a cow before she be necessary to take away even her freshens? 
silage until she becomes dry, and then ow a bes ae : - can be brought up gradually to the would feed her about the same kind of | old ration. 

a ration that I would for milk produc- A Member—Wouldn’t it be well to _— that is, as to its protein and car- advise a wider ration at that time? ohydrate content. I would not feed Mr. Jacobs—I do not think so. I her the amount that would be neces- think that is a sufficiently wide ration. sary to feed her afterwards, but suffici- Mr. Cheesman—What amount of ent to keep her in a strong and healthy silage do you feed? condition and carrying good flesh at Mr. Jacobs—We leave that to the i po a Just for a few | cow. Thirty-five to forty pounds is the beakicg ore make that ration somewhat | oct we feed usually. Our cows won’t 
Dr. Porter—Why would not bran be = = a -_ hs “ a —_ one of the best feeds to feed just before | We give them STEED SY AOS calving? want in addition. 
Mr. Jacobs—It would, certainly. A Member—Do you practice feeding Dr. Porter—A good deal of phosphate | roots a month before and a month after and lime is good. I remember that used | calving? 

to be true in my practice in the human Mr. Jacobs—No, we do not practice subject, and I believe it is true in the feeding roots at all. We believe it
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would be an advantage to have them to | bone-making material and protein to 

feed, however. supply the needs of the cow at thistime. . 

Mr. Clark—Would you advise feed- Mr. Cheesman—Will you tell us 
ing a cow in such a manner as to keep | what your general scheme of feeding is 
her in good physical condition all the | during the first year of the life of a calf; 

time, rather than to feed her a wide ra- | how long you give whole milk; how long 
tion to put her in condition when she is | you give a mixture, etc? 

dry? Mr. Jacobs—Our practice in raising 
Mr. Jacobs—I certainly would. I in- | calves is to feed them the mother’s new 

tended, and I think I did, cover that | milk for a period of three or four weeks, 

point, perhaps in rather a vague way, | depending upon the calf, or until it has 

in my paper. As she increases in lacta- | become a good, strong, thrifty-animal, 

tion and during the latter part of her | and will eat some hay and grain. Then 

lactation period, while she is carrying | we gradually work in the skim milk. 
the calf, she needs to have a good | We have fed whole oats pretty nearly 
strong ration if she is a good dairy cow. | altegether for some time, occasionally 
She needs that ration, not only for the | putting a little ground corn with them 
milk given and for the growing of the | and some bran, but whole oats is our 
calf, but she needs something to build | main dependence. Feed this calf ac- 
up herself. cording to the amount that it will take 

Mr. McKerrow—And you expect to | care of with safety, always being careful 
get that feed all back in her milk? not to overfeed it. We always know 

Mr. Jacobs—Yes. The good dairy | how much we are giving, because we 
cow after freshening is able to give more | weigh the milk that the calf gets every 
milk than her digestive organs are able | time, increasing the skim milk as we 
to furnish the material, and will draw | take the new milk away. After it has 
on her system for the balance if we have | become accustomed to the skim milk, 
been thoughtful enough to provide her | then gradually increase the amount up 
with a balance to draw from. to about ten pounds, which will prob- 

Mr. John Imrie—I think that is where | ably be the maximum amount we will 4 
a great many dairymen fail, in getting | feed the calf in a day. We believe a 
a good foundation, a good develop- | mistake is often made in feeding too 
ment for freshening, and, as Mr. Jacobs | much at a time. Calves born in the 
says, that feed is the most profitable | fall we turn out on the grass without 
feed fed to the dairy cow in getting | any more milk. Calves born in the 
her ready for her year’s work. spring or the latter part of the winter, 

Dr. Porter—That cow must be fed | we feed skim milk up to the time they 
enough phosphates to make the bony | 2¢ a year old. We intend to keep them 
skeleton of the calf, and I believe that | 8foWing and thriving right along from 
is very important, not only for the the time they comes After the milk is 
human mother, but for the cow, to vaken away, iis during this time when x : S they are on milk, we feed them quite 
eve them both plenty of bone-making liberally with grain and the best clover 

material. +e hay and a little silage and keep them 
Mr. Jacobs—The Doctor is right. growing during their whole growing life. 

That bears especially on this question | After they are a year old, we feed them 
‘of feeding the cow a wide ration. A | the same as our dairy cow, keeping in 
wide ration does not contain sufficient | mind the idea of having them in fine
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condition at the time of freshening. We | four or six weeks old. If she is a good now have our heifer growing until about cow, we don’t need to give them all two and a half years old, as we want her | the milk she gives. I have let my sto be in strong physical condition and calves suck the cow. 
carrying a good lot of flesh at the time A Member—I believe in that, I don’t of freshening. We might even call her think it will hurt the cow either. We fat, not fatted up with corn, but with | let a calf have all the milk it wants good dairy feed. When she comes in, | until it is about two weeks old, and we we usually have an animal that is | raise Pretty good calves. I am a lazy profitable from the start. sort of fellow and don’t like to work A Member—You said you fed your | when I can get out of it. 
calves ten pounds. Does that mean a Mr. Jacobs—In some ways I am feed or by the day? glad I am not within reach of the : a uke “A . i day’s | Chicago market. Pcs no incentive eed. ¢ larger breed of calves un- | not to raise my calves and the price doubtedly can use more to advantage | of cows is going up in such a way that from the start. We do not feed oil | I believe you people here will be wise meal to our calves while they are getting | to raise your calves. 
skim milk. Skim milk itself is a high Mr. Cheesman—Three or four years protein feed and we do not think it re- ago cows began to go up in value from scone oil hee nial fifty to seventy-five dollars, = they ember—If you were feeding some | are now up to a hundred dollars, just mixed hay and good corn fodder and | in proportion to the advance in the value about ten pounds of ground corn, would | of milk, and it ought to be that way. If you advise buying grain besides that? milk is worth enough, you can afford to Mr. Jacobs—Yes, I would have some | feed your calves for at least two months, bran. Bran would improve that ration even if the milk is high, it doesn’t enough to justify purchasing it, with | make any difference whether milk is most cows; of course, it depends a | worth four or five cents a quart, it great deal on the cow. If you have the | will pay you to feed that milk. If the right kind and your cow will convert milk is worth five cents a quart, then that high-priced feed into milk, it will | the calves, when they become cows, pay. will be worth that much more. We A Member—Have you had any ex- | don’t want to worry and figure too perience in feeding calves without skim closely whether it costs us seventy, milk? ; eighty or ninety dollars to bring a a i ai ; a ._ | calf up to a profitable age if we get 

ember Most of the calves in | the returns. - Two years ago the people Kenosha county, if — are raised at | shipping milk to the largest plant in 
all, must be raised Nopezesaie skim milk, Racine were buying sixty per cent of on account of shipping out our milk. ‘ ‘ : their cows. Today they are not buy- Chairman Griswold—You have to | | Bat - foavthe, Beste oll give fresh milk to calves until they | ™S that proportion, for the best of a are about four weeks old, and then | Teasons—that they cannot find good you can commence to feed them with | COWS, cows to suit their Purposes, they 
whole oats, at least that is the way I | have been forced into raising their 
feed them. I let them have milk | cows and that practice is increasing 
right from the cow until they are about | all over the milk-shipping territory.
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Mr. Jacobs—I see no reason why in | not see why after four or five weeks you 
this milk-shipping territory whole milk | cannot take the cream off and feed the 

should be depended upon to feed the | skim milk. 
calf up to four or five months. I do Adjourned to 7:30 in the evening. 

EVENING SESSION, FRIDAY, MARCH 12. 

Supt. C. P. Norgord presiding. Music, Orchestra. 7 

HOME MARKETING VERSUS MAIL ORDER BUYING. 

Miss Abby L. Marlatt, Madison. 

The subject I am to bring to you | status and say that the woman assisted. 
tonight is the question of a fair deal | I notice that even in our Government 

to the man in the grocery shop on whom | reports it is said that the work on the 

we depend for almost everything that | farm done in the home in the State of 

we need by day and sometimes by | Wisconsin should be counted as net 

night, but always on whom we depend | $280.00 toward the support of the 
when we have forgotten to give our | family. That means at least that in 

order to the mail order house. the eyes of the United States Govern- 
There is such a thing, you know, as | ment the woman is a producer in the 

patronizing home industries, and I feel | sense that she saves so much money. 

that in the data I bring to you tonight And now, in the sense of the woman 
that I am making a plea, not for the | as a producing agent, I think that most 
local groceryman, but for the commun- | of us would say that she needs to be 
ity at large, and I hope-to show you | educated. I feel that in our education 

from some data which I have that in | for the modern woman of today it is 

helping the community at large you | not so much that she shall make two 
will be helping yourselves in saving | blades of grass grow where one grew 

money. before, but she shall make two dollars 

In a talk that was given before a |, cover the need of ten, and she can do 

Woman’s Civic Club the other day, | that only by learning to buy sanely 

one of the speakers said that “more | and sensibly. Also I believe she should 

and more women had ceased to be a | in her buying know what she is securing 

producing agent”. That kind of a | for the small stipend that is given her, : 
statement, you know, makes some | in other words, that the quality should 

women froth at the mouth. They say, | be what it should be. 

let the man who makes that kind of 
a statement manage the house, manage 4 Study in Mail Order Buying 
(he family and keep the bills down on 
‘he amount of money that usually comes In a study that was made in a local 

‘n, and I think he would change the | community in Wisconsin the following
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data was secured: Quite a large num- | energy to pack the goods and return ber in this locality were using a mail | them. Practically every woman said it order house for most of a certain type | was too much trouble to send goods of supplies that came under the class of back, and my observation is that it is foods. Eighty per cent of those order- not a matter of the inertia of the woman, ing from the mail order house thought it | but is a characteristic of all of us. On was cheaper, but when the study was | the other hand. when you buy food from carried down to the actual figures, only | a local groceryman, you always have four per cent could show that there was | the opportunity not only to send it back, any saving of any kind. Sixteen per | but to make him come and take it back. cent thought that there was possibly no | which is quite a different proposition. saving when the freight charges were I want to list the kind of groceries paid from the nearest mail order center. that we found were bought in these About sixty per cent of the purchasers | large orders. They consisted almost » said that they did not know the stand- entirely of sugar, raisins, prunes, dates, ard of the material they secured, but cereals, chocolate, cocoa, canned vege- that it was the highest priced in the tables, canned fruits, macaroni and catalogue. Ninety-two per cent placed | coffee. Every one of these products, large orders so as to secure a special | you see, was of the kind that will keep price given for sugar, which at this time indefinitely in anybody’s storehouse was 33} pounds for a dollar providing | without deterioration. Even looked at that outside of that ten dollars was sent. | from that standpoint, these women did The statement that was made by a few | not know whether the product they re- women was that the lower price on sugar | ceived was of good quality or not. would pay the freight. Quite a number One of the students in the Depart- of these women were persuaded to go | ment carried through a series of experi- to their local grocers with the order ments where she bought from her local which they had made out for the mail | groceryman and also bought from mail order house and ask the grocer how | order houses, using the material to help much he would charge them for the | run her small establishment. (You see same material. What they found I | that experiment was no expense to the think is what you will find when you | State.) ; 
get concerted action in any town. The Resalés ofthe Study groceryman who met the price would 
also stand the freight; that is, the In this work she found that the groceryman was willing to pay the quality of the goods that she bought freight and give the same price plus the | from the mail order house was not up to same amount of sugar, providing the ] the standard of the material she bought housewife would give her ten dollars in from the local grocery. The material advance, as she must do in buying from | in the canned goods was always higher a mail order house. In other words, | in the amount of water in the can. when you buy from a mail order house, The Connecticut Experiment Station, you pay cash before you get the goods. | in 1912, published a report that is of They always promise to refund if not | extreme interest to us even here, and in satisfactory, but you know and I know | that report the measure of the water in that the average man or woman will ac- | the can was stated so that data like cept what is given under these circum- this is secured. Where a can cost seven stances rather than exert the necessary | and eight-tenths cents it was 71 per cent
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water; where the can cost nine and one- | fruit, but is sold under the label of 

half cents it was 47 per cent water, | the firm who puts it out. You get 

which means that if you count on the | data occasionally like this brought in 

real food value, the higher priced ma- | to you—one family will use only a 

terial was cheaper in the end. That was | certain brand of pineapple. Another 
the condition that was found in practic- | one won’t have that brand at all, they 

ally all of the material that was pur- | insist on another. Now, the wholesale 

chased in the way of canned goods in | house buys all of it from the same firm 

this experiment. Chocolate was found | in Hawaii and puts a label-on it to 

to be excessively sweet. It is a very | suit the local interest. It is all the 
easy method of making money to mix | same inside, all different outside. We 
sugar at three and one-half cents with |- get these cans at 21 cents each in the 
chocolate and sell them both in a mix- | local grocery and in the mail order 
ture for 28 cents a pound. You would | house the same thing is 22} cents a can. 

much better buy your chocolate in the | Apricots are 17 cents at the local groc- 

bitter state and dilute it with sugar, a | eryman’s, 19} cents in the mail order 

cheaper product, than pay 28 cents a | house. 
pound for sugar, which is practically The mail order house has what is 
what would be done under those cir- | known as “leaders”, and if you can 

comstances. I do not mean that the | pick out what are the leaders and have 
mail order house always undersells by | will power enough to refrain from buy- 
the use of cheaper products, but in | ing any of the other goods of the mail 
going through one catalogue to find | order house, it might be worth your 
what we call “standard brands,” those | while, but few of us can pick out what 
brands that are known from one section | is really being sold below cost by the 
of the country to the other, there were | mail order house to induce the average 
seven only—all ‘the others were sold | buyer to make the bill large enough. 
under the names that were given by the | Now, sugar is a leader in all this mail 
house which put out the mail order list. | order selling in this section of the 

In a study in connection with canned | country, but you cannot buy sugar 
peas, this was found: Where a mail order | without you also buy ten dollars’ 
house offered three cans of peas for 33 | worth outside of the sugar order. 
cents—that looks pretty good, doesn’t Another thing that I wish to empha- 
it—you could get any local grocer to | size is that the State of Wisconsin, 
sell one can for 12 cents, or if you bought | under the pure Food and Drug Act, is 
three cans from the local grocer, and | listed “white”. Illinois is very far 
you know that Wisconsin puts out, I | from “white”. The condition of the 
think, forty per cent of all the peas in | Pure Food and Drug Act in Illinois 
the United States—if you buy three | is rather pitiful; you cannot enforce 
cans from the local grocer you get the | the Pure Food Law ahead of public 
three cans for 25 cents, and they are in | sentiment. In Wisconsin public senti- 
quality much better than those from the | ment has, up to now at least, been 
mail order house. back of this pure food enforcement, 

Here is a study that was made, for | and the result is that the mail order 
example, on pineapple, and all of us, | houses ‘can send you personally, by 
I think, are aware that practically | mail or freight or express, what they 
all the Hawaiian pineapple is put up | could not sell in the open market in 
at the same time, the same grade of | our State. They can give you material
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that is preserved with chemicals that | also equipment, it must have store- are not allowed to be sold in the grocery | room space, it must have delivery stores throughout our State. wagons, but their delivery wagons are Are we going to uphold our pure | run full capacity, it is no two-cent 
food laws, or are we going to.let them | yeast cake for them. They must have 
slide because we can get sugar 334 | clerk hire, and that clerk hire is rather pounds for a dollar? It is a price, expensive. The calculation that is 
it seems to me, that will be entirely | made by one firm on an eighty-million- 
too cheap to measure our standards by. | dollar-a-year basis, last year, is that 

= 15.6 per cent of their returns were The Local Side of the Question spent on clerk hire. When you realize If we look at it simply as a business'| that in a local company the entire 
Proposition, we must remember your expenses range from sixteen to eighteen local firm has to pay rent or interest per cent of the gross returns on the on the investment; it must provide | sales, you can see that somebody equipment for the storing in the shop | must be paying the bills of the mail and on the counters so much material | order house. Then the mail order 
to be sold. There must be the item of | house has very large freight bills, delivery, which is a very large one. | and in some localities they are paying One firm that we studied made the the freight to certain local centers near record for every delivery for a certain to the main office. They pay an 
length of time, and it cost them six enormous advertising bill. They have or seven cents, so when you realize | agents going over the country, they 
that sometimes the order is for a two- | have these enormously big advertising 
cent yeast cake, it means that some- | books. In one little town of less than body pays the bill. If the groceryman | the size of Kenosha three thousand of 
could insist on a ten-dollar order, cash | these big advertising books, these great 
down, you would get lower rates. big books that you have all seen, were 
The local firm must-have clerks, must | left with patrons inside of one month. 
stand the loss that ranges from two | The printing of that material alone 
to fifteen per cent, and in some articles makes an item that is going to require T have known it to run as high as twenty | the selling of a good many goods to 
per cent, they must pay the freight, pay for. : 
they must pay for advertising, but that Now, who is paying that 15.6 per is usually a small item, and they must | cent for clerk hire, which is almost the 
pay the middleman or commission man. amount that it costs the local shops to S It is very seldom that a big house will keep running? Beyond the clerk hire, sell directly on wholesale rates to a you have expensive delivery, freight, 
local house. Occasionally you find the taxes,—all important items—and yet 
grocerymen organizing so that one | one big firm in Chicago declared a 
man will buy a carload of one material fifty per cent dividend .in January. 
and another of another, and divide up, | Somebody is paying a high price for but in most of our towns it is not | moderate priced material. 
possible to do that, and the commission I am perfectly willing to admit that merchant or the middleman is the medi- | the big mail order houses are buying 
um through which the buying is done. | the entire outfit from some manufac- 

The mail order house has also rents turing firms, and of course that means 
or interest on the investment; it has buying in such large wholesale ways
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they can get infinitely better -rates | grocery shop and trades them out, and 
than the small firm can get, but when | the groceryman is left to sell those eggs 
you consider that out of all this expendi- | and butter as best he can, and even 

ture they can still pay fifty per cent | where you deal with the big dairy com- 

dividends, as they did in January, you | panies, you still use very largely your 

can understand that it is time to investi- | egg production to pay for your groceries. 

gate and see what is the matter. There is a great deal of wastage on eggs a 

These are some of the things that | sold in this way. Now, we must re- 

come to us from the local firms in talk- | member that in the local firm we are 

ing very frankly on the situation when | using his room, interest on his invest- 

they find out that we are honestly in- | ment, etc., for our storage, and if we 

terested. They have to pay part of the | cannot afford to buy in large amounts, 

local tax, they have to pay for city im- | we must pay sufficiently more for the 

provements, you never hestitate to go | material from the mail order house, be- 
to the shop of your groceryman or | cause they can store it, but we have to 

merchant of any kind for his contribu- | buy it in large enough quantities to get 

tion toward any scheme for the town | rates, and then we store our own. You 
betterment. He pays on every church | must also remember, as I remember, 

in town, he may not attend any, but he | that perishable goods are practically 

pays on every one. He is called upon | never bought from mail order houses; 
for all sorts of other contributions, and | you depend on your local grocer to 

yet when it comes to a cash down pay- | stand the loss on perishable goods, and 

ment, the money goes out of the State. | that loss is very considerable. If you 

If you will talk to your groceryman you | realize for a moment how much that 

will find that he is willing to meet the | loss may be, you can understand why 
prices and he is doubly willing to meet | the big firms that turn over their goods, 
them if he can be assured in the spring | or turn over their money many times in 
that you will take a certain amount of | the course of a short period can afford to 
certain goods in thefall. Inother words, | lose a little, but with the local house 
if the local merchant can put in his | that turns over its money only occa- 
order at a certain time, say in the spring, | sionally the loss on perishable goods may 
then he can get special rates; but if he | wipe out almost all the profit. 
has to order in small amounts as needed, There are some items that I think I 
he pays the higher price, and so do you. | want to emphasize. In any com- 
The great trouble with the local shop | munity the prosperity of that com- 
in the small town is that there is not | munity depends on the business that is 
enough trading done in the shop to | done in the immediate locality; it is 
warrant putting such a large amount of | the question of the interchange of com- 
ready money into a stock of goods. The | modities. It makes very little difference 
result is you go and look at the shelves, | whether that exchange is large or small, 
and you say, “Those are the same things | but it does make a very great difference 
( have seen right along, I would rather | whether exchange is rapid or not If 
buy from the mail order house,’ ‘and of .| you deal with your local groceryman and 
course the condition keeps growing | help in turning over his money many 
Worse and worse. - | times in the course of a year, he can > 
Now on the other hand, the average | afford to give better rates, and he will 

‘armer—I am a farmer’s daughter— | give them if you give him an opportunity 
takes his butter and eggs into the | to co-operate. Remember that he pays
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assessments all along the line, church advertising your local product? I have assessments, club demands and exposi--| not been able to. We need to realize tions, all come out of the pocket of this | that if we are going to make our State groceryman, as well as others, and'usu- | stand for what it should, that even in ally fairly willingly. It means that the the town of Kenosha we ought to pat- financial standing in a community after | ronize the big local industries and make r all is the measure—rather a simple | them realize that to put upon every- measure—but the measure of the pro- thing they sell “Made in Wisconsin” is gressive work in that community, and | to further the good of the State, I be- it is dependent on the upkeep of your | lieve very strongly that in the rise of local shops and banks. You must make | one of the big countries that is now in- a local center of mutual helpfulness if volved in war in Europe that mark, you expect to get profit out of com- | “Made in Germany,” was the measure munity life. If there is a large outgo | of their progress, and if we insist on without return, the country is drained ot | the stamp, “Made in Wisconsin,” being its wealth. Absent landlordism is al- put upon every kind of goods made or ways to be deplored, and it looks to me raised in’ Wisconsin we will never have 
in this mail order business as though we | to send out of the State enough orders have. deliberately put ourselves in the | so that, as in the last year over their 
place of the tenant who is Paying money | own signature, they said they were doing out of the country all the time without in one firm $80,000,000 worth of busi- 
woe adequate sey, What have the ness, and that they were able upon the big firms in Chicago ever done for the Bis hat d 5 deat j State of Wisconsin, except to buy their apps that was done to declare a products at the lowest figure possible to | dividend of fifty per cent. Now, we ask obtain and sell them under their own | Ourselves, who pays the bills? What name for their own special brand? Can | have they ever done unto Wisconsin you find anywhere in any of these big | that we should do unto them? It is 
mail order house books material that is time to begin at home. 

MORE AND BETTER LIVE STOCK. 

W. L. Houser, Mondovi. 

It needs no argument to establish Farmers demand the best, up-to-date i the fact that the live stock kept upon | equipment in the way of farm imple- the farms of Wisconsin is, on the aver- ments and machinery for the economica! age, far below the standard of excellence operation of their farms. They insist that is well within our Possibilities of | that the genius of the inventor shall be attainment, and by the attainment of constantly on duty seeking out im- which farmers would substantially pro- -Provements in our plows, harrows, mote their material welfare and happi- | seeders, cultivators, harvesters and ness and add to their comfort and |. other equipment of the farm, and for Possession of things essential to a well | these things they are willing to pay fair balanced life, to which all men are prices. But they must have the best justly entitled. of the things that add to the efficiency
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of farm management. But, strangely | away from commonplace methods and 
enough, they are seemingly content | are away out in advance of their aver- 
with live stock equipment that is | age compeers. To them great credit 
neither economical nor efficient as a | is due, both because they have suc- 
complement—the most important com- | ceeded in the business, have reached 
plement of all—to farm operation. the 100 per cent standard of achieve- 

The keeping of live stock upon our | ment, and for the additional and im- 
farms is essentially necessary to per- | portant reason that they have so plainly 
manently successful cultivation of the | blazed the way through the wilderness 
soil. To restore, maintain and increase | of commonplace mediocrity that any- 
the fertility of the soil in the most | one who has an ambition to do so can 
economical way, we must keep on the | easily improve his live stock by follow- 
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Champion Open Shropshire Flock, Wisconsin State Fair, 1915, 
owned by A. Broughton and Son, Albany, Wis. 

farms the maximum in numbers, and ing the examples so beneficially set 
to insure the greatest profits to the | before him. But while the average 
farmers, the best of horses, cattle, hogs | production of butter fat per cow re- 
and sheep in breeding and individual | mains below 170 pounds in Wisconsin, 
excellence possible to be had, either notwithstanding the possibilities admit 
by purchase or home breeding. It is a | of a maximum average of 400 pounds, 
unentabie fact that in Wisconsin, the | we cannot point with pride to our 

leading dairy State in the Union, both dairy stock. Not only is there a 
s to the quality and quantity of its | demand for more dairy cows in Wis- 
ury products, the average production | consin, but the demand for much better 
the dairy cows is far below what the | cows is insistent and imperative. The 

ssibilities admit of, and consider- campaign must continue most vigor- : 
ly below a profitable basis. A com- | ously until mediocrity shall be a rare 
ratively few dairymen have broken | exception in our dairy stock, while
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excellence and a high average shall What is true of dairy cattle is equally 
be the thoroughly established rule. true of beef cattle. The same hig! 

: standard in breeding and scientific feed- 
The Live Stock Situation from the | ing with respect to dairy cattle must be 

Dollar Standpoint attained in beef production in Wiscon- 
sin if those who engage in that line of 

Let us consider this phase of the live | live stock husbandry gain the profits 
stock situation in Wisconsin a little | that prices of beef and conditions that 
further. Let us look into it from the | surround its production certainly insure 
dollar standpoint. The annual income | the farmer who produces high-class beef. 
to the farmers of this State from dairy Addresses have been made in this 
products is $100,000,000. Suppose the meeting that especially relate to the 
average yield per cow could be increased | dairy industry, the beef industry, the 
to 250 pounds, not a large amount by | hog and sheep industry. Men have 
any means, much below what should | illuminated these subjects’ with narra- 
satisfy any farmer. This would mean | tions of their experiences that have led 
an increase in the incomes of thefarmers | to maximum successes. They have laid 
of the State of more than $50,000,000, | down the laws and rules of breeding, 
a snug sum. Supposing we should | feeding and care, that are as standard 
reach an average of 300 pounds a year, | as the laws of gravitation. Only those 
and this is not at all outside reasonable | who are blind or grossly indifferent can 
possibilities, and we should be satis- | leave this meeting without gain in 
fied with nothing less when we know knowledge and inspiration. The way 
that good dairymen are reaching the | has been made so plain that no one 
400-pound average in their herds. This | need err or go astray fom the true path 
would mean another thirty or forty | to success in these lines of farm activity. 
millions a year. To increase the in- I am expected to pay some particular 
come of the farmers of Wisconsin | attention to the horse industry, an in- 
$80,000,000 to $100,000,000 a year on | dustry in its relationship to the farm 
dairy products alone would make farm- | that at least is of equal importance to 
ing much more attractive to young | that of any other of these lines of live 
people. It would put books in the | stock activities. 
home library and give the family time Approaching the discussion of the 
to read them, it would install heating | horse, types, market demands, etc., we 
and lighting plants, bathrooms and | should carefully consider existing con- 
water systems in the farm homes, give | ditions that relate to that industry, and 
the over-worked wife help in the kitchen | also scrutinize the future as to probable 
and in a thousand ways brighten and | conditions that may develop either 
widen life upon the farm. I am im- | favorable or unfavorable to the industry, 
pelled to quote the words of the poet | in order that we may determine whether 
who says: to enlarge or curtail our breeding ac- 
“What wouldn’t I do, what couldn’t | tivities. 

I do, 
If I had a hundred millions.” Some Prospects for the Horse 
But that isn’t all. To double their Industry 

: production would double the selling 
value of cows. It looks big and good, In the first place, are there grounds for 
doesn’t it? s a reasonable expectation of profits to
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Champion Percheron Stallion, Wisconsin State Fair, 1915, 
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Champion Percheron Mare, Wisconsin State Fair, 1915, 
owned by Lewis Lewellin, Waterloo, Wis.
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those who intelligently engage in horse. quires more horse-power than in years 
raising, both to supply their own needs | gone by. More cultivation of the soil 
upon the farm and to supply the market | is necessary; it is more difficult to plow 
demand for horses for use upon farms | the meadows and pastures than it used 
that do not produce horses and from | to be to plow the stubble fields; noxious 
the cities? Let us critically consider the | weeds are steadily menacing the farmer, 

situation. and to keep them under control more 
In the first place, while it is a fact that | and better cultivation is necessary. So, 

the automobile business has more or | better, more drafty horses are demanded 
less affected the horse market in the | to promote economy and efficiency 
cities, still there exists a sharp demand | upon the farm. I live in a horse-pro- 
there for high-class drafters at prices | ducing community. We have sold 
that insure a handsome profit for their | thousands of horses from that district 
production. Auto trucks are success- | in recent years and ninety-five per cent 
fully used in some kinds of work, but | of them have gone onto farms, and 
there is much drayage work that can | farmers are willing to pay for good ones 
be more economically and efficiently | all they are worth. 
done with horses. But the city demand The war in Europe surrounds the 
can only be profitably met with really | horse industry with extraordinary con- 
high-class drafters, horses weighing not | ditions. It is estimated that fully five 
less than 1600 pounds, of acceptable | thousand horses are destroyed daily 
conformation, true action, attractive | in war operations in continental Europe. 
and commanding in appearance, and | Thousands of horses are being purchased 
that are sound. These will sell at | in this country to supply their needs in 
prices that leave a comfortable balance army operations. This is certain to 
above the cost of their production. In | have a material effect upon the horse 
whatever degree they fall short of the | market when peace shall have been re- 
standard of excellence desired, the | stored. In this connection we must not 
profits will be correspondingly reduced, | overlook the serious situation that is 
even a loss sustained if they are mediocre | sure to develop with respect to the pure 
or nondescripts. bred draft horse industry as a result of 

There is no market for road horses. | the war. During the past forty or fifty 
Let us dismiss this class with our bless- | years this country has drawn from 
ing. This is the least and the most we | Europe thousands and thousands of 
can do for them. pure bred horses for breeding opera- 

Horses are produced upon less than | tions. This supply is cut off now and 
one-third of the farms of Wisconsin. | will not be available again for many 
The country at large produces horses | years. On the contrary, when the tinie 
upon less than twenty-five per cent of | arrives for re-establishing the breeding 
its farms. Farms that do not produce | studs of Europe, our country will be 
horses must be supplied by the farms | drawn upon for foundation stock. And 
that do produce them. The demand | the demand will be for the best we have. 
from the farms for horses, therefore, is | Prices will be offered that will be tempt- 
relatively great and, too, as-in the cities, | ing in the extreme. But can we afford 
the demand is for a better class of | to sell our best ones for exportation? If 
horses, more drafty in type; in fact, | the future interests of the industry are 
more nearly conforming to the city de- | to be considered, the answer to this 
mand than formerly. Farm work re- | question must be an emphatic No. We
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Champion Clydesdale Stallion, Wisconsin State Fair, 1915, 
owned by McLay Bros., Janesville, Wis. 
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First Prize Clydesdale Futurity Filly, Wisconsin State Fair, 
1915, owned by A. McLean, Avalon, Wis.
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need the best sires and dams here in | The greatest care should be exercised 
order that we may make the improve- | in selecting sires for use in a neighbor- 
ment in our horse stock that it is within | hood where horse raising is pursued. 
our ability to do and that good busi- | And this leads to the suggestion that a 
ness principles demand we should make. community or co-operative plan of buy- 
It is not outside of reasonable prudence | ing and keeping sires and of breeding 
to suggest that the government should | and marketing horses presents many 
carefully consider this aspect of the advantages. Using sires of one breed— 
situation with a view of taking action | breeding up—will result in steady, cer- 
necessary to protect and promote this | tain improvement. A community can 
great industry and to conserve what- gain measurably if it will co-operate 
ever progress we have already made. in acquiring high-class sires, securing 

It would seem, in view of these facts, | the assistance of experts in making 
that the future of the horse industry is | selections and by continuously breeding 
full of promise and encouragement to | one breed of horses so as to make that 
those inclined to produce good drafters. community noted for the production 
But it must not be concluded that any- | of high grade horses of the particular 
thing less than the production of high- | breed produced in that community. 
class horses will adequately reward the | There is economy and efficiency com- 
breeder for his efforts. Our campaign | bined in this plan of community co- 
is laid along the lines of improvement of | operation. 
the quality of our horses, first, the in- 
crease in numbers; secondly, and not to Care of Brood Mare and Foal overdo this. The industry can be kept 
more certainly healthy and profitable Mares should be used for farm work. 
to Wisconsin farmers who produce | They can do the work in the fields and 
horses if we insist on producing better | at the same time produce high-class 
horses. Let this receive our first con- | foals if bred to such a sire as has been 

sideration. described, but to perform this double 
function, yes, three-fold function, be- 

Community Breeding cause the mare is not only doing the 
farm work and feeding the colt at her 

To produce better horses we must, | side but is also nourishing and develop- 
first of all, use better sires,—the best ing the colt in embryo, she must be available. There is a scarcity of really | generously fed and carefully cared for. 
high-class stallions. Wisconsin farmers, | She can do the tasks assigned to her if considering the natural advantages of- | prudently worked and fed abundantly. 
fered by our State for the production of | As foaling time approaches, prepara- 
good horses, should not discount thesead- | tion should be made for the expected 
vantages by using inferior sires. Pure | addition to the horse family. A roomy 
bred stallions of good breeding and | box stall should be provided, well 
individual excellence should be used. lighted and cleansed and disinfected 
There is no place in a modern, scienti- by the liberal use of whitewash and 
fic plan of breeding of any kind of live | other disinfectants. When the event 
stock for a grade or scrub sire. There occurs, you should be present so that 
can never be a close approach to the | if any complications occur they may 
highest type of the draft horse if we are | be attended to, and for the additional 
content to use cheap, unsound sires. | reason that the first and essential thing
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to do after the colt’s birth is to thor- | the grain away from the colt when you 

oughly disinfect the navel cord so as | turn it out to grass in the spring of 
to avoid the dreaded navel or joint | its yearling form. This is the time to 
disease. Tincture of iodine is about as | most profitably allow it a grain ration. ’ 
good for this purpose as any disinfect- | Keep it growing and in smooth, 
ant known. Have it contained in a } thrifty condition until fall and it will 
small vaseline bottle having a large | have developed into a handsome fellow 

neck or opening. Immediately after | weighing 1200 to 1300 pounds, well § 
the cord is severed, slip the bottle over | on its way to a matured drafter of from 

the end of the cord and thoroughly | 1700 to 1900 pounds weight that the 
saturate it. Avoid touching the cord | market will take at a price that will be 
with the hands unless they are scrupu- | quite satisfactory to you. ' 
lously clean. This process should be These are the rules—this is the way— 

repeated frequently until the cord is | standard and proven, by which farmers 

healed. Probably twenty-five per cent | in Wisconsin may engage in this profit- 
of the colts born in Wisconsin die or | able and satisfying business of horse 
are crippled by this disease, therefore, | production. It is a business that ap- 

too much care cannot be taken to pre- | peals to us from more standpoints than 

vent it. If the colt and dam are normal | that of profit alone. Farmers admire 

let them alone. The little fellow will | good horses and in the production of 

soon be on his feet looking for his first | good ones there comes a return in satis- 
meal and will get it in proper quantity | faction to our ambition and gratifica- 
and at the proper time. tion to our pride that may consistently 

The mare may be moderately worked | be added to the money profit, which 
up to the time the colt is born, but | taken altogether contributes materially 
should have a few days rest after this | to the joy of living, and to add to the 

event, after which she may safely | joy of living, both to ourselves and to 

be put to work again. The colt should | others whom our lives touch, is well 

be left in the barn while the mother is | worth our consideration. We may not 

in the field at work. For a week or so | pass this way again. 

it is advisable to bring her in in the There is some poetry, there is some 
middle of the forenoon and afternoon | sentiment in the horse business, in the ’ 
to let the colt nurse. Provide the | production of good horses. Their 
foal with some crushed oats at an early | beauty of form satisfies the eye, their 

age, also some clean, fine clover hay. | production, care and development satis- 
It will begin to nibble these when very | fies the natural demand for something 

young and will be eating considerable | that gratifies the sentimental side of our 

quantities by the time it is a month old. | nature. The horse is the most heroic 
Feed it liberally and feed the mother | figure in history; he has been associated 

liberally too, and the colt will make | always as a partner with men whose 
rapid and satisfactory gains. Let the | names stand out on the eternal pages 
mother and foal out to pasture at night | of history; he has carried men on long 
as soon as the weather is suitable. | journeys; he has endured great tests of 

Wean the foal when about four months | strength and in serving the needs of 

old, feeding it with extra liberality on | man he has served the needs of the 
clean oats, a little bran and good clover | world. There is a feeling, there is a 
‘ay. Continue this through the winter | sense of triumph in owning and driving 
ind do not make the mistake of taking | a good horse.
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I am not pleading for improvement in sacrifice everything. It is a great dis- our live stock, and particularly in our | tinction, and this picture showed this horses, alone to increase our bank’ ac- cross adorning the breast of a proud counts, or to add acres to our farms, or | soldier. But down below this was to put bonds in the safe. No, indeed. | another picture. There was another I want to do it in order that the men and cross made in imitation of this decorative women of Wisconsin may have broader, | one, and it was immensely, terribly better lives, may have more of the things | heavy, and it rested on the shoulders of that the Creator intended that all men a woman, bent and struggling beneath should have. Creation is bountiful, | this awful weight. Carrying the lighter there was no imistake made, there was | end of it were two little children, at the no error in the plan, when the great | side of this mother was a little child Architect made the world. He provided | clinging to her skirts, while the mother for all a plenty. No man, no woman, | struggled on with this weight upon her no child, should want for the thingsthat | back. That was the cross of widowhood, will make them happy and their lives | the cross of orphanage, the cross of sor- blessed. And there is something about | row, the cross of cold and hunger, the farming, and particularly something | cross of loneliness, misery, grief and about stock raising, that tells to the despair. Then I looked at the other farmer that his business is such, that | picture, and I said, “Is it worth it? Is his course is so charted, that all that he | it worth it?” And I thank God tonight does is a blessing to the world. It is that the lines of Wisconsin farmers are his work to till the soil and carry on | laid where their activities entail no his business in order to provide the | suffering, no want, no injustice, no op- world with the things they need, and | pression upon any living human being, from him flows out no injustice, no op- | and I pray that it may never come to presion, no tyranny. my lot, either by election or compulsion, I saw the other day something which | or to your lot, to do that which will might present to you the other side of lay upon the shoulders of any person, the story. It was a picture or cartoon especially innocent women and chil- printed in one of the leading periodicals dren, such burdens as are laid there as a of the day, and it was a pathetic picture, | result of the awful experience we call a picture that told a sad story. Overin | war. I care not whether it be the Iron Germany there is an Order called the | Cross, the Victoria Cross, or the Cross Order of the Iron Cross. Men who do | of the Legion, the results are the same. great deeds of bravery, who have served What is done to earn them entails their country with distinction and who | suffering and misery upon innocent per- have achieved great things in the army, | sons. Let our course be taken along the in the war, may be the recipients of the way that will permit us to continue to decoration of the Iron Cross. It is a | do the things that will shed blessings very greatly desired privilege for which rather than burdens upon all our people. men give their lives and are willing to Adjourned to 9:30 next day.
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MORNING SESSION, SATURDAY, MARCH 13. 

Mr. E. C. Jacobs in the chair. 

COMMERCIAL CABBAGE GROWING IN WISCONSIN. 

W. E. Thompson, Kenosha. 

Commercial cabbage growing has | now made through a territory extend- 
meant much to the farmers of south- | ing from Virginia to Florida and west 
eastern Wisconsin. Through it run- | into New Mexico. _ 
down farms have been built up and Cabbage is said to be a very uncer- 
men who before it came were just mak- | tain crop. It is indeed, both in regard 
ing a living have since become com- | to yield and price if any one season 
paratively rich. The late Ben Bones | be taken alone; however, if a moderate 
may be said to have founded the in- | acreage is grown each year under 
dustry and in his case necessity may | favorable conditions, the producer 
have been the mother of invention. | should find cabbage a very paying 
Some thirty years ago he set out be- | crop during a ten-year period. : 
tween two and three acres of cabbage 
on his farm near Racine. The crop | The Soil Best Adapted for Cabbage 
proved a partial loss, due to poor local 
markets. He tried again, however, and Some of the factors which tend to 
the next year, after much effort, the profitable yields might be given as 
railroads were prevailed upon to allow a | follows: A well drained soil, free from 
trial shipment to Kansas City in a re- | disease and sufficiently fertile, good 
frigerator car. This venture proved suc- seed, strong, thrifty plants, thoroughly : 
cessful. The building of a sauerkraut | prepared land, careful planting and 
factory soon provided a local market | sufficient cultivation during the grow- 
and later the introduction of Hollander ing period. 
or Danish ball head seed furnished a With our present strains of seed it 
type of cabbage well fitted to distant | does not pay to keep on growing cab- 
shipment. So rapidly did the industry | bage where the soil is diseased, neither 
develop that about ten years after the | does it do well where the drainage is 
sending of the first car the Government poor. Almost any land will grow cab- 
estimated the part of the crop lost | bage if it is heavily manured. Some 
through an attack of black rot (40 to | soils, such as those recovered by drain- 
OU per cent) was worth one hundred ing ponds, will often given heavy 
and fifty thousand dollars. Since then yields with no added fertility. Re- s 
cabbage has been grown extensively, not | claimed marshes often will do as well 
ouly in the southeastern part of the | if the elements which they lack are 
State, but also in several of the central supplied—usually phosphate and pot- 
and western counties. Shipments are | ash. The heavier clays often produce
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the best shipping and storage cabbage. | beds, but recent discoveries have mace 
Several fertilizer manufacturers advise | their control much less a problem. 
the use of stable manure for soils of In the past, when manure was easily 
this type; however, if manure is applied | obtained, very heavy applications were 
to some crop preceding cabbage in the | made and this was often plowed under 
rotation, excellent results are often | just before planting. Now on places 
secured on clay loams by applying half | where manure is available from live 
a ton per acre of a complete fertilizer, | stock on the farm, some are getting 
usually one carrying a high percentage | excellent results by fall plowing and 
of phosphates does best. then applying the manure with a 

spreader through the winter. Where 
spring plowing is necessary, it would 

Use Only Good Seed seem best to disc the soil first. One 
ss ‘ mistake often noticed is to neglect 

Good seed is another essential. As immediate harrowing when plowing in 
a pound of seed should raise enough the spring. When such a soil once gets Plaats for two ox thies Reve, Ws cost | 1 od it © alimcet impomible to St it for per acre for even the best seed is slight. cabbage. 

Cheap seed, or that from unknown A heavy roller is a great help in pre- seedsmen, often grows a high percentage . . . paring loose, dry soils. The firming of unmarketable heads. Some seed of the surface brings up moisture for 
houses have for years sold cabbage the newly set roots and allows the 

seed which runs very true to the highest planter plow to run at a more even 
° market type. It may cost a trifle more, depth. With a well prepared soil and 

but the grower can make no better carefully managed transplanter, a good 
eveanent- stand of cabbage can be secured under 

any but the most unfavorable condi- 
Preparing the Seed Bed tions. 

Where much outside help is emphoyed, 
Careful management and a seed bed | the grower cannot be too careful to 

of the right sort will almost always | see that the plants are properly pulled 
insure strong, thrifty plants. The best | from the seed bed and well set in the 
soil for this purpose is generally a fine | machine. A careless or nervous and 
early gravel or sandy loam. In wet | awkward hand working in a transplanter 
seasons, heavy cold land often makes the | can very easily limit the chances for a 
plants too late, or else packs so that the | profitable yield at the very outset. 
seedlings cannot break through. Stable 
manures had better be applied a year Cultivating the Growing Crop 
before the seed bed is needed for cab- ak 
bage. If applied directly, the manure Cultivation of the growing crop is 
should be well rotted. Generally a | supposed to be mainly for the saving 

ee moderate application of commercial | of moisture. Nevertheless the right 
fertilizer will give the plants a good | kind of cultivation will kill practically 
growth without making them too ten- | all the weeds and save much expensive 
der. In a late season, a light dressing | hand labor. One reason why so much 
of nitrate of soda will usually force the | hoeing is done is that while cabbave 
plants to the necessary size. Formerly | is being planted a large amount of other 
insect pests often destroyed whole seed | pressing farm work is neglected. This
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is turned to as sdon as the crop is in, | but have also greatly extended former 
with the result that cultivation of the | markets. 
cabbage is left until the weeds are Our present system may be the best 
too far advanced to be controlled with | for our needs, but if conditions should 
horse tools. If extra help could be | come which might prove it inadequate, 
secured at this critical time, it would | we should have plans ready to meet 
often pay handsomely. One day’s | them. 
work at the start should save several 
later and the extra expense might DISCUSSION 
easily be offset by a larger crop. 

li A Member—How do you control the 
ts cabbage maggot? 

Marketing the Crop Mr. Thompson—While some remedy 
for the cabbage maggot had been : 

But the effort to produce large crops | sought for over a hundred years, it 
without providing for their marketing | was only very recently that what 
is not always profitable. So far our | promises to be a successful control was 
system of selling through dealers has | discovered by Prof. Sanders, of the 
been quite satisfactory. This perhaps University. Believing that attempts to 
has been due to the fact that several of | kill the maggott were useless, he worked 
the large dealers are also growers, who | out a poison bait to destroy the fly 
naturally try to get as much as possible | which lays the eggs from which the mag- 
for the stock they raise themselves. | gots hatch. 
Conditions are likely to come, however, Prof. Sanders’ method of control is as 
which will severely test our present | follows: Five grains of Sodium Arsenate 
arrangements. The introduction of | are dissolved in one gallon of boiling 
cabbage growing into neighboring states | water. To this is added one-half pint 
has had a tendency to shut off former | of.strong New Orleans molasses. ‘The 
markets, while a new strain of disease | mixture is scattered over the plants and 
resistant seed promises to increase pro- neighboring vegetation as soon as there 
duction in the old cabbage districts. | is enough leaf surface to catch the drops. 
Dealers now sustain many losses which | A whisk broom or small hand syringe 
in the end must hurt the industry. Ow- | are the best means of applying this 
ing to a lack of proper grading and in- | poison, as the drops should be large 
spection, quite a lot of unmarketable | enough to attract the flies. 
cabbage is sent out annually, which The seed bed should be gone over at 
must mean a loss to the distant buyer | least once a week until a short time be- 
who accepts it. To even up, some | fore transplanting begins. 
buyers make a practice of refusing to A Member—How~ about the flea 
accept both good and bad orders when | beetle? 
the market drops. This often results in Mr. Thompson—The flea beetle is a 
a heavy loss to the shippers. small, brown-colored insect which often 

Other trucking districts in America _does great damage to the leaves of small 
have faced similar conditions. Some cabbage plants, radishes, etc. Many 
have met them successfully by co-oper- | cabbage seed beds in the older districts 
ative systems of marketing. Those | have been destroyed by them as soon 
which have worked best have not only | as the plants come through the ground. 
‘essened many losses which we meet, | Careful spraying with Arsenate of Soda
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has proven a successful means of des- | from the market type. A careful selec- 
stroying the flea beetle. tion of the seed heads would seem the 

There is a sucking insect, called by | only remedy. 
some a “leaf hopper,” which is often A spell of hot, dry weather will some- 
mistaken for the flea beetle. The ap- | times cause cabbage to grow very solid 
plication of Bordeaux spray will many | and to ripen prematurely. When these 
times drive them from a seed bed. conditions are followed by a spell of 

A Member—Can the worms which | continued rains, the heads start grow- 
injure the growing heads be poisoned? | ing again from the center and a high 

Mr. Thompson—Paris green with lime | percentage often burst and becomea loss. 
or Arsenate of Soda will generally kill | The maintenance of an even supply of 
the cabbage worms if the spray can be | moisture by continual cultivation will 
made to stick on the leaves. Resin or | tend to reduce this loss. Careful selec- 

S soap in the solution is very helpful in | tion of heads for seed helps some ac- 
keeping the spray from running off. cording to some old growers. Other cab- 

Supt. Norgord—What are the factors | bage men have lessened the bursting in 
that affect the hardening up of cabbage, | very bad seasons by bending over each 
the closing up of the leaves? You will | too solid head until the roots on one side 
sometimes find a cabbage that will | were broken off. This shut off a large 
not close up. Is that due to the variety, | part of the surplus water and kept the 
or the conditions of culture, or what? | head from noticeable growth till harvest. 

Mr. Thompson—The hardening up of A Member—Is there any way of pre- 
cabbage depends largely on the variety | venting the high losses which often 
and the conditions under which the | occur in cabbage store-houses? 
crop is grown. Some early types pro- Mr. Thomspon—It pays to fumigate 
duce soft, loose heads under all condi- | or spray the houses with formaldehyde 
tions, while the late shipping varieties | each year. This prevents the rot germs 
naturally are much firmer. A head of | from being carried over in the storage 
Hollander, for example, will often weigh buildings from season to season. 
twice as much as an Early Domestic Great care should be taken to keep 
head of the same size which was grown | the heads from being bruised. 
in an adjoining row. Several thermometers ought to be 

In addition, the kind of soil and its | hung in different parts of the house 
fertility make a large difference. Cab- | so that the owner can try and keep all 

bage grown on heavy clay generally parts of it at an even temperature just 
weigh § much ee ee load than the above freezing. Good ventilation is 

—— kind raised on ee oe necessary to keep the air from getting A heavily manured soil usually pro- : 

duces heavier stock than a poor one of | 0 moist. : ee the same type. Now and then a cab- | _ There is a good bulletin on this su 
bage is found where the leaves do not | ject by the Department of Agriculture 

meet in the center. This is due to a | at Washington. It will pay any one 
tendency in the variety to break away | who stores cabbage to read it.
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CABBAGE DISEASES AND THEIR CONTROL 

Prof. L. R. Jones, Madison 

Cabbage growing as a specialized | location of the seed bed. This means 

industry has assumed considerable pro- | that the seed bed should be made in 
portions in Wisconsin. Thisis especially | a new place every year. 
true in certain areas centering about The most serious disease, however, 

_ Racine and Kenosha in southeastern | known as yellows, can not be con- 
Wisconsin and in the Green Bay | trolled by seed treatment. This yellows 
region, including Brown and Outagamie | disease is caused by a fungus parasite 

counties. (Fusarium), which lives in the soil and 

Cabbage is most profitable on rich | attacks the roots of the plants. Once 

low lands abundantly supplied with | introduced it will persist for years in 
food and water. With the progressive | the soil, so that even long crop rotations 

reclamation of marsh lands in Wisconsin | does not fully overcome the difficulty. 

in years to come, this crop is bound | Soil so infested is “cabbage sick” and 

to increase in importance. Wisconsin’s | cabbage culture has proved no longer 

crop is chiefly of the type known as | profitable upon it. This condition 
Hollander or Danish Ball Head, valued | exists most strikingly in certain sections 

for storage and winter use and which | of southeastern Wisconsin where cab- 

cannot be produced in like excellence | bage growing was formerly most suc- 

southward. There is, however, an | cessful. 
increasing acreage of kraut cabbage Trials with various remedial measures 

grown as a rule to supply local kraut | have continued over some five years in 
factories. This too is destined to in- | the Racine district. No scheme of 

crease with further development of | fertilization, soil sterilization or cropping 

canning interests. has proved practicable. Fortunately, 

The cabbage is subject to a number | however, by continued selection a 

of serious diseases and these have | strain of Hollander cabbage has been i 
proved the limiting factor in continued | perfected which is highly resistant to 
success with this crop. Certain of | the disease. This has been grown 

these, notably black rot and black leg, | successfully on even the “sickest” old 
are due to germs introduced with the | cabbage fields with almost perfect 
seed. Fortunately, it is easy to avoid | immunity from yellows, whereas the 

much of this danger by seed disinfection. | commercial strains along side were 

For this purpose soak the seed for | practical failures. Thus in 1914, when 

twenty minutes in a solution containing | the disease was very bad, the following 
one part of standard formaldehyde (40 | results were secured on the trial grounds 

per cent solution, also known as forma- | near Kenosha. 

lin) in 250 parts of water (1 ounce = 

formaldehyde to 2 gallons water). Field I. 
Then rinse well with clear water and | Commercial: 56% lived; 31.5% headed; 

promptly dry the seed. After such 1.75 tons per A. 
seed disinfection, it is of the utmost | Resistant: 100% lived, 100% headed; 
importance to choose clean soil for the 18.3 tons per A. 

BFL
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Fig. 2.—Resistant Plants on Uniformly Diseased Soil. 

It is characteristic of a yellows sick cabbage field that its individual 
plants vary 7 in susceptibility, some appearing quite immun eand 
maturing perfect heads. 

Field II. 

Commercial: 36% lived; 17% headed; | |} SNe 
2.25 tons per A. } ey eee 

Resistant: 100% lived; 95.5% headed; | |}  & 
19.2 tons per A. | re shee : 
Some two thousand head of this | Ves e. ‘ 

strain known as “Wisconsin Hollander” . b 
were grown on the trial grounds in 1914. Ps? : 
The best of these, perhaps 1,500, are . See a 
to be planted for seed growing in the pe ss : 
spring of 1915. The seed thus secured & ma ~ Z 

will be distributed for planting in 1916 ; 5 = 
chiefly on the lands known to be ; P 

“cabbage-sick” in Racine and Kenosha / 
counties. Thereafter there should be 
no difficulty in securing and maintaining vi Son 

an adequate supply of home-grown . 

“Wisconsin Hollander” cabbage seed ay, , ing 
to meet all needs. Meanwhile, the 4 ti sa 

College of Agriculture will continue ——_ eee 
its efforts not only to improve upon =a Wes ee ; 

this strain, but also to perfect similar = 

resistant strains of the kraut types and 
earlier varieties. Fig. 3.—Selecting Disease Resistant 

Cabbages. 

DISCUSSIONS. The selections were made in the field 
ee o venoms yes pet as me 

. - Ww) 

Supt. Norgord—How a of this selected heads hae in tery cane in 
particular seed is available at the | plants relatively resistant to sales 
present time? even on the “sickest” soil.
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Prof. Jones—At the present time we | that in the first year of cabbage cropping have barely enough seed to repeat the | one may perhaps lose ten or fifteen per trials of last year. We shall come back | cent of the plants. Once started in into this neighborhood and plant trial | that way it will stay in the soil for plots the same as last year, but aside years, even if you rotate with clover from this we have none that can be and other things. 
distributed for general growing this A Member—In riding over this year. country that you have been speaking A Member—When you have the about, I have noticed cabbage and seed, what plans are you going to follow | onions planted on the same fields year in the distribution of it? 

Prof. Jones—That is for the local ae | 
cabbage growers’ committee to get { .e together with me next fall and decide. ily ot eg Fifteen hundred heads will grow quite ia alae a good deal of seed if handled carefully {ce say op 
and the season favors, so every one in A w\a i fy ap ey 
the neighborhood who has sick soil os BIE / oP 
can get a start at least, thereafter each ~\» VA 7 - can grow his own seed. > Vie ¥/. Mr. David Imrie—How do you care aa th r) for the heads saved for seed growing = 1S f- during the winter? \ Aaa 

Prof. Jones—They are kept in a cold s\: wu 4 ie “a 
storage cellar or house. ee 

Mr. Imrie—Do you take them up ee 
with the roots and then set the roots a wo 
in soil in the storage cellar? | _& « aves ok i 

Prof. Jones—We pull them up by the \, ae ae 
roots and then they are laid in shallow a OMe Ey Dae, 
layers two or three heads deep in a bin aa 
or on the cellar floors. We keep the >» 
seed heads in about the same way that . 
the regular cabbage are stored. F ’ 

A Member—Do you advocate raising 
cabbage year after year in the same 4 

soil? 
i 

Prof. Jones—No, sir. - : 
The Member—Isn’t that what made gore : 

the soil sick? - a 
Prof. Jones—That is what helped to Fig. 4.—Cabbage Seed Plant. give it a quicker start at first and has ae ee : 

spread it faster, although the yellows sano eee ee oe 
parasite will gradually get into soils | autumn, stored ina cool cellar or even if proper rotation is practiced. | trench and set out again the following This fungus which causes yellows isso | PURE. Such plant wil'n genera insidious that it may be introduced | Ap ounce of seed éarefully used wil 
by drainage water, dust or seed, so suffice for planting one-half acre.
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after year and I have wondered why | with proper rotation and culture the 

they didn’t rotate as they did with | disease we hope will not be enough 
other things. to spoil the crop commercially. It 

Prof. Jones—With onions there are | will not be “fool proof’—only good 

good reasons for continuing the crop | cabbage growers will succeed with this 

year after year on the same land, | as with othercrops. And remember also 

although the danger of disease is so | that we must not be over-confident. 
increased thereby that extra precau- | Our results are based on only three or 
tions must be used against this. four years’ experience and there may 

fs 
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Fig. 5.—Field Trial of Selected Cabbages. 

At the left is a row of one of the best strains of commercial cabbage 
ae the ravages of sour At the right a row of “Wisconsin 
Hollander” selected for disease resistance. 

With cabbage, while it is often | yet be a set back in this. I am sure, 
grown with success without much however, that we are on the right track. 
rotation, such practice is to be dis- | We are going to keep after it by further 
couraged. We shall urge, of course, | trial and selection year after year to 

me - pe a oe yond be improve upon what we have. With 
ee yEwit Feasonable rotation. | your patient and continual co-operation, 

In this way we believe that culture Sree ep a cae 
can be resumed on the old “cabbage ae ses a 

sck” lands. This new strain is not Mr. Scott—Would pasturing old 
absolutely disease proof and I do not | cabbage fields with flocks of sheep 
believe it will ever be perfect, but | tend to reduce disease?
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Prof. Jones—Yes, certain diseases I Prof. Jones—Probably as far as the 
believe such practice would help much. | soil may be carried either on tools and 
I wish that this could be done more vehicles, by wind-blown dust or by 
generally. If any of you can try it out, drainage water. In one case we saw 
I would like to hear more of the results. | where it was carried about a mile by 

A Member—How far from a field | the washing of surface water. 
will this disease carry? 

APPLES IN WISCONSIN. 

Frederic Cranefield, Secretary State Horticultural Society, Madison. 

Wisconsin will soon attract attention | yellow translucent skin usually blushed 
as an apple State. The annual yield | with bright red. A barrel of well- 
in a good year is about three million grown McMahan, well packed, will out- 
bushels, the number of barrels packed | sell anything else on the Chicago market. 
about 150,000, the balance sold locally The other varieties are too well 
or consumed on the farm. known to need description. During the 
a = no _— in tn a market = ee = ee xf the 

ter November Ist; cold storage is planting has n o} cIntosh, Fam- 
not a problem. Ninety per cent of | euse and Dudley, the last named a 
Wisconsin apples are summer and fall | Maine seedling that does exceedingly 
varieties, all greedily absorbed by Chi- | well in Wisconsin. It makes a splendid 
cago and the Twin Cities, and the | tree, the fruit is large, well colored, 
money in the bank before New York | of good quality and three or four weeks 
apples are picked. later than its parent, Duchess. 

That is just the way we want it, and All of these varieties, except Fameuse, 
the State Horticultural Society and | come into bearing very early and therein 
other departments engaged in the fruit | lies one of the great advantages of 
uplift, are advocating fall apples, in- | Wisconsin as an apple State, from a 
cluding in this Fameuse and McIntosh. | dollar and cents standpoint, over states 

east or south of us. 
Varieties for Wisconsin Baldwins, Spits and Greenings take 

twelve to fifteen years to get under We have a field all our own here and way and are not yielding profitable 
a market all our own. We are perfectly crops much under twenty years. Wis- willing to let New York, Illinois and consin fall apples begin to bear as soon 
Missouri raise the winter apples. The 
kinds to plant in Wisconsin for either | #8 S¢t.out and orchards well cared : ; P Tae . i ield two bushels r tree sit local market or shipment will vary but | Wil yie nels. |. DS 
little for the entire State. Duchess, | Years after planting, while at ten years McMahan, Wealthy and Wolf River is ee ae yield eight to r 
the great quartette for Wisconsin. per tree. At twenty years the 
McMahan is a Wisconsin seedling, a | early kinds, such as Duchess an! 

large apple with a beautiful creamy | McMahan, will reach the maximum cf
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profit. This, of course, is not true of The Orchardist Should be 
Fameuse and McIntosh. a Specialist 
We also have a further advantage 

with these short term orchards in size We want then, specialists. When we 
of tree. Duchess, McMahan, Dudley | get these men and get them started, 
and Wealthy will not crowd enough | the rest will come easy. We, who have 
to prevent cultivation and spraying | been interested in horticultural educa- 
for twenty-five years if planted twenty | tion in Wisconsin, have been wasting 
by twenty feet, or 108 to the acre, and | our energies in attempting to graft the 
if set twenty-four by twenty-four feet, | apple tree onto the dairy cow and the 
or 75 to the acre, there will be room hog. The dairy farmer has no right 
for all time. to attempt fruit raising: commercially; 

it will take all the brains usually allotted 
to one man to produce high class dairy 

The Farm Orchard products. 
We don’t want the farmer dabbling 

In orchard practice we have but little | in fruit raising for market, but we do 
to point to in the past, for most of our | want a few hundreds of the kind of men 
older orchards are of the ordinary | who are now making a success of dairy- 
“farm orchard” type, planted in some | ing to go into fruit raising in Wisconsin 
out-of-the-way corner and wholly neg- | and then things will move. 
lected, and every one who is interested 
in the future of commercial fruit gtow- | The Possibilities of Apple Growing 
ing in Wisconsin is fighting the farm in Wisconsin 
orchard idea. We say: “rip out every 
tree over and above the number re- Secondly, and a corollary of the first, 
quired to supply family needs and plant | we need an awakening on the part of 
no more except to keep up the supply.” | all the people of our State as to the 
This is meant for the average farmer | possibilities of fruit growing in Wiscon- 
who has plenty to do with corn and | sin. We have in this State oppor- 
silos and milk and pork production. | tunities unsurpassed by any state east 
If he attends properly to these things, | or west, and the most important is he will have no time to raise apples that | the raising of fall apples. We have are fit for market, and if he does take | ten millions of city buyers within 
time to produce quality fruit the farm- twenty-four hours by freight and every 
ing will suffer. We are trying to secure | one of them starving for apples in 
a high standard for Wisconsin apples | August, September and October. Ten 
and the only way it can be done is to | million people hungry for Yellow Trans- 
keep the growing end in the hands of | Parent, Duchess and Wealthy, that can 
men who will make it their principal | b¢ grown better on Wisconsin soil than 
baie anywhere else on earth! ; 

It is not alone in the growing that the | ,, When we get the opportunities and 
farmer falls down, but in marketin, the men together all else will be easy. ? Zs S| itis only fun to show the man who has also. About the only way fruit can be something at stake how to better his 
marketed to advantage these days is condition; it is a joy and a pleasure to 
through co-operative selling agencies, | guide the one who wants to be shown or some other form of co-operation. 4. | the way, but mighty up-hill work try-
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ing to lead the contrary cuss who wants | Tetafsky for very early, Tolman, North- 

to go the other way. To this end the | westerns, Malinda, Windsor and Golden 

State Horticultural Society has estab- | Russet for the cellar. 

lished eleven demonstration orchards 
at as many different points, from three 

to seven acres each, of varieties best DISCUSSION 

adapted commercially to the sections 

where located, where best methods of Supt. Norgord—What sections of the 

culture are practiced, including thor- | State do you consider best for com- 

ough cultivation, spraying, etc. A | mercial orchards? 

ledger account is opened with each Mr. Cranefield—In general, the ele- 

orchard and at the end of ten or.twelve | vated portions of the State, the high 

years each orchard must have shown | ridge lands in western and southwestern 

a profit or we will have failed. We are | Wisconsin offer exceptional opportuni- 

confident of results. ties for apple and cherry raising. That 

To return to my text: The best | portion of Bayfield county bordering 

orchard practice does not differ in any | on Lake Superior is also an excellent 

important particular from that of other | fruit country. Door county, during the 

sections where it is rightly done. We, | past ten years, has shown the most 

in Wisconsin, have learned some big | remarkable development of any part 

lessons from the Pacific Coast apple | of the State. This county now has 

men and we are applying some of them. | 7,500 acres of orchards and more being 

Cultivation is the big thing. No | planted each year. That part of Craw- 

sod or grass or grain in the orchard | ford county known as the Kickapoo 

either the first year or any year there- | has also developed very rapidly. Dur- 

after. Clean cultivation with inter-crop- | ing the past six years over 45,000 fruit 

ping of peas, beans or potatoes for the | trees have been planted near Gays 

first four or five years, and clean culti- | Mills. A very large part of this devel- 

vation and cover crops after that, but | opment has been due to the work of 

always clean cultivation until mid- | the State Horticultural Society in pro- 

summer. moting fruit growing. What the people 

Pruning for open head and sunshine | of Wisconsin lacked most ten years ago 

is not as important as in New York | was confidence. We have aimed to 

and the seaboard states, for our trees | inspire confidence in Wisconsin as a 

are smaller and we have plenty of sun- | fruit growing State. 

shine. Spraying is just as important A Member—How about other fruits? 

in Wisconsin as elsewhere and is the | Can’t we grow anything but apples? 

gospel of the successful grewer. Lime Mr. Cranefield—The best answer to 

sulphur for dormant spray to kill | that is the Co-operative Cherry Orchard 

oyster-shell scale and perhaps check | + sturgeon Bay, seven hundred acres 

seab, and Bordeaux with arsenate of | o¢ cherries in one solid block, the largest 
lead three times later. 
This is a rough outline of apple rais- cherry orchard in the world. Also 

ing in Wisconsin from a commercial the fact that there are over five thous- 

standpoint. For the home orchard, and acres of cherries in Door county. 

the list of varieties may be lengthened, | So far as strawberries and bush fruits 

but the other remarks will stand. The | are concerned, these can be grown suc- 

varieties for home use may include | cessfully in any part of Wisconsin.
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. MARKETING FRUITS. 

D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay. 

= There are hundreds of people who 
are just beginning the fruit business and 
who make their greatest mistake, the 
one that costs them most in dollars and 

_— cents, at harvest time. Enough has 
R : been written about the culture of fruit 

? a ig to enable most any one to: grow good 
fruit if they study what has been 

me written. The difficult part is to know 
Mes just the right time to harvest fruit 

Ria in order that it may reach market in 
fs good condition. It is also the most 

ca essential. 

1 When to Pick the Fruit 

It is always supposed that any fruit 
must be picked while still green. That 
is true, but green does not mean im- 
mature. It may be fully mature and 

only lacking slight color. By mature 
I mean full size and light color. The 

‘ color will deepen somewhat while in 
D. E. Bingham. transit and the quality of the fruit 

will not be impaired, while if the fruit 
The marketing of fruits is one of the | is picked before it is mature, the color 

most complicated problems with which | may be all right when it reaches market, 
the fruit grower has to contend. It is | but the quality will not be as good. 
not simply finding a place to sell the Particularly is this true of small 
fruit, it is finding the best place and | fruits, strawberries, raspberries and 
highest prices, and, having found them, | cherries. Fruit harvested at this stage 
to get the fruit on the market in the | will be firmer and thereby reach market 
best possible condition as to packing | in better condition. 
and time in transit. It is not so hard to know just when 

To get a fancy price, the grower must | to harvest small fruits, as they do not 
have fancy fruit, well packed. We will | fall as apples do. One does not expect 
assume that the grower knows how to | to find the ground covered with rasp- 
produce fancy fruit and has it ready | berries or cherries before beginning to 
to harvest. You may wonder why I | harvest, but in the case of apples some 
start marketing with the harvest, so | people seem to think that they must 
I will endeavor to explain. have the ground well covered with
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apples first. Why should it be so? | kind of the best fruit, well colored, and 
Perhaps they think that apples are a | always let this be a fair and honesi 

richer carpet than grass, or perhaps | sample of the whole package. ‘ 
that is the family supply. Grade all fruit, no matter what kind. 

True, you will hear these same people | Never mix kinds if possible to avoid it. 

say, why, I get a big price for my | If necessary to do so, have the kinds 
apples. Yes, true again, but what | resemble each other as much as possible. 
would the amount be in the end if these | The grower never loses by grading. 
people could be convinced that they | A barrel of apples with the first and 

are losing a fourth, maybe a third of | second grades mixed will bring only the 
their crop? price of the inferior grade. Taking 

Begin to harvest the apples as soon | an ordinary sized apple, anything small- 

as the seeds turn brown. Don’t let | er than two and one-half inches, should 
the wind or mother Nature do it for | go in the second grade. Do not be 

you. If the color of all the-apples | afraid of putting a large apple with a 

isn’t what you wish, pick those that | blemish on it in the second grade, as it 
are well colored, leaving the others to | will help to bring a better price for that 
color more. One can afford to go over | grade. 
the trees twice if they are getting good 
prices. Some varieties of apples are | Co-operative Shipping Brings Best 
past their season in a very few days, Results 
consequently they should be gotten 
on the market as early as possible. If the grower lives in a community 
When picking apples, handle them | where there is a great deal of fruit 

very carefully and above all things | grown, better results will be obtained 
avoid pulling the apples off and leaving | through the co-operative system of 
a print of each finger. These bruises | shipping. In this way the expense of 
will injure the looks of an apple very | finding markets, buying packages, etc., 

materially, especially is this true of | can be done on a wholesale plan and 

very light colored apples, while the | thereby reduced to a considerable ex- 

bruises of tight packing will scarcely | tent. 
be noticed. Finding the best markets requires 

the most time and needs a man who 
Packing the Crop has the time and ability to look for 

them and keep track of them. Under 

Now we will take up the packing. | the co-operative plan, it is possible to 

Usually the market selected determines | have a man who makes it his business 

the style of package to be used. Ordi- | to do this and is hired by the organiza- 

narily, the pint case for raspberries, | tion. Then, too, under this plan the 

the quart case for blackberries, straw- | fruit can be shipped in car lots, thereby 

berries, cherries, etc., and the barrel for | getting better freight rates and insur- 

apples. ing quicker transit. If fruit is injured 

In packing any fruit, it is very essen- | while in transit, a quicker adjustment 

tial to have the package well filled. | can be made if shipped through the 

A barrel of apples slack filled will rattle | co-operative plan. Every grower’s fruit 

and reach market badly bruised and | sells for what it is worth and every 

fail in getting the best price. Have the | grower has the advantage of the organi- 

top of the barrel or package of any | zation. Several of these co-operative
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organizations in the State stand as proof | we have a northeaster for a day or two 
| of the benefits to be derived from co- | and we find it interferes a good deal operative marketing of fruits. with the blossoms and with the setting 

of the crops. Is there any way that 
you can make that tree blossom later? 

: DISCUSSION Mr. Bingham—Not that I know of. 
There is no way of holding back the 

A Member—What varieties of apples | buds nor the fruit development. You 
would you recommend for southern | might find some way to stop the wind 

Wisconsin? blowing just about as easily. 
Mr. Bingham—The commercial varie- A Member—Would a windbreak or ties that are of special value for Wiscon- | some kind of protection from this north- 

sin growers are the Wealthy, the McIn- | east wind be of any help? 
tosh, the Snow, and perhaps the Mr. Bingham—You might get some 
McMahan. advantage from a windbreak where there 

= tae about the North- | had already been evidence that the wind 
western Greenmn; : was doing considerable injury; very 
Mr. Bingham—The Northwestern much depends on the location, and or- Greening is not so good for southern aes ts ; dount 

Wisconsin. The farther north you get | “ay there is no advantage in a your Northwestern Greening, I think windbreak, except at the time when the 
the better it does. apples are ripening on the trees. Of 

A Member—We sometimes notice | course, a windbreak at that time often 
along about the first of May, everything | times prevents the falling of the fruit 
is like a beautiful prospect for fruit, then | before you can get it picked. 

SECURING EFFICIENT FARM LABOR. | 

H. J. Beckerle, State Industrial Commission, Milwaukee. 

The securing of efficient farm labor | The Method Employed by the State 
is a problem which confronts the farmer 
at all times of the year, especially so The State has provided a medium to 
with the coming of spring. Through- | accomplish this purpose by operating 
out the State there are thousands.of | four Free Employment Bureaus in th: 
farmers who need men to work their State, one at Oshkosh, one at Superior 
farms. In the city there are thousands | one at La Crossé and the principal on: 
of men who need jobs; in fact, during the | at Milwaukee. I wish to state righ! 
year 1914 there were over 33,000 men in | here that the true definition of an Em- 
the city of Milwaukee alone who applied | ployment Office like those operated by 
for work of various kinds. The question | the State is a clearing house where em- 
now arises, how can the man and the | ployer and employee can get together 
job be brought together? and bargain for labor. There are als«
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private employment offices in this State | men, makes a good citizen of him, an 

and the tactics used by some of these | asset to the State and a financial return 

I dare say need investigation. These | tothefarmer. What more do you want? 

offices are operated by ‘individuals for | In many communities we find that from 
financial gain only. They do not care | six to a dozen farm hands are wanted 

how often a man is sent out or what kind | and by getting men of the same na- 
of a man is sent out; in fact, it is to | tionality they build up a little colony 
their benefit to send out a poor man | of their own. 
where they know he cannot hold the 
job and comes back to them applying 

for another. This means an extra fee. | Securing Information Regarding 

It is the aim and object of the State Applicants 
Free Employment Offices to send out 

men who are adapted for the work; in Now, you may say, how do we know 
other words, the best man for the job | what experience a man has had? We 

that is open. It is the object of the | are very particular as to getting all in- 
State to place men in positions where | formation we possibly can from the ap- 
they will make good, and I will say | plicant. We use the card index system 

right here that the Milwaukee office in | at the office and also a code; for in- 

the year 1914 has placed 15,080 in posi- | stance: a man comes in and applies for 

tions. Of these men, 1,166 were placed | farm work. We get his name and ad- 

on farms. The farm hands applying at | dress, age and birthplace, married or 

this office are not only city men, but | single, how long in this country and how 

others who have been lured to the city | long in the city. We then ask where he 

by grand promises of big wages and | had worked last, how long he worked at 

bright lights and during the general in- | the place, how much he was earning, 

dustrial depression which has been | why he quit, and how long he has been 
hovering over this country during the | out of employment. We ask him what = 

past year, these men have become dis- | experience he has had on the farm, 

gusted with city life and are anxious | whether old country or this country ex- 

to get back on the farm. The majority | perience, what he knows about horses, 
of this class of men consists of foreigners | cattle and machinery, dry or wet milker. 
who have been accustomed to farm | If we are still in doubt as to his ability, 

labor in the old country, but do not | we put a few simple questions to him; 
know our ways and means and in many | for instance: How many cows can you 

cases do not understand our language, | milk in an hour?, or, what side of the 

and if the farmer will only give some | cow do you get at to milk her? How 

of these men a chance and with a little | often do you milk your cows a day? 

patience teach him our principles, he | From all this information received we 

will find that within a very short time | can pretty near tell if the man is bluffing 
he will have secured a good, reliable | us or not. 
man. Many of these men have their Now, you may say, this man may be a 

families in the old country and after | good hand, but how do you know 

working a few years on the farm will | whether he is going to stick to the job? 

save money enough to bring them over | I will say that this is a matter of guess 
here, then possibly let the entire family | work to a certain extent, but will tell 
work on the farm, or rent a farm for | you right here that this can be remedied 

themselves. This you will see, gentle- | if the farmer will only co-operate with the
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office. This is a simple matter and I will | in the past year. Many men seeking 

explain to you how- easily it is done. ‘work on farms, being without work for 

When a man is sent out to work on | quite a while, are naturally without 

the farm, or any other job, we give him | funds. In cases of this kind, we ask the 

an introduction card. All that we ask | employer to advance the transportation. 

of the employer is to sign this card if he | Now, to insure safe delivery of this man 

has hired him and let us know if the | on advanced transportation, one of the 

man is any good or not. These remarks | office force will take him down to the 

are noted on the applicant’s card and | depot, buy his ticket for him, check his 

the next time he comes in applying for | baggage and mail the check right to the 

a job we know exactly what kind of a | employer, and you can rest assured that 

man he is. Should the farmer come to | his baggage must be worth considerable 

the office and hire a man that we know | more than the transportation, as we do 

from past experience will not stick to a | not take his word for what he has, but 

job, we tell him so. On the other hand, | open up his baggage or grip and go 

if we know that a farmer has hired a | through the contents, so if you do not 

number of men during a short time and | get the man, you get the baggage. 

from inquiries made has not lived up to There is also a Women’s Department 

his agreements, we also tell the farm connected with this office, in charge of a 

hand. In other words, what is good for | lady assistant, where scrub women, 

the goose is equally good for the gander, | domestics, house-keepers, etc., are fur- 

and let me tell you right here that I | nished. 

know of farmers in this State who are These offices, as I stated before, are 

to blame for not being able to keep their | conducted by the State, under the 

help, some of them not feeding well and Industrial Commission, and the use of 

others where housing conditions are | the same is absolutely free to both 

very poor and unsanitary. It is not employer as well as employee. 

always the farm help who is no good. In conclusion, will say that should you 
desire help of any kind, call personally or 

Getting the Employer and drop a line to the Wisconsin Free Em- 

Employee Together ployment Office, Milwaukee. Should 

At the Milwaukee office we have two | you live in a location nearer to one of the 

large rooms, one of which is used as a | other offices, the Milwaukee office will 

waiting room for the men looking for | forward your wants to the one nearest. 

work and the other for an office room As a closing request, I will ask that 

and also a private apartment where an | after a call for help is placed with either 

employer can talk with his man and | of the offices and you should secure same 

- talk with him personally. from any other source than this, kindly 

We regulate no rate of wage whatever, | let us know immediately, thereby saving 

leaving that entirely to the discretion or | the men the expense of going to the 

agreement the employer can make with | place and not finding the job. 

the man. This we find has proven very We want to again impress upon you 

successful, for the farmer knows exactly | that the only object we have in view in 

what he is getting. In many cases, | conducting this office is to help the 

however, it is impossible for the farmer | employer and employee and bear in 

to call at the office and he sends in an | mind that the services are absolutely 

order by mail, as has been the case with- | 'free.
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DISCUSSION f A Member—How do you do when a 

- man hasn’t got money to pay his rail- 

Supt. Norgord—I want to say that | road fare? 

Mr. Beckerle and his Commission have Mr. Beckerle—Some of these fellows, 
been represented in about ten-minute | of course, are without funds, being out 

talks at all our Institutes. We feel that | of work so long, and they would like to 

this is an important problem and the | go on a farm but haven’t got the money 

experience they have had has shown | to get there, so we ask the farmer to 

that they can give you good labor that | advance his transportation to the office. 

will be suited to the kind of work that | We pick out a man that has some 
you have to do, many of the farmers | baggage, take him to the depot, buy 

who have gone to the city and want to | his ticket and present this ticket to the 

get back to the country, old country | conductor, check his baggage after 
farmers, and we feel that the little time | looking it up carefully, he has got to 
we have been able to give to this good | open it up and no rags or paper or any- 

speech ought to be of a great deal of | thing of that kind goes with us. We _ 

advantage throughout the State. check his baggage directly to the farm, 

Mr. Jacobs—And I wish to testify | and the farmer is almost sure of get- 

that the message has been very well | ting value received, because if he 

received throughout the State. We feel | doesn’t get the man, he gets the bag- 

that we should commend this work. gage. 

Dr. Porter—How about wages this | - Dr. Porter—I want to bear testimony 

year, are they higher or lower than last | as to the value of that employment 
year? bureau to the farmer. I have had two 

Mr. Beckerle—Well, we regulate no | young men that were sent to me from 

wage, that is left entirely to the men | there last summer; the first one was 

themselves, although I must say that | one of the best plowmen I ever had. 

wages for a good man seldom vary very | He broke three horses for me which my 

much. A good man is always good for | own son, I think, would have spoiled. 

all he has got coming. On the other | He stayed three or four months, until 

hand, I find that the wages make no | the Russian war, when he had to go. 

difference to the farmer, providing he | Then you sent me another one, a young 
gets the right kind of help. Most of | man who was an excellent man and a 

them have found out that cheap help | good carpenter, for $26.00 a month. 
isn’t worth anything. The Russian last year I paid $30.00, 

A Member—Do you inquire into a | and he was well worth it. 
man’s pedigree when he applies for help There is-another bureau. I had a 
or for a position? young man last year from a Jewish 

Mr. Beckerle—We get all the infor- | Aid Society in Chicago, who had about 
mation we can. One thing is sure, as | a year in the Baron de Hirsch Agricul- 

far as the farmer is concerned, the farm | tural School, at Woodbine, N. J. The 

hand will always come back and make | boy had lived ten years in London and 
the first holler if they have had any | New York, and he was one of the best 
trouble. men I ever had. He was one of the 

A Member—I know of a man that had | seventy boys in that Jewish school and 
forty in ten months. had been working under the eye of 

Mr. Beckerle—He would have a fine | those professors. That was the kind of 

chance getting any more from our office. | an agricultural school that I believe in.
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A Member—How will we Teach you, | ~ Mr. Beckerle—A copy of your order what is your address? would be sent to the office nearest to 
Mr. Beckerle—Just address the Free you and if they should not be in position Employment Office, Milwaukee, Wis. | to take care of it, it would be returned 

There are some cards and blanks in the | to the Milwaukee office, but this is 
rear of the hall that will show you | very seldom the case. 
something of our methods and the way | A Member—You say this service is 
in which we want to help you. free to all. How can you pay your A Member—How many offices is the | ©XPenses and where do you get your 
State conducting? salary from? 

: . Mr. Beckerle—This is all paid for by Mr. Beckerle—Four, one ‘at Mil- th = sa: fe B e State. You are paying for it in- waukee, La Crosse, Superior and directly when you pay taxes, but the Oshkosh. amount is so small that if you were to A Member—Should we send an order take it out of your pocket, you would 
to the Milwaukee office and our farm have to change a very small piece of 
is nearer to one of the others, how would coin; in fact, I do not believe there is a 
our order be taken care of? coin small enough to change. 

WISCONSIN LIVE STOCK AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION. 

George McKerrow, Pewaukee. 

The time is limited, one of the rules I do not need to tell you that the of every good Scotchman is to feed Jersey fellows have so bred up their regularly and we are pretty near to | cattle that when they drop that same 
feeding time, so I am not going to give | dollar to ‘the bottom of the pail they 
you many preliminaries; indeed, I do | cannot read “In God We Trust,” 
not need to do so with an intelligent | because the Jersey cow now gives milk 
audience like this, composed largely of | enough to cover it. This is an age of 
stock men. Progress and Wisconsin has the spirit of 

I do not need to stand up here to tell progress. 
you that the Wisconsin breeders have 
been making progress. I do not even 

> need to tell you that the story told last Why Wisconsin Should Exhibit at 
night on the Holstein cow has got to be ei 2 = This Exposition 
a slander on many of the Holstein cows 
of Wisconsin, because now the Holstein At this present time it is pretty hard 
breeder has his cow bred as to quality | to talk to you in Wisconsin on what the 
as well as quantity, and he is breeding | Panama Exposition live stock show from cows that, when he drops a dollar into | Wisconsin is or is going to be. It would the bottom of the full pail of milk, he | be very much like counting your chick- 
cannot read “In God We Trust” at | ens before they are hatched, and when I 
the bottom. was in the poultry business and counted
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my chickens before they were hatched It is true that just now Wisconsin does 

I usually had a disappointment. not hold the world’s record in cows. 
Why should Wisconsin make an ex- | Murne Cowan and May Rilma are not 

hibit of her live stock at the Panama | Wisconsin cows, but only a few years 

Exposition, and why should the Wis- | back, you know, Wisconsin had the 

consin Live Stock Breeders’ Association | world’s championship in Colantha 4th’s 

go to the World’s Fair Commission and | Johanna. Just back of that Yeska 
ask for a part of the State appropriation | Sunbeam; at the World’s Fair at St. 

to be used in making such an exhibit? | Louis she had the great producing cow, 

We did that; now, why did we? the greatest, Loretta D., came from 

We did it because we believe that the | Wisconsin, a Wisconsin Jersey, and 

subject of live stock breeding in Wis- | still back of that, at the World’s Fair at 

consin is one of the major factors in her | Chicago, she had that other great 

prosperity. We believe, and we know | Jersey cow, Brown Bessie. We believe 

= 2 a oes a ae > al 5 Sy > oe 

Pen of Four Oxford Lambs, bred and owned by Geo. McKerrow 

& Sons’ Co. Undefeated get of sire 1914. Being fitted for 

exhibition at the Panama-Pacific World’s Fair as Yearlings. 

from the figures, that the live stock of | today that the test records, the official 

Wisconsin is the greatest dollar-pro- | records of our great grades and pure 

ducing element in the State. I will speak | breds in Wisconsin herds stand at. the 

of just one phase of that, the Dairy | head of any other records of an equal 

Industry. number found in any State in the 

You have been told from this plat- | Union. 

form that the dairy industry now brings I said we did not have anew world’s 

into the pockets of the farmers of the | championship, but the blood of Murne 

State one hundred millions of dollars | Cowan had its source back here in 

annually. Other lines of live stock are | Wisconsin. Her pedigree runs back to 

also bringing in very large amounts. | our Lilyella and Lilyita, two great 

Wisconsin live stock is pretty well | cows, both bred in a neighboring county 

known all over the United States and in | and developed and brought forward to 

foreign countries, but we want to have the world up in Fond du Lac county, 

it better known. and you who are interested in dairy
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cattle will remember that when their Now, why should Wisconsin make a 

records were published to the world | live stock exhibit at this World’s Fair? 

and the official test showed one at If you will go back to the records of 

710 pounds of butter fat and the other | the World’s Fairs and Expositions and 

at 780, that the people threw up tHeir | the great shows of this country for the 

hands and said, “it cannot be.” Very | last twenty years, you will find that = 

few owned 700-pound cows in those | Wisconsin herds and flocks have at all 

days, and I very well remember as I | these great shows carried:off more of 

stood beside the Guernsey show ring at | the high honors in proportion to the 

our State Fair at Milwaukee and saw | numbers shown than have those from 

my old friend, C. P. Goodrich, of Ft. | any other State or any province on the 

Atkinson, place the blue and red ribbon | American continent, so we have that 

in the yearling heifer class on these two | precedent to stand upon in considering 

animals, that were not polished for | this matter of making a show at the 

show purposes, I heard some of the best | Panama Exposition. 
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Four Shropshire Lambs, bred and owned by Geo. McKerrow 

& Son’s Co., Pewaukee. These Lambs are being fitted as 

Yearlings to show at the World’s Fair. 

breeders of this country say, “The old | Individual breeders went to the 

man has made a mistake, there are two | expense of making these shows until 

or three better heifers in that ring than | the time of the World’s Fair at St. 

those he has placed at the top.” There | Louis. The organization that I repre- 

were heifers there whose tails were | sent here today, the Live Stock Breeders’ 

better groomed, whose horns were in | Association of Wisconsin, felt that the 

better form, but when that expert old | live stock interests of Wisconsin were as 

dairyman looked at the outline of those | much entitled to the State appropriation 

animals as an indication of production, | to make their exhibit as were the 

he had not made a mistake, and back at | manufacturing or educational interests 

the time when they made their record | of the State, and so, through a com- 
we were all ready to say that the old | mittee, they appeared before the World’s 

man at Ft. Atkinson could see as far | Fair Commission back in 1904 and asked 

into a cow as any other man. that a part of that appropriation be
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given for that purpose. At the first | Breeders’ Association, decided to go 
meeting they were turned down, because | before the present Commission and ask 
there was no precedent for it, no money | for a part of that appropriation for an 
had ever been appropriated and used | exhibit, and they were granted $10,000. 
along that line, but we got a second Now, you may ask again, Why? 
hearing and succeeded in convincing | Why is it needed? Why can’t the 
those men that the Live Stock Associa- | breeders of live stock make their own 
tion was entitled as much as anything |-exhibit? And many say at these great 
else to a part of that fund, and the | Fairs it is always a losing proposition. 
exhibit was made at St. Louis. and if Now, the live stock of Wisconsin 
you will pick up the report of that | must be pushed, must be advertised, 
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The McKerrow home on farm No. 1, Guernsey Cattle, Shrop- 
shire and Oxford Sheep in the foreground. 

Commission you-will see that the live | just the same as any other line of our 
stock of Wisconsin made one of the | industries which are being pushed and 
best and most creditable shows in that | advertised. At this Fair at San Fran- 
exhibit, and if you will look up the | cisco, it is going to cost somebody a 
record of the prizes you will see that | great deal of money, a great deal more 
Wisconsin was clear on top at that | to make a live stock exhibit than they 
World’s Fair, winning more prizes in | will ever get back. That is certainly 
proportion to animals shown than any | true, as I know from an experience of 
other State or province. over forty years. Other exhibits can 

So when an appropriation was made | be made a great deal more cheaply and 
for the Panama Exposition, this same | with very much less risk. Live stock is 
organization, the Wisconsin Live Stock | perishable, the feeding of high-class
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animals to get them in form to go to | of dairy cattle she has more in numbers San Francisco to win honors for the | than any other State, the Guernseys. | State of Wisconsin is a big job, they | In the Holsteins she stands second. must have the very best of care, both | She has within her borders the greatest before they go and after they get there, | show herd of Ayrshires and she has and they must be of the very best high-class Brown Swiss. She has some character. It would be useless for-| of the best Shorthorns in the world. Wisconsin to pick a lot of second or | She has some of the best sheep that can third class stock, such as a man would | be found on this or any other continent, send to his County Fair, and send them | and she has good swine and she has some to San Francisco. to represent the good | high-class horses, although she does qualities of Wisconsin stock. That | not stand out as a horse-breeding State. would simply advertise that our stock | Her reputation in dairy cattle is pretty was very mediocre in quality, so it | well established, and these countries I must be the best animals from our | have mentioned, even Japan, Australia, herds and flocks that shall be used | New Zealand and South American for that purpose. countries have within the last three or Then, too, we must remember that | four years’ time been buyers, either of there is a long journey across the pure bred or high grade stock, here in continent, a journey of from seven to | the State of Wisconsin. We do not ten days’ duration, and you know what want some other State or some province that means with high-class, well fitted | of Canada to go there and make animals, you know of the shrinkage, you | exhibits along live stock lines that will know that some of your animals will over-shadow the exhibit that Wisconsin deteriorate, or, as the stockman puts it, | can easily make if we have a chance, and be “knocked out,” so the live stock men, | this applies not only to pure bred stock, I believe, showed good sense in asking | but particularly is important to the for, actually demanding, a part of this | farmers of Kenosha and Racine counties, appropriation to insure against these | and all the other farmers of the State heavy losses. that are well forward in breeding good 
stock, that this particular part of the Wisconsin Has a Reputation to business, the building up of fine grade 

Sustain herds, grade herds of high class, shall be 
encouraged everywhere, and Wisconsin’s Now, the question is, What are we | work in this direction recognized. going to do with it? Advertise Wis- Looking at the wide question of the consin live stock. And why advertise | value of the live stock of this State, I at the Panama Exposition? Well, one say that it is the grade stock that are reason is that there will be there repre- | being bred up that are adding most sentatives from great live stock countries liberally to the value of the live stock of across the Pacific and to the south of us, | this great State. We must show to the Japan, New Zealand, Australia, and the | world that we have good grade stock, South American countries. All of these | as well as pure bred, so everybody will will have representatives there to study | get the benefit from this way of ad- the live stock shows at that great expo- | vertising our Wisconsin live stock. sition. I said I was not going to talk so as to Wisconsin already has a reputation keep you away from your feed, because and she must keep it up. In one breed these men who feed these high-class
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animals to go to such shows “as the Mr. McKerrow—I have not said any- 
Panama Exposition, know full well that | thing about what we propose to do. 
they have to start early, that they have | There are a great many Wisconsin 
to get these animals in condition slowly, | breeders who have started to get ready, 
so that they may stand this long journey | but just at the present time, with the 
across the continent. We know some- | foot-and-mouth disease and the quaran- 
thing about a trip of that kind. We sent | tine and all those conditions staring us 
an exhibit to Seattle, it took seven days | in the face, we cannot say anything 
on a special train without unloading, and | definite. The live stock exhibit is on 
we found that some of our very best | in October and November. We propose, 
animals had gone back so that they | if any State is able to make a good show, 
were down the line and the animals, | we propose that Wisconsin shall have 
many of them, that we expected to do | one of the best, and that is all we can 
well with got no prize money, while say about it at the present time. Many 
some of our second-rate animals won | of our best breeders are fitting for it. 
out. A Member—What will you do with 

I am going to stop. We hope you will | the appropriation if we cannot show? 
keep up your interest and help us push Mr. McKerrow—I have no doubt 
this thing through. that we will be able to show. I will tell 

you what we did in 1904. We only spent 
DISCUSSION a little over nine thousand dollars of the 

ti ten thousand dollars appropriation. 
A Member—Were there any Holsteins | The Commission told us we were te. 

among those first prize cows you spoke only class of people that didn’t spend 
of? all the appropriation we could get and 

Mr. MeKerrow—Yes, Colantha 4th’s | ask for more, and they rather intimated 
Johanna took the record for seven days, | that we farmers were not quite onto the 
thirty days, ninety days and a year. game. Now, we will have to put our 

A Member—Tell us about this new | heads together and find some way of 
Holstein that so much is expected of. sustaining that reputation. It won’t 

Mr. McKerrow—She hasn’t finished | do to let it go back to the State Treasury 
yet; she is making a great record, and | as we did in 1904. 
we Guernsey fellows are hoping she A Member—Perhaps we can hold it 
will hold up some, but fear she won’t. for 1920, for the Plymouth celebration. 

A Member—When will that exhibit Mr. McKerrow—Maybe we can. 
be ready? Recess to 1:30 P. M.
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AFTERNOON SESSION, SATURDAY, MARCH 13. 

Mr. John Imrie in the chair. ; 

BUILDING A PRODUCTIVE DAIRY HERD. 

H. D. Griswold, West Salem. 

In taking up this subject, you will | cows and sell all the calves. They have 
pardon me if I digress somewhat from | entered into other men’s labors, but the beaten path and discuss some things | are doing nothing themselves to help 
not often mentioned, and the subject improve the dairy business. The cow : which I wish to bring out particularly is | that you buy simply to give milk a year 
in these words of the Good “Book, | or two and sell again you have no senti- 
namely, “Other have labored and ye are | ment for, but the cow that you have 
entered into their labors.” raised, that was born on your farm 

The first man to bring home forcibly | under your care and according to your . tomy mind the possibilities of the dairy | ideas of breeding, that you have fed cow was Hon. W. D. Hoard, and not to | and developed and watched grow out in- 
me only but to thousands of others. | to the mature animal of profit and Then Dean W. A. Henry, with his study | beauty, and if, perchance, you have 
of feeding and his books on the subject, | taken a premium in some contest or at 
opened up a better line of thought and | some fair, there is a just pride and a knowledge in that part of our dairy | sentiment that is closely akin to affec- 
work, and Prof. Babcock, who gave us | tion and you do the work connected 
the simple way of testing milk which is | with it not alone for the dollars in it 
of untold value to every dairyman in our | but for the satisfaction that comes from 
land. These men and others who have things accomplished and victory won. 
done such good work in our State and The real dairyman, coming home from 
Nation and of whom we are justly | an absence of some time, does not ask proud, have labored to bring out and | first for the cream check, but for the 
develop the splendid breeds of dairy | welfare of the herd, the calves that have 
cattle that we have today. Men have | been born, the records made and the spent their lives in study one generation | health and prosperity of the flock, and 
after another to bring out and perfect | the check is the last in his thought, 
these breeds of cattle, so that the farmer | for well he knows if the herd is prosper- 
of today, though he be poor, can get the | ing the dollars will come all right. 
benefit of their years of labor in good Again, do not be led away by fads 
sires for his herd, and if he does not he | and fancies and lose sight of the main 
is wasting opportunities, not only for thing, which in a dairy cow is pro- 
himself but for those dependent on him. | duction. She may have the perfect 

Again, we have dairymen who sell | colors of the breed and all the fancy 
milk and depend on buying all their Points, but if she fails to produce she is
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: thing of naught. Many a good animal | and types and records. Nothing less 

has been sacrificed on account of some | than a full blood sire is worth consid- 

defect of color or fancy point. The | ering and production is the main thing. 

champion cow of the world today is | A uniform record, reaching well back 

decidedly off in color markings. Let | over several generations, is better and 

the millionaire do that if he wishes, but | surer than phenomenal records of in- 
thé man of business should look first to | dividual animals. 

production and hold lightly to the Never buy an under-sized bull. All 

minor things. the large records that have been made 

Another important thing is health. | in any breed have been made by cows 

Some lines of breeding are much stronger | of good size for the breed represented 
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Farm home of H. D. Griswold. Peas for canning factory in fore- 
ground. This farm home has a furnace, electric lights, hot 
and cold water under pressure, a sewer system, bath-room, 
toilet and stationary wash tubs, telephones and R. F. D. 

physically than others, more able to | and an under-sized bull is most sure 
resist disease, ‘less easily affected by | to get under-sized offspring and buy- 
changes of weather and environment, | ers of stock today demand size. 
more to be depended upon in their Don’t get the idea in your head that 
breeding, more uniform in their feeding | you have got the only good stock in 
and in their production. the world and commence to inbreed. 

I know men that have good stock that 
Selecting the Sire say they can get nothing better out- 

side and therefore save sires from their 
Don’t make a mistake in the selection | own herd and inbreed. That has brought 

of your sire. It pays to study breeds | disaster and deterioration in many cases.
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i Twenty Years’ Work in Dairying pattern, but simply to show how these 
things work out and the things that 

I believe that the greatest and best | contribute toward success and those 

work the Farmers’ Institutes can do | that contribute toward discouragement, 
today is to help the farmer of small | and the time and patience required to 
means who is starting out in life to start | bring results where money is lacking and 

right, and I have made out a chart | a family to be supported and the in- 
showing twenty years’ work in the | vestments have to be made little by 

dairy business, not as a model or a | little. 

Building up Griswold’s Herd 

Total Returns 
Number Average Butter Se Me ine 

Year Cows Per Cow 
Butter Stock 

. 1888 3 I ects cciett yest $107 $59 

First Pure Bred Sire 

1889 4 : $138 $198 
1890 6 tis ctAta Eee ons 224 229 

. 1891 9 265 388 50 
1892 9 315 529 138 
1893 10 334 609 190 
1894 10 379 552 245 
1895 il 360 557 185 
1896 11% 357 556 171 
1897 15 392 798 177 
1898 16 383 1.004 189 
1899 17% 385 - 1.129 80 
1900 18 337 1.147 206 

First Silo 

1901 | 20 | 400 | $1..400 | $218 
1902 21 424 1.937 345 
1903 2334 421 2.243 234 

SS ee eee 

Abortion in Herd 
a at a tg UR Sn ei EN aah 

1904 | 27 | 373 | $2.284 | $196 
1905 25 264 2.119 388 
1906 23 386 2.091 1.059 
1907 24 431 2.534 1.269 

All Pure Breds 
oa ee am a eee 

1908 24 387 1 $2,372 $1.703 
1909 25 403 | 2.423 2.370
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You will see by the chart that in | price, as grade cows were not much in 

1888 we had three cows and the returns | demand at that time and as we were 

that year for butter, were $107.00. In | selling the poorest. Most of them went 
these records one cow must be allowed | to the butchers. 

for the family of which no record was In 1901 the first silo was built, and 

kept. you can readily see the increase in pro- 

A full blood sire and a good one was | duction, both in the individual produc- 

bought when there were only four cows | tion per cow and the production of the 

in the herd, interest was aroused and a | herd after that. No words. that I could 

milk tester was bought and used in | say for the silo would speak so well for it 

i 1891. At that time we knew nothing | as the figures themselves. 

e “ 

Bede | 

ae 

H. D. Griswold’s Farm Buildings, showing Barns and Silos. - 

about air treatment for milk fever and Then in 1904 we had contagious 
we lost some good cows with that | abortion in the herd and for three years 
trouble. Then came years of testing | it ran its course. What the records 
and culling; slow at first, sometimes a | might have been without that trouble 
long ae of male calves and some dis- we do not know, it was serious enough 
appointing heifers, but a gradual gain d t di but ill 

in numbers and production. The money SEE TNT CODER, DUE SVOR NE 

received is not in regular proportion, as | "°te that the money returns kept up 
the price varied considerably, especially | '@™arkably well, partly due to the 
during the first years, running as low as | better prices than before, the greatest 

12 and 15 cents at times in the summer. | loss being in the calves lost and the 
The increase of the herd is also low in | consequent loss in stock sales.
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In 1907 normal conditions prevailed DISCUSSION 
and better returns accordingly. Then 
we sold our grades gradually at good A Member—What has been your prices and replaced them with full expeirence with tuberculosis? bloods. Mr. Griswold—Our experience has During all these years of grading, the | been that we have to look out when we offspring of two cows that we had early | bring animals into the herd. We have in the game stood out superior to all | had individual cases three or four others, so that when we sold our grades | different times and always from animals they were all descended from those two brought in from outside. We test each of the original stock, showing that the | year, every one of the herd, so we have - bull alone is not enough, but good | been able to locate those cases promptly foundation stock is necessary also. before others were infected and cut them Another thing, we find also that while | out. 
keeping grades, we can cull them out A Member—How do you know just without mercy, always keeping the best | exactly how much everything costs and ourselves. That does not work out with | what your animals bring in? 
registered stock, as the other fellow Mr. Griswold—I have always kept wants good stock also and we must | books. I know where every dollar divide with him. came from that comes in and I know In these records we did not have a | where every dollar went that goes out. fraction of a cow, but we did have many | I have kept books on the herd of cows fractions of years as heifers came in and and all these figures that I have given others were sold out, and all these you are taken from those books, and I fractions were put together each year | know they are correct, there is no and reduced to whole numbers. The | mistake about them. 
increased returns for stock are partly~ In 1902 we built a summer silo, so due to better prices and partly to better | we could feed ensilage in the summer as stock, as all the stock sold Jast year | well as in the winter, and we consider were registered stock. that summer silo is just as valuable to We have had, I believe, most of the | us as the winter silo. 
diseases in the calendar at one time or Chairman Imrie—How would you another in our herd, they seem to come go to work to produce a herd of this and go, more virulent at first, then | kind if you were selling milk from the gradually dying out. The germs seem | farm as so many people in this neighbor- to lose their power, or else the animal | hood do? 
gets hardened to them. Mr. Griswold—I would first of all 

So the dairyman has to have lots of | have a good sire for the herd. Then I patience, “hoping all things, enduring all | would keep back enough milk to raise things.” There is room for thought and | all of the best heifers. 
study in this work; it brings out the Dr. Porter—My Jersey bull was best in us and a satisfaction in things | killed last August and was at that time accomplished that makes it worth while. | in a late stage of miliary tuberculosis. It is our duty and privilege to so live and | I tested my cows in November and conduct our affairs that our children | found one to react. Last week I read after us can say with pride and in truth, | in Hoard’s “Dairyman” a quotation “Our fathers labored and we are entered | from a doctor in a convention_who said into their labors.” that the tuberculin test in the incipient
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stages of tuberculosis is no good. Mr. Griswold—I know in one 
What do you say to that? Farmers’ Institute we held they wanted 

Mr. Griswold—My experience has | a demonstration and they -took an 
been that animals respond readily to | animal that responded to the test, the 
the test in the early stages of the disease, | animal had gone up in temperature 
but do fail sometimes to respond in the | very strong, several degrees, and they 
last stages. slaughtered that animal, and had very 

Dr. Porter—I would like to know as | hard work to find any tuberculosis 
to the possibility of that bull having | germs in the carcass, but they did find 
contaminated those cows when he wase| them by hunting the carcass all over. 
running with them. I tested the cows | It was only in just two or three very 
in November. Now, the question I | small places, though that animal had 
would like to have answered is, whether | responded very strongly in temperature. 
they could have the germs of the disease A Member—Mr. Griswold, what 
in their systems and not react. I have | concentrates do you feed? 
no doubt that the tuberculin test does Mr. Griswold—We always feed some 
tell the story in the incipient stages. bran and then any other feeds that we 

Mr. McKerrow—I wish to say that | can. We buy any protein feed that we 
from the experience we had at the time — so as to secure the = 
we were testing so many cattle here in | for our money, some times oil meal, 
Wisconsin, some of us came to the con- ae espera: nae. aaa 
clusion that the tuberculin test, so far wi . om " 
as public opinion was concerned, was bys Sie buy best for cunmoney. 
too active, it found the disease too We davuut be Pie seed meal very Z ig z . | Well, at least our animals do not seem 

quickly, it found it before the veteri- to like it. We do like oil meal very 
narian and those that were killing the | much and the effect of oil meal in the 
animal could find it,—so some of them system is very much more beneficial 
said; but in many cases, after hunting | than cotton seed meal. 

| a good while, they did find it, though Mr. McKerrow—Do you pay any 
just in the first stages. In fact, the —- to ash content —— . 

| United States Government sent a rt. Griswold—No, we think we wi 
specialist to Milwaukee and he took have enough in these feeds I have 

some lesions that were not exactly | Mentioned. 
lesions, just suspicions, and sent them Mr. McKerrow—Do you feed your 
to Washington, and according to the “ — grains dry, or do you 
report, most of those showed the tuber- Mr. Griswold—We feed them dry. 
cular germs. _They singled out those We do not feed a very large part of 

a the incipient stages. So we | ourration of that material, not over one- concluded it was even too active some- | half. It carries a large percentage of 
times, not in weeding out, but in the | acidity and if we feed too much our 
matter of pleasing the public who were | animals do not relish it and are liable 
looking for plenty of evidence. to get off their feed.
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' CO-OPERATIVE TESTING OF DAIRY CATTLE 

W. H. Clark, Rice Lake. 

; Methods 

There are several ways of testing our 

herds. We can procure scales and a 
Babcock tester and do the work our- 

" ial Bi selves on our farms, or many times the 
z ere: : children of the home can take samples 
a a and weights of the milk of the different 

a “ 4 | cows and do the testing at school, 
gen: Satay | figuring out the production of each 
~ a b cow of the herd, thus interesting them- 

} selves in home and farm life, doing 

practical examples in arithmetic and 
| acquainting themselves with real things 

as they exist, and many times bring 

} their parents to a realization of facts 
Fr) that they did not know existed, like 

ye boarder cows, and bring them to realize 
their methods of unprofitable dairy 

A management. However, in a locality 
a where sufficient cows are available, aco- 

operative cow testing association is the 
most practical for the average farmer. 

W. H. Clark. This is an association of about 
twenty-six farmers, organized for the 

Itis said that three things are essential | purpose of testing cows for production 
in the building of a good dairy herd; | and cost of production. This work is 
good breeding, generous feeding, and | under the supervision of the Wisconsin 
good care. To this I would add the | State Dairyman’s Association, of which 
fourth and equally essential, testing for | Mr. M. L. Welles, of Rosendale, is 
production. president, Mr. A. J. Glover, Ft. Atkin- 

It is not enough that we know that | son, secretary and treasurer, and Mr. 
we have good cows, but, how good? | H. C. Searles, of Fond du Lac, super- 
It is the establishing of this fact that | intendent of the field work of the local 
places in a large degree the value of | associations of the State. 
our dairy cattle. The object of a 
testing association is to find and cull Organizing 
out unprofitable cows, to encourage 
better care and feeding of the herd, to It costs nothing to organize an 
set a higher standard of efficiency in | association, except a little time on the 
the herd and create a general uplift | part of some of the members. Upon 
and better interest in the dairy industry. | request, the Superintendent of the
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State Dairyman’s Association will come | testing. He comes to the farm in the 
without charge*and help organize the | afternoon and as each cow is milked he 

association. When the required | weighs and takes a sample of the milk 
number of cows is obtained, which is | and weighs the feed the cow will con- 
usually about five hundred, and the | sume. The next morning he does the 
association is organized, a tester is | same thing, placing the morning sample 
hired, each member paying from one | in the bottle with the night before, 
dollar to one dollar and a half for | making a composite sample. After 
every cow he has in the test for one year. | breakfast he tests the milk for butter 
This means that if a man has twenty | fat, and, taking this per cent of fat, 
cows it would cost him from twenty | weight of milk and feed as an average 
to thirty dollars a year for testing. | day for the month, he then computes 
This money goes to pay the tester. All | the amount of milk, butter fat and 
the glassware and equipment is fur- | amount and cost of feed for the month 
nished by the State Diaryman’s Asso- | as shown in the accompanying cut. 
ciation and is under their supervision at | Here he also figures out the profit or 
all times. loss for the month, the cost of producing 

a pound of butter fat, the cost of pro- 
Plan of Operation ducing one hundred pounds of milk, and 

the amount of money received for every 
After the association is formed and | dollar expended in feed, as is also shown 

officers elected, a man is hired to do the | in cut. 

CO-OPERATIVE COW TESTING ASSOCIATION 

Cow No. 7 

Breed, Jersey—Type, Dairy—Size, .............. Age, 3 yr8.—Calf, May 30, 1909, Bull; Apr. 7, 1910, Bull 
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June 225,82.0] 736 lt. a7g0.50] 25 | fo: | Pi ol gp. colga.77...| “Sto byst1.25 
to July 2534.4) 103.2/4.041.2).27/11.12) 30 jf) 1 00).) 1.00)10.12).0 "| 09) .024) 11.12 

to Aug. 25)23.8) 737.84.8135.4)-28 9.91) 31 [20.0140 ||| |") 1080-84) 1.84! 8.07,...| 113.028) 5.38 
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ee ; 
Description of Cow: 

Distinguishing Features in Colors:
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He then goes to the next member, | tests our herd, figuring out just what 
and so on around until he is again back | each cow will do and the cost of feeding, 
to the member number one about the | we will then realize that it pays to feed 
same date the next month. This is | well. We will then increase the feed 
continued for twelve months, when | gradually and carefully, watching the 
every member of the association has a | increase in production till we bring our 
fairly accurate record of every cow of his | cow up to her maximum yield that she is 
herd, each cow having a page in the | capable of doing. It is impossible to 
book like the sample shown. feed a cow to her greatest profit unless 

we test her and know her production. 
Benefits of an Association If by the test we find that she is not 

: profitably making use of her feed, we 
There is everything to commend an | will then dispose of her and replace her 

association and nothing to condemn it. | with a better one. 
It puts our dairy work on a business The following table shows the in- 
basis. What would we think of a |} fluence a cow testing association has on 
merchant who bought and sold goods | the members. Here are three years’ 
without keeping an account of what they | work of the West Salem Association 
cost him and what he sold them for? | from February 1909 to February 1912. 
We farmers are keeping cows year after We find the second year’s average 
year without knowing what they pro- | profit over the first to be $4.02 per cow. 
duce or what the cost of production is. | Assuming that there are 500 cows in the 
We can get this information in no other | association, the total would be $2,010.00. 
way than by testing our cows. The | The third year’s profit per cow over the 
best way for the average farmer to do | first is $14.60, or a total of $7,300.00 for 
is to form a co-operative cow testing | the year. Taking the two years’ profit 
association and hire a man to do the | over the first, we have the fine sum of 
work. We farmers are busy people and | $9,310.00 for the members of the asso- 
if we undertake to do the work, we are | ciation. If it were possible to calculate 
very likely to neglect it some time | the production of the herds before the 
during the year, with a result that when | association started, we would probably 
our year is done we have an incomplete | have a profit of from twelve to fifteen 
record of our herd. If a man is hired | thousand dollars in the three years’ 
to do the work, it is his business to do | work. 
it. It will be done whether we are We find by referring to the report of 
busy or not, and at the close of the year | one man in the association, he was 
we have a complete record of every | making 152 pounds of fat per cow. In 
cow in the herd, This will enable us to | a third year he brought the production 
cull out unprofitable cows and select | up to 265 pounds per cow, an average 
good ones to build up our future herd. | increase of 1,300 pounds of fat, and an 

average profit of $33.00 per cow, bring- 
Better Feeding ing an unprofitable herd to one of profit- 

able production. 
The testing of cows will also encourage The supervisor or tester is supposed tc 

better feeding. There is nothing that | be a man capable of advising a balancec 
will encourage good feeding like testing | ration and his services are exceedingly 
for profit. Any of us can understand | valuable to some members. A membe: 
figures. When our tester comes and | of the Amherst association, who has 16
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cows, claims he made $401.00 more in a DISCUSSION. 
year’s work in the association than he 
did the year before, or $25 per cow by Chairman Imrie—You believe it is 
better care and feeding. necessary to test cows in order to know 

Another member of the Columbus as- | how to feed them better? 
sociation made a gain of 75 pounds of Mr. Clark—It certainly is. If you 
milk a day from 12 cows inside of a know what your cows are producing, why week’s time, and at a less cost, by the | then you have an established fact to 
tester changing an unbalanced ration to | work on and upon which to figure a 
a good one. ration. . 

A member of the Augusta association | _ Mr. _David Imrie—What effect has 
was feeding a ration that cost 29 cents testing had upon your own herd? 
per day per cow. This ration was modi- Mr. Clark—Testing our own herd has 
fied and reduced to a cost of 20 cents per | had more effect on the man than it did 
cow, with an increase in production. on the cows. The cows were all right. 

These are only a few of the benefits of | For a number of years we were fooling 
the association. Each member has a along feeding cows, not knowing what 
special lesson taught him, except, per- | was happening really, or rather knowing 
haps, the one “who won’t believe in that we were not getting out of them 
good breeding and feeding” and “whose | what we should by lacking the courage 
scrub sire and scrub cows are just as | to buy feed. It takes considerable grit 
good as anybody’s” and who says “there | to go down in your pocket to buy feed 
is nothing in the dairy business any- | unless you know it pays. I was in this 

way.” position for a long time, we were fiddling 

Name of Association, West Salem 
3 Years’ Work—Began Test Feb. 1909—Ended Feb. 1912 
Summary giving records of...................cow in each herd 

eGV3e60x=—}]@0—0—@$—— 

Returns Milk, Fat, Fat, Gross. | Cost of for $1.00 Ibs. % Ibs. Returns| Feed Profit | in Feed 

Ist year’s average of all 
MORE so cemeesererceernensct td) SGR8 | aS 228 | $66.40 | $30.50 | $35.90 | $2.17 2nd year’s average of all 
erdse ee ec. 5,085 | 4.6 233 70.69 | 30.77] 39.92 2.29 3rd year’s average of all 
POO oe 5,935 | 4.5 269 84.00] 33.50] 50.50 2.50 Average gain per cow... FOB En conse 41 spd vlantn cs Bc ccasctaiees 14.60 |................ 

Ist year’s average of one 
herd 2) SSMRF | 48 253 77.76 | 40.28 | 37.48 1.93 2nd year’s average of same! 
heehee ee eas che 6,172] 4.6 286 89.97 | 36.98 | 52.99 2.43 3rd year’s average of same 
OCG errest epee EL! OS 297 82.18 | 38.38 | 43.80 2.14 Average gain per cow.... 4,006 {......... SOP OE Pissisiciicccecs 

Ist year’s average of one 
ME Ua 3,547] 4.3 152 40.71 | 26.98 | 13.73 1.50 2nd year’s average of same RePEc eecseacinneeeen| 4,539 |° 4.3 195 58.40 | 29.60] 28.80 1.97 3rd year’s average of same bed BE aS 265 82.61 | 35.85 | 46.76 2.30 Average gain per cow...|_ 2}618 |.......... $s pa | SS OO Pe 

ee Me erat kei ee de eee
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along, making about two hundred Mr. Clark—Before making this test, 

pounds of fat per cow. Then we organ- | the cows were doing the best they could, 

ized a cow testing association similar to | the same as they were after, but there 

this that has been spoken of here, we | was no record, there was nothing to 

entered the cows in this association and | show what they were capable of doing, 
began to haul a few loads of feed. The | and since making the official test we are 

neighbors criticized me and asked if | selling our calves for two and three and 
I ever expected to get our money back. | four times as much as we were before. 

I told them I didn’t know, but I knew | The first cow we sold that made the offi- 

it didn’t pay to starve the cows and we | cial test sold for enough more to pay for 

were going to feed them and see what | the testing of the herd. I had offered her 

happened. The result was that when | for $150.00 before we made the test and 
the tester came around and figured out | after making the test the same man that 

our production and cost of same we saw | I had offered her to came back and gave 

very soon that it did pay to feed. We | me $275.00 for her. I made enough 

can understand figures better than we | profit on that one cow to pay for the 

can understand cows, and we kept along, | whole official test at that time. It costs 

feeding better and better, and at the | more now. 

end of that year we raised the produc- A Member—Isn’t there danger of 

tion to 308 pounds of fat per cow. Then | you wearing out your cows if you crowd 

after that we began to think that we | them like that? 
might have some cows that were really Mr. Clark—We are not crowding or 

worth feeding and we entered them into | foreing our cows, but working them. It 

a semi-official test. It took about two | doesn’t hurt an animal to work any 

years to test the entire herd in this test, | more than it does a man. I think it is a 

and at the end of that time we again | hard job to injure a cow if she is fed 

raised the butter fat production prac- | right and it is an awful easy thing if 

tically 100 pounds; in other words, we | she is fed wrong.- We have got to study 
brought the average production up to | an animal and we can safely feed a cow 
405 pounds. This was done through | to a very large production, feed her up 

better care and better feeding. In about | to her capacity, without hurting her, 

three years’ time we had practically | but we want to know when we reach 

doubled the production of the herd. | that point and stop. Do not feed her 

You see, it was not the cows’ fault that | an unbalanced ration; that is, a ration 
| they hadn’t been doing better all along | that is not fit for her. An unbalanced 

and that is why I want to emphasize | ration isn’t fit for anything, but it must 

the statement that it pays to feed well. | be balanced, not by rule but according 

I believe that Wisconsin today has a | to the individual need of the cow you 

great deal better lot of cows than it has | are feeding. 
feeders. We want to get them tested in Mr. McKerrow—Doesn’t it lessen the 

some way so that we may know what | danger if you keep plenty of succulence 

the production of the cow is, and then | at all times in her food? 

feed her up, give her a chance to do Mr. Clark—yYes, it does. We are 

better, to work up to her full capacity. | feeding all the silage the cows will eat. 

A Member—After you found out that | I think if a cow is working hard that § 
these cows could give 400 pounds just | roots are very beneficial with silage. 
as well as 200 pounds, did it help the Mr. McKerrow—Almost a necessity 

sale of your calves? if they are working very hard.
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Mr. Clark—In our experience we | men who previously did not have very have never hurt a cow yet by over- | much interest in dairy work. Now it is feeding. I think it is safe to say that neighborhood talk, when they get to- there is not one cow spoiled by over- | gether they are talking about this sub- feeding where there are thousands that ject. There were but very few pure are injured by under-feeding. bred sires among those men when this Mr. Jacobs—I think you said one association work started. Now in very important thing and one that thirty-seven herds there are thirty should be ‘emphasized, and that is the pure bred sires; there are thirty-one effect upon the man in this cow testing | silos among these members, and in every association. We talk a good deal about way I think it has promoted dairy weeding out the unprofitable cow, but thought and in every way has done I think that the effect of the association really more for the dairyman than it has work upon the man and upon the for his cows. 
thought of the men in the neighborhood Chairman Imrie—One thought that 
a which it is done is one of the — these figures bring out very plainly is important features of the association. hat if feed aller I know of nothing that has brought up that it we con feed: eT Staeee the dairy thought in certain sections | Worth of feed and get $2.50 in return, as 
that is equal to it. In my own county | is shown right on these figures, under this work has been carried on for three | this testing system, if we are smart we or four years and I think that is very | are liable to feed her all the feed she 
oticeable, particularly. so among the ! can take profitably.
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THE CARE OF THE DAM AND CALF. 

Fred Stubley, Black Earth. 

v a be continued the rest of her producing 

period. A let-up in feed or care is 

followed by a loss in milk production and 

she can never be brought to where she 

would otherwise have been if not 
Pe ¥ neglected. The feed must be of such 

at nature as to promote health, also a 

balanced ration to produce milk. This 
§ 5 will also be the best of feed for growing 

Pa £ the calf. 
We must also be prepared to care for 

. < the dam at time of giving birth to calf, 

and be able to observe and treat some 

of the common afflictions which some- 
fame times attack some of our best dairy 

cows,—milk fever, swollen or caked 

udders, failure to clean off the retention 

2 of the after-birth, calf scours in: young 
4 calves, and a number of such ailments 

: which are common at this time. 

See that the dam has a well lighted 

box stall, keep well bedded and dry, 
use plenty of disinfectants at all times 

Fred Stubley. in barn and stall, so the cow that has 

been well fed and cared for to produce 
The care of dam and calf is most | the largest amount of milk up to this 

essential, as it is the keynote to success- | time may give the new born calf the 

ful and profitable dairying and the | right kind of a start to build up our 
up-building of the future doing of the | future dairy herd. 

herd. An ill-kept cow cannot make a ae 2 p 

profitable dairy cow, nor can she grow Raising the Dairy Heifer Calf 

the best of calves. The cost of produc- It is generally more satisfactory and 

tion makes it a business problem and a | profitable to raise good heifer calves 

proposition to be worked at both ends, | than it is to buy cows. Some of the 
and every detail relating to breeding | advantages of this system are: 

and feeding must be worked out and | y It{'does away with the necessity of 
planned ahead in order that one may | expending time and money in buying 
carry out a profit business in dairying | cows 

and breeding. It safe-guards the herd from such 

The care of the dam must begin as | contagious diseases as tuberculosis and 
soon as she is bred for her first calf and | abortion.
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It enables the dairyman to secure a | farm for a period of two or more years. 
herd of cows of uniform breeding, indi- | He should be a pure bred representative 
viduality and ability to produce profit- | of some one of the distinct dairy breeds 

ably. and be selected with reference to his 
It makes it possible to keep a herd of breeding, his individuality and when- 

comparatively young cows from which | ever possible the good dairy qualities 
individuals may be sold from time to | of his calves. If his calves fail to 
time at remunerative prices. develop into proper dairy animals, 

It affords greater satisfaction than | the sooner he is sent to the butcher 
does simply milking cows and getting | the better for the dairyman. If his 
proceeds from the milk. calves are worthy individuals he should 

By the time purchased cows adapt | be used to the fullest extent by being 
themselves to a strange herd and return | retired from one herd to another as 
over cost of feed an amount equal to long as he is serviceable. 
their purchased price and losses, when The dams of the calves to be grown 
account is made of those which result | should be tested for milk and butter 
from dealing with cows of unknown | fat production and be profitable pro- 
breeding and character, the dairyman | ducers as well as good individuals. 
realizes that it is cheaper to raise calves | Excellence on the part of all individuals 
than to buy cows. for generations of ancestors constitutes 

the strongest foundation upon: which 
Essentials for Growing Calves to select heifer calves, and offers the 

greatest assurance against disappoint- 
The first essential factor in growing | ment when calves are fully grown and 

heifer-calves is a man who loves good | put to the production test. 
calves. It would sometimes seem that 
many men apparently like to grow | Favorable Environment Necessary poor calves. Good calves possess all 
the characteristics of good breeding, Favorable conditions of environment 
good feeding and good development. constitute a third essential. Conditions 

of environment affect men, plants and 
Good Breeding Important ; animals from without. The conditions 

of environment under which calves are 
The second essential for good calves | raised in a great many instances are 

is good breeding. This is determined | such that all the good is lost that other- 
by the character of the sire and dam | wise is secured from good breeding and 
and the more extended line of ancestry. | feeding. An abundance of pure, fresh 

- The great fundamental law of breeding | air and sunlight and dry, comfortable 
that “like tends to produce like,” em- | places in which to rest, protection from 
phasizes the importance of giving | vermin and-disease and kind treatment 
careful attention to this essential. | are conditions necessary to growing 
Without respect to this law, many men | calves successfully. 
raise heifer calves which never earn the Providing stables with artificial venti- 
cost of feed that is consumed and the | lation and abundance of sunlight gives 
labor expended in growing them. warmth and sanitary conditions that 

The sire is especially important, for | are very essential to growing calves 
the reason that his influence affects not successfully. Stables of this character 
only one but all the calves raised on the | can be provided at so little increased
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Senior and Grand Champion Holstein Bull Wisconsin State 
Fair, 1914; twice Grand Champion at National Dairy Show, owned 
by R. E. Hager, Algonquin, Ill. 
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Senior and Grand Champion Holstein Cow, Wisconsin State 
Fair, 1914, and National Dairy Show, 1914, owned by R. E. Hager, 2 
Algonquin, Ill.
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cost that there is no excuse for not coaxing, feed it two to four pounds of having them. Barns made of slabs | the dam’s milk three or more times daily. from saw logs furnish these conditions | The weaker the calf the oftener it where one realizes their importance. should be fed and the more valuable it is 
the more one can afford to spend time in 

: Feeding the Calf encouraging it to get the best start 
possible. Gradually increase the The feeding of calves is of utmost amount of milk. Pains should be taken importance. It should begin before the | to have the milk at about the tempera- calf is born. Feeding the dam a well- ture it is when drawn from the cow, 100 balanced ration suitable for keeping | Fahrenheit, and not to over-feed the her in perfect health and condition | calf. Have pails from which it is fed to produce a profitable flow of milk is scrupulously clean. At about two considered most satisfactory for develop- | weeks of age the calf begins to chew ing a strong, well-developed calf at | hay anda pinch of grain can be given it birth. after it has had its milk. These feeds A cow should have six weeks to two | should be offered in small quantities months rest from producing milk just | and in fresh condition. 

prior to freshening. This allows her to 
utilize her feed for the development of The Skim Milk Age the foetus and building up her strength. 
For the benefit of the cow and calf, It is well to feed whole milk until the the cow should be put into a box stall a | calf is three to four weeks of age and few days prior to calving. To antici- | then gradually change the whole milk pate the date when the cow should be | to skim milk from this age up to six dried off and placed in a box stall, the | weeks. After six weeks the daily date of service should be recorded and | allowance of milk can be 15 to 18 pounds, also the approximate date that the | fed in two regular feeds, if the calf is cow is due to calve. Ordinarily a cow | thrifty. The allowance of grain and freshens 282 days after the date of | hay should be gradually increased. service. Silage, feeding only the leaves at first, 

may be placed before the calf, which it The Delicate Age -will soon learn to eat to good advantage. 

From birth until the calf is six weeks The Oft Neglected Age old is the delicate age. For the first 
two or three days allow the calf to During the time a calf is six to remain with its dam. See that it gets | twelve months of age, it is often very the first milk or colostrum which nature | much neglected. If in summer, it is has prepared in a manner to produce | often turned to pasture and made to a laxative effect and start the action of | rustle for itself, which is a mistake. the digestive organs. If the calf fails | A calf is best off kept and fed in a to get this colostrum, a dose of castor | clean stable during the first year of its oil or other substitute is necessary. life. It may be turned out in summer Place the calf in a clean, well lighted | for exercise in shady paddocks or during and comfortably warm box stall. After | the night, which protects it from the ten or twelve hours, when it becomes hot, scalding sun. Feeding skim milk hungry enough to drink without much | and six to eight pounds of silage or
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freshly cut grass given with good hay |- pounds daily up to the time the heifer 
and grain at regular times, night and | produces her first calf. The oats are 

morning, should be continued. It is | fed whole in the majority of instances, a 

during this age that heifer calves often | number of dairymen, believing, however, 

fail to grow sufficiently to become good | that a fresh supply of ground oats is 

sized, profitable cows. preferable to whole oats. 

During the second summer provide 

heifers with good pasture and water 
and hay if necessary, to keep them Valuable Suggestions 
constantly growing. The second winter 

they should be fed daily eight to ten Pure, fresh water should be given to 

pounds of alfalfa or clover hay, twelve | calves daily as soon as they have learned . 
to twenty pounds of silage and two to | to drink. 
three pounds of grain mixture. Salt should be kept where they can 

have free access to it at all times. 
The Breeding Age All changes in feed should be made 

gradually. 
Breed heifers at the age of 16 to 20 Foam which forms on separator skim 

months to the best pure bred dairy | milk should never be fed, as it will 

sires it is possible to secure. Do not | cause indigestion and scours, bloat or 

be alarmed if dairy heifers appear to be | other troubles will follow. 

too fleshy. If they have been selected Calves should be separated or fastened 

from the right kind of cows and are by | in stanchions at the time they receive 

good dairy sires they will transfer the | their milk and fed dry grain immediately 
flesh on their backs to fat in the pail | after drinking the milk, which will tend 

when they come into milk and the dairy- | to prevent the bad habit of sucking one 
; man will be well repaid for all it has cost | another. 

to grow and keep them in good condi- The stables should be cleaned 
tion. regularly and kept dry. 

If the stable is provided with a con- 
Grain Mixtures for Calves crete floor, it will be worth while to have 

an inch board overlaid to keep calves 
Oats with hardly an exception con- | off of damp, cold concrete. 

stitute the greater portion of grain fed In winter time cold draughts of air 
dairy calves. In quite a good many in- | in the stable should be avoided. 
stances, they are fed alone, but the In summer it is well to darken the 

great majority of dairymen feed wheat | stable to give protection from flies and 
bran, corn, barley, hominy or oil meal | to keep it as cool as possible. 

with the oats, making a variety of two ‘Young calves should never be exposed 

to four kinds of feed in the mixture. A | to a hot, scalding sun. 

mixture by weight of 50 parts oats, 30 Watch calves and keep them free 

parts wheat bran, 10 parts corn meal | from lice. Thoroughly washing or 

and 10 parts oil meal has been found to | dipping calves with a five per cent solu- 

be a good mixture. This mixture is fed | tion of some of the coal tar series of 
in quantities ranging from a pinch to a | disinfectants like zenoleum, creolin, etc., 
small handful at the time the calf first | and repeating the washing after ten 
receives any grain to an amount not | days, is the most effective means of 

exceeding two and one-half to three | destroying lice.
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Aim to do everything possible to keep | trouble. If you will wait until the foam 

calves gaining in live weight at the rate | all settles back into the milk, it will be 

of 1.5 to two pounds daily. all right. 

Avoid calf scours by keeping them in A Member—How long after separat- 

clean, well lighted and well ventilated | ing would you wait before feeding that 

quarters and feeding them regularly | skim milk? 

milk at the proper temperature from Mr. Griswold—I wouldn’t wait at all 

pails scrupulously clean. Treat any | I would scrape the foam off and feed the 

indication of scouring by reducing the | calf the milk without the foam. 

feed. Give two to four tablespoons of A Member—What would you do if 

castor oil mixed with one-half pint of | the milk should be left long enough to 

milk, following this in four to six | get a little cool? 

hours, or immediately, if necessary, by Mr. Griswold—I think it is very es- 

one teaspoonful of a mixture of one part | sential that milk should be at the same 

salol and two parts of sub-nitrate of | temperature all the time. I would rather 

bismuth mixed with one-half pint of | feed a calf the milk that was a little bit 

milk. This has proved a good remedy | cold than feed it too warm and then 

for bad cases of scours. The salol and | have it a different temperature the next 

sub-nitrate of bismuth can be secured | feeding. A good many men do not weigh 

from any druggist mixed in the proper | the milk at all that they feed to their 

proportions and thus be available for | calves. I am pretty positive that I can 

use at any time. feed a calf more milk by feeding it ex- 

Wetting the navel of the new born | actly the same amount every time I feed 

calf with a one to 500 solution of | than by guessing at the amount. Just 

bichloride of mercury is considered a | now I am feeding my calves three times 

safegua d against contagious scours. a day. 

A Member—You think you can get 
them to use more milk by feeding three 

: DISCUSSION. times than twice? 

Mr. Griswold—Yes, you can get a 

ai wre Me Str | ea dn mor mi tho hing 
wold, of West Salem.) that tend to regularity are good for the 

A Member—What is there about that calf. 

toam on separator milk that is different A Member—Do you feed a calf three 

from the milk itself and renders it | times a day when you are milking only 
poisonous to the calf? twice? 

Mr. Griswold—There isn’t any differ- Mr. Griswold—No, I wouldn’t, unless 

ence really, except that the calf takes in | it was some delicate calf that needed 

a lot of air with that foam, which causes | special attention.
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TYPE IN DAIRY CATTLE AS RELATED TO PRODUCTION 

E. E. Wyatt, Tomah, Wis. 

In the study of efficiency, there are | and as are demonstrated by their 

certain evidences of its presence that | actual relation between conformation 

are recognized by the trained mind in |. and accomplishment in what constitute 

that which is being considered, whether the type of the dairy cow. We are 
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View showing the wedge shaped conformation as 
viewed from front; from shoulder along top line to 
hips; from shoulder down over ribs and body and 
from hips to the rear an inverted wedge. 

it be a man, a factory, a machine or a compelled to recognize this by results 

cow. Some of the evidences recognized | when we compare the different kinds 

by the eye are to be considered in this that have been developed under diversi- 

article as they apply to the dairy cow | fied conditions, when the ultimate
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results of feeding, breeding and selec- Dairy Conformation 
tion will to the end be the economical 
production of milk. It is not the type The first indications of the pictures 
that has developed the capacity to | as the outstanding features of these 
produce milk economically, but the | cows that are in common are the clear- 
intensified ability with its hereditary | cut conformation, good size, lack of any 
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A clean-cut, well defined head, broad between 
eyes, and full, good eye, clear and bright, but not 
wild and nervous; open nostril, wide muzzle, 
with a strong jaw. 

breeding powers that have produced the | superfluous meat, with a strong bony 
conformation of these animals, have | frame, neatly put together and in 
made it their universal formation and | such a manner as to insure a capacity 
thus standardized the type, and when | for cramming and assimilating a large 
we allow this to be the fact, we must | amount of food, and then a good indi- 
now take this as a base to select and | cation of a milk manufacturing plant 
maintain our efficiency of dairy herds. | with a good creative and transformative
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system, with health and vigor. These | men and the udder should indicate a 
things we take in as we make the first | greater depth through from the rump. 
general survey of the cow and they Then as a front view, we notice good, 
constitute the type of the dairy cow. | wide chest, with a gradual widening 
But to study this type further, we must through the body to the paunch. 
analyze it and take up her specific | This should show a well filled and dis- 
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A clean udder, well attached at rear, broad and 
deep. No meatiness but capacity for manufactur- 
ing milk and butter fat. 

conformation as it is and why, with | tended body conformation, and on top 
results. line a close, clear, sharp shoulder, and 

We naturally look to the body first, | as we view the top line a gradual 
as it is the larger portion, and from the widening as the ribs spring from the 
side view we notice the wedge shape, | back as/they near the loins and thus 
first, starting with the chest as the point, | the hip bones set out as a base of ihe 
it gradually deepens through the*abdo- wedge, and thus as we look above,
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down on the side of this wedge, we | for in here is a big factory, manufac- 
notice it develops another thought—the | turing out of the rough and concentrated 
body; chest and abdomen. foods and water such elements as may 

This gives the general ‘outline of the | be transported by the blood to the body 
body, but some more specific points | for their needs and to the udder the 
yet to be considered, at the chest it | elements to make into milk, and here 
must indicate plenty of room for those | the more of this work that can be 
vital organs, the heart and lungs, | accomplished the bigger producer our 
which are so important in the dairy | cow should be. 
cow, as in her work more blood and The loins are broad and well sup- 
necessarily more air must be mixed in! ported, giving plenty of support for 
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Here shows a good fore udder, good attachment, with large milk 
veins. Note the outstanding veins on udder. This udder manu- 
factured 420 lbs, butter fat in seven months and a grade cow 
with but three top crosses of these pure dairy bred sires. 

her lungs than in the lungs of any | the foetus and good connection to the 
of the rest of our animals. With size | fore body with the rear parts. Here 
considered, that means plenty of depth | we come to the supporting frame of the | 
and width. | udder. The hips should be wide apart, | 

Then the back must be strong with | with plenty of width extending back to | 
a long, well spread vertebra, indicating | the pin bones, with an arched rump to 
a strong nervous make-up, also making | give room and strength. 
a good roomy body. The ribs, while As we come down to the udder, the 
not as flat as a beef conformation, yet | real milk factory, we find first plenty of 
coming out well and broad, making a | room to denote capacity and ability, 
large {barrel and well spread, giving | then the conformation is one well 
plenty of give and take in this barrel, | attached in all directions, from front,
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back and high up between the thighs, A similar neat and out-standing 

with plenty of width, both in fore udders | nervous system should be shown in 

and rear. and here is where the thin | the face and head, which should be of a 

thighs and wide-set limbs give room for | size in conformity with the body, set 

the udder. The attachment should | on a clean neck. The face should be 

be firm and even, and avoid a loose and | broad between the eyes, with good 

pendulous attachment, with no fleshi- | indication of plenty of brain develop- 

ness or meatiness beyond a necessary | ment; nostrils that are capacious, with 

sufficient amount of frame to load up | a clean-cut appearance, also a muzzle 
the supplies of the milk-making elements | that is broad and strong in connection 

between periods of secretion, the lower | with a strong, well muscled jaw. The 
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Grade Jersey Cow Lassie, owned by G. B. Newcome, Tomah, 
Wis., a 7-8 Jersey produced from common sto:k by the use of 
good sires. What a farmer’s cow may be. 

parts four well placed, well shaped and | eyes indicate a good deal; they should 

easily operated teats. be bright and alert, clear, but not 
The veining of the udder should be staring or wild. . 

pb ieee oe a With all these individual features of 

pase awit os ———' a the dairy cow, we must have them 
that indicates a good circulation, which ‘ i : i 

. . harmonize and mingle in a symmetrical 
should be noticed by thin. not papery, - See 
but pliable with good secretion; the conclusion that precludes all description 

hair soft, not long and wiry; the milk and can only be appreciated by one who 

tveins large and branching, with wells | studies them in an entirety and then 
large giving plenty of carrying capacity | appreciates the uniform coincidence of 

for the blood flow from the udder. production and dairy type.
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/ DISCUSSION. dition, linking together the type and ! the production. 
Supt. Norgord—Do you think it is A Member—Isn’t it a fact that the 7 — by = from = dairy type | best — — = — very small 

and dairy conformation, by means of | recor , I refer to the show type, not to ; the Babcock tester and the scales, get- | what we call the dairy type? As a whole, 
i ting the total production of each cow, to | haven’t they made very small records, 

= pretty continually the — both a ae long wae 
; type and production so that we will re Mr. Wyatt—I haven’t the es, 

more and more able to select the highest | but I have noticed the judging in sev- 
producing cow by the dairy type? eral rings where the judges’ decisions 5 Mr. Wyatt—That is a point I have | were in the same order as the record of ; tried to illustrate with these pictures | butter production placed them. Fur- i this afternoon, showing the relative type thermore, many of these cows that have , as we have it developed in the different | won these prizes, if they had been given ! breeds, showing the cows themselves | the opportunity to demonstrate their : that have gained big records, and then ability have not produced the highest 

‘ the matter of different conformation as records, though they have produced ; . ee as shown by weighing and the = ee ee id 
; abcock test. upt. Norgord—Isn’t it a fact that 

A Member—Do you find that the every one of the world’s champion cows 
: judges in the show ring always recognize | has had a good large barrel, good capa- 

these things? Isn’t it a fact that those | city, a pretty fair sized, well developed 
! high producing cows are put at the foot | udder and good milk veins? That they 
! of the list by our judges often? have had the main points that stand out 

Mr. Wyatt—That may be the case and indicate a good food-consuming and 
where the judges are judging from fancy ~~ — ae 
points, but where we have sensible r. Wyatt—Yes, they have had to judges, the two combine very closely. have all those things to do the work of 

Supt. Norgord—Isn’t it a fact that | Recessity. : ‘ 
you find more high producing cows on oe sr roi the average from cows that belong to | You have to have the machine to fit the what we call a dairy type than those off type, just as in going through this auto- 
from the dairy type? mobile factory out here every machine 

Mr. W. y th for its place and to fit the type has to 
d a oe re SS be a machine of wonderful development. red records at has been proven. It must be there. 

A Member—Then we should look for Mr. David Imrie—At the Minnesota the dairy type in buying cattle, even State Fair, looking at the show animals, though — ood cattle are found out- | | asked for a certain bull, and they said, side of that type? No, he isn’t a show bull, but everything 
Mr. Wyatt—Some of these cows that along this line is his. It seems to me have produced these big records have | there must be something wrong when all had special lines of points that will not | of his stock was there but he couldn’t 

conform entirely to the type of the dairy | be there because he wasn’t a show bull. cow, and some of those cows were not Mr. Wyatt—We have many of the strong breeders either; but when we put | best bulls that breed that have never the two together, we have the ideal con- | done anything for themselves in that |
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line. We have some bulls that have an | to a great deal. If a bull has good 

inferior conformation, that are not | breeding, it doesn’t always come out in 
thoroughly balanced and sometimes | that bull’s daughters. 

not to blame themselves for it, but still Chairman Imrie—But it will show 
have the essential factors and produce | later. 
cows that have made great records. Mr. Griswold—We always find that 
They, have a stronger power of pre- | the best breeder is not the best payer in 

potency, developed from the breeding | results. That brings out a point to 
before them. . which we should pay more attention 

Mr. Jacobs—That is quite a different | than we do in this old and tried sire. 

proposition, that of the show bull, | Nearly all these breeds that have been 

from that of the show cow. This bull | illustrated here this afternoon have 

may be a wonderful bull in his progeny | suffered from the loss of certain sires 
because of what he has inherited. He | in the breed, simply from the fact that 
breeds from his inheritance rather than | the value of those sires was not realized 

from what he can show himself, while | until they were sacrificed. 
the cow must show her own work in Chairman Imrie—How old would 

production. you think a bull could be kept for safety? 

Mr. H. W. Griswold—Sometimes we Mr. Wyatt—I have known them to be 

judge a bull too quickly, some of his | kept until they were eighteen years old. 

daughters do not amount to anything, | The bull Tormentor was twenty years 

while his grand-daughters may amount | old when he was struck by lightning. 

FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE. 

Herbert Lothe, D. V. M., College of Agriculture. 

Foot-and-mouth disease, a most | vesicles or blisters on the mucous 

dreaded malady of animals, is paying | membrance of the mouth and on the 
the United States its sixth visit. Out- | skin between the toes and immediately 

breaks occurred in 1870, 1880, 1884, | above the hoofs. 
1902, 1908 and the last- and most 

extensive of all during the fall and Cause i 

See The cause of foot-and-mouth disease 
Definition is not known; that is, the germ causing 

it has never been seen or grown outside 

Foot-and-mouth disease, or aphthous | the animal body as has that of many 
fever as it is technically called, is an | other diseases, such as typhoid fever and 

acute, highly contagious disease, | diphtheria of man and anthrax and 
affecting principally cattle: (hogs, | blackleg of cattle. We do know it is 
sheep, goats and other cloven footed | contagious, for we can see it spread from 
animals and sometimes man are also | animal to animal, which fact leads us 
affected). It is characterized by fever | to think that foot-and-mouth disease is 

and“ accompanied by the eruption of | caused by a germ, for all other con-
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tagious diseases are caused by germs. 1. Directly by the secretions and 
f This germ is different, however, from | excretions of sick animals, namely, 

many others, in that it is so extremely | saliva, milk. Intra-uterine infection of 
q small that our most powerful micro- | calves has been observed, namely, calves 

scopes do not magnify sufficiently to | from infected mothers may be born 
make it visible. It will also pass | with the disease. Besides this, animals 
through filters or strainers that are so | that have recovered from the disease 
fine as to strain out all known micro- | can transmit it for some months. Spread 

| organisms that can be seen with our | of the disease through the air may be 
microscopes. The causative agent is | possible for very short distances. 
present in the clear fluid contained 2. Indirectly the disease can be spread 

! in the blisters found in the mouth by any number of means. Anything 
! -and on the feet ‘of cattle suffering | animate or inanimate that comes in 
! from the disease, as has been proven | contact with the secretions or excretions 
' by injecting some of this fluid under the | from a case of foot-and-mouth disease 

skin of a susceptible cow. Such a | can transmit the disease. Among the 
procedure is followed by the prompt things that may spread the disease 
appearance of typical foot-and-mouth indirectly, the following suggest them- 
disease after a period of one to two days. | selves: skim milk from creameries, 
It has also been proven that the urine, | cattle markets, feeding yards, stock cars, 
manure, saliva and, to a lesser degree, | auction sales, watering troughs, hay and 
the milk, contain the cause of the | other fodder, attendants and other 
disease. The blood contains the causa- | workmen about animals affected, cats, 

| tive factor only during the period of dogs, birds, hides, wool, etc. At times 
fever and not after the blisters have perfectly healthy cattle can carry the 
appeared. The germ or virus, as it is | disease without themselves being affec- 
termed, is a weak affair as compared | ted or at least showing any signs of 
with many others. A temperature of | disease. Smallpox vaccine has been the 
165° F. is sufficient to destroy it. The | cause of two outbreaks in this country 
temperature on the interior of deep | (1902 and 1908). Recently it has been 
manure piles, especially where they | shown that hog cholera virus obtained 
have been composted, is sufficient to | from hogs in the incubation stage of 
kill the organism. Antiseptics readily | aphthous fever has spread the disease. 
destroy it. Animals that have passed through an 

The infection usually gains entrance | an attack of the disease possess a greater 
through the digestive tract, (mouth, | or lesser immunity from one month to 
stomach, bowels) and skin. The virus | several years, depending upon various 

- of the disease can also be breathed into | uncontrollable factors. No permanent 
the lungs, and rubbing saliva of an immunity is conferred by one attack. 
affected cow into the eyes of a healthy 
cow will transmit the distase. Symptoms 

Cattle show symptoms of the disease 
Mode of Transmission three to six days following exposure 

(rarely as long as eleven days), hogs one 
Foot-and-mouth disease is trans- | to two days, sheep one to six days. 

mitted from diseased to healthy animals There are three sets of symptoms or 
either directly or indirectly: signs by which the disease can be recog- |
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nized, namely: mouth, foot and udder | breaks the disease runs a much more 

symptoms. All are or may be present | severe course and losses may run as high 

at the same time, but for convenience | as 50 to 70 per cent (malignant foot- 

each will be discussed separately. and-mouth disease). This is excep- 
1. Mouth symptoms. Three to six | tional, for recovery in from two to three 

days after exposure the animal develops | weeks is the usual course of events 

a temperature ranging from 104° to 106°. | (benign foot-and-mouth disease). In 

Diminished appetite and careful chew- | calves the death rate runs considerably 

ing due to sensitiveness of gums is | higher than in adult cattle. Animals 

noticed. Between feeds the animals | are, however, often left with deformities 

stand with the mouth closed and do not | of feet and other abnormalities, which 
chew the cud. The mouth is opened | lessen their value. 
now and then with a characteristic 

smacking sound. Long, sticky strands Treatment. 
of saliva drop from the corners of the 

mouth. In from two to three days As a rule, animals respond to medic- 

blisters make their appearance upon the | inal treatment. The actual death per- 

gums, tongue and inside of cheeks and | centage of animals does not begin to 

lips. These vary in size from that of a | represent the loss by this disease. Other 

pea to a silver dollar or even larger and | losses far exceed the actual loss by 

contain a clear, colorless or yellowish | death. The fever and difficulty of mas- 

fluid which harbors the germ causing | tication of food cause rapid and extreme 

the disease, After one to three days the | loss in flesh and cessation of milk flow; 

vesicles burst, the fluid escapes, leav- | the udders often become inflamed and 

ing a raw, painful ulcer. The ulcers | ruined by abscess formation; the in- 

heal over in from a few days to two | flammation of the feet may cause the 

weeks, leaving a scar which finally also | horn to drop from the toes, producing 

disappears. great lameness and permanent injury, 

2. Foot symptoms. Lameness and | and abortion is frequent in pregnant 

stiff gait is probably the first thing | animals. The late Dr. Salmon, formerly 
noticed. The lameness is due to the | chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry 
formation of sensitive blisters between | at Washington, D. C., placed the loss at 

the toes and along the upper edge of the | from twenty to thirty per cent of the 
hoof. In cattle the mouth symptoms | value of the cattle. The disease also 

predominate, while in sheep and hogs | spreads to sheep and hogs, causing pro- 

the feet alone may be affected. portionately severe losses among these 

3. Udder symptoms. The udder | animals. In Europe, where the malady 
shows the formation of blisters, especial- | is widespread and always present, there 

ly on the teats. Pain is caused when the | is probably no affection of cattle that is 

cow is milked. Catarrh of the milk | dreaded more by stock owners. 

ducts causes a decrease in milk yield 

from 50 to 75 per cent. Methods of Combating. 

Course Various.methods have been used in 
combating the disease: 

Animals usually recover, the mor- 1. Isolation and quardntine. In Eu- 
tality being from one to three per cent. | rope the disease has been combated by 
At times, however, in individual out- | isolation and quarantine, but these meas-
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ures have proven inadequate, as shown per cent of total animal population have by its continuous existence and wide- been slaughtered to date in present out- spread: distribution in European coun- | break or no more than are killed in two tries. It has been stated that cattle can or three days at Chicago packing houses) transmit the disease to other cattle for than to suffer a loss of from 20 to 30 per | five months after recovery from an at- cent of the value of all animals in the . tack, so that they must be kept in quar- | country by allowing the. disease to ) antine for at least five months, or per- | spread. 
haps longer, after they have recovered. 
From this fact it can be readily seen that The Present Outbreak. the holding of infected animals is a se- 
rious problem, inasmuch as they are a The disease was discovered in Niles, constant source of danger to the com- Michigan, on October 10, 1914, and had munity because of their Possibility of | probably existed there for some time starting fresh outbreaks. The length of | prior to its recognition. Its origin has such quarantine, which must of neces- not been determined. From here it sity be a very rigidly enforced one with spread to the Chicago Stock Yards and constant watching by state and gov- | thence to various parts of the country, ernment officials, makes the universal until the disease occupied an area ex- adoption of this method prohibitive for tending from the Atlantic coast on the pecuniary reasons. east to Washington on the west and as ~ 2. Slaughter of affected animals. far south as Mississippi, twenty states With a scourge so contagious that it is being infected. 
frequently and easily carried from farm An unfortunate state of affairs pre- to farm and in which quarantine meas- vailed at Chicago in that the disease ures have proven so inadequate, it be- | broke out among the cattle at the Na- comes important to shorten its Period of | tional Dairy Show which was being held existence as much as possible. Slaughter | there. Some 800 cattle, including ani- of affected animals is the only method | mals from some of the best herds in that has met with success in its control. | Wisconsin and other parts of the coun- This method proved successful in 1902, try and valued at thousands of dollars, again in 1908 and in every other out- | were thus exposed to the infection. In break in this country. The remark is spite of all precautions the disease often heard that in Europe no such spread from animal to animal. The ani- drastic measures are taken and that in | mals were ordered slaughtered, but be- this country the measures are entirely | cause of their extraordinary value, the out of proportion to the importance of | federal authorities allowed the owners the disease. It is true that European | to hold the cattle under strictly en- countries have not usually employed | forced quarantine regulations with the such drastic measures because the dis- | idea of saving the valuable breeding ease has gained such a foothold, is so | stock. It has been proven by placing widespread, as to make it impossible to susceptible cattle, sheep and hogs in the enforce such measures (slaughter) with- quarantine pens that the members of out jeopardizing the live stock industry. | the original herds are incapable of in- The United State government realizes fecting other animals. ; that it is far Better financially to sacri- Wisconsin was paid her first visit by fice the few cattle that are affected at | the disease in the form of feeding cattle the beginning of an outbreak (08 of 1 | shipped from Chicago. All cases in this
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State can be traced directly or indirectly | State. The affected herds have all been 
to the Chicago Stock Yards. While the | slaughtered and it is not probable that 
State was fortunate as compared to | any number of cases will appear in Wis- 
some of its neighboring States in point | consin in the future. In fact, the disease 
of number of animals and herds affected, | is well under control in all states and it 
nevertheless 36 herds located in 14 dif- | is now only a question of time until the 
ferent counties were affected in this | last affected herd will be under ground. 

‘ HOG CHOLERA CAN BE CONTROLLED. 

B. A. Beach, Assistant Veterinarian, College of Agriculture. 

If the swine raising industry is to be | even any rise in temperature. A con- 
put on a firm basis, the most serious of | siderable loss, therefore, must be ex- 
all swine diseases, hog cholera, must be | pected from this procedure. The in- 

controlled. jection of serum alone will render a hog 
The fact that this disease year after | immune for three to six weeks. 

year devastates whole counties, and 
also that it may appear on any farm at Permanent Immunity 
any place without warning, lends to the If permanent immunity is desired, a 
swine raising industry an uncertainty | small quantity of virus or blood from a 
which has driven many farmers and | cholera-sick pig must be injected. It is 
breeders from the field. evident that the injection of blood from 

Hog cholera serum, if properly | a cholera-sick pig is a dangerous pro- 
applied, will obviate all serious losses | cedure, as this blood is capable of pro- 
from this disease. No other agent can ducing acute hog cholera and unless 
be relied upon. potent serum in sufficient quantity is 

injected at the same time, disastrous 
Temporary Immunity results will follow. 

There are two methods of producing 
It has been the custom of many | a permanent immunity; the injection of 

men who vaccinate to do so after the | serum, followed in five to fourteen days 
disease has made its appearance in the | with more serum and virus, or the in- 
herd. This is a last resort which will | jection of the virus and serum at the 
usually save enough hogs to more than | same time. In either case, a small 
pay for the serum and its administra- percentage of loss must be expected. 
tion, but it must be understood that | However, the preliminary injection of 
the serum is a preventive and not a | serum builds the animal up, so that the 
cure. When the disease makes its | subsequent injection of serum and virus 
appearance in the herd; all non-infected | does not produce the shock and some- 
hogs can be saved by the injection of | times serious losses that are attendant 
serum. It is at times difficult, however, | on the latter method. 
to tell which hogs are infected, in view 
of the fact that an animal can harbor A Permanently Immune Herd 
the virus for several days without Whatever method is employed to 
showing any physical symptoms, or | combat this disease, those animals
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| which are to be retained for breeders | rapidly, some of them before the onset 
should be permanently immunized. | of any noticeable symptoms, the in- 
Then every year when the pigs reach | jection of serum will do very little good. 
fifty pounds in weight, they too should | On the other hand, in those outbreaks 

. be vaccinated. In this way all serious | of a less acute nature, the injection of 
| losses will be prevented and the farmer | serum not infrequently will result in 

may feed as many hogs as he can fit | the saving of more than ninety per cent. 
for the market without fear that Do not attempt to use virus yourself. 
cholera will at any time appear and | A State law limits its use to experienced 
annihilate his herd. veterinarians only. The indiscriminate 

use of virus (disease-producing blood) 
Precautions has been known to start hog cholera in 

a locality. 
If good results are to be had, the Several days before the hogs are to 

serum must be used with judgment. | be injected, they should be confined in 
As has been stated, it is not a cure | clean, dry quarters and fed lightly on 
but a preventive agent. Vaccination | soft feed. This should be continued 
against hog cholera in infected herds | two weeks after vaccination if virus is 
has not always been attended with | used. All temperatures should be taken 
good results, owing largely to the very | at the time of vaccination and virus 
erratic nature of this disease. In those | given to none showing an elevation of 
outbreaks where the hogs die very | 104 to 105, depending on conditions. 

Summary of Results with Various Methods of Vaccinating Hogs Against Cholera in Wisconsin | 
(To June 30, 1914) ‘ a 

Recoveries Method of Vac- Condition Number 
cination when Treated Deaths 

Treated . Number Per cent 

Healthy 5,369 aot 5,358 | 99.79 Serem—alone............ —$—_____ |__| ee 
| Infected 6,009 957 5,052 84.07 

Healthy 850 106 744 87.53 Simultaneous.............. ——— } —_____|____ |__| EOS Infected 449 166 283 63 .03 

Healthy 4,524 210 4,314 95.36 Combination.............. | —————_}__*"—___}__—_j_ vp Oe Infected 372 35 337 90.59 

Healthy 10,743 327 10,416 96.96 All methods................ ————__|_—_*"__|___ pO 
Infected 6,820 1,148 5,672 83.17 

Tete eee oe 17,563 1,475 16 ,088 91.60 | 
St aa a eet ae we
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Care should be exercised in cleaning the | large hogs may be saubbed to a post 
site of the injection, as the introduction | and injected behind the ear. The fore- 
of filth may give rise to blood poisoning | going table shows the results of the 
or abscess formation. The best place to | various methods of vaccination last 
inject is the arm-pit in small pigs; | year. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS. 

The report of the Committee on Reso- | industrial pursuits than the courses 
lutions was submitted by its chairman, | provided in our city high schools, with 
Mr. L. E. Scott, and unanimously | a winter’s short course for such students 
adopted, as follows: as are needed upon the farm during the 

summer months. 
Resolutions . RESOLVED, That we believe that 

every township should provide all 
WHEREAS, We believe that further | academic education needed by our young 

academic training for our farmers’ | citizens within driving distance of their 
sons and daughters after they complete | parental roof-tree. 
the eighth grade work and issue from WHEREAS, The World’s Fair Com- 
the rural schools at the average age of | mission have responded to a resolution 
14 years is the greatest educational | passed at our last Annual Round-up 
question that now confronts the Ameri- | Farmers’ Institute, asking that a liberal 
can people, and portion of the $75,000.00 appropriated 
WHEREAS, The results of sending | for a Wisconsin exhibit at the Panama- 

these young people to our city high | Pacific Exposition be used for a credit- 
schools, with nothing to do outside of | able live stock and agricultural exhibit, 
school hours, and to be away from home | by setting aside $10,000.00 for such 
at that critical, formative period of | exhibit, be it 
adolescence, when they so much need RESOLVED, That we thank the 
the restraint of parental control, have | above named Commission for said 
not been satisfactory, and recognition of the claims of Wisconsin 
WHEREAS, As a very small per- | live stock and agricultural interests. 

centage of such high school graduates From the proper and necessary ac- 
have returned to the farm, and tivities of this meeting, we are con- 
_WHEREAS, As a result of this con- | strained to pause and with bowed heads 

dition many farmer parents have been to pay tribute to the memory of our 
obliged to sell or rent their farms in | friend and co-worker, Captain Alex- 
their declining years, be it therefore ander A. Arnold whose passing occurred RESOLVED, That we urge our State a ee Th tee part of 
Superintendent of Public Instruction oe Se ere ‘ nai his long and well-rounded life has been and all educational authorities and 2 ; : 
forces to use their utmost endeavor to | SPent in Wisconsin, doing Pioneer work encourage the establishment of town- = ~*~ standing - — — 
ship high schools with a course of train- | better live stock, better education, 
ing better adapted to the needs of those | better homes, better government and 
intending to engage in farming or other | better citizenship. With profound re-
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spect we would extend to a sorrowing | and 13th, extend to the contributors a 
family our tenderest sympathy. hearty thanks for their co-operation. 
RESOLVED, That we express to the | WHEREAS, After a careful survey 

citizens of Kenosha our appreciation for | Of the various departments of this 
the respect and honor shown to the | Twenty-ninth Annual Round-up In- cause of agriculture in the hearty wel- | stitute, held in Kenosha, March 11th, 
come given us, its representative, and | 12th and 13th, we feel that it has been a 
extending to us the freedom of the city, | real success, and 
the beautiful decorations and the splen- | | WHEREAS, This success has been 
did industrial exposition, especially in | brought about by the splendid manage- the liberal premiums offered for worthy | Ment of its conductor and his assistants, 
specimens of products of the soil, for | their able and well directed talks and 
the fine music dispensed, the beautiful | demonstrations, therefore, be it 
flowers furnished, and for the many | RESOLVED, That a hearty vote of 

: courtesies extended to the tillers of the | thanks and appreciation be extended to 
soil. Supt. C. P. Norgord and his staff for 

Resolutions offered by the Local | the part they have played in making _ 
Committee and read by Mr. W. S. | this Institute the success that we feel it 
Dexter, were also unanimously adopted, | Was- 
as follows: WHEREAS, It was necessary to ap- | 

point various heads to handle the dif- 
WHEREAS, a farmers of Kenosha ferent departments of this Farmers’ county, their wives and children, have Institute, and 

taken so deep an interest in and con- WHEREAS, We find much time has 
tributed so liberally to the exhibits of been sacrificed by these workers in 

grains and farm products, home pre- helping to conduct a first-class Farmers’ serves and baking, and school children’s Institute, therefore, be it 

drawing and sewing contests, and RESOLVED, That a vote of thanks 
WHEREAS, We feel that these vari- | be extended to the heads of the local ous exhibits have in a very large way school system, the county school sys- 

helped to make this Twenty-ninth tem, the head of the Women’s Institute, ’ Annual Round-up Institute the success the various ministers, the police and 
that we feel it really is, therefore be it fire departments, and others who have 
RESOLVED, That this Institute in | assisted in making things comfortable 

session at Kenosha, March 11th, 12th | for the Institute visitors. 

CLOSING REMARKS. 

Supt. C. P. Norgord, Madison. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, we come to | has been difficult to determine the 
the close of the last session of this | exact attendance because of the ex- 
Round-up Institute. This has been | change of people between this hall and 
one of the most successful Institutes | the Coliseum, but as near as we are 
held in the State, so Mr. McKerrow and | able to determine, the average attend- 
the other Institute workers say. It | ance has been between 450 and 500
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people for each session. The attend- | When a man makes a livelihood in 
ance at the Women’s Institute has | this way, when he has that preparation 

been around two hundred per session, | for his life work, he can look any man 

and up to last evening, including last | in the eye with confidence in himself 
evening’s session at the Coliseum, | and his powers, and that confidence 

the total attendance was 4,500, as | breeds independence, reserve power. 

judged by the tickets that were sold | It is the fundamental basis and the 

for admission. greater part of true culture. 

One feature of this Institute that has And so we have come to this Institute 
been very pleasing has been the way | to get together and enjoy our mutual 

in which the people have taken part in | comradeship and to close the work of 

the discussions. Men may present | this year. The men who have been 
learned essays and long discourses, | chosen for this work are men who began 
but they may not strike the problems | in the early years, many of them twenty 

in which the people are directly inter- | to thirty years ago, when there was but 

ested. The psychological time to get | little agricultural science written in 

information is when you are seeking | books. They have watched the growth 
for it, and therefore the question and | of agricultural science year by year, 

answer discussions which have come | they have read it, bulletin by bulletin. 

up in this Institute I think have been | They have tried and practiced a good 
of great value and will be of value as | part of it on their own farms, they 
they are read from the Bulletin. | have seen and heard of the experiences 
This is not only an Institute for | of thousands of others, and from all 
Kenosha, but through the Institute | this they have learned the good and the 

Bulletin we speak to the entire State. | bad, the practical and impractical. 
This Institute closes the season’s | They are thus able to speak with 

work. The men who so faithfully | authority and advise with wisdom on 

and effectively have withstood the | farm problems. 

hardships of the winter’s work are now Go where you will within the State 
to return to their farms to “practice | and you will find men who have built 

what they have preached.” and filled silos, who are feeding, testing 

Farmers’ Institute workers are not | and breeding their dairy cattle, who are 

missionaries preaching a gospel of | handling their crops according to the 

religion, but they preach a gospel of | ideas and through the inspiration 
better soils, better crops, better stock, | received from the Farmers’ Institutes. 

larger net income, better schools, | The influence of the Farmers’ Institutes 

better homes, better men and women. | has borne fruit. “By their fruits 

They present a very practical gospel | ye shall” and we all do “know them.” 

and that is what we are looking for in That is why you can go out into the 

these days of efficiency ideals. We | State and find the farmer who says, “I 

are not teaching Greek and Latin, nor | began using the silo because the Farm 

culture in literature, but we are teaching | Institute people advocated that and 
a culture that comes to men when they | they told me what was the best silo to 

learn how to master their work, their | build and how I could best handle my 

profession, that upon which they are | crop by putting in my silage.” You will 

dependent for their livelihood, how to | find another man who says, “I am test- 

get the best results and thus be able | ing my cows, weighing my milk and 

to make an independent livelihood. | finding out which are the best cows in
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. this way because the Farmers’ Institutes | of some considerable benefit locally to 
“advocated that practice and told me the farmers surrounding Kenosha and 

how to do it.” You can find men who | to the citizens of Kenosha, I want to 
have learned to make the most of their | close this Institute. : 
opportunities, to secure the most profit- Before doing so, however, I want to 
able prices on their products, who re- speak of the excellent plans which were 
ceived their start from the Farmers’ In- | early laid for this Institute by Mr. 
stitute, who in all these and other ways Funck and his hard-working ie ta 
have reached the people. “By their | The details of the work connected with 
fruits ye shall know them.” this Institute and the plans necessary 
— — _ ok _ — — yoy laid oo — care- 

abou e Farmers’ Institutes it a y carried out; the beautiful flowers 
been running them for years, the work | which we have found each day on the 
of the Farmers’ Institutes and the stand, the decorations here, the music, credit for that work has not been mine, | and that fine exhibit at the Coliseum, all 
but it belongs to Mr. McKerrow and of these things speak of excellent plans, 
0 those who came before. We owe | well laid and well executed, and in to him a large debt for the wisdom which - 5 
he has put forth in guiding this work and = of the Farmers ey oe the energy and the spirit which he has I wish to thank the committee and the 
put into the work and which has brought | Citizens of Kenosha for the splendid forth this fruit. Institute you have made it possible for 

Now, with these words and with the | us to hold in this city. 
hope that this Institute may have been Adjourned.
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WOMEN’S DEPARTMENT. 

Held at Kenosha in Connection with the Closing Farmers’ Institute, 

March 11, 12 and 13, 1915. 

Conducted by Miss Laura B. Breese, Waukesha; Miss Nellie Maxwell, 

Neenah; Miss Abby L. Marlatt, Madison, and Miss Elizabeth 

B. Kelley, Madison. 

Stenographic Report by Miss Nellie E. Griffiths, Madison. 

FIRST SESSION. 

Thursday Afternoon, March 11, 1915. 

The meeting was called to order by Mrs. Jordan, who outlined the object of the 

Institute and introduced Miss Laura B. Breese, of Waukesha, who addressed the 
Institute on “Home Nursing.” 

HOME NURSING. 

Miss Laura B. Breese, Waukesha. 

aT | That there are certain things regard- 

7 rs ing health and disease that we should 
- 3 =a know, all progressive, thinking people 

ire, ™ now believe. It is:never intended that 

3 ~~ E because of this knowledge the family 
a; i) . 3 physician can be dispensed with or that 

= . the trained nurse will not be needed. 

. e It is only expected that one may be able 

to diagnose some of the common 

3 - | diseases, recognize the degree of accident 

% be and render first aid treatments before 
4 « the doctor arrives and be of invaluable 

service to the doctor afterwards in 

E> F nursing the patient back to health. 

2 ee It is a great satisfaction and comfort 

7 ae to intelligently administer to the 
es 4 5 : suffering. One may economize, if by a 

= a knowledge of symptoms of disease she 

a ae is able to report these to the doctor 
“a : by telephone and thereby probably save 

a call. With telephones so universally 

established, communication with the 

Miss Laura B. Breese. family physician is now easily possible. 

.
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In order to render good service in times proper attention to the bowels are | of sickness and accident, one should | necessary for good health. ' have some knowledge of physiology, of (a) Pure air is necessary both day ‘ the anatomy of the human body and of | and night. As the best air is out-of- the laws of health. It would be a doors, keep outside as much as possible. simple matter to get such information Ventilate homes well and sleep with from any standard text-book in physi- | windows open at night, winter and | ology. In no sense is the old saying | summer. i 
“An ounce of prevention is better than (b) Good food.” There is a close . a pound of cure,” of greater importance | relation between diet and efficiency and than when applied to sickness. health. Too little food results in 
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Methods of preparing clean draw sheet to displace soiled one with least tax upon patient. 

How to Keep Well dangerous weakness, too much in the 
accumulation of fat, and an excess of the Two important factors must be con- proteins and carbohydrates will cause sidered for this, namely, we should make | different physical ailments. The our bodies as strong and sound as Nature amount and the combination of food meant them to be, and we should avoid | will depend upon the person, the contagious disease. Pure air, good, | character of work and season. With well-balanced food, pure water in | light work and in hot weather, less generous amount, a proper amount of | food is required. The following refer- exercise, sufficient rest and sleep, | ences will furnish information regarding Personal cleanliness, good habits and | the food requirements of different 

.
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families: “Food principles and their functions in the body; two important 
nutritive value”, Agricultural bulletin, | ones are its aid to digestion and its 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, | value as a flushing agent, helping the 
D. C., and can be obtained free by body get rid of the waste products. 
writing for it. Do not drink any water unless you 

The plainer the food, the better for | know it is good. Bad water is a common 
the health. Excessive use of dishes carrier of disease, particularly typhoid 
made of a lot of different things, | fever. Most cities have good water 
greasy sauces and rich pastry and fried supplies. Well water is very often con- 
foods will cause indigestion. If people | taminated. If a well is located to re- 
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Method of applying Spiral Bandage about the head. 

would stick to simple, wholesome foods, | ceive surface drainage, or drainage from 
they would live longer and be happier. | the out-houses, the water is unsafe to 

Food should be kept clean and | drink. Water may be purified by boiling 
protected from flies and vermin, so that | fifteen minutes. 
disease germs will not be carried in this Ice may be as dangerous as water and 
manner. unless you are sure it is good, it is safer 

After food has been wisely selected practice to cool substances by placing 
and prepared, it should be thoroughly | them on the ice. 
masticated, otherwise the stomach and The common drinking cup should be 
intestines will be taxed with work they | abolished. . 
were not intended to perform. (d) Exercise. Moderate and daily 

(c) Good water. Drink plenty of | exercise is necessary for every one, in 
good water daily. Water has many | order to keep in good condition. Ex-
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ercise that is most agreeable and out-of- | A certain amount of recreation is also 
doors is the best. Do not get over- | necessary for stimulation of spirit. 
heated. Exercise of the muscles acceler- (f) Personal cleanliness. The im- 
ates the circulation, clears the brain | purities of the body are excreted by the 
and imparts new life and vigor to the | skin and should be removed by fre- 
entire system. quent bathing. Daily baths are neces- 

“Sn 4 ie 
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A home medicine closet containing bottles 
labeled properly and sterilized gauze and ab- 
sorbent cotton for dressing wounds. 

(e) Rest and sleep. Adults require | erating during periods of sleep and rest. 
seven to eight hours sleep, youths eight | sary when the skin is very active as in 
to ten hours, children ten to twelve | summer time. Frequent bathing is a 
hours, babies much of the time. A very | tonic, will prevent skin diseases and 
tired body is much less able to resist | boils. The hands and nails should re- 
disease. Recreative processes are op- | ceive careful attention, as dirt may be
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carried by them to the mouth. Under- | linoleum or painted. The object should 
clothing should be kept clean, as well as | be that of furnishing it in a manner 
the skin, for the same reason. causing as little dust as possible in its 

(g) Good habits. Even the moderate cleaning. If these ideal conditions can- 
use of alcoholic liquors is harmful. Some | not exist, care should be taken at the 
of the worst diseases are due to the | time of cleaning to follow a method rais- 
drinking of these liquors. Tobacca does | ing the least dust. If the floor is car- 
no good and should be let alone. Patent peted, the suction cleaner is best to use; 
medicines which contain morphine and | if this is not available, use a dampened 
cocaine are worse than alcohol. Tea and | broom, or dampen the carpet before 
coffee taken in excess are bad and for sweeping and sweep with short, light 
some people these are dangerous. If strokes, raising the dust frequently. 
you suffer ill effects from either, it is | It is best to dust with a dampened cloth 
better to go without. Growing boys | or dustless duster. Nothing should be 
should not be allowed to smoke cigar- | allowed in the room in the way of fur- 

ettes. nishings but what is necessary. 
(h) Attention to the bowels. If the The room should be kept well venti- 

waste of the body is not expelled regu- | lated and be one where plenty of sunlight 
larly-and daily from the bowels, weak- | enters and be in a quiet part of the 
ness and tiredness, low spirits, headaches | house. As good, fresh air is very im- 
and loss of appetite will follow. Bulky | portant for the patient’s recovery, con- 
food will tend to correct constipation, | tinuous ventilation should be planned 
which is easily cured in the beginning | for besides the daily airing of the room. 
but with difficulty later. Good, laxative Continuous ventilation can be provided 
foods are vegetables, oatmeal and other | withont danger to the patient by open- 
cereals, fruits, particularly prunes, apples | ing the lower window about six inches 
and figs, and fitting a board into the opening. 

The air will then enter at the center 
Contagious Diseases between the sashes, causing a con- 

Th di df tinuous changing of air in the room. 
jz Tenenes GRO DABS rom one | For the thorough, daily airing, protect 

Deron meevier: by means of disease patient with more covering and by 
oe oo oa — putting a screen beside the bed, between 
ioe aed = Sis eda a tas ne it and the window, open windows wide, 
eases, keep yourself and £ a a or if the patient is too weak to allow 
mo tae ee ee mae this method, the fresh air may be let 
th ane th a y into an adjoining room first and then 
soa Eee OPCnE an: FON home, allowed to enter the patient’s room. 

pepsi the sinictest rules of quarantine While plenty of sunlight is desired in 
© prevent the disease from spreading. the room, the patient should always be 

3 protected from the glare of the light in 
Home Care of the Sick her eyes. This holds true also with 

(a) The room for the sick. Furnish | artificial lighting, which can be sub- 
the room in the most sanitary manner | dued with paper shades. 
possible. Painted walls and ceilings, or (b) The bed. A single iron bed is 
some finish that can be cleaned by wash- | preferred, because it is more easily 
ing off, is the best. Floors may be of | kept sanitary, and a single bed makes it 
hardwood, or may be covered with easier to lift patient, etc.
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| The springs and mattress should be (d) Changing the bedding when the 
the best possible and the bedding clean | patient is in bed.. To change draw 

| and not heavy. Blankets or wool com- sheet, prepare a clean one by folding it 
fortables are best for coverings, because | and rolling up one-half of it. Remove 

| they yield warmth and are not heavy | the safety-pins and pull out the ends of 
} upon the patient. Too heavy covering is | soiled draw sheet from under the 
i a drain upon the patient’s strength. mattress. Roll or lift patient gently 
} (c) Making the bed. It is a good | over to one side of bed, roll the soiled 
] plan to have the bedding arranged upon | sheet on the other side up to the 
i a table, in the order in which they are | patient’s back, place the roll of the 
iy to be placed upon the bed. clean sheet close up to the first roll, 
j Spread the bottom sheet on smoothly, being careful to have the roll upper- 

: tucking it under well at both ends | most, and spread the other half of the 
| (making mitred corners) and at the | clean sheet over bed and tuck and pin it 
j sides, pinning it to the mattress under- | under mattress. Gently lift patient 
| neath at the corners with large safety | over to the clean side and then remove 

i pins, first pulling the sheet tightly, | the soiled sheet and smooth out the 
removing any wrinkles. If the patient | rolled half of clean sheet. Tuck and 

; is very sick, it may be necessary to pin it under mattress. Follow this 
| protect the mattress and lower sheet | same method when changing the lower 
' by placing a rubber draw sheet over the | sheet. 

' lower sheet. The rubber sheet should The method for changing the upper 
; be long enough to reach from the | sheet is as follows: Pull the soiled 
i patient’s back to her knees and wide | sheet loose from the mattress, but allow 
| enough to permit tucking in well at the | it to remain over the patient. Put the 
: sides. The draw sheet is an ordinary | clean sheet over the soiled one, tuck it 

sheet folded lengthwise in a manner to | in well at the bottom and one side, being 
entirely cover the rubber sheet and tuck | careful not to catch the soiled sheet with 
well under the mattress at the sides. | it. Ask the patient to hold the top of 

: This and the rubber sheet should be | the clean sheet, then take a hold of the 
pinned to the mattress underneath with top of the soiled sheet and pull it out 
safety pins. Do not use the rubber | from underneath the clean sheet from 
sheet unless necessary, as it is hot | the open side. The blankets can be 
under the patient. changed in the same way. The patient 

The top sheet, blanket and spread are | should always have some covering 
placed in the same manner as those of during these processes out of considera- 
any well-made bed. The spread should | tion of her modesty and these changes 
not be heavy, but of some light white | can easily be made under the covering 

material. of a sheet. 
Blocks of wood are used under the Before changing the bed or bathing 

bed at times when th: patient needs to | a patient, the windows should be closed 
be raised, the casters being first | and the temperature of the room raised 
removed. This is usually necessary | a little. 
during hemmorhages. By this means Question—Would you remove the 
the patient is elevated without taxing | under’ sheet the same as you do the 
her by lifting her. It is well to re- | draw sheet, or at the same time? 
member that a patient’s strength should Miss Breese—If it is necessary, 
be considered and protected always. change it at the same time as you
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change your draw sheet, because you | biting it when they are delirious, if it is 

can replace three pieces as easily as you | placed in the mouth. ‘ 
can replace one. Usually the rubber To take pulse. Place first two fingers 

sheet protects the lower sheet and it is | on the wrist over the radial artery below 

not necessary to change it at the same | the thumb. Have watch at hand and 
time. It is necessary to change it | count beats for a minute, or it may be 

occasionally for the sake of appearance. | easier to count for two half minutes. By 
Sometimes when accidents occur and | the latter method, the count of the last 

the lower sheet becomes soiled, it is | half minute would be a means of verify- 

necessary to change it. ing the first half count. The normal 
But one pillow is required usually | pulse for an adult is 72 beats a minute. 

when a patierit is lying down, but more | Notice also whether it is a strong or 

are used when she is to be bolstered up, | weak pulse, and whether it is regular or 

the number needed depending upon the | irregular, and record these observations. 
extent she is raised; for a sitting posture, To take respiration. Place hand on 

as Many as six are needed to give her | chest of patient when she is asleep or 

proper support from her hips to head. unconscious of your motive and count 

There are three things to keep in | the respirations. Normal for an adult is 
mind in the care of the bed, namely, | 18 per minute. A respiration is one in- 

keep the sheets underneath the patient | spiration and one expiration of air. 
free from wrinkles and dry (wrinkles on The normal pulse, temperature and 
damp sheets may cause bed sores and | respiration run higher in children and 
are annoying to a patient), keep the | vary some with the age of the child, but 

bed looking well made and bed clothing | your doctor will tell you what should be 
clean. « normal for the age of the child sick. 

(e) Taking temperature, pulse and 

respiration. It will be found very Some First Aid Treatments. 
much of a help if the practical nurse 
would learn how to make report of the In every home a few first aid materials 
pulse, temperature and respiration of | should be kept. A cabinet fastened to 
the sick one. the wall is the best place to keep them 
Taking temperature. Use a clinical | safely. The cabinet should always be 

thermometer, shake it lightly in order | locked when not in use. All medicines 
to drive mercury down a little below | should be labeled in a clear manner and 
normal temperature, which is 98.6° for | medicines that are poisons should have 

an adult. Then place the thermometer | the word “poison” written in large type 

in the mouth of the patient under her | on the label. The poisonous medicines 
tongue and have her close her lips over | should be placed upon the highest shelf 
it. Allow it to stay in about four or | and beyond the reach of children. 
five minutes, then remove it and record Major Charles Lynch, of the United 

temperature. Any degree above normal | States Army, recommends the following 

indicates fever and any degree under | articles for the home cabinet for first aid 
96.8° is sub-normal and may be just as | treatments: 

serious. 1. Two ounces alcohol. A good lini- 

When people are delirious, tempera- | ment for strains, sprains, bruises, etc. 
ture should be taken either under the 2. Two ounces aromatic spirits of am- 

arm or in the rectum. There is danger | monia. Use rubber cork in bottle. A 
of their breaking the thermometer by | stimulant in one-half to one teaspoonful 

10 FL
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; doses in one-half glass of water for faint- 19. One box corn plasters, to prevent ; ing, shock or weakness. rubbing of tender corns. 
5 3. Two ounces castor oil; a laxative. 20. A sharp knife and pair of scissors. 4 Dose: one-half to one teaspoonful for an 21. One clinical thermometer. 
| infant; one to two teaspoonfuls for a 22. Pins, common and safety. 

; child. 23. Two Red Cross aid outfits. The i 4. One box Seidlitz powders. A mild | contents are: a gauze bandage, a trian- 
i purge for constipation, sick stomach, gular bandage and safety pins. Each : bilious headache. part is enclosed in paper and the gauze H 5. Two ounces of mustard, pow- bandage arranged so it can be put on q dered. To cause vomiting, one teaspoon- | a wound without being touched at the 

ful in a glass of lukewarm water. place which comes in contact with the 
f 6. Two ounces syrup of ginger. For | wound. The triangular bandage is more # cramp in stomach and diarrhea with | convenient at times than the roller i cramps. Dose: one-third teaspoonful in bandage. Is used over hand as a mitten, 
i a glass of water. i over the head as a skull-cap, and over 
A . 7. Two ounces =e of paisa Spe- the foot as a mitten to hold dressings in H cially used as an emetic in croup in chil- 1 M. oe d li 4 dren. Dose: one teaspoonful. Pa SP ee DS: BaPw. 8 aot, i 8. One small bottle 5-grain bismuth Bandages may be made out of clean, old 
8 subnitrate tablets. Four tablets pow- | Muslin, cut the desired widths, rolled i dered afford a safe remedy for diarrhea. | tightly and sterilized. They may be 
i 9. One tube carbolated petrolatum. | sterilized by placing them in a pan in i Used for burns. the oven, subjecting them to the high 

i 10. One ounce boracic acid. Dissolve temperature about 30 minutes, then 
i as much as possible in water. This is a putting them away in a sterilized fruit | good eye-wash and antiseptic wash for | jar, which should be tightly sealed and 1 wounds, mouth, etc. labeled. - 

j 11. Twenty-five tablets of potash in . = I bottle. Allow one tablet to dissolve io eae bores 18 tysolor at a% = i a cid solution for a good disinfectant. A slowly in the mouth for sore throat. Carboli id b a dak i 12. Soda mint tablets, 50 in bottle. i Pa ce _ : Use for indigestion. 0 . E i) 13. One as oil of cloves, labeled | luting by using one part of aeid to 20 
1 “poison.” For toothache, a drop on | parts of water. 

r cotton put into cavity. Disinfectants are used to kill all germs 
i 14. Talcum powder. For all inflam- | and are, generally speaking, more power- 

mations and irritations of skin. ful than antiseptics. Antiseptics are 
15. One package antiseptic gauze | used to prevent or arrest the growth of 

: (a small package). To cover wounds. germs and may not be powerful enough 
} 16. Gauze bandages, three large and | to kill all kinds. All disinfectants are 
‘ three small. To hold dressings, splints, antiseptics, but all antiseptics are not 
‘ { etc., in place. disinfectants. 
i 17. One bottle collodion with brush. Question—How about peroxide? 
i To paint over slight injuries of the skin. Miss Breese—It is not a disinfectant, 
“| 18. One box tooth plasters, for aching | it is an antiseptic and I am going to 

teeth. consider those a little later. — -
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Question—Can you get the lysol of | ticularly after contagious diseases, it is 

any ordinary druggist? an item to consider. Tincture of iodine 

Miss Breese—Yes. is also a good disinfectant. It is handy to 
Question—How strong? use, just paint the wound with it. That 

Miss Breese—Four per cent solution | is used very much in hospitals. 

for washing wounds, and in getting the Miss Kelley—Will you tell us how to 

lysol you get a little circular which tells | sterilize a jar? 
you exactly how to make the different Miss Breese—I am going to ask Miss 

things. Kelley to tell us how to sterilize a jar. 

Question—Isn’t it a good plan to have | She is an authority on that subject. 

the solution ready? Miss Kelley—You put the jar in cold 

Miss Breese—Yes, I think it is. Have | water, bring it to a boil, and let it boil 

it mixed up in one bottle by itself and | for 15 minutes. Then be very careful 

labeled, so when you have to hurry you | that you also sterilize the top to the 

have it ready. That is one advantage of | Mason jars that you generally use. 
the 5 per cent carbolic acid, you have it | They are now selling a white porcelain 
ready to apply just as soon as you want | top and you would do the same with 

it. the top that you did with the jar, boil 
Question—What is the difference be- | it 15 minutes and be very, very careful 

tween antiseptics and disinfectants? when you take it out that you close it 

Miss Breese — Disinfectants are | while it is hot, because you know it is 

stronger, they kill germs. The anti- | the air that is around us all the time that 
septics may; they arrest the growth of | is not sterile, so it will have to be closed 
the germs, they are strong enough to do | while it is hot. You do not have to 

that, but may not kill all of the germs. | close it just as you take it out of the 
They are used when there are no open | water, but before it gets cool. 

wounds, for gargles, mouth washes, etc., Question—Is it necessary to put the 

but when you have open wounds you | bandages in the jar before it gets cool? 
want to kill any germs that are present. Miss Breese—Yes, put them right in 

Hydrogen peroxide is an antiseptic and | and seal them up tightly before you take 
on the label of this you are told of the | it out of the hot water, so you won’t get 
different strengths for different uses. | in any of the air which is not sterile. 
The boric acid is a good antiseptic. It is Question—You couldn’t have the jar 

very good for mouth washes and you can | closed while you are sterilizing it? 

use it in different strengths. For an eye Miss Breese—You have it partially 
wash, you would want a teaspoonful in | closed. 

a cup of water; for a gargle not quite Question—Could you sterilize the 

so strong. A saturated solution of boric | cover enough while it is on the jar? 
acid would not be injurious.. Another Miss Breese—The steam formed in the 

van good antiseptic is just salt and | j47 will sterilize the cover. You can 
ee negels : sterilize it with dry heat, it doesn’t 

For disinfectants, as I have said, I | 1 ove to be moist heat, but it is the high 
would advise you to have carbolic acid hat kills th 
and lysol. It is cheapest to get the car- temperature tha ee be: 
bolic acid crystals and dissolve them in Miss Kelley—You could put your jar. 
water, 6 ounces in one gallon of water for | in the oven, but have it in water,so you 
No. 1 Standard solution. When you are | are protecting your jar from the bottom 
using it in any great abundance, par- | of the pan.
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A Lady—Speaking of laxatives, some- |-__ Wounds 

times eating an apple or an onion makes sii ‘ : 

a very good substitute. I think it is | When an injury occurs in which the 
certainly very much better than taking skin is broken, it is called a wound. 

a The danger in wounds is the possibility 
medicine. : E 

. ; : of infection, which would cause blood 
Miss Breese—It is, and if you are | poisoning. One must always be careful 
oe ee — aiaane ™ | to have clean sae neers Dee : 

ater, etc., ‘oods | dress a wound. hands sho: 
that have a stimulating effect upon the | scrubbed with soap and water until 

bowels and kidneys, you will not have | thoroughly clean; all dirt should be 
much trouble with the organs of elimi- | removed from under the finger nails. 

nation. We know there are certain foods * oor ina Ne eer — 
that are particularly good for that pur- | am ie wound as follows: less 

ose, like prun' and apples, onions | the cut is covered with dirt, it is best pose, like prunes, figs pples, 
and other vegetables. not to flush or wash it. A compress wet 

Question—There are Epsom salts | @ a saturated solution of boracic acid, 

and Rochelle salts. Are they both used? | °' @ 5% carbolic acid solution, or 4% 
s solution of lysol, should be placed on the 

Miss oe aa — I aoeaa _ Bee wound, then bandaged over well. 

isi : t sine (sie sa Before dressing the wound, it is neces- 

— are what are commonly used. | sary to determine which blood vessel is 
Question—The Rochelle salts are so | cut and to arrest the bleeding. 

much milder to the taste I wonder if There are three different blood vessels: 

they give as good results? the arteries, veins and capillaries. 
Miss Breese—I have heard several | The arteries carry the blood from the 

times that Rochelle salts are injurious | heart, ‘the blood is bright red in color 

to the system, but Ido not knowthat to | and flows in spurts. To arrest the 
be true. I know that it is Epsom salts | bleeding of an artery, tie up the affected 
that are used the most frequently. part on the side nearest the heart, 

Question—Will you please tell why | pulling tightly. Twisting the bandage 
some doctors use Epsom salts and some | by inserting a stick or pencil in the knot 
castor oil? will increase the pressure. 

A Ladv—Castor oil i ling to th: Veins. These blood vessels carry 

system. 3 ssi aiieaiaeive the blood to the heart and the blood 
a eer = ; is dark red in color and flows smoothly. 

Miss Breese—Individuals differ in The pressure should be applied on the 

regard toiithetr ima hee? those two | ide of the wound fartherest away from 
laxatives. One individual will find that es : 3 
celta aiall ack sissiod satiate anid eens the heart. Sometimes just placing the 

cia. amd oh ae take. oa thumb and finger on the blood vessel 
ee ee y Psom | cut and pressing it hard against a bone 

, s will stop the bleeding. If the blood is 
A Lady—My doctor gives a table- | oozing from a little surface, then the 

spoonful of Epsom salts and the juice | capillaries are wounded and an appli- 
of half a lemon. cation of hot water will soon stop this 

Miss Breese—Castor oil is a lubricant | flow. 

as well as a laxative and that is why In bandaging, hold the roll in the 
there is less pain during its action. right hand, with the roll uppermost,
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wrap it twice around in the same place | forting compress is the hot compress or 
over the compress, then wind in spiral | hot water bottle. 
fashion up a distance beyond the wound Question—I know some doctors 
and back again, and fasten the end with | recommend one and some another. 
@# small safety pin on the upper side of Shocks. Every injury of any con- 
the part affected, to prevent any annoy- | sequence will be accompanied by a 
ance to the patient when the affected | shock. The injured nerves carry the 
part is resting on any support. It is | jar to the brain and produces an effect 
better to unwind the roll only two or | there known as shock. Sometimes the 
three inches ahead as one applies it. shock causes unconsciousness, patients 

Fractures. When an injury occurs | are cold and have weak pulse and 
without causing any break in the skin, | shallow breathing. This may get worse 
it is known as a fracture. There are | and cause death, so treatment of shock 
simple and compound fractures. When | is very necessary. Stimulate the body 
a bone is broken without tearing the | in every way. Lay the patient on his 
flesh around, it is a simple fracture, and | back, so blood can more easily flow to 
a compound fracture if the flesh does | the brain. Cover warmly and place 
become torn. hot water bottles or bricks around the 

Fractures of either kind are a little | body. Be careful not to burn the 
beyond the amateur’s judgment in | patient. Massage limbs and as soon 
treatment and a doctor should be | as consciousness returns, give a stimu- 
summoned at once. About all the | lant of aromatic spirits of ammonia, 
amateur can do is to carefully lift the | then hot tea or coffee. Never give 
fractured limb on to a pillow, taking | drinks when person is unconscious, as it 
great care not to bend the injured part | may cause strangulation. 
and causing laceration. Cold com- Heat stroke and exhaustion. These 
presses can be applied over the swelling | are more apt to occur in hot, close 
to alleviate the pain. If a doctor can- | rooms than in the open air. Heat 
not come in a reasonable time, the | exhaustion is practically a faint and is 
amateur may go so far as to bandage | treated the same, 
splints on to hold the bone in place Sunstroke. The face is red, eyes 
and relieve pain caused by the moving | bloodshot, person lies in a stupor and 
of muscles. Put a thick padding | the skin is very dry and hot. One 
of cotton next to the skin; place the | must work quickly. Send for doctor 
splints, one on each side, then bandage | at once. Carry patient to a cool place. 
in place. Splints may be made of | Remove clothing and put him in a cold 
thick card board, thin boards or canes, | bath or wrap him up in sheets wrung 
pencils, umbrellas, etc., may be used | out of cold water. Rub him vigorously 
in emergency. and when he can swallow give cold 

Question—In the case of pain in any water to drink. Never give stimulants. 
part of the body, can you apply a hot ‘ Fainting. Due to lack of blood in the 

first and then cold? Would |-PFai2- Lay patient flat on his back, put compress his feet up on a cushion, loosen clothing 
you apply a hot compress when you | 14 tet in a lot of fesh air. Sprinkle face 
thought it was appendicitis? and chest with cold water. Massage 

Miss Breese~When pain is due to | limbs toward body. Hold smelling salts 
swelling, cold compresses are better. | at nose. When he can swallow, give 
With appendicitis, the most com- | stimulant.
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Suffocation. This is caused by any- | to first give a dose of some weak alkali, 
thing that stops the air from gettinginto | as baking soda or magnesia. If .the 
the lungs. It may be due to asphyxia- | poison is from alkali, neutralize it by : tion, drowning and electric shock, etc. giving a dose of weak acid, as lemon 

7 Plenty of fesh air should be allowed juice or vinegar. Then follow with an i around the patient and artificial respira- | emetic and purgative. 
tion practiced. This is done by placing Burns and scalds. A burn is always 

i patient flat on his stomach, turning his | worse than it appears and is not to be Hi face a little to one side. Raise his arms | trifled with. The more skin involved, 
h above head and let out straight on the | the more serious is the burn. If one- 
| ground or floor. Next stand astride him, | third of the skin area is covered by the 
Y opposite his hips, facing his head. Place burn, it may cause death. . Especially is 

the hands on each side of back on the | this true of scalds. Ice water is good for 
7 lower ribs. Now swing thébody forward, | a fresh burn. If skin is broken, cover 4 keeping your arms straight and allow- | with a saturated solution of boracic 
R ing your weight on the patient’s back; | acid, cold compresses, the colder the i then swing back, taking your weight off. | better. 
i Do this about fifteen times a minute. Carron oil is also good to put on burns. A Your weight presses his chest together, | Carron oil is equal parts of lime water 
i forcing the air from the lungs. ‘When | and linseed oil. Bandage burns after q you release your pressure, the chest ex- dressing them. Blisters should be 
4 pands and draws air into the lungs. | pricked with a sterilized needle (sterilize 
, This is imitating breathing. Recovery | by holding it in the blue point of a gas 
q may be slow. Keep up the work for at | flame for a few minutes), but the skin 

least two hours. After he returns to con- | should not be removed. 
d sciousness and is breathing well, put A Lady—I have had several expe- 

4 him to bed, cover warmly and give him | riences with burns. May I make a sug- 
j plenty of fresh air. Give him a little hot gestion that I found good at a time when 

i coffee and let him sleep. After he starts | my son was badly burned? I grated raw i breathing, rub his limbs toward the potato and bound it on the wound and 
i body, but not before he is breathing. it comforted him very much. 
; Choking. A foreign body in the Miss Breese—I am glad to have these 

throat will cause suffocation. Slap per- suggestions. You simply grated the 
; son between shoulders, or if necessary | potato and tied it on the burn? 
} hold person up by the feet and slap him The Lady—Yes. It was a scald and a 1 between the shoulders. bad one, too. 
| Poisoning. Do not delay in sending Miss Breese—When you have blisters, 
| for a doctor and give person something | break the blisters, but do not remove 
i to make the person vomit. Syrup of | the skin, leave it for protection to the 
! ipecac or mustard and water or salt and | burn underneath. 
' water will do this. Give quantities of Question—What would you advise for 

warm water to wash out poison by their | a healing ointment? You would want 
i vomiting. Poisoning is usually suggested | something after the pain has ceased. 
| by sudden and severe illness, with bad, Miss Breese—Zinc ointment is a very 
' cramping pains. When the case is sus- good healing ointment. 
. pected food poisoning, then the above A Lady—I know of an old-fashioned 
. treatment is the best to follow. If it is remedy that is very good. Tea steeped 
| a case of acid poisoning, it would be best | in sweet cream until it forms an oil and
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then used as an oil. Take a large tea- Poison ivy and poison oak. Wash with 

spoonful of uncolored tea, put it ina | boracic acid, dry the affected part and 
cupful of sweet cream, put it where it | cover it with vaseline. Should be done 
will get hot gradually and it will go to | daily. 

oil. You strain the oil and it is an ex- Prickly heat. One part alcohol to 
cellent one for burns. three parts water as a wash for the 

Poisonous bites. If from a-mad dog, | skin. Afterwards dust skin well with 

» send patient at once to an institute to | talcum powder. 

be treated. Shut up the animal and Croup. Call a doctor, begin work at 

watch its true condition. It sometimes | once. Give something to make child 
develops that there are no traces of | vomit. One teaspoonful of syrup of 
madness and, if so, much uneasiness of | ipecac, followed by a drink of warm 

mind is allayed. water. Wring out cloths in hot water 
If it is a snake bite (and the leg is the | and put them on the child’s throat and 

most common place bitten), tie a cord | chest. Cover these with a dry cloth 

between the wound and the heart, suck | and change as soon as they get cool. 

wound to draw out the poison, taking | Quiet the child and he might go to 
care to spit it out of the mouth. The | sleep. 
best drug to apply is permanganate of Convulsions or fits. Put the child in 
potassium, the crystals placed right in | hot bath. Apply cold compresses to the 

the wound. Never put an acid on a | head. Produce vomiting. A finger put 
snake bite. down the child’s throat will sometimes 

Insect bites and stings. Apply ammo- | start vomiting quickly. Keep perfectly 

nia or baking soda. Pull out sting if it | quiet after the convulsion. Give a hot 
sticks in the wound. enema. 

Nose-bleed. Hold head back, apply Foreign bodies in eyes, nose and ear. 

cold compresses at back of neck and on | If in the eyes, roll eyelid over pencil and 
forehead above nose. If necessary, put | take out particle with a clean handker- 
plugs of cotton soaked in a solution of | chief. If it is obstinate, send for doctor. 
alum up the nostril affected. Never probe about the eye. 

Colds. Take a hot bath and get to In the ear, drop in a few drops of 

; bed at once. Have plenty of fresh alr. | sweet oil. The particle may be syringed 
Use enough covering to start perspira- 
tion quickly. Drink a glass of hot lem- our 
onade. Take castor oil or a Seidlitz In the nose. Cause person to oo 
powder for a laxative. Cough medicines | DY smelling pepper. If these simple 
may be dangerous, as so many depend remedies are not successful, call a doctor. 

upon some preparation of opium for | Do not attempt more yourself, as these 

their quieting effect. Use of such might | are all very delicate organs, especially 
start the opium habit. the eye and ear.
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| SECOND SESSION 

Friday Afternoon, March 12, 1915 

INVALID COOKERY 

q Miss Nellie Maxwell, Neenah, Wis. 

perfectly free to ask questions. This is 
| not a formal lecture, we are just here as 
housekeepers and if there is any problem 

PS Sk that you want to discuss, just speak 
right out in meeting. Do not be afraid of 
interrupting, for I talk all the time and 

3 4 will be glad to have some one else say 
ee something once in a while. 

ar The dishes to be given this afternoon 
p co are quickly prepared and easily di- 
Pay gested. It does not always follow that 
il things that are easily prepared and 

= easily digested would be good for in- 
Or. valids, but the easily digested foods are 

¥ » .% usually the foods that we give to people 
j Ps S who are ill. Any doctor will tell you 

oP that the food that the convalescent is 
too given is much more important than any 

fe medicine. The broken-down tissues 
7 * ¥ wasted by disease must be built up,-and 

i hs the only way we can do that is by giving 
~ good food. One of the vital things upon 

which every woman should inform 
Miss Nellie Maxwell. herself is the cooking of good, nutritious, 

: wholesome food for her sick people. 
The meeting was called to order by | In the country especially, where it is Mrs. Wells, who introduced Miss Nellie | hard to get trained nurses, it is a problem 

Maxwell, of Neenah, Wis., and who | that almost every woman has to meet then gave a demonstration lecture on some day, the general care of the sick “Invalid Cookery.” and preparing of the food for them. It Miss Maxwell—It is a pleasure to be | is not always easy to get people who here, to see many of the faces that I saw are trained in those lines in the country last year and to meet the old friends home, it is not always easy to bear the again. I trust that we will have a good | expense of a trained nurse, so that the time together and hope you may feel | woman who reads and studies and in-
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forms herself on these things is the one | stewed for broth and consequently the 

who is able to meet those conditions and | breast has had a good deal of its flavor 

restore her sick one to health. taken out of it, so that we are going to 

The dishes that we shall prepare this | use the broth for one dish and will use 

afternoon are some that are not at all | some white meat in a well seasoned 

uncommon, they are things that we | white sauce to serve as creamed chicken. 

make every day in our homes, however, Another very delicious dish that you 

they are the things that we ought to | can serve for an invalid is a chicken 

speak about. The uncommon things are | souffle. Take a portion of the tender 

not so necessary. . |*white meat and pound it in a mortar, 

Chicken is a meat that is very well | then rub it through a sieve, add the well 

known. You all raise them; if you are | beaten whites of eggs, make it just as 

farmers, you are large raisers of chickens | you would any egg custard without 

and always have them for your table, | sugar, with the addition of this meat for 

but I think that farm women, like town | flavor, with seasonings. Bake it in 

women, usually prepare chicken in | water in the oven. It makes a very 

about four or five different ways— | light, dainty, delicious little dish. You 

fried, fricasseed, roasted, and boiled, | can bake that in the little ramekin 

that is about the limit of ways that we | dishes, or in these custard cups, serving 

ordinarily serve chicken. ‘just a small portion. 

What part of the chicken do you In serving to a sick person, give them 

think would be the most desirable por- | very little, so that they may want more. 

tion to give to a person who is ill? Do not overload a tray with a large 

A Lady—The dark meat. quantity of food, because they may see 

Another Lady—The breast. what you expect them to eat and be 

Miss Maxwell—The dark meat has | discouraged and won't want to eat any- 

more flavor, that is true, but it is also | thing. Give them a very little bit and 

tougher. The meats from the muscles | it will taste and look so good they will 

that are used the least in the animal | want more and they will be very much 

are more tender. You will note in the | more apt to digest the food. 
beef animal the muscles that are used Another food that I want to talk 

the most are the toughest. The round | about this afternoon is bran bread. 

of the meat has a great deal more flavor, | It is not a bread, perhaps, that you 

but it is also apt to be tough, because of | would give to all sick persons, but it is a 

the activity of the muscles. The same | bread that is especially wholesome for 

may be said of the chicken, the darker | anybody who has little exercise. I do 

meat has more flavor, but it is not so | not suppose it is especially good to give 

easily digested as the white meat, so if | to farmers or farmers’ wives, they have 

we are giving a very dainty piece to a | plenty of exercise, but it is good for 

person who has begun to get well we | those who sit a good deal, and it is a 

would give a little chicken breast, and | bread that is especially wholesome be- 

of course we want to serve that in just | cause we have in it just all of the 

as nice a manner as we possibly can, | wheat, and the bran gives it a coarseness 

making it just as appetizing to look at, | which excites the intestines and in 

so that if the patient did not have any | consequence it is easily digested, it also 
desire for food the sight of it would make | gives bulk to the food. I want to give 

him want to eat. This afternoon I am | you the recipe. It is one given by a 

to prepare some chicken which has been | famous doctor.
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Bran Bread she thinks I am going to stop to measure 

a tablespoonful when I am making 
Recipe bread or anything of that kind, but, 

4 cups wheat bran really, you know, that makes all the 
1 teaspoonful salt difference between a good, standard 

2 cups whole wheat flour product and a hit-or-miss product. 
1 teaspoonful soda You say you don’t measure, and that 
$cup New Orleans molasses you just take a little of this and a 

2 cups sweet milk little of that and a little of the other 
Add shortening and raisins if desired. | thing, but if you lose your measuring 
It is not every day that we are so | cup that your grandmother left you, 

favored that we have gas and kerosene | or you break it, you have a difficult 

stoves in the same room, but because of | time until you get another one. You 

the generosity of this gentleman, who | measure with your eye, but when we 
wished to show this beautiful stove, he | teach young people to cook, we have to 
asked to put it here and he will be very | be more exact with our measurements, 
glad to show you all of its advantages. | we have to have some standard, and in 
The fuel used is kerosene and for five | all of our red books you will find that 
or six years I have been using them in | the majority of cases give you even, 

our Cooking Schools all over ‘the State. | level measurements; when it says a 
They are an ideal stove for a farm | tablespoonful in this book it means a 

kitchen in summer, or winter either, | tablespoon leveled off. The flour we 

for there are many times when you are | sift first. The reason for that is that 
in a hurry, wanting a cup of tea, or if | flour can become very hard, packed in a 
some one is sick in the house, you can | bin or barrel, and you can dip a cup 

light them and get a cup of boiling | down in a sack of flour and get a great 

water or hot soup in a very few minutes. | deal more than you ought to have in 
The heat is almost as intense as gas | your mixture, and if you sift it first, 
heat. It has a good, easily operated | then measure, you have a uniform 

oven. With a blue flame stove we have | amount. - 

to be very careful to use just one burner As I have just the one cup, I will 

for slow baking. I will have one burner | measure my dry ingredients, then 
on just as low as I can possibly turr it. | measure my liquids. 

This bread needs to bake for about an You can buy different varieties of 

hour. The recipe makes two loaves. bran for this bread. Bran that is put 
In all the measurements you will | up in these boxes you can be sure is 

find in the Women’s Bulletin, when it | perfectly pure and you need have no 

speaks of a cup it means a half pint cup, | fear about using it. This is simply 

and when we say a tablespoonful we do | lightened up, then measured. It is not 
not mean a heaping tablespoonful, we | sifted because we cannot put bran 
want one leveled off with a knife, and | through an ordinary sifter. 

the flour is always sifted before measur- We use New Orleans molasses for this. 

ing, and you level your cup before using, | When I say New Orleans molasses that 

never pack it down, but heap it lightly | doesn’t mean Karo syrup or sorghum. 

into the cup with a spoon after it has | We do not get the New Orleans molasses 
been sifted. that we used to have. 

Some of you older housekeepers may ‘You can add raisins if you like, they 

say that it all nonsense, I wonder if | will add food value to the bread and
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| make it more tasty, but you have to be a half a teaspoon of salt. Mix it well : more careful about baking it. Of course with the dry ingredients, then add the : molasses is a substance that burns very milk and molasses. easily and it should be baked in a very ec: . : slow oven. Bake your loaves one hour This is an especially fine bread for | in a single loaf pan. any one who is troubled with constipa- 
The soda can be sifted with the flour | tion. Are there any questions that you or can be added to the molasses, but | want to ask about this recipe? 
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< A Wheeled Tray makes a convenient Invalid’s Tray. 

which ever way you use it, be sure that it Question—What kind of bread-would is well mixed. Now, if you want to have it make if you used something besides a half a teaspoonful of soda, measure that New Orleans molasses? your teaspoon level and then right down Miss Maxwell—It would make a through the center make a mark, scrape | bread that had a different flavor’ and off that half. The same way with salt, | color. |
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Question—Syrup wouldn’t do at all? Miss Maxwell—Yes. What is there in 

Miss Maxwell—I do not mean to | butter that burns so quickly? 
make it as strong as that, but in making A Lady—Salt. 
a ginger bread, I find people that will Miss Maxwell—Salt dissolves just as 
use Karo syrup or sorghum, and it is | soon as moisture strikes it. It wouldn’t 
never as satisfactory. be the salt. 

A Lady—It makes it very good if A Lady—lIt is the casein. 
you use coffee for wetting. Miss Maxwell—Yes, that is the part 

Miss Maxwell—Yes, you could use | of the milk that is left in the butter. 

coffee, but some people do not like that A Lady—I thought it was all out. 
flavor. If you have a ginger bread, you Miss Maxwell—You will notice there 
want it to taste of ginger. There is no | is always a sediment in the bottom of 
reason why people can not have it, for | your dish. That is the casein in the milk. 
we should get a very good brand of Now, if I should add raisins to this 

molasses. Try different kinds until you | bread, of course it would take a little 
find one that suits. longer to raise it. 
Question—Why use sweet milk with Question—Could you make this same 

soda? bread and steam it and then bake it a 
Miss Maxwell—We use the soda | little? 

for the molasses, not because of the Miss Maxwell—Yes, you could, but 

sweet milk. There is an acidity in | I do not see the object in doing that. 
molasses that needs to be neutralized by The Lady—I think it would be better. 

the soda. Miss Maxwell—Perhaps—try it and 
Question—Then this will raise with- | see which you prefer. It is a good plan 

out any other raising? t to let it stand a little while to raise 
Miss Maxwell—It will raise without | before you bake it. 

any other ingredients. I think we are very prone to accept 
You can add a little shortening to this | things that have been handed down 

if you want to make it a little richer. It | from generation to generation, to do 

is not as desirable for all uses to add | things the way our mothers did them, 

shortening. It is much better to be used | and with very little thought of why we 
as a health bread without the fat added | do them. A common answer for most 
to it. questions asked as to why you do this or 

Now, of course, we use some sort of | that is because my mother did it so and 
drippings or lard for the greasing of our | I do it so. 
tins. I will use just a little butter. Why Question—Don’t you think it was 
do we not use butter for greasing bread | because she had tried it and knew it was 

dishes and things of this sort? good? 
A Lady—It burns. aan oe ei — 

Another Lady—Another thing, be- | °f you use a pinch of salt in whipping the 
cause it is too expensive and it burns white of an egg? Why a you do it? 

- A Lady—It whips quicker. 
more quickly. Mi iis 

= 2 iss Maxwell—lIs that all? 
Miss ‘Maxwell—Why does it burn The Lady—I thought it was. 

more quickly? Miss Maxwell—I have put it in for 
A Lady—It is something like milk; | another reason. 

that always burns, and butter is a pro- A Lady—Why does salt make an 
duct of milk. egg boil, faster?
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: Miss Maxwell—I always find afew Miss Maxwell—Yes, but what does Yankees in every audience, I ask a | the addition of salt do to uncooked question and they will come back at me | meat? It hardens it, toughens it. 
with another one. I asked you why | It has the same effect on the white of | you put a pinch of salt in a white of egg | the egg. Now, why do we want the 
when you beat it. You see it done | white of the egg toughened? 
every day, and your mother did it. A Lady—Tell us. j 
I think that is the answer about ninety- Miss Maxwell—We want it to stay nine out of one hundred of us would give. | firm when we beat it up. We want the Some say because it causes the egg white | air we have beaten into the egg to stay 
to beat up more quickly, but more say | there, and if it is not toughened by 
because mother did it. There is a real | some process it will not stay in the egg. 
reason for it, but I do not believe it was | The addition of salt toughens the egg 
a woman who found it out. I think | and makes it stand up. We beat the 
it must have been a man. I wonder egg to get the air into it, and when 
why it is that men always find out | we put the egg into a cake we want to be things and women are always accepting | careful that we do not lose any of the 

results. air that we have beaten into the egg, so A Lady—We make use of them when | we fold it in very carefully. 
we can, when it is advantageous. In beating an egg with a Dover egg 

Miss Maxwell—I like to see people | beater, we are not beating in as much 
stand up for their sex. I am sorry | air as if we use a whisk. You will 
that we women are not as broad in our | notice the difference between an egg 
thinking as men, we are a good deal | beaten with a Dover egg beater and one 
more conservative, more like sheep, | beaten with a whisk. You get more air 
follow a leader. We are too apt to | when using a whisk and a flat dish. follow in the rut that our mothers and | You get more air in, and a lighter mix. our grandmothers have made. It is | ture. You will notice half a dozen 
easy to follow and we keep right on | people with the same size egg, the same 
doing the same old things in the same | kind of a beater and the same kind of a old way. The up-to-date woman, whe | dish, with varying quantities of egg is studying the work and getting new | white. I did not find a good whisk, so 
thoughts, is the one who is making | I am using this. You see that the tex- the advance. We do not want to accept | ture of the white of egg is very fine and old ideas unless they have proven good. | velvety from beating with a Dover egg If they have, hold on to them, but find | beater, and with a whisk, using long 
out why you are doing them. That is | strokes in beating, you will have larger 
what makes house-keeping and cooking | air spaces and the egg will stand up 
so interesting, the working out of | lighter and better. : 
things, see what the results are when we To go back to the question as to do certain things. Now, you tell me | BY salt is used in boiling eggs. If why by the addition of a little salt to q | Rough salt is added to the water to z 3 change the specific gravity of the water, white of egg it beats up quicker, and it boils faster. 
somebody says it acts on the albumen of T am now preparing a dish which is 
the egg. Yes. What does it do to the nourishing and wholesome for a person albumen of the egg? who cannot eat heavy food. This is A Lady—It makes it_beat quicker. called Hamburg cream. |
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Hamburg Cream to remember is the putting of these 

little transfer pictures with the picture 
Recipe side on the bottom of the glass, so that 

1 egg yolk he could not see the picture until he had 
1 egg white emptied his glass. The little fellow 

1} tablespoonfuls lemon juice would drink the milk down with the 

1 tablespoonful sugar thought that he was going to have that 

Speck of salt picture. You have to do this with little 

This is cooked over water until the | children, and sometimes with grown- 

egg is cooked; it just takes a few | ups too. You know that a person who 

minutes, and then the white is whipped | is ill is out of balance mentally, physi- 

in and it is poured into a glass. This | cally, and sometimes morally. Some 

is one way of serving lemon, giving the | have lovely dispositions usually, but 

flavor of the lemon to the egg. A | whentheyare ill you cannot do anything 

great many people object to the raw | to suit them. This is especially true of 

taste of the egg, so if this is carefully | both men and women, so that we have 
cooked it makes a very palatable dish. | to take into consideration those things 

Here is our bread. This will be a very | when we are dealing with sick people. 
nice bread, not as light as if made with | We have various characters to deal with. 

graham flour, it has such a large quan- Question—Is that the egg with the 

tity of bran in it, it will be porous, but | lemon juice? 
it will be very light and tender. Miss Maxwell—Yes, this is the Ham- 

Question—If we used shortening for | burg cream. Now, a little double boiler 

this bread, would you put it over the | would be an ideal thing for this, it 
top? would cook much quicker. 

Miss Maxwell—You can spread the I want to tell you about one way of 

top with butter, or any sweet fat, to | serving things for children before I leave 
soften the crust, if you like, and it in- | the subject. There are so many hun- 
creases the nutriment. 2 dred things to talk about that I am just 

One of the most important things to | going to touch the high places. One 

remember in feeding an invalid is the | mother found she could get her child to 

amount, the quantity that you serve, | eat by making little paper cones and 

which I mentioned before. Make it a | fastening a little flag on the top of them 

small amount, do not over-urge them | and putting these over the top of what- 
to eat, but give them something that | ever dish she wanted him to eat, and he 
looks attractive and that is wholesome. | would be very anxious to see what was 

Eggs are a food that is very valuable | under the cone and each day she used a 

and we ought to give them in various | different flag and had some story to tell 
ways and in various combinations, and | him about the different flags. He hada 

milk is another of our valuable foods, | great time taking off the cone and find- 

but there are so many people who can- | ing out what was underneath it and 

not take milk. I recall one lady who said | enjoying it. The idea in feeding sick 

she had great difficulty with her little | people is to take their minds from the 

boy, he got tired of milk and she had to | fact that they are being nourished or fed 

use all kinds of devices to get him to | when they dislike the sight of food. 

take the food he must take in order to | Have you ever been ill in bed and have 

gain his stength. One clever little de- | some one come in with the tray and 

vice that is a very good one for mothers | serve your meal and then stand or sit
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and watch you eat every mouthful and | kinds of fruit juices are very wholesome, i urge you to eat this and that, so that especially to a person who is suffering you got so you really objected to the | with fever. We need to supply the water sight of food, no matter how attractive | that is constantly being used up in the it was? Don’t do it. Do not, as a rule, | fevered body, with good, cooling drinks. ask a patient what he wants to eat, let Another form of drink is koumiss. his food be a surprise and he will enjoy | You will find a recipe for that in the the food better. Sometimes I have seen | Women’s Bulletin on page 92. This is people very anxious for a certain dish milk that has been treated with yeast in the morning and you might spend a | and it makes a sort of effervescing drink whole forenoon preparing it and when | which is especially wholesome and partly you brought it to them they would have digested by the action of the yeast on lost all desire for it because they had | the milk. It makes a very splendid been thinking about it all the forenoon. drink for people who are tired of milk. Make the dish a surprise, do no let them | The recipe given you here is very easy know what they are going to have to eat. | to follow; you won’t have any trouble The Hamburg cream is cooked and in making it. then the white of the egg is folded into it. Another form of milk is junket; milk Just put it into a glass and serve it cold. | treated with rennet in the form of There is one thing that we are apt to | junket tablets. I expected to make some forget in the preparation of egg and that | junket this afternoon and had my junket is that egg will cook very much below | tablets all laid out and left them up at the boiling point. Do not forget that. | the hotel, but I want to tell you about it, You can give a hard cooked egg to a | because it is certainly one of the dishes person who is convalescing and it will | that is one of the most attractive that be digested very easily if it is cooked ac- | we can give to a sick person. The whey cording to the rule on page 41 in the can be given to them to drink and the Women’s Bulletin. The yolk will be | thickened part with a little whipped dry and mealy and cooked to the center. | cream and some flavoring makes a most This Hamburg cream is one way of | healthful way of serving milk when you introducing egg into an invalid’s diet. | want to get the patient to take milk. Of course egg nog is very desirable. | Often a child will take junket when it Beat up an egg and add lemon juice apd | won’t take milk. Have it very cold and water, or, if you are giving milk, milk they will enjoy it and get a great deal of can be added Hot malted milk with nourishment from it. A mother had a the addition of an egg beaten and added | sick child who had to have milk in his to the hot milk, not having it over the diet, he got very tired of it, so she made heat at all, just simply pouring it over some junket, flavored with vanilla and the egg, is another good way of serving | sugar, put it in aglass and called it liquid egg. ice cream. He would drink the milk and Jelly water and grape juice is another enjoy it, but he wouldn’t have taken good drink which is cooling. If you milk, as he was tired of plain milk. haven’t fruit juices, give them a glass | % When milk is hard to take, we have to of nice cold water that has been treated | treat it up with these different things, with any kind of jelly. The jelly will | giving it a different flavor and garnish- melt in the glass of water. You can add | ings to change the appearance of it. a little sugar if necessary and it is a very Oysters chopped up very fine and refreshing, cooling drink. Of course all | cooked in a little cold water and the |
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liquid strained off in a little milk will be | die, and there is the invalid who is so 
very agreeable to a person who dislikes | anxious to get up that she overdoes and 
milk. Oysters are especially good, they | taxes her strength to the utmost and has 

are not very nutritious, but are used | a relapse. It is necessary to think about 

because they are easily digested. They | these things, so that if we are ever ill 

are not as nutritious as we have been | ourselves we will make ideal invalids 
taught to believe in times past, but they | and remember that we must take what 
are very good indeed to have because | is done for us and not try to dictate to 

they add a variety to our diet, and a | the doctor or the nurse. It is never wise 

flavor to dishes, so we cannot get along | to feed any patient without a very de- 
without them. cided understanding with the physician. 

Another thing that we have erron- | We do not know all of the phases of the 
eously called very nutritious is beef | disease or the idiosyncrasies of the in- 

extract. Beef extract is not at all a food. | valid and we must follow the directions 
Beef extract in broth is simply an appe- | of the physician all the way through. 
tizer, it warms up the stomach and pre- | Any wise nurse would consider herself 

pares it to digest food, it is next to | very imprudent if she was careless 
valueless as a food, but it is very valuable | about following the doctor’s directions in 
as a flavor. Somebody has said that | regard to feeding, as the feeding is an 
more people starved to death in hos- | important thing. 
pitals thinking they were being nour- Before serving a meal to a person who 
ished with beef tea than were killed in | is in bed, have a damp towel and wipe 
the Civil War. the face and hands of the patient before 

You women who have kept house for | giving him a meal. He will feel very 
many years know the value of crust | much better, more refreshed to partake 
coffee. Brown four or five crusts very | of the meal and be ready to eat it when 
brown, pour water over them and let | you bring it. $ 
stand until cold, or use it in a half Arrange the tray with the very 
hour or so, and you will have a delicious | prettiest dishes you have. Do not put 
brown liquid which you can sweeten, | any thing on any old plate in any old 

add a little bit of sugar, a pinch of salt | way for a person who is ill. You should 
and some cream, and you have a very | put real thought and care into the pre- 

delicious drink that is also very whole- | paring of food for an invalid. You can 

some. Brown bread crusts may be used, | give left-overs to a person who is well, 
many like the flavor better than white | but do not try that with sick people. 
bread. They should have their food freshly 

There is a phase of life that is little | prepared. 

considered in the dealing with and in These dishes are going to be here for 

the care of invalids and that is the atti- | you to taste after the lesson. There will 

tude of the invalid himself or herself. | not be enough to pass, but I will have 

We are so apt to consider only one side | them here for you to see if you so desire 
of the question and forget about the | after the lesson is over. 
invalid’s standpoint, yet the attitude of Have your tray laid with the prettiest 
the invalid determines the success or | china you can find, and have things 
failure of our treatment. We have all | on it that will blend well. If you have 

sorts of invalids. There is the fussy one | one kind of a tea pot and a different 
that nothing suits, there is the pessi- | kind of acream pitcher and another kind 
mistic invalid who knows she is going to | of a cup and plate it does not make as
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i attractive an appearance. Have your Miss ¥Maxwell—You will find the tray covered with an attractive cloth, recipe for beef extract on page 93 of a good sized tray that will hold all of the your Women’s Bulletin No. 7; beef necessary things, such as the napkin | extract and beef tea. That kind of and the water glass and the silver, just | beef tea and beef essence is not what I as you lay a cover for your table. Just | mean. I mean the beef extract that as soon as the meal is over, take away | you buy in the little jars. Made in the soiled dishes and the food, do not | the home it is very good, but it is the leave them in the room where the | beef extract which you buy which I said patient can see them. A very great | was not especially nutritious, that which help in the sick room is a chafing dish. | you make at home will have more It is such a nice thing to use some | nourishment. 
times to heat up a dish of soup or making There is another dish which we like a delicate omelet, or something of that | to give our invalids, and well people too. sort quickly, and very nice, too, to keep | It is quickly prepared and it is a dish things warm. If you have a fire under- | that is easily prepared. Just simple, neath the pan you can set the dish that ordinary, plain custard. Bake it in you want to serve hot in the water and | little custard cups, or cook it in water have it piping hot when you serve it to | in the oven, always have your dish set your invalid. Above all things, re- | in water, and be very careful that the member that when you are serving hot | heat is not too strong to cook it too things, serve them on hot plates. A | much and make it watery. Thecustard good many times in going from the | should be smooth and velvety, without kitchen to the bed room food will be any whey or any holes in it. A good chilled when the patient gets it. Have way to test a custard when you are everything well covered, have it piping | cooking it in the oven is to put a clean . hot, and if he is well enough to pour his | knife into it and if it comes out without own tea, have the cup warmed and let any of the custard clinging to it the him pour it himself. Have a little custard is done. A pinch of salt is 
creamer and sugar bowl on the tray for always added to a custard. 
him to serve his own cream and sugar. Question—Do you ever steam the Children especially like to do this. cup custards? 
If they are served anything hot in a Miss Maxwell—Oh, yes. In steam- little hot pitcher, like milk or cocoa, ing cup custards the result is just about they like to pour it out themselves, it | the same as cooking them in the oven ' entertains them to wait on themselves. | in water. 
Question—I would like to know how Add a little nutmeg. Nutmeg is a 

you would add the fresh egg to the hot | flavor that is generally liked and is 
malted milk. wholesome. A drop or two of vanilla 

Miss Maxwell—Put the boiling water | can be added and mapleine is another 
on the malted milk and then pour it | nice flavor. How many of you use 
very gradually over the beaten egg at mapleine? It is such a dandy flavor, a 
first, then a little faster afterwards. | bottle of it costs 35 cents and will last 
If you add it in a hurry you are going | fora year or two, it is so strong. Map- 
to cook the egg in lumps. leine is a very delicious flavor for | 
Question—How do you prepare the | junket orcake. Besureit is thoroughly 

beef for beef extract? dissolved in boiling. water before using,
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The junket comes in little boxes, I | table decoration, they are very cheap 

presume most of you know about them. | and make your tray more attractive. 

They cost 10 cents. One tablet will These little cups are very nice for 

thicken a quart of milk and you have to | custard. You can get any number of 
be very careful about heating your milk. | them and then if you want to mold 
Have it just warm enough so when you | your custard these little aluminum 

drop a drop on your wrist it will feel | cups are very nice. Wet them in cold 
warm. That is one way of testing the | water, pour in your custard and cook 
baby’s milk. The directions are on the | them and then turn them out after 

box and they will be very easy to follow. | they are cooked. If your custard is 

Question—Sour milk is very whole- | made of enough eggs to hold the shape 

some. Isn’t it very much the same as | it will stand up in nice form, then you 

preparing it with junket? can add whipped cream if you want to 

Miss Maxwell—It is the lactic acid | add nourishment to your dish, or a 
that has thickened sour milk. little caramel sauce makes a very 
Question—Does junket add any | delicious sauce for a custard. 

flavor? 

Miss Maxwell—No, it thickens the 

milk and makes it more easily digested. Cornel emer 
You can see how attractive this Recipe 

ak ss co mee = 4 Melt sugar until it is brown, then add . 
with enjoyment when they would not boiling water, let it cook up until it is 

touch plain milk. dissolved and just pour that right on 
If nS acid in’ ile thes your custard. It is not very sweet, the 

Nie eae bene acid thes ane ee browning of the sugar destroys some of 

delicat Wh. v : the sweetening power of the sugar and 

oe oA Oe. SC |: PCRSUnS | makes. very digestible, wholesome 
anything for an invalid, you know you Ravac foe anceainl. 

do not think very much about the cost I will dip these cups in cold water, 
of the dish because ae doing it | then put the custard in them. Now, 

be save life. Milk is expensive in town, | these can be cooked on top of the stove 
ut _we wouldn’t consider it a very | ip water, or they can be steamed or 

extravagant thing to poach an egg in | baked in the oven. Put a grating of 
milk if it was for a sick one. nutmeg over the top if serving a plain 

Another very delicious dish is an | cystard. 

egg baked in cream. An egg can be Question—How much milk would you 
dropped in one of these dishes with | allow for one egg and what will make a 
cream, put into the oven in a little | cystard stand up? 

water and you have a very delicious Miss Maxwell—Add four eggs to a 

little dish for an invalid. Cook it just | pint of milk for a molded custard, two 
long enough to set the egg, do not | for an ordinary one. If you are not 
cook it until it is hard and indigestible. | sure that your custard is well cooked, 

Season with salt and butter. try it by putting a knife into it. 

These little paper doilies are some- Question—How much sugar do you 
thing you can all get. Put one under | use? 
your cup to keep it from slipping. Miss Maxwell—Three or four table- 

They also add to the beauty of your | spoonfuls, three tablespoonfuls is con-
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4 sidered enough for a pint of milk. | and we have a little receptacle to hold Put a little bit of nutmeg over the top. | our creamed chicken that we are going If your patient does not like it, use some | to prepare this afternoon. Be careful other flavor. not to puncture it clear through, and If we were preparing a meal for | if your bread has very big holes in it threshers, we could not do a lot of | your sauce would go through, but have these things. I know one time I was pretty firm bread, so it will make a giving a lesson in cookery, was saying | nice little box. Spread with butter how delicious we could prepare apples | inside and out and brown in the oven. by coring and cooking them in a thin If you have some melted butter you syrup of sugar and water and when | can do better than by spreading it they were tender covering them with | this way. Now, of course a person who halves of almond ‘thrust into the top, | is very ill would not eat this little dish, and I was flattering myself by thinking | but an ordinary invalid who was eating how pleased those ladies were with this nearly everything solid would enjoy dish, when a lady spoke up and said, | eating the little dish that held the “What kind of a dish do you suppose | creamed chicken. I am going to put that would be for threshers?” No, I | this in the oven to brown it. don’t believe I should prepare them for Now the white sauce for the chicken. threshers, although I do know of three I will take the breast of the chicken, take or four women who prepared them for a | off the skin, if we are making this for an * church supper in Milwaukee, and those | invalid we want to be careful that every people were as hungry as threshers part is as dainty as we can possibly might be. We cannot do these little | make it, cut it into very small pieces things for a big family, but if you havea | and put it into a little seasoned rich sick person you are glad to know how | sauce. You can make that sauce with . to make some dainty thing for them cream, providing your patient can have which would not be economy for a large | it, or make it simply of milk, it depends family. a good deal upon the form of disease ‘want to show you how to make an | that your sick person is recovering from. attractive little dish to hold creamed | Fats of all sorts are not considered good Sweet breads or creamed oysters or | for every invalid, but there are some mushrooms, it doesn’t take so very | diseases where they are simply fed on long to make it. You want to have a | just as rich foods as they can assimilate. good, even grained bread, not very | People recovering from tuberculosis are fresh. Cut it until you have a little | fed in this way. Cream is one of our box this shape, cut the crusts off until | easily digested foods and fresh butter is you have a little square piece like this. | also a good one. 
When you have cut out these little Chicken, because of its short fiber, is boxes, just measure on it the depth that | one of the easily digested meats. Mut- you can cut it without cutting clear | ton is another. We are not as a rule through. Put your thumb nail on especially fond of mutton, but mutton your knife and you can take the blade | is one of our delicious meats and ought of your knife until your thumb nail to be served more frequently. strikes that and then cut all the way I want to give you a few broths that around, scoop out the center and you | I think it might be well for you to put have a hollow or box-shaped piece. | down in your books. Broth is made from Now, we will take out the bread inside | different meats. Chicken broth, with
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the addition of a little celery and onion, | get hot and are always there when you 
makes a very delicious flavor to the | want to use them. 
chicken broth. I am going to add a little paprika to 

Then I want to give you Triplex soup, | this butter and flour after it is thor- 
one that so many physicians order for | oughly mixed. That is the sweet red 

sick people. It is a very popular one, | pepper that we grow in our gardens. 

given by Fannie Merritt Farmer in her | You needn’t be afraid to use it, or even 
book on “Invalid Cookery,” a very | red pepper. Just a touch is all right for 
valuable little book to have in the home. | a sick person. Don’t put too much in 
There are different recipes for different | it. Red pepper is wholesome and it is 

diseases, diabetes, Bright’s disease and | a good quickener of the liver. 
different disorders, diet in special dis- A cupful of milk to the two table- 
eases. You will find a good deal of in- | spoons each of butter and flour makes a 
formation in the book that is very valu- | good thick sauce. You have to have a 
able. This soup is of equal quantities of | rather thick sauce for this chicken for 

beef and mutton or lamb and veal, a |«you do not want your little croustade 
pound of each cut in small pieces, cover | to be soaked or lose your cream through 
with cold water, add a pint of water for | the bread. 

each pound of meat, cook four hours, I want to make some sandwiches. 
skim and strain and season, then remove | These are especially nice for children, 
all of the fat after it is cold. if you want to give them something that 
When you get butter from the market | is attractive. These are called kinder- 

like this in pound bricks, score it in the | garten sandwiches, made of brown and 
center before you cut any of it, and you | white bread. They are wholesome and 
have a cupful in each half, cut this | of course perhaps we would not give 
through again and you have a half cup- | brown bread to all sorts of sick people, 
ful, and so on. It is not necessary to | but it is very nice to have on occasion. 
measure it in a tablespoon or cup, but | Take a good sharp doughnut cutter and 
just cut down with a knife, and wrap | cut out the rounds, put a white center 
the blade with paraffin paper and you | into the brown bread and a brown center 
will have a nice, clean cut, giving an | into the white bread, and it makes a 
exact measurement and saving the soil- | very dainty and attractive sandwich. 

ing of dishes. One thing we want to remember in 
I am going to use two tablespoonfuls | cooking, and that is that all starchy 

of butter. It is not necessary to have a | foods should be thoroughly cooked, 
very rich sauce, because the chicken is | never allowing anything that has flour 
rather rich. We will put the butter on | or corn starch in it to be under cooked. 
one side of the pan and the flour on the | Starch that is uncooked is’ very un- 
other and they can be blended very | wholesome, causes acidity of the stom- 
quickly. Have the butter very hot and | ach and is an entirely wrong food to 
bubbling, then stir in the flour. give a sick person. 

I wonder if you all know the value of When you are cooking for anybody, it 

these little wooden spoons. They never | makes no difference if it is an invalid or 

get hot, they are easy in the hand to | a well person, the seasoning of the dish 
stir and beat with, and they are such a | is a very important thing. It should be 
comfort in canning fruit, or when you | thoroughly seasoned, taste it often and 
are stirring anything like jelly, they | see that it is well seasoned before you 

| never get lost in the mixture, they never | serve it, and have it hot. All hot things
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should be hot and cold dishescold. | and pieces of meat have been removed. 
Ruskin says, “Much tasting means no | Then we will add a very little tapioca. 
wasting.” I suppose he means that if we You can cook it in boiling water and 

taste our food when it is being cooked | have it already cooked. I put a half a 
. oon be a ae enp = our family | cup of tapioca in wie aus and 

ill eat it all. e right seasoning in | cooked it. You can see what a ful cup- 
cookery is one of the arts that we do not | ful it makes. It gives bulk to your soup; 
consider enough. A little touch of this | it is not necessary to put it in unless you 
and a little dash of that makes a dish | want to, but it adds to the soup. 
very appetizing and if that little season- This bread, of course, would be better 
ing is left out, perhaps you will have | served after it is thoroughly cooled, but 
marred a very dainty dish. you can see it has risen almost double its 

All kinds of bread can be used for | bulk. 
these sandwiches and you can use an Question—Can you got a strainer like 
ordinary doughnut cutter and get the | that at the ten-cent store? 
two cuts at the same time Miss Maxwell—Yes, you can get one 
= as do not yr seep sag et Just like this at the ten-cent store. They 
ave been cut off from the brea at | are very nice, you can put them over a 

they need to be wasted. There should be | large sized dish. 
nothing of any of this material wasted, When you add egg to the hot soup, 
because they can all be used for crumbs | mix it with cold cream or milk, or what- 
and that brown bread is delicious for | ever you are using for your soup, and 
crust coffee. If toasted real brown in the | see that the egg is thoroughly mixed 
oven it makes a very delicious crust | before you pour the hot soup on it, 

coffee. otherwise you will have a curdled 
You see the delicate brown the little | soup. A little bit of onion salt or a 

croustade is. You can toast it until it | little bit of celery salt cooked with the 
is a nice brown all over, and if you want | chicken when it is cooked will add flavor 
it to be very attractive dip the top of it | to the broth; it makes a very delicious, 
in beaten egg and then dip the moistened | wholesome and nutritious soup served 
top in parsley that has been minced. | with the egg, then a little sprinkling of 
It gives a pretty, fringe-like top to parsley over the top of the dish will add 
the croustade. The parsley is minced | to its appearance. Cut it very fine and 
by holding it tightly in the fingers | make it look like moss. 
and mincing it with a sharp Now I think if the ladies will pass the 
knife. This is to be put on very lightly, spoons we will have the soup served. 
and then when it is filled with chicken | The creamed chicken will be here, what 
you have to be very careful not to dis- | there is of it that was not put into the turb the fringe that you have arranged croustade, and you can taste of it 
around your croustade. I-am sorry I did after the leason/ie aver: 
not put a small piece of onion with this Th act a y aan sai 
chicken when I was cooking it, I am sure th - saat . _ ee fy en ee 
it would have a very much better flavor. * consistency of them, they are very 

I have some chicken broth that I am | delicate, they would not mold because 
going to prepare and I think there is | there is not egg enough in them to mold, 
going to be enough so you can all havea | but they make a very delicious dish 
taste of chicken broth. We will strain | served just as they are or with a little 
it, so as to be sure that all of the bones | caramel sauce or whipped cream.
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We have the tray arranged as we | useful in the home for slicing all kinds 

would like it for a sick person. of vegetables, slicing them in shoe- 

We will break this bran bread up in a | string or lattice form, which makes a 
few pieces and let everybody have a | very nice way of serving French fried 
small portion, so you can get an idea of | potatoes or potatoes when you want to 

the flavor of it. have a uniform piece for creamed 
When you are serving a tray for the | dishes. I got this at the ten-cent store 

sick, have a small bouquet or a flower | too. 
to lay on the tray, if you do not want to This closes the lesson for the after- 

use a vase. It will brighten up a tray and | noon. I would like to have you look at 
make it so much more attractive for the | this tray and remember when you are 

sick person. placing one not to have it crowded quite 
I do not know whether you all saw | so much as this, so there will be room for 

this little vegetable slicer, which is so | the different dishes. 

THIRD SESSION 

Saturday Afternoon, March 13, 1915 

The meeting was called to order by Mrs. Mary D. Bradford, City Superinten 
dent of Schools, of Kenosha, who introduced Miss Elizabeth B. Kelley, of Mad- 

ison, who gave an address upon “The Farm Home.” 

THE FARM HOME 

Miss Elizabeth B. Kelley, Madison 

The keen interest in the work of Miss For years the Colleges of Agriculture 
Breese and Miss Maxwell shows how | have been sending out plans for farm 

eager women are to improve in methods | buildings and instruction for the raising 
of housekeeping and the attendance | of better live stock and better farm 
this afternoon is substantial proof that | products, but until very recently nothing 
the material side of the home is not the | has been done for the farm home. 
only side that is attractive. My talk | When I have asked why plans for 

on the building of the farm home | houses and for easy methods of doing 

naturally follows Miss Marlatt’s talk | housework, etc., were not sent out for 
on “The Rights of the Child.” There | the woman, I was sometimes told to 
are only two men here this afternoon. | look at the houses in-Wisconsin, every 
I hope at our next “Round-up,” when | one of them had bathrooms, power 
subjects of the home and children are | washers, running water, etc., but more 

discussed, there will be as many men as | frequently the answer was: “We must 

women present. Should men not be | first make the farm pay, then the house 

interested in the questions discussed | will be taken care of.” In reply to the 

here today? In the questions of making | first answer I will say that there are 
the home and rearing the children? many farm homes in Wisconsin equipped
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as well as the most up-to-date city | broad front porch; to decide on what 

home, but there are many others | material we can afford; to decide the 

costing as high as $6,000 or $7,000 | arrangement of living rooms, bed rooms, 
that only the size and the outside show | dining room, kitchen, bathroom, men’s 
the prosperity of the owner. I have | wash rooms; whether it is to be hot 

frequently seen homes of this kind where | water heater or hot air furnace; what 
there was not even running water in the | color every room shall be, etc., takes 
kitchen. These are generally the homes | time, but it gives infinite pleasure. 
where the people have endured every 

privation, waiting for prosperity to Planning the First Farm Home _ 
come. Material prosperity found them 

bankrupt in health and with no will to The first farm home is usually put 

have an up-to-date, modern home. | up with the understanding that later it 

If the mind has been for thirty or forty | will be used as a granary and con- 
years centered on the acquisition of | sequently just as little money as 

money, we cannot expect when it is | possible is put into it. I am wondering 

acquired that we will see in it only | if it would not be possible for us to 
the means of purchasing those things | plan for the whole house and then put 

that help to make life easier. The | up only that portion that we need. 
dollars themselves have come to be the | Later, as the money comes in and the 
biggest things, and we are not willing | family increases, this can be added to 
to part with them, so when the new | in such a way as not to mar either the 

house is built, frequently the modern | present structure or the completed 
conveniences are left out for two reasons. | whole. Knowing that we are building 
The cost seems out of proportion to | the home in which our children are to 
the return in comfort and mother | be reared and which is to stand as a 
thinks if she has gotten along with the | visible sign of the character of the 

. old order thus far in her life she can | builders, every stone will be laid with 
get along for the remaining years. the greatest care. 

In the beginning it may be necessary We might discuss this question of the 
to get along without some of the | farm home from the point of architec- 

conveniences we need (we all must | ture, building material, drainage, loca- 
help to make the farm pay), but we | tion as to railroads, markets, churches, 

must keep our vision of our farm home | schools, etc., but with my time limited, 
where some day we shall have all the | I shall endeavor to discuss it from the 
city conveniences and all the pure, | point of the dwelling place of the family 

open, joyous life of the country. No | and its influence on their lives. 

home that endures and expresses the We are constantly hearing this cry, 
individuality of the owner was ever | “Keep the boys and girls on the farm.” 
built in six months or a year. It takes | I feel that the home, more than any 
years to decide on a site, whether it is | other one factor in country life, is 

to cap the top of the hill or nestle | responsible for the exodus of the farm 

down at its foot; whether it is to be “on | folk to the cities. Fortunately, here in 

the side of the road where the feet of | American we are beginning to deve op 
men pass by,” or tucked away in some | a type of architecture suited to he 
secluded nook; whether the best view is | country. It is the exceptional country 
to be from the kitchen window where | home now that is built on the lines of the 

| mother will see it oftenest, or from the | tall house designed to stand on the
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narrow city lot and match hundreds of | the sausage meat, as cuts the feeds, 
its kind. A house to be beautiful must | cleans out the stalls, carries the feeds 
first fit into the landscape. If it is to | in the barns. Let there be a dumb 
crown a hill, it must seem to cap it; | waiter to carry up the heavy things 
the lines of the roof must be in harmony | from the cellar. Let there be plenty 
with the lines of the earth. If it is to | of closet and shelf room, right in the 
be on the open plain, it must spread out | kitchen, not in a pantry twenty feet off. 
spaciously to harmonize with the broad Adjust the working surfaces of sink, 
expanse of the view. Think of what | table, stove, to suit mother’s height, 
a lesson this sense of fitness will teach, | not make mother bend her back to suit 
not only the family, but every passer by. | the height the carpenter thought would 

Next, our house must be honest—to | be right. Let the floor be covered with 
our bank account, honest in the ma- | linoleum or some covering that gives to 
terials used. If we cannot afford stone, | the tread, so when night comes there 
let us have cement, but let it show | will be no weary, aching feet. 
cement, not cement made to resemble I shall pass over the dining room and 
cut stone block If we can only afford | bed rooms with only a word. Let us 
common pine, let us make the best of | sleep in the same pure atmosphere that 
our common pine, not try to paint it | we breath all day; let us not shut up 
up to look like white pine or mahogany. | our bed rooms as if we were afraid the 
Nothing that is a sham ever lasts or | blessed sunshine and the pure air might 
gives lasting pleasure. When I go | get achance toslipin. Even in winter, 
into a house that is all sham, I expect | when we must have on storm windows, 
to find the people like their houses. | let’s have them so they can be opened. 
We cannot live all our lives surrounded | One thousand cubic feet of air space is 
by pretenses and develop sturdy, | the prescribed amount for every human 
honest characters. Let us encourage | being. Is there that amount in our 
simplicity in our homes and in our lives. | bed rooms? 
Meaningless ornaments, like meaning- The dining room. I like to stop and 
less words, give us a feeling of weariness | talk about the food we give our family, 
and confusion. but that is another topic, but let me say, 

thank goodness, we in the country do 
Mother’s Workshop not need this as some city people do. 

Let us have our table large enough so 
In the kitchen—mother’s workshop, | that we can easily make room for the 

let us put first running water, every unexpected guest, and let us ask him to 
device to save her time and health. sup with us, if we have only bread and 
We hear constantly, “Do not rob the | milk. Hospitality is the joy of a home. 
soil of its fertility, do not hand down to 
the next generation a farm impoverished The Living Room the Keynote 

*by your bad management.” I want of the Home 
to say, “Do not rob the home of the 
strength and health of the mother; do The living room should be given all 
not send into the next generation | the space we can afford. Here, if 
children impoverished physically and | possible, should be the open fireplace. 
mentally.’ Let us have the same kind | What lends more cheer than the open 
of a gasoline engine to run the washing | fire? The furniture should be sub- 

| machine, to pump the water, to grind | stantial and usable. Here is the place
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where the family are to gather for recrea- best, mentally, spiritually and phys- 
tion and study. Everything about the ically to live in. 
room should be conducive to the Let the houses in which we rear our 

development of friendly, harmonious children be real homes, whether they 
relationship. Here are the books, the | are made of logs or New Hampshire tenn or fe ved wih rr | EM round or coun z ile <2 boys and girls with all that makes for 
Sone Peres, A0me Bay, eat’. light, ye development of character; let the 
classical; here are the pictures, copies of mother and father husband their health the great masters, that are going to be silent uplifters of our souls; here, in and strength so they may be able to 
truth, are going to be gathered the best | enter sympathetically into the joys and 
of the vast accumulations of the ages | sorrows of their child, into the up- that are going to enrich the lives of our | building of their schools, their churches, 
children and make the farm home the | their community and their state. 

SELECTION OF HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 

Helen M. Atwater, Assistant in Nutrition, Office of Experiment Stations 

{From Year Book of Department of Agriculture, 1914 

When one considers the variety of | are likely to remain in the home, for 
things which must be put into a house to | which provision must be made in fur- 
furnish it even simply, the question of nishing it. 
household equipment appears a com- In equipping her home, the house- 
plicated one. The variety is necessary | keeper should be guided by the same 
because a house serves many different | principles that would be followed in the purposes. Considered merely in its | selection of equipment for any’ other 
material aspect, it is the place where workshop, and should choose furnish- 
the family eat and sleep and take their ings and tools which will make it pos- 
ease, and it is also a workshop in which a | sible for her to carry on her various 
great many things are made, and each of | household tasks with the least waste of 
these purposes must be recognized in | time, work and materials. In other 
furnishing it. words, a house should be equipped for 

Considered as a workshop, it is some- efficiency in carrying on housework just 
times a bakery, sometimes a clothing | as carefully as a modern shoe factory is 
factory, sometimes a cleaning estab- | equipped for making shoes. In such 
lishment, and so on. The list of tasks | a factory, lighting, heating, ventilation, which are performed in the household sanitation, etc., are as carefully con- is by no means as long as it was in the | sidered as the machinery, and these 
days when cloth was spun and candles | matters of hygiene are even more im- 
made at home, and almost every decade portant in the home, which is not merely sees more work removed from the home | a workshop, but also a place in which to 
to the commercial factory. Neverthe- | rest and recuperate. Since a home is less, a great many tasks still remain and | even more than that, and serves also as
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the material setting for the life of the | built-in cupboards before deciding 
family, other points must be considered | whether to buy a sideboard or a china 
which have little or nothing to do with | closet. If only a limited amount of 
efficiency in a-factory. It is certainly as | money can be spent at one time, it would 

| important in a home to provide for com- probably be better to leave an extra bed- 
fort and whelesome enjoyment as for | room unfurnished or do without an extra 
cooking and cleaning, eating and sleep- | rug than to “skimp” on the quality of 
ing. : the necessary things. When it is merely 

a question of renewing or increasing old 
Planning Before Buying equipment, the thoughtful housekeeper 

considers the value of each article in 
Sometimes when a woman takes up | connection with what she has or ex- 

the problem of house furnishing, she has | pects to have as well as by itself. If she 
to buy everything new from the begin- | has no convenient cupboard for her 
ning, and sometimes she already has a ironing supplies, an ironing table of the 
more or less complete equipment which | settle type with the box under the seat 
she hopes to improve gradually, that is may be more serviceable than the ordi- 
(to continue the comparison with the nary kind; and if she expects to geta 
factory), she has to do with a “going | new set of table dishes soon and can 
concern.” In either case she must study | then use some of the old ones in the 
the situation carefully and make sure of kitchen, it is poor policy to stock up 
what she most wants before she begins unnecessarily with kitchen ware. 
to buy. It is impossible for her to select In order to buy in accordance with a 
to the best advantage unless she has all | definite plan, she must often steel her- 
the principal needs in mind to begin | self against the allurements of bargain 
with and goes at the task systematically. | counters or of beguiling salesmen, 
Haphazard buying is always extrava- | not because the wares they offer are 
gant and nowhere more so than in con- | not intrinsically good or cheap, but 
nection with house furnishings. There is | because in spite of being good or cheap 
such a bewildering variety of things to be | they may not be what she really needs 
used in a house that, unless the house- | most. It is poor economy for her to buy 
keeper keeps a clear idea of what she | sheets which will not be used for several 
wishes most and plans her buying care- | years instead of napkins which are 
fully, she will find herself getting things | needed at once, simply because the 
which, though useful, are not the most | sheets happen to be a few cents cheaper 
useful, or are not the best adapted to | than usual, or to be persuaded to take 
her particular needs. Two dining tables | an omlet pan when what she had meant 
may be equally good of their kind, but | to get next was a new coffee pot. 
one may be much better adapted to a 
particular house and family than the | Choosing for Necessity, Convenience other. If it is a case of furnishing a and Pleasure 
house entirely with new things, it is 
wise to go slowly and learn from ex- In equipping any workshop, whether 
perience what will suit best the special | it be a factory, a dairy or a house, the 
conditions, even if this prevents putting | two chief elements which govern choice | 
the whole house completely in order at | are necessity and convenience. Very 
once. For example, it might be well to | often one article answers both these de- 
see how one’s belongings fit into the | mands, and if possible those should be
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chosen which not only fill a need but fill | which not only are necessary and con- 
it in a way which is economical of labor venient, but which at the same time 
and material. For example, a kitchen give pleasure. Since we must have 
stove is usually considered a necessity, | dishes to eat from, we might as well have 
not a convenience, but in selecting it a | them in attractive shapes and patterns 
model which is convenient to work at | and color, especially as good looking 
and to care for is what a good house- | ones do not necessarily cost more than 
keeper looks for. In choosing labor- | others. The more any article that is 
saving devices, it is a good rule to give | used in the home includes all three ele- 
the preference to those which save heavy | ments of necessity, convenience and 
work and which lighten tasks most fre- beauty, the more efficiently will it 
quently performed. A machine for | serve its purpose. 
washing clothes saves more bodily en- 
ergy than a patent roasting pan. and a Fitting Equipment to Particular 
meat chopper is used more often than a Conditions 
device for stoning cherries. 

The third element of choice in the case It is impossible to lay down hard and 
of many articles of household equipment | fast rules as to exactly what articles or 
is that of pleasure or beauty. As has | materials are best for use in the house- 
already been pointed out, this marks hold, because conditions vary so greatly. 
the difference between furnishing the | No two homes are exactly alike as re- 
house and furnishing other workshops. | gards house and occupants and income, 
Whereas the output of a factory con- | and what is suitable and economical in 
sists of the particular line of goods which | one may be inconvenient and extrava- 
it makes, and the output of a dairy, of | gant in another. In a new house stained 
milk, butter and cheese, the output of a | and varnished woodwork may be easiest 
home includes not only such material | to take care of, but when the woodwork 
things as food and clothing and even | is old and worn paint may make a more 
general comfort, but also such immate- satisfactory finish; in fact, if the wood 
rial things as the mental, moral and | has already been painted, it may be 
spiritual welfare of its occupants. We | difficult to use any other finish. It 
sometimes assume that these less ma- | would be as poor economy for a family 
terial factors of home life are independ- | in easy circumstances to hesitate at the 
ent of the furniture and equipment of | price of such household improvements 
the house and can be trusted to take | as a screened porch or a good kitchen 
care of themselves if they are not actu- | floor as it would be for people who can 
ally discouraged. But if a family really | hardly pay for keeping their every- 
wishes its home to be more than a place | day necessary equipment in proper con- 
to eat and sleep in, it ought to plan as | dition to buy a charcoal broiler for 
deliberately for increasing the produc- | steaks and chops or a collection of ex- 
tion of comfortable and profitable leis- pensive brushes intended for cleaning 
ure, pleasant social intercourse and an | special kinds of furniture. 
intelligent interest in things outside of The housekeeper must plan her 
its material needs as for mere food, | household equipment with reference to 
clothing and shelter. Fortunately, this | the amount of labor there will be to 
does not always mean buying more | run it. If she is to do everything her- 
costly furniture and more elaborate self, she must not only arrange her work 
equipment, but rather choosing things | and her implements so as to avoid all
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unnecessary work, but she must also | tion of that thing to the use for which 
avoid many other things, such as bric- | it is intended. In a collection of his- 
a-brac which is difficult to dust, pol- | torical furniture, the most beautiful 
ished surfaces which have to be fre- | pieces of each period are not those 
quently rubbed, and elaborate linen | which are most elaborately decorated, 
which it takes much time and skill to | but those in which material and shape 
launder. On the other hand, if she does | and workmanship best answer the needs 
the work herself, she may be justified | they were designed to meet. If there is 
in buying things of better quality than | ornament, it does not interfere with use- 
if they were to be used by a careless | fulness or comfort, and is so applied 
helper. ; that it brings out the inherent beauty of > 

The question of space must also be | the lines and material. The reason why 
considered. Jn a large house with | some of the plain old tables and chairs 
plenty of storage room, one can per- | which we have inherited from earlier 
haps afford to have special equipment | times look better than many of the 
for this, that or the other kind of work, | elaborate and showy ones which have 
but where space is strictly limited one | just left the factory is thaf their mak- 
Must concentrate. For example, one | ers were more interested to make them 
must choose one’s pots and pans so that | strong and comfortable than simply to 
each will serve several purposes, and | produce novelties, the chief merit of 
arrange the closets and cupboards so | which is to catch the eye. The same 
that all the space in them will be used | principle holds in all household furnish- 
to the best advantage. It is question- | ings—in fact, in everything. If a wo- 
able whether unnecessary utensils and | man tries sincerely to arrange her house 
scattered, half-filled closets are ever | according to this idea of adaptation to 
worth the extra work they occasion, | use, she need not worry about its being 
but where space is Jimited it is certainly | “pretty.” She may not be rich enough 
Poor economy to keep superfluous | to have expensive things, but if she 
things about. uses harmonious colors for her walls, 

floors and upholstery, and chooses fur- 
What Makes a  Well-Furnished | niture for its good design and comfort 

House rather than for its ornamentation, her 
a ‘i . house can hardly fail to be restful and 

ie well-furnished house is not one | attractive. 
which e —— up with things which It sometimes seems difficult for a 
may or attractive in them- | person who cannot patronize expensive 
selves, but which nobody uses or enjoys, | shops to find furniture with strong and 

E but one which contains those things | yet graceful lines, wall papers and up- 
which oe eae = convenience | holstery materials in simple designs 
a Soemins gned for, commiort aud sas) good, soft colors, or china and action in living, and no more. It need a - 
not on that account be strictly utili- glass oe! plant: bat quod shapes ‘anid 
tarian; on the contrary, if it were well decorations. Nevertheless, they do 
planned, perfectly convenient and per- | COMe in inexpensive grades, and the 
fectly comfortable, it would also be | More people demand them, the more 
beautiful, because beauty does not lie | dealers will carry them. Undoubtedly 
so much in the ornaments which are | it is easier to take what is offered and 
put on a thing as in the perfect adapta- | to be. satisfied with the assurance that
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“it is positively the latest,” even when | far as possible, the housekeeper should 
one’s own better judgment says that it | have a definite idea of how much she 

is neither suitable nor beautiful. If | ought to pay for each part of her equip- 
women would insist on getting what | ment and not let her choice run much 
they want instead of what the dealer | above or below that. It is not true 
may want to seil, their houses would | economy to pay more than one can 

be better furnished, and they would do | afford for a thing, no matter how useful 

much toward improving public taste. | or how desirable it may be. On the 

It is possible to carry the idea of | other hand, the cheapest is not always 

simplicity too far. For example, a | the most economical. Other factors 

chair is not necessarily beautiful, com- | besides price enter into consideration, 
fortable or easy to take care of merely | foremost among them being suitability 
because it is made up of straight lines. | and durability or wearing quality. It is 

On the contrary, such severely plain | evident that if dish-toweling at 18 cents 
furniture is often both awkward looking | a yard wears twice as long as that at 12 
and uncomfortable. Too many useless | cents, the more expensive is cheaper in 
ornaments ina room undoubtedly give it | the end. Very often the wearing quality 

an overcrowded, restless look, and have | influences not only the price but also 

a further disadvantage in making un- | the convenience of an article. In the 
necessary work in cleaning. On the | case of wall paper, curtains, furniture 

other hand, no ornaments at all would | coverings,’ and other. things on which 

make it seem bare and unfriendly. The | considerable labor must be spent before 

sensible woman steers between the two | they go into use, it is a satisfaction to 

extremes and uses a few ornaments, | have them durable, so that the full value 
chosen because they are useful things in | of the work as weil as of the materials 
especially beautiful form, or because | may be obtained. Moreover, after one 

they represent the artistic interests of | has put care and thought into the selec- 
the family, or have the intangible but | tion of such furnishings and they prove 
none the less real value of personal | successful in use, it is discouraging to 

association. A usable vase of hand- | have them wear out quickly and leave 

some glass or pottery, a good-looking | the whole task to be done over again. 
box for matches, a graceful lamp with a | Some families get tired of their belong- 
shape which not only throws a good | ings so soon that they prefer them not to 
light but is beautiful in shape, color and | be very durable, and argue that two 

design by day as well as by night, a | cheap things give more pleasure than 

candlestick which is a family heirloom, | one expensive one. This is evidently a 

and a few good photographs or prints | question of taste, but it is worth noting 
of famous places or pictures in which the | in this connection that in household 
family is interested are examples of or- | furnishings styles change much less 

naments which are suitable, because | rapidly in articles of good quality than in 

there is some reason for using them. the cheaper grades, and that among peo- 
ple of cultivated taste whose means 

Economy in Cost and Care allow them to choose what they like, 
furnishings are kept in use for many 

When it comes to the point of decid- | years and are admired not for their 

ing between several forms of the same | novelty or fashion but for their intrinsic 

article, price is perhaps the first thing | beauty. Moreover, in such things as 

the majority of us must consider. So | furniture, upholstery materials, linens,
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etc., durability and beauty frequently | latter in a general way which will 

go together, because both depend upon | show how to apply the principles of 

good quality in the materials, and work- | choice which have already been de- 

manship, and if one gets good-looking | scribed. 

things, they often turn out to be durable. Some of the articles of household 

The size and circumstances of a family | equipment are installed permanently, 

sometimes change faster than its good | and some of them are changeable. 

furniture wears out, and unless this | Many of the permanent ones are built 

possibility is borne in mind when the | in when the house is constructed and 

furniture is bought, the family may find | come within the province of the builders. 

itself stocked with things which still | Nevertheless, the woman for whom the 

have a great deal of wear in them but are | house is being built, or who is choosing 

not suited to existing circumstances. one already built, has a right to pass 

Another important element in the | judgment on them, since it is she who 

choice of furnishings is the amount of | uses them and keeps them in order. 

labor required to care for them and If the house is provided with a water 

keep them in good condition. There is a and drainage system, she should try to 

greater range of choice here than many | get fixtures which are convenient to use 

women realize, and it is a question which | and easy to care for. Open plumbing 

is worth more consideration than is often | is now generally accepted as more sani- 

given to it. Roughsurfaces like those on | tary than inclosed and is not harder to 

cheap earthenware, and worn, rough and | take care of, particularly if the pipes 

unpainted wood catch and hold dirt and | are smooth, symmetrically arranged, and 

are much harder to clean than smooth | so placed that they are easy to get at. 

ones. Carving on furniture, elaborate Porcelain-lined fixtures are in common 

castings on stoves, elaborate metal | use in kitchens and bathrooms now, and 

fixtures, fancy-shaped handles on dishes, if the interior surface is smooth and 

ete., are things which make cleaning | unbroken, they are easy to clean, but if 

unnecessarily difficult. Polished metal | the enamel has rough spots in it these 

usually takes much rubbing to keep it | will hold the dirt most obstinately. If 

in condition, and for this reason dull | possible, the kitchen sink, washtubs, 

finishes are often preferred on door | bathtub, closet and washbasin should 

handles, etc. Sharp angles in moldings | be so placed that it is easy to clean 

also collect dirt and are hard to clean. | around and behind them. 

Rounded moldings where the wall and There is considerable choice of-mate- 

floor meet have been introduced in hos- | rial for kitchen sinks, each having its 

pitals and might well be imitated in pri- | disadvantages and advantages. For 

vate houses, as they make it much easier | example, the porcelain sinks show at 

to remove dirt. once whether they are really clean or 

not and can be kept tidy easily, pro- 

General and Permanent Equipment vided they are smooth, but they are 

rather expensive; enamel is easy to clean 

The articles which go to furnish a | and not expensive but chips easily; soap- 

house are so many and so various that it | stone is durable, but difficult to clean; 

is impossible to enumerate them in a | iron is also durable and not especially 

brief article, or even to mention all of | hard to clean, but it does not show dirt 

the more important groups. All that | and so invites carelessness. Whatever 

can be done is to discuss some of the | material is chosen, the sink should be
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placed where the light is good and | they are easier to keep clean than fancy ° 

should be set at the height most con- | ones and, if they are made of good ma- 

venient for working. This question of | terials and good designs, are better look- 

height also applies to work tables, wash- | ing than very elaborate ones. Light is 
tubs, etc., and will be discussed later. often used more economically if there 

If a house has neither plumbing nor a | are several fixtures in different parts of 

drainage system, it should at least have | the room, and if those are planned for 

a kitchen sink of good size and height | in the beginning they can be obtained 
and, if possible, made of material which | with little extra expense. In the 
can be kept clean easily. A suitable | room where the family sit to read and 

pipe should be provided for carrying | sew, a good lamp or drop-light on the 

away waste water, either to a bucket | table or fairly low side lights on the 

from which it may be emptied or to a | wall are better for the eyes than high 

drain outside. The latter must be con- | central lights. A good light should be 
structed so that it will be sanitary and | provided in the kitchen, especially in 

should not be merely an open trench, | the places where the work is chiefly 

which is not only disagreeable but which | done, such as over the sink and the work 

often becomes dangerous to health. table. 
If the house is heated by stoves, plain, Screens for windows and doors are 

substantial ones should be selected. It | sometimes considered part of the per- 

is difficult to see why garlands of leaves | manent and sometimes part of the 
and flowers in polished metal or bronze | changeable equipment of a house, but 

dogs should ever be considered appro- | in any case the house should be well 
priate decorations for stoves, yet such | supplied with them, not so much be- 

designs have often been chosen in | cause flies and mosquitoes are disagree- 
preference to models which owe their | able, as because they actually carry 

good looks to good proportions and con- | disease and are very dangerous pests. 
struction. Not only can the latter be | The screens which are made to fit the 

more easily kept clean, but they are | individual windows and do not need to 
more in accord with the requirements of | be removed each time the latter are 
good taste than those which are awk- | opened are undoubtedly the most con- 
ward in shape or laden with useless or- | venient, but if they are too expensive, 

naments, so-called. cheaper kinds can be used satisfactorily. 

If the house is heated with steam or | If the ready-made, adjustable ones are 
hot water, radiators should be selected | chosen, care must be taken to have 

which are of suitable size and shape and | them fit tightly. If there are any 

which have plain surfaces without raised | cracks, flies and mosquitoes will find 

designs to catch and hold dirt. Since | their way in but not out. 
their main purpose is to heat the room, Door screens should be provided with 

their size and location depend chiefly | springs so that they will be sure to close 

on this, but as far as possible they | tightly. Bronze wire mesh which will 

should be arranged so that they will not | not rust is perhaps the most durable 
interfere with the placing of furniture | material for screens. Cheaper wire care- . 

in the room and so that it will be easy | fully painted lasts fairly weil and cotton 
to clean around and behind them. netting is equally efficient as long as it 

Whatever means of lighting is used— | is whole. It is better to have a house 

oil, gas or electricity—simple lamps or | thoroughly screened with netting than 

fixtures are usually preferable, because | badly screened with wire, but the net-
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ting will have to be carefully watched | general rule, varnished woodwork is 

and frequently renewed to keep it fly | easier to keep in order than painted, 
proof. but paint covers up poor wood better 

In cold climates, double windows are | and can be used in lighter colors, a 

often used in winter, and soon pay for | point which is often in its favor in 

themselves by the saving in coal. rooms where there is insufficient light 

Built-in closets or cupboards are other | or where a “light” treatment in color 
features of permanent equipment which | and furnishings is desired. Good enamel 
are most important to the housekeeper. | mixed with the last coat of paint pro- 

If she has anything to do with planning | longs its life and makes it easier to clean. 

her house, she should try to locate them For floors, paint is less durable and 

where it takes the least possible num- | harder to clean than well-finished waxed 
ber of steps to get at or put away their | varnish, but if the boards are old and 
contents. A small closet, provided with | rough it would probably be better to 
shelves and drawers especially adapted | paint them. Carpets or mattings tacked 
to the things kept there, is more satis- | down close around the baseboards may 

factory than a larger closet poorly ar- | be warmer in winter than rugs which do 
ranged. In planning drawers, it is well | not cover the whole floor, but they are 
to remember that a larger number of | less desirable, because it is so difficult 
shallow ones are usually preferable to a | to take them up and clean them. Not 
few deep ones, because all of the space | only must the tacks be removed from the 
in them can be used without piling | carpet, but their larger size makes them 
things on top of each other. Similarly, | more difficult to handle than rugs. 

narrow shelves, preferably not more ; For months they remain full of dust and 

than a foot wide, are usually more con- | dirt which flies into the air when they 
venient than wider ones and are easier | are walked on, and for this reason they 

to keep clean. Many housekeepers pre- | are very insanitary. If a floor.is too 
fer the movable kitchen cabinets to | bad for ordinary rugs, it is better to 

built-in cupboards for kitchen supplies, | paint it and then lay down a carpeet 

because they have a convenient place | rug large enough to cover all but the 

for all the necessary things and no waste | edges than to tack a carpet over the 

space. whole floor. For the floors of kitchens, 

bathrooms, and passageways which 

Woodwork and Walls must be washed frequently, some mate- 

rial less absorbent than wood is desirable. 
The finish of the woodwork and walis | Cement is sometimes used for back 

of the house is part of its permanent | entries, pantries, etc., but it is hard and 
equipment which plays an important | cold under foot for the kitchen. Good, 
role in its general attractiveness and | heavy linoleum is perhaps as satisfac- 
the ease with which it can be taken care | tory as anything for kitchen, laundry 
of. Woodwork of the baseboards, doors, | and bathroom, as it is comfortable under 

window casings, etc., should be easy to | foot, easy to clean, and very durable. 

dust and wash. This means round | Oilcloth is cheaper, but not so durable. 
corners and no elaborate moldings. | Walls may be painted with any of the 
Whether or not such surfaces should be | good water or oil paints or covered with 
painted or stained and varnished de- | paper. For rooms where the walls need 

pends partly upon how good the wood | frequent cleaning, or where water is 

is and partly upon personal taste. Asa | likely to be splashed on them, as in
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kitchens and bathrooms, a paint which | against it. In wall papers, as in dress, 
wiil not be injured by moisture or some | inconspicuous designs and neutral colors 
varnished paper or other waterproof | are more satisfactory for “steady wear” 
material is preferable. In other parts of | than the reverse, particularly if one is 
the house the ordinary wall papers are | limited as to cost, for “showy” material 
most common because they can be | of poor quality soon reveals its cheap- 

obtained at almost any price and in a | ness. 

great variety of styles and colors. Fash- The exposure of a room and the 

ions in wall papers vary from time to | amount of light in it should be consid- 

time, taste inclining sometimes toward | ered in choosing the color for the walls. 

darker tints or larger figures, sometimes | It is well-known that cream, yellow and 
toward lighter colors or inconspicuous | yellow-brown shades on the walls of a 

designs. Such changes in style are not | room with northern exposure “warm 

important, however, and the selection of | them up” and that soft greens and grays 
paper suitable for the room is always | temper the light insunnier rooms. Asa 
more satisfactory in the long run. In | rule, large, striking designs should not 

wall papers, as in furniture, many of | be used in small rooms. Stripes also 

the best designs now on the market have | should be used cautiously, especially 

been adapted from old ones of different | where the rooms are high. The most 

periods. Tapestry effects, for example, | satisfactory designs are often those in 
are suggested by the real tapestries | which the figure almost covers the back- 

which covered the rough walls and broke | ground or in which the color contrast be- 
the drafts in medieval houses, and some | tween the two is not very striking. Some 

of the floral designs come from the silks | of the best ones combine different tones of 

and velvets with which the luxurious | the same colors in the background and 

palaces of Italy and France were hung. | the figures. Figure 1 shows an example 

These have stood the test of time because | of paper with an inconspicuous design in 

they are in accordance with the funda- | two tones of soft brown, in contrast to 

mental principles of decorative art. | Figure 2, which though well designed is 

One of the reasons why the wall papers | unsuited to a moderate-sized room in an 
seen in so many rooms are unsatisfac- | ordinary house on account of the strong 

tory is that designs good in themselves | color contrast between figures and back- 
are used in places where they do not | ground, and the size of the pattern, the 
belong. Because a bold floral design | largest flower being some twelve inches 
carried out in rich brocade looked well | in diameter. A plain paper, such as 

on the walls of a Venetian palace, it does | cartridge or the various so-called “tex- 

not follow that a similar design im- | tile” or “oatmeal” papers, can be ob- 

perfectly reproduced on paper would | tained in good colors and at low cost 
look well in a small room of a simple | and is always safe to use. There has 
frame house in this country. Extreme | been a great improvement in the de- 

designs: are always rather difficult to | signs of inexpensive papers in recent 

adapt successfully, and it is usually safer | years, and attractive ones can be found 
to choose simple effects which are sure | at almost any price. 

to prove satisfactory. The color of the walls usually. de- 

It is usually better to consider the | termine the color of the other furnish- 

wall covering of a living room as a back- | ings of the room, and really good and 
ground than as a decoration. This is | pleasing effects in house decoration 

especially true if pictures are hung | depend more on such color combinations
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than on any other single factor. If wall As has been pointed out, tacked-down 
and floor coverings, curtains and.up- | carpets and mattings mean too much 
holstery all blend, the effect will be work in’cleaning to be recommended, and 

much more pleasing and harmonious to | movable rugs of some kind are much to be 
the eye than if each stands out from the | preferred. Rugs large enough to cover 
others distinct and hard. A single spot | the whole floor are not as easy to handle, 
of rich color against such a blended | but stay in place better than small ones. 

background, say, a tabie cover or a | In choosing rugs, one should select 

sofa pillow, will do more to brighten a | those which are firmly woven and which 

room than brilliant colors spread indis- | lie flat. If they are too thin or loosely 

criminately over the walls and furniture. | woven they will work up into wrinkles 
Just as the principal objects in one room | or ridges, especially if they are large. 

should harmonize in color, so adjoining | Good oriental rugs are very beautiful 

rooms should show in harmonious colors. | and wear a long time, but they are too 

A hall, for instance, should usually be in | expensive to be generally used in the 

neutral tones, so that its color will not | majority of homes. Carpet rugs are 

“clash with the rooms opening from it. now manufactured in a great variety 
of shapes, sizes, materials and designs 

Textiles for Household Use and are very satisfactory. Some of the 
best are those adapted from oriental 

Textiles of one kind or another make | ones. Good Brussels and some of the 

an important part of the changeable | firmer of the pile carpetings are excellent, 
equipment of a house. Carpets, rugs, | as are also those which resemble the 

curtains, furniture covering, household | heavy, old-fashioned “‘three-ply” in- 

linen, blankets, etc., all come under this | grains. Old-fashioned rag rugs and their 

heading. A general knowledge of the | modern imitations have an attractive, 

different fibers—cotton, wool, silk, linen, | pleasing style of their own. They are 

etc.—of which these materials are made, | especially appropriate for bedrooms and 
the effect and durability of different | bathrooms, but are often too thin for 

dyes, the values of the different methods | places where there is constant passing. 

of cleaning, etc., would evidently be a | Matting rugs, which now come in good 

help to the practical housekeeper. | tones of the standard colors, often prove 

Much has been written regarding color, | useful, though they are not so durable 
design and other matters pertaining to | as good wool. They are particularly 
household textiles from the standpoint | suitable for warm climates. 
of the fine arts, but many of the other What was said of color and design in 
questions, especially regarding dura- | relation to wall paper applies also to 

bility, strength, etc., have not as yet | carpets and rugs. Soft colors and in- 

been systematically studied. Some of | conspicuous figures wear better to the 

those which bear most directly on every- | eye and harmonize better with the other 

day household processes are being in- | furnishings than gaudy figures on a 
vestigated in this department by labora- | bright background. The rugs should 

tory methods, and it is hoped that as | tone in with the coloring of the walls 

useful results may be obtained as have | and should ordinarily be darker in 
been gained from the scientific investi- | shade than the latter, not only because 

gations of food materials. In the mean- | they show soil less, but also because they 
while, general practical experience is | seem to bring the room and its furniture 
a great help in selecting such furnishings. | into their proper relations.
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Window curtains serve the double Provided the threads are smoothly 2 purpose of regulating the light and of twisted, coarse table linen is as durable breaking the hard, straight lines of the | as fine, but it is not as handsome. White casings. Window shades of Holland or | is usually preferred to colored material, similar material are more satisfactory | both because it stands more washing than draperies for shutting out strong | and because it shows at once whether sunshine by day and securing privacy | it is clean or not. If neatness is desir- at night, but they do not soften the | able anywhere it must be at the table general light of the room as do draperies. | where we eat, and though white table- The latter, if they come next to the | cloths mean much washing for the busy glass, should be light in color and tex- housekeeper, she should think twice be- ture and should be easy to launder. If | fore she substitutes dark-colored cloths, a little color is desired around the win- which may be dirty before they have dows, the fashion of hanging straight | to be changed “for appearance’s sake.” curtains of some thicker colored mate- Linen is usually considered more sat- rial inside thin white ones of lace or isfactory than cotton for toweling, be- muslin is an excellent one. Some house- | cause it absorbs water fully as easily keepers use only thin ones in summer | and dries more quickly. Too firm a when coolness and air are wanted, and | weave or too heavy a thread is not de- put up the heavier, darker ones when sirable, in spite of greater durability, cold weather makes the effect of | for these make it less absorbent. For warmth desirable hand towels many people prefer a rough In choosing bed coverings, the prin- | weave like huckabuck to a smooth one cipal thing to remember is that one | like damask, not only because it is more wants as much warmth with as little absorbent, but also because it gives a weight as possible. For this reason | better friction to the skin. 
wool is preferable to cotton or to wool There is such an infinite variety of and cotton mixed for blankets, com- | material for furniture covering that it forters, ete. Linen sheets and pillow | is almost impossible to include all types cases have almost disappeared from | in a brief discussion. Leather, wool, general use because of their high price. | silk, linen, and cotton are all used. Cotton ones are, for all practical pur- | Leather is dignified looking and the poses, quite as satisfactory. All bed good qualities are durable, but in the coverings should be large enough to | cheaper grades the surface tends to tuck in firmly all around the mattress, | wear off and crack, and it is often rather a point especially to be remembered in | stiff and uncomfortable. Silk materials buying ready-made sheets, which are | are appropriate in certain places, but sometimes too short for ordinary beds. | are too expensive for common use, ex- It is generally agreed that some ma- cept perhaps for cushion covers, hang- terial which can be easily laundered is ings and possibly for the covering of a the best for tablecloths, napkins, etc. | choice piece of furniture. Cotton is in- Real linen is preferable to cotton or expensive and does not wear through cotton and linen mixtures, because it quickly, but often it does not hold its lies flatter, does not iook “mussy” so | color well and often catches dirt easily. soon, does not leave lint on the clothing, | Nevertheless it is frequently used in and takes a better luster in laundering, | cretonnes, chintzes and similar printed As in almost all textiles, a firm weave goods and in low-priced velours, tapes- is more desirable than a sleazy one. | tries, etc. It is worth noting that mer-
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cerizing and some of the other new cherry, rosewood, etc., are also occasion- 
methods of treating cotton during its | ally seen. Black walnut is another 
manufacture have improved its appear- | beautiful wood for furniture, but is sel- 
ance and also its wearing qualities. | dom seen in new Pieces now, partly 
Linen is occasionally used in materials | because the supply has run short and 
similar to chintzes, but its most common partly because it is chiefly associated in 
use in furniture covering and draperies | our minds with the heavy, over-orna- 
is in velour, a sort of heavy velvet ma- | mental style of furniture for which it 
terial which is also made in cotton, but | was used some fifty years ago and which 
which is more durable than linen. Ex- | has now fallen into disfavor. Some of 
cept for the fact that moths and buffalo | the more expensive woods are imitated 
beetles are so likely to damage it, wool by staining cheaper kinds. 
is probably the most satisfactory fiber The advantages of wicker furniture 
for upholstery. It is more durable than | should not be overlooked. It is light, 
silk or cotton, does not catch the dirt comfortable and durable; some of the 
as easily as the latter, and holds its simpler designs are very good and cém- 
color excellently. It is made into a | bine well with other kinds of furniture, 
great variety of materials—damasks, especially when the wicker is stained a 
tapestries, plushes, etc. harmonious color. 

The use to which the room is put in- Any piece of furniture should be and 
fluences the selection of materials in | should look strong enough for the use to 
furniture coverings and draperies. Gay, | which it is to be put. Chairs and couches 
light chintzes or cretonnes are appro- | should be selected for the comfort of 
priate for a bedroom, which one wishes | the persons who use them, and a living 
to have clean and airy looking, whereas | room should be provided with a sufficient 
for a living room substantial looking | variety to suit all the members of the 
material like velour or tapestry would | family. As regards design, those which 
be more suitable. suggest comfort and strength should be 

chosen rather than “gimcracky” types, 
Farniture and if there is any ornamentation it 

| should be placed where it brings out the 
In furniture itself, good quality de- important lines of the piece rather than 

pends on well-chosen materials, good | seem to be put on for its own sake. 
design, and good workmanship. Wood The number and size of the pieces of 
is the most common material, but metal | furniture in a room should bear some 
is sometimes substituted for beadsteads | relation to the size of the room. Though 
and wicker or rattan for chairs, couches, | crowded tables, insufficient book-shelves 
and small tables. Soft wood, especially | or too few chairs are inconvenient, hay- 
pine, is used for cheap painted chairs; ing a room so full of furniture that one 
kitchen tables, etc., but harder varieties bumps into it at every turnis even worse. | 
are preferable for general use. The im- It should not be forgotton that well 
portant qualities in furniture wood are | distributed empty spaces add to the 
strength and beauty of grain, though beauty-of a house. In cities where extra 
color is also a.consideration. Oak is space means extra cost, small, over- 
probably the most common kind now | crowded rooms are sometimes unavoid- 
used in standard grade furniture, and | able, but women who ate so fortunate as 
mahogany is always in demand for | to live in roomy country houses ought 
handsome pieces. _Bird’s-eye_ maple, | to make the most of their privileges 

°
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and give their families the pleasure of | hand cannot be inserted to wash and 
ample space, even if this means banish- wipe them are to be avoided. Figure 3B 
ing to the attic a few superfluous pieces | illustrates a teapot which is hard to 
of furniture. ° clean on account of both the elaborate 

handle and the small opening. Kitchen 
Table and Kitchen Utensils crockery, like tableware, should have a 

good, smooth-finished glaze which will 
Table and kitchen utensils make up | clean easily and not chip. 

another important group of furnishings. Glassware is to be obtained in almost 
Very often the same kind of articles in any grade, from the most expensive cut different qualities are found in both sets. glass to the coarse kind used in jelly 
Table plates, (Fig. 3 A) for example, | tumblers. The choice depends chiefly 
differ from kitchen plates more in their | on the pocketbook, but it should not be 
attractiveness than in any other way. | forgotten that plain glass or glass cut in Real china or porcelain, which is always | a simple pattern is easier to keep shining 
translucent and of which the choice tabl- | and is usually more beautiful than any 
ewares are usually made, is more suitable except possibly the very expensive 
for occas ional than general use because it types of elaborately ornamented glass. is rather fragile, but its light weight, fine Figure 4 C shows a pitcher of plain, inex- color and smooth surface are unde- pensive glass and a shape which is both 
piably beautiful. Earthenware with a graceful and easy to care for. 
good glaze usually ranks next to proce- Knives, forks and spoons are made in lain and is very satisfactory for general | several kinds of metal. Silver is the most 
use. The old blue and white Stafford- | durable and always has an intrinsic shire wares, which were so highly prized | value. Plated silver is made so well and 
in colonial days in this country, be-| so cheaply nowadays that almost 
longed to this type and similar ware (Fig. | every family can have at least a supply 4D) is still to be obtained in many | of forks and spoons. Many prefer steel- 
satisfactory designs, one of the common | bladed to silver knives for the main 
ones being the well-known willow pat- | course at a meal because they cut 
tern. Large and conspicuous designs usu- | better, but they are harder to care for 
ally become tiresome on things which are | than silver or plated ones. Tea sets, 

used as frequently as table dishes and it is pitchers and other serving dishes come | safer to select plain white or some all- | in good designs in plated as well as 
over pattern or inconspicuous bands of | solid silver. If the family happens to 
flowers, color or gilt. It is usually wiser | own handsome ones, they make appro- 
to buy tableware from an open-stock priate side-board ornaments; but they 
design than to take the regular sets, | require frequent rubbing up to keep 
which often include unnecessary pieces | them bright, and unless they are needed 
and cannot always be replaced when every day on the table it is better to put 
broken. Good, plain shapes are ordi- | them away and reserve them for special 
narily to be preferred to fancy ones, | occasions than to let them.stand about 
because they are better adapted to their | tarnished. 
Purposes and are easier to clean than There is much discussion as to the 
those which have irregular surfaces | best material for cooking utensils. 
and “nubbles” which catch and hold | The truth is that no material is best for 
the dust. Pitchers, teapots and other | all and the work is most easily and satis- 
dishes with openings so small that the factorily done if different kinds are
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chosen for different needs. Earthenware The shape of kettles has much to do 
is excellent for certain purposes, as it | with the quickness with which their holds the heat evenly, and baking dishes | contents heat. The smaller the surface or casseroles in which the food can be | which comes in contact with the heat the 
served as well as cooked save dish wash- longer it will take the contents to be- 
ing. Such wares are not adapted to all | come warm, and vice versa. This means 
kinds of cooking, however. The great | that in a kettle with a broad base the 
heat of fat in frying, for example, es- | contents heat more quickly than in one 
peciaily when the hot fat spatters up | with a small base. This point should be 
against the cooler parts of the dish, is especially considered where gas stoves 
likely to crack it. Enameled ware is | are employed and fuel must be carefully 
light in weight, easy to clean and is | used. : 
little affected by acids; but the cheaper Because a thing is to be used in the Z 
grades do not always stand the heat of | kitchen is no reason why it should be 
cooking well and soon chip. The enamel | ugly to look at, and if the housekeeper 
should be free from bubbles and have | can find muxing bowls and kettles which 
smooth, evenly finished edges which will | are attractive in shape, color and finish, 
not chip readily. Aluminum heats quick- | as well as convenient and easy to clean, 
ly and so economizes fuel, comes in very | they will give her a sense of pleasure 
good shapes, is light to handle and very | every time they are used. : 
durable; it is affected by alkalies, dis- 
colors easily and is rather hard to ciean. Arrangement of Kitchen Furniture 
Nevertheless, since it does not rust, it is 
especially desirable for teaketties, double | _Since the kitchen and laundry are the boilers, kettle covers, etc. Cast iron is | rooms where the hardest part of the still common ware for kitchen utensils, | household labor is performed, the ques- but it is being replaced in many homes | tion of efficiency in their equipment is by material which are lighter in weight | especially important. This efficiency and less expensive. Good iron pans and | depends not only on having the most 
skillets are excellent for some kinds of | convenient devices for doing the work, cooking, however, because they heat | but also on having them placed where 
more evenly than those of other ma- | they can be most conveniently used. terials and they fast for generations. | If a woman has to go to a distant closet Iron rusts easily and is affected by acids | or pantry every time she wants a dish 
as aluminum is by alkalies. It is be- | or a little flour, or even if she has to 
cause of this action of acids that iron | cross a large room as she moves between 
dishes sometimes injure the color and | the stove and work table, the sink and 
flavor of food, and for this reason food, | the cupboard, she will waste a consid- especially acid food, is usually not al- | table amount of energy in the course of 
lowed to stand in them. Tin and sheet | 2 4ay’s work. It certainly is worth her 
iron plated with tin are in common use in — to study her movements as she 
most kitchens because they are rather | ¥°" 7 neot by changing the place 
inexpensive, but they are not entirely |" “ch some things are kept ons ee y 'Y | moving the work table or the kitchen satisfactory. Unless they are unusually | cabinet she cannot reduce this waste of 
heavy, they lose their shape quickly. energy. As has been already suggested, In thinly plated kinds the tin wears off | the height of work tables, sinks, and and the iron beneath rusts easily. laundry tubs has much to do with the
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ease of working. Different kinds of | work toinclude the expenditure of energy 
work, of course, call for tables of different | during various household tasks per- 
heights. Ironing, for example, which | formed under favorable and unfavorable 
consists of pressing down hard, is easier | conditions, so that questions of efficiency 
on a lower table than would be chosen | in housework can be placed on as accu- 
for general work. The height of the | rate a basis as in the dairy or the factory. 
worker also makes a difference. From | A table (see Figure 6) with an adjustable 
32 to 36 inches from the ground is the | top which permits the working height 
usual height for general work tables, and | to be easily changed has been made for 
the bottom of the sink should usually be | experimental use in the calorimeter 
30 or 31 inches from the floor, but it is | laboratory, and the same principle 
better for each housekeeper to test out | might be applied for use in the home. 

Importance of Studying Household 

Questions 

A generation ago such subjects might 
: have been thought beneath the dignity 

of scientific investigation, but the last 

few years have seen a great change in 
¢ this respect. The way in which our 

homes are run, or, in more technical 

terms, the science of home economics, 
is now in much the position that scien- 
tific agriculture was in twenty or thirty 

years ago. The leaders had shown that 
“science can improve crops and some of 

the more progressive farmers were 
Figure 6—Table with adjustable top giving the new ideas a practical test, 

but many of the rank and file were still 
the matter for herself before she buys a | doubtful whether it was worth while. 
new table or has a new sink set up than | Few farmers of today, however, would 
to trust to general rules. These and | care to go back to the days before ex- 
other points in kitchen equipment have | periment stations, ferilizer control, etc. 
been discussed in a recent Farmers’ | The fact that the problem of making the 
Bulletin (“The Farm Kitchen as a | home as efficient as possible includes so 
Workshop,” U. S. Dep’t of Agr., | many different kinds of questions will 
Farmers’ Bulletin 607.) Figure 5 | make necessary a great deal of study 

shows a woman working at a table of | along many different fines, just as agri- 

correct height and at one which is too | culture has included problems as differ- 
low, and makes clear how much dis- | ent as those of insect pests and cheese 
comfort and unnecessary effort comes | making. In solving these every intelli- 
from bending over the latter. An | gent farmer who has studied them on his 
attempt is being made in the calorimeter | own farm has done his part as well as 
laboratory of the Department of Agri- | the special investigators in the labora- 
culture to measure exactly how much | tories. In the same way, every intelli- 
energy is expended at tables of different | gent housekeeper who studies the house- 
heights, and it is hoped to extend the | hold problems of cooking, cleaning and
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furnishing and tries to soive them with | means as moving a table or stove or 
the help of both practical experience Tearranging the kitchen cupboards or 
and scientific information, hastens the | kitchen cabinet may make a noticeable 
day when household management can | difference in the number of movements 
be as accurately planned as that of the necessary for the daily work, and this 

- factory and the farm. saving of energy not only lessens the 
Planning and equipping a home in an | labor, but also prevents the irritation & 

accurate and systematic way does not | which an intelligent person naturally 
mean that it should not have any indi- | feels at wasting effort. 
viduality. On the contrary, while the As far as the element of pleasure or 
principles which govern a wise choice of beauty is concerned, it is the necessary 
furnishings are the same for all kinds and things rather than special ornaments 
conditions of houses and families, the | which make the greatest difference in the 
articles usually chosen in accordance | attractiveness of a home. Comfortable 
with these principles would vary just | furniture of good, plain design and har- 
as much as the house and the families | monious colors on the walls and floors 
for which they are intended. Whether | are more necessary to make a house rest- 
one’s house is large or small, things | ful and pleasant than many pictures 
should be chosen to fill actual needs and | and much bric-a-brac. Fortunately, it 
to fill them in the way most economical | need not cost any more to get these 
of money, labor and materials, and, as necessary things in satisfactory forms 
far as possible, to give pleasure as well. | than in poor ones, though it may mean 
If the house of the family is large, dif- | choosing more slowly and carefully. 
ferent things will seem necessary, con- If the best equipped house is the one 
venient, economical and suitable from | which in all its features and furnishings 
those which would answer the require- | are most completely suited to the needs 
ments if there were less space or fewer | of its occupants, the standard for every 
persons to be provided for. The size of | family must be adapted to such indi- 
the income also influences choice, but | vidual peculiarities as the location of 
the fact that one cannot pay high prices | the house, the amount of the family in- 
does not mean that one must always put | come, the size of the family and their 
up with inconvenient or unattractive | different occupations and _ interests. 
things. A table of easy working height Judged by this standard, a woman who, 
probably costs no more than one toohigh | with limited means, has made a con- 
or too low, nor would making wooden | venient, comfortable and attractive 
blocks to set under the legs of a low one | home out of an umpromising, incon- 

be an impossible expense, yet a difference | venient farm house has shown greater 
of a few inches may mean the difference | ability than one who, with the help of an 
between working easily and getting | expensive decorator, has obtained a good 
tired every day. Increasing the con- | effect in a house equipped with all 
venience of working by such simple | modern improvements.
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